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Abstract
The dancer's consciousness is an integral component of choreography and
performance, but has been afforded little significant attention within dancetheory or
practice. This thesis aims to investigate the nature of the dancer's consciousnessand
it develops a model which allows dancers to accessparticular conscious states in
choreography and performance. This model is entitled the Dance Consciousness
Model.
The model is founded on consciousnesstheory and, within it, two states of dance
consciousness.have been defined: intrattentive consciousnessand non-intrattentive
consciousness. These are based on the states of consciousness described by
consciousnessresearchers,dancetheorists and practitioners and theatretheorists.
The Dance ConsciousnessModel comprises methods for examining and accessing
'
the dance consciousness.During the formulation of these methods a variety of
theories and practices were explored: phenomenological reduction, the explicitation
session, somatics, sport psychology, visual and verbal processing, attention studies,
Buddhist Introspection and Bodyweather. Relevant componentswere extracted from
each theory and practice and applied to the discipline of dance. This resulted in the
development of a series of methods for examining and accessing states of
intrattention and non-intrattention. Thesemethods were explored, by trained dancers,
in three empirical projects which comprised exploratory workshops, choreographic
and rehearsalprocessesand performances.

The projectswere recordedon video and the dancerswere interviewedat regular
intervals. The analysis of the information collected was combined with the
in
the
theory
the
the
and
resulted
consciousness
study
start
of
establishedat
formulation of a consciousness
training programmeand the Dance Consciousness
Model. The training precedesthe applicationof the modeland comprisesa seriesof
between
in
dancers
states
taught
to
workshops which
are
access,examineand switch
Model is believedto
of intrattentionandnon-intrattention.The DanceConsciousness
be the first of its kind and is intendedfor applicationby dancersin the choreography
andperformanceof contemporarydance.
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Introduction
Research focus - the dancer's body and mind
In the creation, performance and viewing of current Western contemporary dance
utmost attention is paid to ensuring the dancer's body, as a physical form, is primed
for performance. Dance is frequently considered as an aesthetic activity that is
is
body
dance
body;
'in
Smith
the
the
concernedwith
moving
as
acknowledges,
...
the locus of the art' (2002, p. 125). It is commonly considered that a dancer's body
should be trained and shapedin a particular fashion, with the main purpose being to
use the body as a means to perform movement. Jowitt claims that dance takes
caccountonly of the body' (1988, p. 77), and Foster recognisesthat dance 'stresses
the body's ability (and inability) to conform to specified shapes at a given time'
(2000, p.xiv). Little relevance is placed on the facts that a danceralso has a mind and
that dance is not merely a structure of different shapes,actions and dynamics to be
presentedby a body.

One could suggestthat, within the Westerncontemporarydancecontext,thereexists
a set of aestheticvalues relating to the dancer'sbody that underpin conceptsof
dance.For example,asJowitt claims,the reasonthat somepeopleview danceis that
it offers an 'excusefor watchingpretty, lightly clad womendisportingthemselves'
(1988,P.77). EvenDuncan,who displayedfairly revolutionarythinking at the turn of
the twentieth century when she began to place emphasison what she called the
'dancer's soul', admittedthat it is really only the 'body that had to be primed for
dancing'(cited in Jowitt, 1988,p.78).
The dancer'smind is not preparedto the samedegreeand one could suggestthat a
'dualistic point of view' aboutthe body andmind 'hasalwaysbeenwidespreadin the
dance community' (Fortin et aL, 2002, p-173). According to Leach and Stevens,
from
the
'is
inwardly
dancing
'dancers
believe'
entity
that
the
a
separate
many
mind
dancing body' and 'most feel, and try to behave as though, the mind and body are not
functionally united' (1996, p. 113). Dance theorist McCaw notes that 'I had an image
Jowitt
7-8).
(2001,
body'
goesso
pp.
of myself as consisting of a mind and a separate
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far asto saythat, 'a dancerlybody andmind set' are 'not only not prerequisites;they
might actually get in the way' (1988, p-317). Fortin et aL consider that:
The goal orientated environment of professional dance schools
is]
[which
body
the
to
encouragesstudents emphasise representational
how the body looks from a third person viewpoint.
(2002, p. 172)
Smith notes that dancersoften have 'perceptions of a mind-body split', perform with
a 'body mind disconnection' and consider the 'body as object' (2002, pp. 124-7).
Smith continues with the comment that often, whilst dancersare performing, they are
'perceiving themselvesas objects to be studied rather than through experience of
...
the body as being' (2002, p. 128). In the light of all this, one might consider that
dancers have lost 'connection with [themselves] as psychophysical totalities'
(McCaw, 2001, p.8) and view only the body as the 'instrument of dance' (Sparshott,
1988,p. 18).

Specific research focus the dancer's consciousness
With the neglectof the dancer'smind comesa neglectof the dancer'sconsciousness.
Few dance theorists have considered the varying dispositions of a dancer's
consciousness
or provided solutions to the questionposed by Sheets-Johnstone;
'Whatis a dancerconsciousof while dancing?' (1966,p.39). One may ask why it
matters.Why is the dancer'smind, or more specificallythe dancer'sconsciousness,
of importancewithin dance-a disciplinethat seemssoconcernedwith the body?
There were three aspectsunderlying the motivation for this thesis which were
dancer
is
'what
promptedby Sheets-Johnstone's
consciousof. while
a
question
dancing?'

(1) Dance consciousnessin process and performance
Consider for a moment the fact that it is customary, within conventional, Western
contemporary dance, for the choreographerto spendthe choreography and rehearsal
time stressing the importance of an increased body awareness.Within the dance
in
to
individual
dancer
is
the
order
to
to
movement
process
often required attend each
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then directsthe dancerto go on stageand
polish and perfectit. The choreographer
just perform.' How is the dancerto makethe transitionfrom sucha reflectiveprocess
to a non-reflective performance?After weeks of performing, with increased
awarenessdirected intently towards every detail of the contentand form of the
dance,how canthe dancerthenmoveon simply to just perform?
The ability to do so necessitatesthe dancer having control not only over the dancing
body but also over the dancing mind, namely the dancing consciousness.Although
dancers are not trained explicitly to use their dance consciousness,they are
neverthelessexpected to use it in specific ways within the danceprocessand within
danceperformance.It would appear,however, that there is a lack of consideration of
the nature and significance of the dancer's consciousness.
(2) Dance consciousnessas an altered state of consciousness
It seems that dance necessitates a certain type of consciousness: a dance
consciousness.One may wonder why a dance consciousnessis different from any
other type of consciousness.The answer presentedhere and in Shacklock (2005), is
that 'dance can act as a means of access to altered states of consciousness'
(Shacklock, 2005). The term 'states' is intended here to mean statesof consciousness
and the term 'altered' refers to a situation in which states of consciousnesshave
changed in character in some way or another, those which are different from one's
ordinary and everyday states of consciousness. Many theorists of philosophy,
spiritualism and dance, such as. Haggendorn (2004), Natale (1995) and Fraleigh
(1987), have endorsedthe viewpoint that dance can alter consciousness,a viewpoint
which is by no meansnew. For example, trance dance,a practice in which people use
rhythm and dance to alter their state of consciousnessand 'enter non-ordinary
reality' (Natale, 1995, p.x) with the intention of transforming and/or healing the mind
and body, is said to date back around '40,000 years or more' (ibid. ). Another
example is the Sufi dance, which was first practised in Turkey in the mid thirteenth

1 'Just
from
Finnan
from
Kevin
direction
I
the
that
perform' was precisely
personally received
Motionhouse Dance Theatre. I worked with Finnan for six weeks, during which he encouragedeight
other dancers and me to choreograph and rehearsewith attention focussed absolutely on the way in
which our bodies were moving. On the night of the first performance Finnan statedthat 'the processis
over now, go on, don't think about anything, lose yourself, andjust perform' (February, 2002).

4
or a type
centuryandwhich actedasa meansof accessto a heightenedconsciousness
2
of ecstasyandwasbelievedto bring the dancerinto closercontactwith God.
Within the Western contemporary dance context, the altered state view is also
endorsed.Dance theorists such as Fraleigh speakof dance as an experienceof 'pure
consciousness' (1987, p.40) that is 'beyond ordinary consciousness' (1987, p-5);
Hawkins -refers to a 'special state of consciousness' (1991, p.9), Adler to a
ssuperconsciousness' (1987, pp. 14-15), Geissinger et aL to an 'increased
3
(2003),
consciousness'
and McCaw considers that dancers can develop a
'heightened awareness' (2001, p.8). Fraleigh (1987) suggests that, as a dancer
embodies the dance, he or she moves away from the thinking, speaking,,moving,
everyday consciousness,beyond normal limitations, into a dance consciousness.In
addition, Smith acknowledgesthat:
In dance we are presented with many opportimities to go beyond
...
our daily self, to shift our ordinary perceptions of self-identity into
other ways of feeling, seeing,believing, and experiencing the world.
(2002, p. 128)
It seemsthen that, as noted by Meyer-Dinkgrafe, the artist's experiences'represent
statesof consciousnessthat are certainly not common, or everyday' (2005, p.20). If
this is the case, and choreographersare expecting dancersto accesssuch states,one
can perhapsseewhy the question relating to the nature of the dancer's consciousness
is so significant.
(3) Dance consciousnessas the key to performance
One may consider that a dancer's ability to access such non-ordinary states of
consciousnessmight alter the way in which the dancer performs. Part of the initial
motivation for undertaking this researchwas an observation, made during personal
from
differ
dancer,
the
experiencesas a
that
experiential sensationof performing can
performance to performance, or even within the same performance. The observation
that one can be completely unaware of self or the experience of the performance
during some performances, whereas one can be utterly aware of self and the
2 See
www. sfusd.kl2. ca.us/schwww/sch6l8/Music/Dance2.html and
htm for infonnation on Sufi dance.
www. towardtheone-com/sufidance/about.
3 www. movingjoumal.
org
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experiencein other performancesof a technicallyidentical dance,is particularly
significant. An important considerationhere is whether these differences in
dance
the
of
states
experienceare intrinsically interrelatedwith consciousness
and
beingaccessed
by the dancerin theperformance.
consciousness
The above observation is also related to the notion that, whilst viewing a
performance,there can be a strongdesireto watch a particularperformerand not
others, almost as if a powerful connectionof some sort exists betweenself as
audienceand that performer. In this respect,Hagendoomposes the following
question:
Why is it that we are sometimes fascinatedby one or several people
moving about on a stage,while at other times it leaves us completely
indifferent?
(2004)4

Barbaasksa similar question- althoughhe is in this instancereferringto actors,the
observation is of the samenature and can perhapsbe applied generically to different
types of performers.
Why when I see two actors doing the same thing, I get fascinated by
one and not by the other?
(1985, p. 12)
Theorists have different views in relation to this observation, as illustrated by
Hagendoorn and Barba. For example, it was this simple observation that inspired
Hagendoorn to combine a 'phenomenological analysis of dancewith what is known
about individual brain processes'in order to examine 'what might be going on inside
the brain when watching a dance performance' (2004, ibid. ). For Hagendoorn, the
is
drawn
to
[we
the
'why
to
answer
question of
are]
some performers and not others'
is
fascination
For
Barba,
).
(ibid.
to
the
the
related
audience's state of consciousness
related to the performer's technical ability. In the context of this thesis, the answer
lies within the dancer's consciousnesswhich is connectedto the dancer's experience
of that consciousness.Indeed, one may consider that the state of consciousnessthat
the dancer accessesduring performance may have a significant effect on the way in
which the dancer performs. This, in turn, may affect the audience's perception of the
4 www. ivarhagendoom.
html
com/research/perception.
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performance.The nature of the dancer's consciousnessis therefore,of great
importance.

Preliminary research questions
If one considers that: (1) choreographersimplicitly require dancersto control their
conscious states and to enter particular states of dance consciousnesswithin dance
process and performance; (2) the states that are required are altered states and
certainly not common nor everyday; (3) the states that the dancer accessesduring
performance affect the way in which the dancer performs, then one may begin to see
why the question - what is a dancer conscious of while dancing?- is so significant.
This thesis therefore considers dancers as psychophysical totalities and its specific
researchfocus is the dancer's consciousness.The preliminary researchquestions of
this thesis are as follows:
What
is
by
dancers
the
the
that
nature
of
states
are
experienced
of
consciousness
9
within the choreographyand performance of Western contemporary dance?

How
dancers
can
within the
accessand control such statesof consciousness
*
choreographyand performance of Western contemporarydance?
With regard to these questions it is important to identify what is intended by the
terms 'choreography' and 'performance'. The term 'choreography' is used within the
context of this thesis to encapsulatea process in which movement is constructed.
Such movement may be structured methodically by a dancer or generatedthrough
improvisation. Such movement may also be created for the purposesof teaching it to
5

another dancer or indeed may be leamt by a dancerwhen taught by a choreographer.
The choreographic process may thus comprise the improvisation, learning, teaching
and structuring of movement. The term 'performance' is used within the context of

this thesis' to encapsulate a process in which movement is performed either in a
formal setting, such as a theatre, or an informal
workshops

or

the

5Theterm 'teaching'is

choreographic

process.

during
training
as
such
setting,

The

terms

'choreography'

in
be
relationto the
the
thesis
understood
usedwithin
andshouldalways

choreographic process. The term is not intended to refer to the practice of teaching within an
education context, but to the process of a dancer or choreographer teaching movement material to
another dancer.

and
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sperformance'will be applied in accordancewith the above definitions for the
remainderof this thesis.

Research methodologies
The researchmethods used to answer the above preliminary researchquestions can
be categorisedas theoretical and empirical researchmethodologies. The theoretical
methodology was crucial

in

obtaining a comprehensive and conceptual

understanding of the nature of consciousness and supplying possible methods
through which conscious states can be accessed. The aim of the empirical
methodology was to validate such conceptual understanding and to provide
opportunities for testing out any proposedmethodsof access.

Indeed,is it possibleto understandthe natureof a stateof consciousness
without
empiricallyexperiencingthat stateand,equally,is it possibleto understandwhat that
experienceis conceptuallywithout theoreticalknowledge?Similarly, how can one
purposefullyand empirically accessa particularstateof consciousness
without the
theoreticalknowledgeof how to do so, and how can one validatesuchtheoretical
knowledgewithout empirically accessingthe states?In the contextof this thesisthe
in that
theoreticaland empiricalmethodologies,therefore,are entirely co-dependent
the former informsthe latter andvice versa,thusresultingin an inter-reliantcycle of
developmentwhich has culminatedin the formulation of the researchoutcome,
which is introducedin Chapter1.
Despite the existence of this inter-reliant cycle, it is essential to clarify that, whilst
the theoretical methodologies are used for the purposesof supporting and informing
the empirical methodologies, and the researchoutcome, they are not directly applied
within the empirical methodologies, or the research outcome. For example,
theoretical methodologies such as phenomenological reduction inform the research
outcome, however under no circumstances is phenomenological reduction actually
applied within the empirical research undertaken in order to formulate the research
be
is
6
It
for
to
this
thesis
Chapters
2,3,4,5
this
that
appear
outcome.
and of
reason
predominantly concerned with theoretical methodologies and Chapter 7 focuses
almost completely on empirical methodologies. However, the chaptersof this thesis
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by no meansrepresenta chronologicaloverviewof the research.Rather,the readeris
askedto maintainan awareness
of the fact that the theoreticalcontentof Chapters2,
3,4,5 and6 evolvedsimultaneously
with the empiricalcontentof Chapter7 andthat
both the theoreticaland the empirical researchwas undertakenthrough a cyclical
process.
Both the theoretical and empirical methodologiesused within this researchemploy a
framework of triangulation. Triangulation can be considered as the combining of
'methodologies in the study of the samephenomenon' (2005).6 It is 'a processused
to validate the data obtained in a study' (2005)7 and to establish the 'accuracy of
information by comparing three or more types of independent points of view'
(2005).8 Triangulation allows 'a more complete picture' and a 'more credible
interpretation of the data' (2005).9 Throughout this research,therefore, first-, secondand third-person perspectives have been considered and the methodologies

subsequentlyincorporatefirst-, second-and third-personinformation.In the context
of this thesis:
First-personinformationhas beencollectedfrom the phenomenological
accounts
(1966)and Fraleigh(1987),and the
of dancetheorists,suchas Sheets-Johnstone
experiencesof the dancersinvolved in the empirical projects;
Second-personinfonnation has been supplied by the researcher author of this
thesis;

Third-person
information
has been extracted from consensusaccounts on
*
consciousness,
suchasthosesuppliedby Chalmers(1996).
The notion of first-, second- and third-person methodologiesand the use of
triangulationwithin the empiricalmethodology,are discussedin detail in Chapter3,
in which methodsfor empirically examiningconsciousness
are considered.The use
of triangulation within the theoretical methodology is more straightforward, and all

6 http://www.
ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA/evaluation/glossary/glossary2.btm
7 http://education.
htm
massey.ac.nz/wellington online/bedu6205/course/205dictqual.
8 http://www.
ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA/evaluation/glossary/glossary2.htm
9 http://web.isp.
cztjcrane/IB/Qualitative. html
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the theoreticalinforinationpresentedin this thesistakesinto accountfirst-, secondandthird-personinformation.
The research for this thesis was carried out over a period of three years. Work
undertaken during the first year comprised only the theoretical methodology which
included a review of current literature, a clarification of the concepts of dance
consciousnessto be examined, the researching and formulation of a method for
examining the concepts of consciousnessand the researching and formulation of
methods for accessingconsciousness.
In the second year, with the help of a group of eight dancers,all of this theory was
applied in Empirical Project I and Empirical Project 2. Within these projects the
nature of the concepts of consciousnesswas determined and methods for examining
and accessingthe statesof consciousnesswere explored and refined. This empirical
methodology was supported by the theoretical methodology. Each new finding that
arose during the empirical projects prompted a new direction for the theoretical
research. For example, an observation made by one dancer in Empirical Project I
with reference to the way in which they processedinformation led to research into
visual and verbal processing theories. This theoretical research,in turn, affected the
empirical research and resulted in a new method of empirical access being
formulated.

At the end of the secondyear,all the informationfrom the theoreticaland empirical
researchwas collated, interpretedand analysed.This informationtook the form of
third-persontheoretical accounts,first-person experiential accountsand secondpersonobservedaccounts.The informationwasboth qualitativeandquantitativeand
was collected through video recordings,structuredand unstructuredinterviews,
questionnairesand recordeddiscussions.The analysisof the informationled to the
designof the researchoutcomeandthe final empiricalproject.
Year three of the research comprised Empirical Project 3, in which four dancers
applied the researchoutcome. The dancersapplied, explored and refined the concepts
in
defined
the
of consciousness, methods of examination and the methods of access
years one and two. Again, first-, second-and third-person information was taken into
consideration and collated from video recordings, structured and unstructured

10

interviews, questionnairesand recorded discussions.This theoretically- and
empirically-based information was used to examine the results of the researchand
presentconclusions with regard to the efficacy of the outcomeof the research.
The theoretical and empirical methodologies used to conduct the research for this
thesis are identified in Chapter 1.

11

Chapter I
Why is the dancer's consciousnesssigniflcant?
Review of Literature
Chapter 1 begins with a review of the current literature available within the dance
discipline that is dealing with, or claiming to deal with, the dance consciousness.In
addition to the theorists mentioned in the Introduction; Smith, Jowitt, Fortin et al.,
Leach and Stevens,McCaw, Adler, Foster, Hawkins, Geissingeret al., Sparshottand
Hagendoorn, the views of Kleist and Hoffman are presented.The principal sources
that are considered are Yhe Phenomenology of Dance by Sheets-Johnstone(1966)
and Dance and the Lived Body by Fraleigh (1987). Chapter I presents an
examination of the views of Sheets-Johnstoneand Fraleigh on the dancer's body and
mind, the dancer's consciousness and methods for accessing the dancer's
consciousness.It continues with a critique on the lack of dance consciousness
literature that is available, and an explanation as to why it is essential to seek ideas
and information outside the dance discipline.
The literature currently available within the theatre discipline concerning the actor's
consciousnessis also reviewed, and it is ascertainedwhy this may be of use. In
relation to the actor's consciousness and methods for accessing the actor's
consciousness,the views of the following theorists are considered: Stanislavski,
Strasberg, Grotowski, Schechner, Diderot, Meyerhold, Brecht, Barba, Bloch and
Meyer-Dinkgrafe.

Chapter I then returns to the preliminary research questions.raised in the
Introduction,andassesses
insight
literature
discussed
the
might provideany
whether
into thesequestions.In doing so, it is ascertainedthat the questionsare valid and
worthy of investigation.Finally, the proposedresearchoutcomeof this thesis is
clarified, a seriesof focussedresearchquestionsis posedand the researchmethods
are revisited.ChapterI concludeswith a preview of the subsequent
chaptersin this
thesisanda final note.
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A note about the context and the literature
It must be emphasisedthat the subject of this thesis is the danceconsciousnesswithin
the context of Western contemporary dance. This by no means implies that the
notion of the danceconsciousnessis less significant in different genres,such as ballet
or Eastern practices like Butoh. It is essential,however, to place some limitations on
the thesis and to define clearly the parametersof the research. Likewise, although
any proposals or methodsthat are formulated are intended for use within this context,
there is no implication that such proposals or methods are not transferableinto other
genresor practices. In fact, such proposals and methodshave been informed by other
genres and practices. For example, the practice of Buddhist Introspection is
consideredin Chapter 5 and some of its principles are extracted for application to the
methods formulated for use within the Western contemporarydancecontext.
The purpose of reviewing the relevant literature in this chapter is to highlight
previous research concerning the dance consciousness and to provide some
background-information; thus much of the literature discussedin this chapter is not
referred to in subsequentchapters.Many of the sourcesreviewed were of great use in
determining the boundaries of this thesis. The concepts, theories and methods
presented within these sources did not, however, directly inform the concepts,
theories and methods formulated within this thesis. The selection of literature from
various other disciplines, such as sport psychology, attention studies and somatic
practices, which did directly inform these formulated concepts,theories and methods
are reviewed in subsequentchapters.

It shouldbe noted, however,that the danceand theatreliteraturepresentedin this
chapter should by no meansbe consideredas exhaustive.A certain amount of
selectivitywas essentialas it would havebeendifficult, within this one chapter,to
review all the literature which explicitly or implicitly considersthe dancer's
The danceliteraturethat is discussedrepresentsthe generalresearch
consciousness.
undertakento dateandthe literaturepresentedby two of the dancetheorists,SheetsJohnstoneand Fraleigh,can be consideredas the most significantwithin the subject
The theatreliteraturethat is discussedextendsvarious
of the danceconsciousness.
viewpoints, some of which contradict each other, and different theorists have
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differentobjectives.Only the literaturethat wasdeemedto be mostusefulin the very
specific context of danceconsciousnesswas selected.

A review of current literature within the dance discipline
According to Best, the subject of the dancer's consciousness'does not appeal to
many people' (1974, p.76) within the dance discipline and Sheets-Johnstone
acknowledgesthat 'as far as is evident, no one has been concernedwith the question,
'what is a dancer conscious of while dancing?' (1966, p.39). Although both these
statementswere made over three decadesago, they still hold someweight.
Some dance theorists do claim to be dealing with the dance consciousness,but in
many cases there is little evidence of in-depth research. For example Foster notes
that 'dancing is always and already sacred in the way that it conjoins body and
consciousness'(2000, p.xvii) and, in her article 'Dancing Bodies', explicitly claims
in the introduction that:

My commentsfall into two sections:the first focuseson the formation
of dancingbodily consciousness... the secondsituatesthis bodily
in a culturalandaestheticmoment.
consciousness
(1997,p.236)
Despite this, it is difficult to ascertain exactly what Foster intends by her tenn
'dancing bodily consciousness'and the article deals more with the dancer's body, in
its aesthetic form within varying dance techniques, as opposed to the dancer's
consciousness.
In her book Moving from Within (1991), Hawkins also makes reference to a dance

consciousness,
and even distinguishesbetweenits role in the danceprocessand
danceperformance.Hawkins statesthat, in choreography,the dancer'stask is 'to
discoverways of gaining accessto the special state of consciousness
that makes
creativity possible' (1991, p.9). Whilst Hawkins is thus acknowledgingthat the
danceconsciousness
is
is a specialsort of consciousness
that
a methodof access
and
required,this is as far as the discussiongoes.Although Hawkins suppliesa concise
frameworkfor choreography,
which is brokendown into sectionssuchasexpressing,
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seeing,transformingandforming, shedoesnot considerthis preliminaryreferenceto
the danceconsciousnessin relation to theseprocesses.
Sheets-Johnstone's conceptualisation of the dance consciousness
The dancer's body and mind
In her book The Phenomenology of Dance (1966), Sheets-Johnstoneoffers more
insight into the dance consciousnessthan the sourcesmentioned above. Utilising a
phenomenological approach, in which she attempts to look at dance from the inside,
Sheets-Johnstoneconsiders the lived experienceof dance in great detail; she claims
that 'it is the lived experience which is of paramount significance' (1966, p.4).
,
Sheets-Johnstonedoes not define the danceconsciousnessper se, but she does make
reference to pre-reflective and reflective states. Having employed such terms
throughout her book, Sheets-Johnstonedoes not, however, describe in detail what

shemeansby them.
The dance consciousness
Sheets-Johnstoneasserts that 'the consciousness of dance is a pre-reflective
consciousness' (1966, p. 13). She also dismisses the notion of a reflective dance
dance as an
consciousnessin the statements 'the dancer is not conscious of
the
...
object, and neither is she explicitly aware of herself' (ibid. p.37) and 'consciousness
is able to take a point of view on all things in the
it
its
body,
own
which
world except
can only live' (ibid. p.26). Sheets-Johnstoneappearsto favour a pre-reflective dance
consciousness;she claims that the dance 'comes alive in all its rich fullness only as
the dancersare reflectively aware neither of themselves,nor of the dance' (ibid. p.6)
and 'it is only as the dancer reflects upon herself apart from the dance that she is no
longer one with it' (ibid. p.39). In addition, Sheets-Johnstonesuggests that the
audiencemay be able to detect the dancer's consciousstate in her claim that:
It is evident in performance when a dancer becomesexplicitly aware
of herself. As soon as she becomes self-conscious, the audience is
aware of a separationof the dancerfrom the dance.
(ibid. p.39)
Here it is clear that Sheets-Johnstoneis referring specifically to the performance of
dance and one could presume that, in her claim that 'the consciousnessof dance is a
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is
to
the
(1966,
13),
specifically
referring
she
also
pre-reflectiveconsciousness'
p.
danceperformance.This is confirmed later in her book when shenotes that:
For choreographersand dancers, reflection may afford insight into
it
deeper
to
means
of
what
approaches choreography,a
understanding
to create and perform dance, perhaps a growing ability to create
dance,and to develop as dancers.
(ibid. p.7)
Perhaps,then, Sheets-Johnstonefavours a reflective dance consciousnesswithin the
dance process and a pre-reflective dance consciousnesswithin dance performance.
She thus not only acknowledges that different states of dance consciousnessexist
but, in addition, believes that they may be accessedin different phases of dance
practice.
Accessing the dance consciousness
Sheet-Johnstone,however, does not provide any clarification as to how a dancermay
accesssuch states,make the transition from a reflective process into a pre-reflective
performance or control the dance consciousness.Sheets-Johnstonemerely claims
that in order to accessthe pre-reflective danceconsciousness,for example, 'one must
it
long
interpreting,
judging
to
only stop reflecting - analyzing,
grasp
enough
(1966, p. 137). This description does not really offer much insight into an actual
if
is
Surely,
is
just
How
to
method of accessor control.
one
stop reflecting?
one able
aware of having to stop reflecting, then there exists reflection about stopping, thus
halting any senseof a pre-reflective consciousness.
Fraleigh's conceptualisation of the dance consciousness
The dancer's body and mind
Like Sheets-Johnstone,Fraleigh is interested in the phenomenal experience of the
dancer and thus, in her book Dance and the Lived Body (1987), she utilises
existential phenomenology in her consideration of the dancer's mind, body and
finally the dancer's consciousness.Fraleigh stressesthe importance of a 'minded
body, not a mind in command of something separable,called body' (1987, p.9). She
her
how
body
body'
to
(1987,
this
'lived
see
the
refers
p-9), so one can
minded
as
term involves intrinsically a non-dualistic view of the mind and body. Similarly Todd
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idiom
body
lived
dancing
the
the
to
to
the
attempts ascribe
and coined
attributes
'thinking body' (1959).
Fraleigh describes the 'lived body' as a concept which attempts to 'cut beneath the
subject-object split' and claims that she does not recognise a 'dualism of ... bodymind ... and assumesan invisible unity of body ... and mind' (1987, p.4). Fraleigh
states that 'when the dancer succeeds,neither body nor mind is held at a distance;
they are the same in action' (ibid. p. 11). It is within this 'lived body' that there exists
a dance consciousnessand Fraleigh categorisesthe sametwo statesto which SheetsJohnstone refers: reflective and pre-reflective states (1987). Fraleigh, however,
unlike Sheets-Johnstone,does present clear deftitions
below.

of these states, as given

The dancer's consciousness
Fraleigh claims that a reflective state occurs when [the dancer becomes] aware of
[his or her] body as somethingto be reckoned with
[and] when [he or she focuses]
...
on [his or her] body' (ibid. p. 14). A reflective dance consciousnesscan be defined as
a state in which the object of attention is the dancing self. Fraleigh states that a
reflective state 'refers either to the body when it becomesthe object of attention or to
an objective attitude toward the body' (ibid. ). In addition, a reflective state can be
considered as a state in which one functions predominantly in a comparative or
evaluative manner, 'when [one stands] back to observe and learn' (ibid. ). Fraleigh's
reflective state of dance consciousnessis not only a lived state but also a known
state.
By 'pre-reflective' Fraleigh is referring to a state in which a dancer is explicitly
unaware of the dancing self, a state 'when she is not reflecting on her self or her

in which the dancer
action' (ibid. p.13).Thepre-reflectiveis a stateof consciousness
is entirely present-centred;
is
'living
dancer
the
it
is
Fraleigh
the
as
notes,
-when
present-centred
momentin her dance'(ibid.). This presumesa senseof spontaneity,a
senseof living in one moment and Fraleigh refers to the experienceas follows:
I live as my body spontaneously not noticing it, not looking back
...
upon it, and not anticipating or imagining it in some future state ... my
lived and complete wholeness.
(1987, p. 14)
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In such a statethe danceris not overtly reflecting on anything;it is a statewhich
occursprior to onereflectingon it - hencethe tenn 'pre-reflective'.Indeed,Fraleigh
describes it as 'before noticing' (1987, p. 14). In contrast to the reflective
is a statethat is
the conceptof the pre-reflectivedanceconsciousness
consciousness,
entirelylived andnot known.
Similar to Sheets-Johnstone,Fraleigh not only supplies a distinction between these
two different states of dance consciousnessbut also establishes that being prereflective should be of paramount importance for a dancer. Fraleigh claims that the
dancer should not be 'reflecting on her self or her action' (ibid. ) and should be in a
state in which 'the dance is lived not as an object but as pure consciousness'(ibid.
p-40). In addition to this, she notes that 'the dancer is at her best ... when she
becomes present-centred' (ibid. p.23), which is a prerequisite of the pre-reflective
dance consciousness.
Sheets-Johnstoneand Fraleigh are not the only dance theorists who consider this to
be the case. Hoffinan, for example, also promotes pre-reflection in his claim that the
most effective dance state is a state of 'no thought', which arises when dancersare
'in the moment' (1997).10Similarly, Kleist considers that a marionette can perform
more effectively than a live dancer, as the marionette is not bound by consciousness.
The marionette is not reflectively aware of self and thus is able to exist entirely in the
dance. Such reflection can be considered as detrimental to performance as it
obstructs spontaneity of movement and energy and disrupts any senseof being fully
in the present. In Dance and the Lived Body, Fraleigh presents Kleist's view that
9perfect grace is not possible in conscioushuman movement, but appearsonly in the
lack of consciousnessof the marionette' (1987, p.24). In '11uppetTheatre', written in
1810, Kleist refers to a reflective type of consciousnessand notes that he recognises
'what a disturbing effect consciousness'can have 'upon the natural grace of human
beings' (in Cohen and Copeland, 1983, p. 182). With such a view, one could consider
that Kleist is clearly promoting a pre-reflective state of dance consciousness.This
thesis is not concerned,however, with which state of dance consciousnessis more or
less effective, but instead is concerned predominantly with the nature of such states
and how one can accessthem.
10www. nbcds.orglarticies/erikl. htmI
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Accessing the dance consciousness
Although Fraleigh does provide some insight into the nature of the dance
consciousnessthrough distinguishing between two distinct states,along with SheetsJohnstone, she does seem to disregard the need for some sort of methodology for
accessing, controlling or even practically investigating the states that she defmes.
Although Fraleigh claims that a dancer is 'at her best' whilst pre-reflective, and
acknowledges that dancers have some sort of control over consciousness sconsciousnessis intentional' and 'I am not just a helpless recipient of stimuli; I
participate in and control my own destiny' (1987, pp. 15-16) - she doesnot ascertain
how a dancermay actually accessand/or control such a state.
In addition, unlike Sheets-Johnstone,Fraleigh does not distinguish between the
process of dance making and the performance of dance -a distinction which it is
important to acknowledge in order to understandits significance. One must certainly
not presume that the experiences,and the conscious states,encounteredwithin these
two independent events are necessarily the same or even slightly similar. One must
also consider whether the statesexperiencedin the processhave any effect on those
encounteredin the performance.
Summary

The literature of Sheets-Johnstone
and Fraleigh representsthe dominantresearch
It
undertakenwithin the dancedisciplineon the subjectof the danceconsciousness.
is interestingto note that Sheets-Johnstone's
The Phenomenologyof Dance was
written in 1966and Fraleigh'sDance and the Lived Body in 1987.Onewould have
hopedfor somemore recentdanceconsciousness
research,especiallyconsideringthe
is
developing.
discipline
beyond
dance
speedat which consciousness
the
research
During a conversationbetweenFraleigh and the author of this thesis,held at the
'Daiwa InternationalButoh Festival' in London in October2005, Fraleighherself
statedthat 'there doesn'tappearto be any dancetheoristswho are currentlydealing
with the subjectof the dancer'sconsciousness'(2005).It is also interestingto note
that Fraleighwas a studentof Sheets-Johnstone,which suggeststhat the breadthof
researchbeingundertakenthroughoutthe dancecommunityis very narrow.
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Although neitherSheets-Johnstone
nor Fraleighreally cover the secondpreliminary
researchquestionoutlinedin the Introduction- how can dancersaccessand control
states of consciousnesswithin the choreographyand performanceof Western
contemporarydance?- both theoristsdo presentsomeinsight into the natureof the
danceconsciousness
and explicitly discusstwo dance states:reflective and prereflective. It is not clear whether these conceptswere formulated by SheetsJohnstoneor by Fraleigh.Both theoristsutilise the terms,but only Fraleighdefines
them. This perhapsindicatesthat Sheets-Johnstone
introducedthem but Fraleigh
later clarified them.Whateverthe case,both their accountsare constrainedby their
phenomenologicalresearch approaches,which 'take the form of first-person
description'(Fraleigh,1987,p.xiv).
Fraleigh acknowledgesthat her perspective is one of involvement as opposedto her
having a detached approach (ibid. p.xxix) and Sheets-Johnstonenotes that, as a
phenomenologist, she 'describes the immediate encounter with dance, the lived
experience of dance' (1966, p. 12). Although, as Sheets-Johnstonestates, any
phenomenologicalaccountsof the nature of the danceconsciousnessshould be 'apart
from any prejudice, expectation, or reflection' (ibid. ), one cannot disregard the firstpersonnature of the accountsand the possibility that they may contain some opinion.
Such opinion is evident in Sheets-Johnstone's
claim that the reflective dance
consciousness is desirable for the dance process and the pre-reflective dance
consciousnessis preferable for performance, and in Fraleigh's note that the prereflective danceconsciousnessis the more effective statefor danceperformance.
Despite this, Sheets-Johnstoneand Fraleigh do
in
assisting with the
way
some
go
first preliminary researchquestion outlined in the Introduction what is the nature of
the statesof consciousnessthat are experiencedby dancerswithin the choreography
and performance of Western contemporary dance.Considering, however, that neither
source presents third-person consciousnesstheory and that Sheets-Johnstoneand
Fraleigh's sources are the dominant sources within current dance literature, it is
necessaryto review other literature outside the dance discipline. A review of current
literature within the theatre discipline, literature that implicitly considers the
preliminary research questions identified in the Introduction, is of value here. Such
literature is of course related to the nature of the actor's, as opposedto the dancer's,
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states of consciousness,but it is possible to borrow relevant identified concepts of
consciousnessand methods of access.

A review of current literature within the theatre discipline
The actor's body and mind
Within the theatre discipline, both the actor's body and actor's mind are attributed
much significance, although views vary about the importance of one over the other
and it does seemthat dualism is present within the theatre literature. Within this there
is a senseof the objective versus the subjective and, as Zarrilli notes, 'objectivism
and subjectivism remain two sides of the same problematic, dualistic coin' (2002,
p. 10). For many theorists and practitioners, there is a 'dichotomy or gap thought to
exist between the cognitive, conceptual, formal or rational' and the 'bodily,
perceptual, material and emotional' (ibid. p. 11) and, as a result, actors often
experience 'a real disjuncture between their minds and their bodies' (ibid. p. 13).

Viewpointsalso differ greatlywithin the theatredisciplinein termsof the role of the
bodywithin trainingandpractice.Whilst Meyer-Dinkgrafeclaimsthat it is a 'general
tendencyamongcontemporarytheatretheoristsandartiststo stressthe importanceof
the actor'sbody' (2005,p.77), Dietchmannotesthat:
Very often, I think the body is ignored or cut off in actor training
[and]body training is eitherkept separateor ignoredaltogether'
(1990,P.11).
Likewise, the disposition of the actor's body is also consideredfrom varying
perspectives.Sometheorists,suchas Moore (1979),considerthe body asthe actor's
tool or instrument, whereas other theorists explicitly discard objectivist suppositions
about the body existing as an instrument and Schechner advises 'don't treat your
body as a thing. Your body is not your instrument;
(19
145).
73,
body
is
p.
your
you'
Considering the body from a more subjective, as opposed to objective, perspective
may present the opportunity to reduce the senseof dualism. Schrag claims that one
should consider the body as Merleau-Ponty does, as 'an experiencedphenomenon
...
in the immediacy of its lived concreteness' and 'not as
for
a representable,object ...
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the abstractivegaze' (1969,p.130).Merleau-Pontyrefersnot to the 'possiblebody
'actual
but
legitimately
information
the
to
think
which we may
machine'
of as an
body I call mine' (1964, p. 160-1). This viewpoint is similar to Fraleigh's notion of a
thinking body and is encapsulatedhere by Schechner:
All performance work begins and ends in the body. When I talk of
spirit or mind or feelings or psyche, I mean dimensions of the body.
The body is an organism of endless adaptability. A knee can think, a
finger can laugh, a belly cry, a brain walk and a buttock listen.
(1973, p. 132)
Such a viewpoint placesmore significance on the mind in conjunction with the body,
in
in
'be
the
total
to
which may enable
actor
engaged a
psychophysical process'
which 'the performer might realize an organic connection between the body and
mind' (Zarrilli, 2002, p. 14). It does seem, then, that some theorists, such as
Schechner (1973), Zarrilli

(2002) and Meyer-Dinkgrafe (2005), consider the

significance of both the actor's body and the actor's mind and, in doing so, these
theorists make referenceto the actor's consciousness.
The actor's consciousness
According to Meyer-Dinkgrafe 'theatre can affect the actor's
consciousness'
...
(2005, p. 195). He states:

Theatre has unfathomedand to a large extent unusedpotential in
enabling,in theatreactorsand audiences,a holistic experiencewhich
is non-ordinary,non-day-to-day.
(ibid. p.6)
This is similar to the claims madeby dancetheoristsdiscussedearlier- tha dance
,t
1990s
Since
the
to
canact asa meansof access alteredstatesof consciousness.
early
interest in the connectionbetweentheatreand consciousness
has really begun to
developand the year 2000 saw the launchof the web-basedjournal Consciousness,
Literature and the Arts." Meyer-Dinkgrafeis one of the leadingtheoristsexplicitly
He organisedthe
presentinga connectionbetweenacting,theatreandconsciousness.
'International Conference on Consciousness,Literature and the Arts' at the
University of Aberystwythin May 2005,which aimedto connectconsciousness
and
11Seewww.aber.
ac.uk/tfts/Jý
oumal
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the arts. Although many of the paperspresentedwere concernedwith connecting
latter
This
dance
acting and consciousness,
only one concerned
and consciousness.
paper, 'Delving into the Dancer'sConsciousness',
was presentedby the author of
this thesis (Shacklock, 2006). The lack of dance papers at this international
conferenceconfirms that there is very little current researchinto the dancer's
Meyer-Dinkgrafe'sviews on the actor's consciousness
consciousness.
are reviewed
later in this chapter.
It is also of great use to consider some literature which does not explicitly make a
connection between. acting and -consciouspessper se, but which does present asupposition about the degree to which the actor should be involved with the
character.In doing so, there is an implication that particular statesof consciousness
are desirable for an actor. For example, in stating that an actor must not be involved
emotionally with the characterhe or she is playing, but must insteadbe aware of that
character and, through the use of specific techniques, of how to represent that
character,one may be claiming implicitly that the actor should be in a reflective state
of consciousness.On the other hand, in stating that an actor must be involved
emotionally with the character and exist completely as that character with no
awarenessof technique, one may be claiming implicitly that the actor should be in,
what Sheets-Johnstone and Fraleigh would term, a pre-reflective state of
consciousness.

This chapter now considers the theories and methods presentedby Diderot,
Stanislavski,Strasberg,Grotowski,Schechncr,Meyerhold,Brecht,BarbaandBloch.
This list of theoristsandpractitionersis by no meansexhaustiveandthosementioned
here havebeen selectedbecausetheir theoriesand methodshavehad a significant
impact on contemporaryWesterntheatrepractice.It is importantto note that the
following discussionhas takenthesetheoriesand methodsout of context,and here
dance
they are being consideredin relation to consciousness
in
to
as
and relation
opposedto the theatre discipline. Each theory and method will be considered
cautiouslyandin asmuchdetail asis deemednecessaryfor this particulardiscussion;
thus Stanislavski'smethod,for example,will not be discussedin its entiretyandonly
principlesthat areconsideredrelevantwill be extracted.
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Pre-reflective states
Diderot (1955) was one of the first Western theorists to consider the degreeto which
the actor should be emotionally involved with the characterand with the acting itself,
and he considers this to be the paradox of acting. Diderot distinguishes clearly
between two sorts of involvement and, in fact, two types of actor. One type of actor
is:

The one [who] plays from the heart, from sensibility, immersing
himself, while acting, in the feelings of the characterhe plays.
(Meyer-Dinkgrafe, 2005, p.56)
This type of actor seems to be similar to the pre-refleotive dancer, described by
Sheets-Johnstoneand Fraleigh, who lives 'the present-centredmoment in her dance'
(Fraleigh, 1987, p. 13). Unlike Fraleigh, however, who considers the pre-reflective
dancer as the most successful dancer, Diderot considers this kind of acting as the
least effective and notes that it is 'alternately strong and feeble, ffiry and cold, dull
and sublime' (1955, p. 15). Diderot claims that this type of acting is unpredictable
and uncontrollable and too reliant on chance, and that the performance may vary
significantly eachtime, as the actor will lack self-control.
Stanislavski (1986) takes the opposite view to Diderot and the former's views seem
more in keeping with those of Sheets-Johnstone and Fraleigh. Stanislavski
formulated'a particular system of actor training
has
had
a major
system
which
-a
influence on Western theatre which promotes the notion that:
-

An actoris underobligationto live his part inwardly, andthento give
to his experiencean externalembodiment.
(1986,p.15)
For Stanislavski, the aim of acting is 'the creation of this inner life of a human spirit,
and its expressionin an artistic form' (1986, p14). It is essentialthat this inner life is
created and truly and holistically lived in every single perfortnance; the actor must
'fit his own human qualities to the life of this other person' and 'pour into it all of his
own soul' (ibid. ). In addition:
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The work of the actoris not to createfeelingsbut only to producethe
be
feelings
in
true
given circumstances which
will spontaneously
engendered.
(Stanislavski,1949,p.266)
Stanislavskibelieves that the actor must live the characteras opposedto being
knowingly aware of the characterand using techniqueto representthe character.This
dead,
human,
live
'real,
that
the
the
ensures
not
acting and
and
character are
conventional, or theatrical' (1986, p. 119). In his book An Actor Prepares, Stanislavski
notes:
The very best thing that can happen is to have the actor completely
he
I,
iVes
by
his
Then
the
the
carried away
will
of
own
play.
regardless
it
does,
how
he
feels,
he
thinking
part, not noticing
and
about what
not
all moves of its own accord, subconsciouslyand intuitively.
(1986, p. 13)
The above statementimplies that the actor might lose control, but Stanislavski does
warn. 'never lose yourself on the stage.Always act as your own person, as an artist'
(ibid. p. 177). He therefore formulated a series of techniques which can be used to
access subconscious material, whilst maintaining self-control, in the form of a
consciouscontrol of the acting.
One technique created by Stanislavski is that of emotion memory, which is intended
to allow the actor to achieve control and repeatableaccessto the subconscious.'Me
actor must use personal past emotions and experiencesand those 'feelings that we
have had in sympathising with the emotions of others' (ibid. p. 190) in order to create
and live a new experience, the experience of the character. Stanislavski describes
emotion memory in the following text:
Just as your visual memory can reconstruct an inner image of some
forgotten thing, place, or person, your emotion-memory can bring
back feelings you have already experienced. They may seem to be
beyond recall, when suddenly a suggestion, a thought, a familiar
object will bring them back in full force. Sometimesthe emotions are
as strong as ever, sometimes weaker, sometimes the same strong
feelings will come back but in a somewhatdifferent guise.
(ibid. p. 168)
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Not only, then, does Stanislavski define a particular type of acting consciousness,a
pre-reflective consciousnessin which the actor is not explicitly aware of self or the
character, he also attempts to provide techniques which may be used in order to
accesssuch a state.
Strasberg(1988) developed and modified Stanislavski's system and his predominant
interest was Stanislavski's 'magic if.

The latter, for Strasberg, is a series of

questions relating to character that the actor must ask self prior to performance or
even prior to creating the role. Questionstake the form of, for example:
Given the particular circumstances of the play, how would you
behave, what would you do, how would you feel, how would you
react?
(Strasberg, 1988,p.85)
Strasbergascertainsthat using the 'magic if assiststhe actor in becoming 'close to
the

(ibid. ) and experienceof consciousness.
psychological
experience'
...

To accompany Stanislavski's 'magic if,

Strasberg formulated a motivation

technique,which encourages
the actorto considerthe following question:
The circumstancesof the sceneindicate that the charactermust behave
in a particular way; what would motivate you, the actor, to behave in
that particular way?
(ibid. )
One may presume that, in order to apply this question, the actor must imagine
himself or herself to be the character and to be involved in the particular situation.

Strasbergdid not, however, wish this to be the case and so formulated the
substitutiontechnique,which alsousesemotionmemoryandis describedasfollows:
The actor is not limited to the way in which he would behavewithin
the particular circumstancesset for the character;rather,he seeksa
substitutereality different from that set forth in the play that will help
him to behavetruthfully accordingto the demandsof the role. It is not
necessarily the way he himself would behave under the same
circumstances,and thus does not limit him to his own natural
behaviour.
(ibid. p.60)
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This sort of substitution supposedly allows the actor to accessan altered state of
consciousness.Grotowski (1969) also refers to an altered or heightened state of
consciousness,and Meyer-Dinkgrafe notes that 'theatre createdby Grotowski strives
(2005, p. 111).
to achieve non-ordinary states of consciousness in
actors'
...
Grotowski refers to accessingthesenon-ordinary statesof consciousnessas a process
of 'translumination' (1969).
Grotowski considers the 'personal and scenic technique of the actor as the core of
theatre art' (ibid. p. 15). His method of translumination promotesauthenticity and real
experience and disregards techniques behind which the actor can hide - again
promoting a sense of a pre-reflective, as opposed to a reflective, state of
consciousnessfor the actor. In translumination, the actor must open himself or
herself up, presentpart of his or her private self and personality, and completely strip
the self emotionally and psychologically in order to presentpure inner self.

In order to do this, Grotowski believesthat the actor must reach a stateof mind
characterisedby 'passive readinessto realise an active role' (ibid. p.7). He
formulated a series of physical training techniques,the aims of which are to
transcendany form of body mind dualism, surpassincompleteness
and achievea
holistic totality. The actormust becomecompletelyabsorbedin the presentmoment
of the action and achievea certain state of altered or heightenedconsciousness,
which seems analogous with Fraleigh's pre-reflective state of consciousness.
Grotowskidefinesthis stateof consciousness
or transluminationas a 'transcendental
stateof being' (ibid. p. 16).

Schechner(1985)also speaksof accessingalteredstates,which seemto havea prereflective and experientialnatureas opposedto a knowingly reflective nature.He
defines a state of transportation,which exists in performanceswhen the actor is
'taken somewhere',after which the actorwill 're-enterordinarylife just aboutwhere
they went in' (1985, p. 125) to the performance. Schechnerdescribes this
transportationasfollows:
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The performer goes from the "ordinary worW to the "performance
from
from
to
one
time/space
another,
world",
one
reference
battles
He
to
character,
a
plays
personality
one or more others.
demons,goesinto trance,travelsto the sky or underthe seaor earth:
he is transformed,able to do things "in performance"he cannotdo
final
is
But
the
phase
a
as
ordinarily.
when performance over,or even
of the performance,he returnsto wherehe started.
(1985,p. 125)
In addition, Schechner defines a state of transformation, which appears to be -a
heightened and more intense pre-reflective state, and which may result from an
intensive series of transportations.Having accessedthe performanceworld and been
transporteda number of times in a number of performances,a performer, according
to Schechner, may begin to transform pre-reflectively and will no longer return
unchangedto the ordinary world - as is the casein transportation.

It seems,then, that many theatre theorists and practitioners- namely Diderot,
in
Stanislavski,Strasberg,GrotowskiandSchechner
define
states,
and
andpromote
somecasesevenprovidemethodsof accessto thesestates,that seemanalogouswith
Sheets-Johnstone's
dance
Fraleigh's
the
consciousness.
state of
and
pre-reflective
This is not the case,however,for all the theoristsandpractitionersand somerefer to
morereflectivestates,asdiscussedbelow.
Reflective states
As mentioned earlier in this chapter Diderot distinguishes between two types of
has
is
first
is
from
heart;
the
the
the
the
the
actor who
actor:
actor who acts
second
'in himself an unmoved and disinterested onlooker. He must have, consequently,
'penetration and no sensibility' (Diderot, 1955, p.56). Such an actor must have the
capacity to gain complete-insight into and have total understandingof the character,
is
This
becoming
involved
that
experience
without
emotionally
character.
with
known and intellectually controlled, rather than simply lived in the moment.
This type of actor, deemed to be most successful by Diderot, appearsto be very
[the]
is
'aware
Sheets-Johnstone's
dancer,
Fraleigh's
to
of
similar
who
and
reflective
body as something to be reckoned with' (Fraleigh, 1987, p. 14). The actor must
having
almost observethe characterobjectively rather than exist as the characterand,
observed, must non-emotively imitate the patterns and behaviour of that character
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and recreatethe outward signs of feeling. In other words, the actor must represent
instance,
in
the
Diderot
this
that,
the
non-emotively character'semotions.
explains
fools
by
is
him
for
having
leamt
down
'who,
the
the
author,
actor someone
wordsset
by
into
being
believing
thoroughly'
that
the
you
experienced someone
emotionsare
onstage(1955,p.37).
Meyerhold (1969) also considers this to be the caseand notes that actors should not
involve themselves emotionally with their characters, but should maintain a
reflective state and 'consciously comment on the character by remaining clearly
distinct from it, (cited in Leiter, 1991, p.57). Meyerhold formulated an acting method
called 'biomechanics' (1969), which places great significance on the actor's physical
training and promotes a reflective consciousness.According to Meyerhold, through
mastering the physical method of biornechanics the actor should be able to position
the body accurately and move it in a way which stimulates an emotional statewithin
the actor. The physical movements act as stimuli to the emotions, as opposed to
being the effect of emotions. Meyerhold believes that it is possible to create emotions
by manipulating the body in particular ways.
Brecht (1940) also promotes a reflective state of consciousnessin which the actor is
distinct from the character:
The actor does not allow himself to become completely transformed
on the stageinto the characterhe is portraying.
(ibid. p.95)
In order to maintain such a distance from the character, Brecht formulated the
concept of the 'alienation effect' (1940). The aim is for the actor to demonstratethe
character and reproduce the words and movements of the character as authentically
as possible. The actor must find meaningful actions, by externalising the character's
emotions, which illustrate what is going on internally, without necessarilyhaving to
connect via empathy to such emotions. Brecht notes that:
[The actor] produces [the character's] remarks as authentically as he
can; he puts forward their way of behaving to the best of his abilities
(and
knowledge
himself
he
but
to
and
of men;
never-tries
persuade
thereby others) that this amounts to a complete transformation.
(ibid. p.95)
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his
indeed
This is not to saythat Brechtdiscourages
epictheatreemployed
emotions,
emotionaleffects.He believesthat the actor must presentthe emotionsreflectively
'the
Brecht
intellectually,
that
than
notes
and
rather
pre-reflectively and emotionally.
actor should refrain from living himself into the part' (1940, p-94).
Pre-reflective and reflective states
Having ascertained that some theorists and practitioners promote pre-reflective
states,and some promote reflective states, it is interesting that yet others advocate
it
in
Earlier
this
chapter was noted
states of pre-reflection and states of reflection.
that dance theorist Sheets-Johnstoneattributes states of reflection to the dance
dance
to
process- namely choreography and rehearsal- and statesof pre-reflection
performance. Some theatre theorists and practitioners hold a similar viewpoint and
someeven support a dual consciousness,in which the two statesexist concurrently.
Barba (1985) considers the psycho-physiological nature of acting and is concerned
with theatre anthropology and specifically the actor's presence.By presence,Barba
is referring to a particular state of consciousness,a state of pure consciousness.He
ascertains that three distinct concepts are inherent to presence: 1) extra-daily
behaviour, 2) the organ of u-topia and 3) the elusive third organ (ibid. ).
Barba defines two different types of behaviour: daily behaviour and extra-daily
behaviour. Daily behaviour comprises mainly pre-reflective, unconscious 'processes
through which our bodies and voices absorb and reflect the culture in which we live'
(ibid. p.32). Extra-daily behaviour comprises particular codes of movement that are
daily
in
from
forms
different
the
to
codes
relevant specific
of performance, which are
behaviour in terms of their aesthetic function (ibid. ).
It is this notion of extra-daily behaviour which is inherent in the concept of presence.
According to Barba, the actor must master extra-daily behaviour to be able to
dispose
initially
do
of
In
perform with complete presence. order to
so, the actor must
it
behaviour
any pre-reflective automatic or unconscious
and replace with more
artificial reflective extra-daily behaviour. Presence may be achieved when this
In
this
behaviour
becomes
unconscious.
artificial
pre-reflective, automatic and
to
it
is
from
that
the
process
evident
actor must move
statesof pre-reflection statesof
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reflection and then again to statesof pre-reflection. Barba is therefore promoting two

distinctstatesof consciousness
which mustbe usedalternately.
In addition, though, it seemsas if Barba is promoting a simultaneousexperiencing of
these two distinct states. One may consider that, even during the pre-reflective
stages,there must still be a controlling agent, something which observesreflectively
and monitors the behaviour whilst the behaviour exists pre-reflectively. Barba refers
to a principle supportedby Grotowski and notes that:
If an actor wants to express, then he is divided. One part of him is
doing the willing, another the expressing;one part is commandingand
another is carrying out the commands.
(1995, p.33)
Thus not only are the two statesexperiencedsubsequentto one another, but they are
also experienced concurrently in the form of a dual consciousness.Barba notes that
actors are trained to use extra-daily behaviour through distancing self from
'incultured' spontaneity and performing with 'accultured' spontaneity(1995). Within
this, the actor must learn to recognise the difference between self in daily behaviour
and self in extra-daily behaviour (Barba, 1989, p.312). The problem is that the more
the actor becomes conscious of the extra-daily behaviour, the more difficult it is
simply to exist within that behaviour - this is why 'accultured' spontaneity is
desirable.

According to Barba, this extra-daily behaviour, along with the organ of utopia which transforms the technique and raises it 'to a social and spiritual dimension', and
the elusive third organ - which 'renders our actions incandescent', allow actors to
establish presence (1988, p.291). Although he acknowledges that actors can be
trained to understand kinaesthetically extra-daily, as opposed to daily behaviour,
Barba does not feel that the elusive third organ can be trained. He notes that it is 'Our
personal identity. If we don't have it, no one can teach it to us' (1988, p.291). Thus
he does not think that presence,or the particular state of consciousnessrepresented
by his term presence,can be trained either and therefore provides no real method of
accessto the state of which he speaksso highly.
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Bloch also advocatesa type of dual consciousness
anddevelopeda techniquecalled
'Alba Emoting' (1993), which attemptsto collate pre-reflectiveprinciples,suchas
thosepromotedby Stanislavski,andreflective principles,suchas thoseendorsedby
Diderot. The techniquerequires the actor to recreatereflectively the 'emotional
effector patterns', which comprise the facial expressions,posture and breathing
121).
1993,
(Bloch,
the
to
the
p.
patternswhich correspond
character
emotionsof
Bloch claimsthat:
If instructions for reproducing an emotional effector pattern are
correctly followed, the appropriate actions will trigger the
corresponding subjective experiencein the performer.
(ibid. p. 127)
The effect is that, despite the emotions being reflectively and technically recreated,
the physiological parametersof the emotions arise pre-reflectively and thus it appears
as if the emotions are really being experienced without the technique. In this
instance, then, the actor would be experiencing reflection and pre-reflection
concurrently in the form of a dual consciousness.

Bloch claims that the effect of Alba Emoting can be so strongthat 'step out' and
'switch off (1993,p. 127)techniquesareneededin orderfor the actorto stopfeeling
the emotionsof the character.Thesetechniquesindicateevenmore stronglythat a
dual consciousness
is necessary.Indeed,in order to apply a techniqueat all anduse
methods such as the step out, one must maintain some senseof control over
One cannotdelve completelyand holistically into the realmsof the
consciousness.
pre-reflective, because how would one administer such techniques?A dual
consciousnesscomprising reflection and pre-reflection is thus consideredto be
essential.
Accessing the actor's consciousness
Having reviewed the accounts presented by Diderot, Stanislavski, Strasberg,
Grotowski, Schechner,Meyerhold, Brecht, Barba and Bloch, it is possible to discern
the nature of various types of an actor's consciousness- reflective, pre-reflective and
dual. What is not so clear, however, is how one may accesssuch states.
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Mnouchkinerefers to a particulartype of consciousness
that shedefinesas 'state',
and claims that 'state' shouldbe the 'primary passionwhich preoccupiesthe actor'
(citedin Williams, 1999,p.95).Although Mnouchkineclaimsthat shecandefinethis
is,
in
identify
the
type
the
actor
particular
of consciousness
and can
moments which
that shehasno methodwith
and is not, in the desiredstate,shealso acknowledges
which to equipactorswith the ability to accessor achievethat desiredstate.
According to Meyer-Dinkgrafe, 'performative means have to be developed' which
ensure that 'the performer is enabled to experience higher states of consciousness
during performance' (2005, p.91). There doesnot, however, seemto be a generaland
consensus method of access to such states within either the theatre or dance
discipline. Meyer-Dinkgrafe notes that, although theorists and practitioners are able
to describe their reflective and pre-reflective experiences, they do 'not have
technique[s] to facilitate the sameexperienceto recur systematically in themselvesor
in others' (ibid. p. 171). Theorists and practitioners such as Grotowski have
apparently as yet 'failed to find systematic methods' for accessingthe states 'which
they had encounteredcoincidentally' (ibid. p. 189), and theorists have:
far not really succeededin developing a set of techniqueswhich
so
...
allows the systematic development of higher states of consciousness
in the theatre.
(ibid. p.79)
In his book Theatre and Consciousness(2005), Meyer-Dinkgrafe faces up to this
problem; he discussesthe relationship between theatre and consciousnessand also
questions 'whether the actor should be emotionally involved with the emotions their
charactersare supposedto be feeling' (ibid. p.55). Within this he considerstwo key
issues:

better understandtheatreas a result of such an
whether
we
can
...
12
[and]
PS
implications
the
analysis
of the Natyashastra claim that
theatremay serveas a tool to the developmentof higher statesof
...
consciousness.
(2005,p.1)

12The Natyashastra is the 'main treatise in Indian
philosophy that deals with theatre aesthetics'
(Meyer-Dinkgrafe, 2005, p. 1).
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Unlike the theorists and practitioners discussedso far in this chapter, MeyerDinkgrafe considersthese two key issuescompletelyfrom within the context of
consciousnessstudies and his theories are basedon soundconsciousnesstheory.
Meyer-Dinkgrafe notes that:
Since the main focus of Indian philosophy has been human
consciousnessand practical techniques for its development,it is worth
looking at theatre aestheticsprovided within the framework of Indian
philosophy.
(2005, p. 173)
Meyer-Dinkgrafe believes that the classical Indian treatise on drama and theatre, the
Natyashastra,might assistwith the problem of the absenceof a method of access.He
for
Natyashastra
development
'as
that
the
claims
of consciousness
serves
a meansof
the

(ibid. p. 125) as it presents 'yogic techniques' which can condition 'the
actor'
...

mind and body to function in higher states of consciousness' (ibid. p.91). MeyerDinkgrafe also believes that the Natyashastra, along with some 'general aspectsof
Indian philosophy', has had a significant influence on 'eminent nineteenth- and
twentieth-century theatre artists, Stanislavski, Artaud, Grotowski, Barba and Brook'
(ibid. p. 105).
The Natyashastra refers to a state of pure consciousness or Samadhi in Sanskrit -a
state that 'is without contents but fully awake' (ibid. p.23). Meyer-Dinkgrafe
suggeststhat: 'everyone can gain access to pure consciousnesswithin their own
minds' either 'coincidentally, or through the practice of appropriate meditation
techniques' (ibid. p.3 1) and states:
It is possible not only to have occasional experiencesof higher states
of consciousness ... but to systematically develop much more
advanced states of consciousnessas phenomena of permanent daily
experience.
(ibid. p.25)
The precise nature of the state of pure consciousness referred to within the
Natyashastra is not easy to ascertain. Meyer-Dinkgrafe speaksof 'the impossibility
of expressingthe experience [of pure consciousness]in conventional language' and
notes that 'the experience simply cannot be put into words' (ibid. p.30). Despite this,
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the Natyashastraappearsto promote that the 'actor has to fully identify with the
It
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that
(2005,
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the
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moment as
character plays'
and exist
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thereforeseemsthat the Natyashastrais encouragingthe actorto encountera stateof
The
treatise
dance
Fraleigh's
to
consciousness.
consciousness
similar
pre-reflective
by
be
however,
horripilation
'tears
that
shown
shouldrespectively
also states,
and
personswho are not [actually] sorry or happy' (ibid.p.97) and the actor should
therefore knowingly use technique to create them. It thus appearsthat the
Natyashastrais also encouragingthe actor to encounterstatesof reflection. A
is
paradox therefore apparent.As Meyer-Dinkgrafe notes:
In requesting the actor to be of utmost concentrated mind, [the
Natyashastra] appears to suggest involvement. In stating that the
temperamental states should be shown by persons (i. e. actors) who
...
are not actually feeling the emotions that cause those states,the text
appearsto suggestemotional non-involvement on the part of the actor.
(ibid. p.99)
There seems,therefore, to be a contradiction betweenreflective involvement and preis
different
Perhaps,
this
though,
two
reflective non-involvement;
conscious states.
it
is
dual
it
is
implying
the
consciousnessor
not a contradiction; perhaps
use of a
acknowledging that the two statesare of use in different contexts, as acknowledged
by Barba, Bloch and Sheets-Johnstone.
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It is worth noting herethat this notion of dual consciousness
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(cited in SchechnerandAppel, 1990,p.36)
This acknowledges that the Natyashastra subscribes to the concept of a dual
consciousness.The question remains, however: how can the actor accessthis state of
he
in
2000,
Meyer-Dinkgrafe
has
consciousness?
researched the subject and,
conducted an exploratory study 'into the potential of using theatre training to achieve
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80).
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study
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Indian Natyashastraand anothereclectic methodas a meansof accessto statesof
pure consciousness.The conclusion of the exploratory study was that:
Much work is needed to find ways of systematically applying the
range of insights I propose ... in theatre training and practice.
(Meyer-Dinkgrafe, 2005, p. 196)
Meyer-Dinkgrafe also questions whether 'theatre following Western aesthetics[can]
(ibid.
itself'
for
Natyashastra-based
theatre
to
those
achieve effects similar
claims
p. 165). In response to this, Meyer-Dinkgrafe notes that in order to reach any
leading
is
'fin-ther
to
this
theoretical
substantial answers
elaboration needed,
question
).
(ibid.
hypotheses'
to
testing
eventually
practical, empirical
of relevant cogent
Although Meyer-Dinkgrafe has begun to make connections between theatre and
in
be
has
that
to
of
use
consciousness,and
may
suggestionsas appropriate methods

accessingparticularstates,he hasyet to presenta theoreticalmodel.
Summary
It is possibleto locatemoreliteratureconcerningtheatreandconsciousness
thanthat
Since the early 1990s,the subjectof theatre
concerningdanceand consciousness.
hasincreasedin significancewithin the theatrediscipline.Thereis
andconsciousness
an increasingnumber of publicationsdevotedentirely to the relationshipbetween
theatreand consciousness,
and the idea that theatrecan enabletheatreartists and
Meyerhave
holistic
Examples
to
are
audiences
and non-ordinary experiences.
Dinkgrafe's Yheatreand Consciousness
(2005), Demastes'Staging Consciousness:
in
Theatreand the Materializationof Mind (2002),Yarrow's Neutral Consciousness
the Fxperience of Theatre (1987) and Malekin and Yarrow's Consciousness,
Literature and Theatre: Yheory and Beyond (1997). In addition, there is a webjournal and internationalconferenceConsciousness,
Literature and the Arts and an
13
in
London,
trains
The
School
based
Science
Acting
which
the
acting school,
of
of
actorsto considerthe consciousness
of their character.
There are also many theatresourcesthat, through presentingideasrelating to the
extentto which actorsshouldbe involved with their character,providetheoriesand
13Seewww. scienceofacting.org.
uk
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Theorists
to
the
and practitioners
state.
actor's conscious
methods relating
Stanislavski,Strasberg,Grotowski and Schechnerpromotea pre-reflectivestateof
consciousnessfor the actor. Theorists and practitionersDiderot, Meyerhold and
for the actor.Barba,Bloch, and
Brecht advocatea reflective stateof consciousness
Meyer-Dinkgrafe in his consideration of the Natyashastra, promote a dual
consciousnessfor the actor comprising both pre-reflection and reflection.
These sources indicate that there is some consensuson the nature of the statesof the
actor's consciousness,stateswhich seemto be analogouswith those presentedwithin
the danceliterature in relation to the dancer's consciousness.Such sourcesmay assist
with answering the first preliminary research question outlined in the Introduction;
which was to ascertain the nature of the statesof consciousnessthat are experienced
by dancers within the choreography and performance of Western contemporary
dance.

In addition to ascertaining the nature of the actor's consciousness- explicitly or
implicitly - some of the theories and methods discussed also attempt to provide
methods which may be used to accesssuch states.Although Meyer-Dinkgrafe uses
the principles of the Natyashastra, he acknowledges that further empirical
investigation is necessarybefore it will be possible to transfer the techniques into
Western theatre practice. Many of the theatre theorists who implicitly discuss states
of consciousnessalso present methods of access.For example, Stanislavski's system
enablesactors to accesstheir character, and thus one could consider that this permits
accessto a pre-reflective state of consciousness.Such methods may be of use in the
context of this thesis and may assist in reaching conclusions regarding the second
preliminary research question outlined in the Introduction - how can dancersaccess
and control states of consciousnesswithin the choreography and performance of
Western contemporary dance?
It is important to note here, however, a significant distinction between the purpose of
the methods of accesspresentedby Stanislavski, for example, and the purpose of the
method of accessrequired in the study presentedin this thesis. All of the methods of
Brecht,
by
Stanislavski
theatre
regardless of
theorists
accesspresented
and
such as
whether they are promoting reflective or pre-reflective actors, are concerned
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particular
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In Stanislavski's system, for example, it is the use of emotion memory that enables
the actor to become emotionally involved with the character and exist as that
is
The
function
character therefore
character, and subsequently to
pre-reflectively.
for
Diderot's
Conversely,
method,
the means of access to the pre-reflection.
with
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to
the
In
reflection.
this case,the character the means of access
signs of
both instancesthe characteracts as the meansof access,and without the characterthe
method would be purposeless.One might even argue that the state of consciousness
being accessedwithin these methods is actually the character's consciousnessas
opposed to the actor's consciousness. This, however, is a completely separate
discussion that is outside the scopeof this researchin which it is purely the dancer's
consciousnessthat is of interest.
It is intended that the method of access presented within this thesis be easily
literal
dance,
for
forms
whether
comprehensibleand appropriate
all
of contemporary
14
dancer
to enter particular states
The
the
or non-literal.
method of accessmust allow
through means that are not necessarily related to character, as of course, not all
dancesrequire the dancer to portray a character. The theatre theories and methods
discussed above are of use in discerning the nature of the different types of the
dancer's
the
discussion
in
inform
on
turn
any
actor's consciousness,which may
of
in
They
however,
method
a
ascertaining
use
are
of
great
consciousness.
not,
accessthat can be used to enable dancersto accessparticular statesof consciousness.

14The terms literal and non-literal are intended here to distinguish respectively between movement
that is accurate,exact and truthful, and movement that is figurative, symbolic, abstract,metaphoric or
allegorical.
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Revisiting the preliminary research questions
Having considered the relevant available literature within both the dance and theatre
disciplines it is now pertinent to return to the preliminary researchquestionsoutlined
in the Introduction. It is important to assesswhether the literature discussed has
provided any insight into the questions outlined, in order to ascertain the research
outcome of this thesis. Indeed, had the available literature provided complete insight
into the questions outlined then this thesis may have been deemed invalid and
unnecessary.

found
be
Evidenceof variousdifferent statesof danceand actingconsciousness
can
within the literature discussed.All the literature acknowledgesthat such statesof
consciousness
arebeyondordinaryconsciousness
or at leastdiffer in someway from
Different sourcespromotevariousstates,althoughmost
the everydayconsciousness.
seemto acknowledgethe existenceof a particularly reflective state,in which the
danceror actor is awareof self, and also the existenceof a non-reflectivestate,in
which the danceror actor is not awareof self. Somesourceseven combinethese
statesand ascertainthat it is possible for them to exist simultaneously.These
conceptsare of use for this researchand go someway to providing insight into the
first preliminaryquestionoutlinedin the Introduction:
What
is
dancers
by
the
the
that
nature
of
states of consciousness
are experienced
*
within the choreography and performance of Western contemporary dance?

Furtherinvestigationis required,however,in order to substantiatethe existenceof
suchstates.As notedearlier in this chapter,the accountssuppliedby dancetheorists
Sheets-Johnstone
and Fraleigh are both basedpredominantlyin the first personand
lack third personconsciousness
theory. This is also the casein the majority of the
dance
by
the
An
the theatre theorists.
concepts presented
understandingof
is without doubt dependententirely on an initial understandingof
consciousness
itself.
consciousness
is
It
depth.
in
Chapter2, therefore,considersthird-personconsciousness
theory some
interestingto note that despite, for example,neuroscientistFreemanstating that
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dance is central to human consciousness (1998)15 and consciousness theorist
Ginsburg claiming that 'everything we know of consciousnessis connected to
movement' (1999, p.79), there is very little literature within consciousnessstudies
that even goes so far as to mention dance. Thus the literature that is considered is
selectedsensitively and applied to the discipline of dance in order to make senseof
the concepts of the dance consciousness. Following such a consideration, the
accountspresentedin Chapter I are then conflated with the third-person theory, and
Chapter 2 presentstwo independentand theoretically infon-nedconceptsof the dance
consciousness. Such concepts do not currently exist within dance, theatre or
consciousnessliterature.
In addition, it does not seem that a method for accessingthe different statesof the
dance consciousnessis currently in existence within the dance literature. Although
above
literature,
some methods of accessare presented within the theatre
as noted
these are of limited use as they are interrelated with the notion of character. The
literature reviewed thus far in this chapter can therefore contribute little to the second
preliminary question presentedin the Introduction:

How
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can
within
access
consciousness
and
control
such
states
of
9
choreographyand performance of Western contemporarydance?
It is essential,therefore, to move again outside the discipline of dance and searchfor
be
in
disciplines,
but
adapted
methods of accesswhich appear other
which might
in
discussed
discipline
dance.
Such
to
the
effectively and applied
of
methods are
Chapters 3,4,5 and 6 and relevant principles are extracted. The secondpreliminary
it
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this
that,
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research,
researchquestion presentedabove
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is necessary to search for methods that enable dancers to access and control

preand
those
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reflective
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namely
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reflectivenature.

15www. paulagordon.com/shows/freeman
16Until the exact nature of these
statesis determined in Chapter 2 they are referred to as reflective and
pre-reflective states.
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The research outcome - The Dance ConsciousnessModel
Having considered the significance of the dancer's consciousnessand the validity of
the preliminary researchquestions, it is now possible to disclose the overall research

outcomeof this thesis,which is:
To
be
dancers
to access particular
that
to
create
a
model
can
used
enable
*
consciousstatesfor performance.
This model is entitled the:
Dance
Consciousness
Model
fo

The modelcomprisesfour strandsandattemptsto providedancerswith a methodfor
accessingheightenedand alteredstatesof consciousness,
specificallythe reflective
andpre-reflectivestatesthat are definedin Chapter2. The modelpresentsmeansof
accessto thesestateswithin choreography,
rehearsal,andperformance.Unlike much
Model doesnot
of the literaturepresentedin this chapter,the DanceConsciousness
promoteany particularstateas being more or less effective,but insteadallows the
dancerto selectactivelythe desiredstateandaccessit successfully.
Having provided some background information on the subject of the dancer's
consciousnessand ascertainedthe researchoutcome of this thesis, it is now possible
to present the focussed research questions of this thesis. it would not have been
beneficial to introduce the focussed research questions in the Introduction, as an
understanding of them is dependent on an appreciation of the significance of the
dancer's consciousnessand on the background information discussedin this chapter.
The questions are encapsulated within the preliminary research questions; the
focussedresearchquestionsare, however, more defined and detailed.
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Focussed research questions and revisiting the research
methodology
The focussedresearchquestionsof this thesis are:
1. What is the nature of the danceconsciousness?
2. How can one examine the danceconsciousness?
3. How can one accessthe intrattentive17danceconsciousness?
18
4. How can one accessthe non-intrattentive danceconsciousness?

5. How can one switch betweenthe intrattentivedanceconsciousness
and the nonintrattentivedanceconsciousness?
6. What constitutes the full Dance ConsciousnessModel?
7. How effective is the Dance ConsciousnessModel?
Each of these focussed research questions has been investigated theoretically and
empirically.

The theoretical and empirical methodologiesused to conduct the researchare
identified in Table 1 in outline and in generalterms only, since each subsequent
investigate
to
detailed
description
chapterprovides
of the specificmethodsemployed
the researchquestions.For example,the focus of Chapter3 is the methodusedto
focus
6
4,5
Chapters
dance
and
examineempirically the statesof
consciousness
and
The
dance
consciousness.
on the methods used to accessempirically states of
1.
Table
breakdown
for
is
to
structural
eachchapter providedsubsequent

be
17The term 'intrattentive' is introduced
it
however,
may
For
Chapter
2.
defined
in
now,
and
(1987).
Fraleigh
by
'reflective'
to
theorists
as
such
consideredas an alternative the term
utilised
18The term 'non-intrattentive' is also defined in Chapter 2. For now, however, it can be consideredas
(1987).
'pre-reflective'
Fraleigh
by
to
the
term
theorists such as
an alternative
utilised
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Table 1: Theoretical and empirical methodologies
Theoretical methodology

I

Empirical methodology

Considerationof focussedresearch
question I led to:
Researchinto consciousnessstudies, in
order to ascertainthe nature of
consciousnessaccording to
consciousnesstheorists.
This resulted in the formulation of two
independentlycreatedconceptsof dance
consciousnessto be investigated
empirically.
Considerationof focussedresearch
question 2 led to:
Theoretical researchinto existing
methodsfor examining consciousness.
This resulted in the formulation of an
independentlycreatedmethod of
examination to be tested empirically.
Consideration of focussedresearch
Empirical Project 1 included:
question 3 led to:
independently
'Me
the
application
of
Theoretical researchinto existing
createdmethod of examination.
methods for accessingthe intrattentive - The application of the independently
consciousness.
createdmethods of intrattentive access
This resulted in the formulation of a
and the experimentation on and
seriesof independently createdmethods
subsequentrefining of thesemethods.
of accessto be tested empirically.
Considerationof focussedresearch
Empirical Project 2:
question 4 led to:
The application of the independently
Theoretical researchinto existing
createdmethod of examination.
methods for accessingthe nonThe application of the independently
intrattentive consciousness.
createdmethods of non-intrattentive
This resulted in the formulation of a
accessand the experimentation on and
seriesof independently createdmethods
subsequentrefining of thesemethods.
of accessto be tested empirically.
Consideration of focussedresearch
Empirical Project I
independently
questions5 and 6 led to:
The
the
application of
A theoretical analysis of the methods
createdmethod of examination.
of examination and methods of access,
the
The
states
switching
of
application
basedon the empirical evidence.
method and the final researchoutcome.
This resulted in the creation of a method
for switching statesand the final
formulation of the researchoutcome.
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Theoretical methodology

Empirical methodology

Consideration of focussedresearch
question 7 led to:
A theoretical analysis of the efficacy of
the researchoutcome basedon the
empirical evidence.
This resulted in the formulation of the
conclusion for this research.

Breakdown of subsequent chapters
Chapter 2: What is the nature of the dance consciousness?
Understanding the states of the dance consciousnessnecessitates a preliminary
appreciation of the ordinary everyday states on which they are based. Chapter 2
therefore takes a trans-disciplinary approach, entailing a thorough exploration into
consciousnesstheory within philosophy, psychology and cognitive science. This
exploration aims to ascertain and explain the meaning, theoretical conceptualisation.

Chapter2 exploresdifferent researchers'
and nature of the danceconsciousness.
views on the natureof consciousness
and then considersthe hierarchicallevels of
consciousness.A distinction is made between fundamental and supplementarystates
and the levels are discussedas distinct concepts,with a clear explanation as to any
varying degrees of consciousnesswithin each of the concepts. Finally, Chapter 2
distinguishes between two particular types of dance consciousnessand presentsthe
conceptsand terminology that have been createdfor the purpose of this research,and

the DanceConsciousness
Model, to representthesestates.
Chapter 3: How can one examine the dance consciousness?

Creatinga methodfor a dancerto articulatethe experienceof his or her conscious
stateduring and after the experienceitself is essentialin order to allow dancersto
understand fully the Dance ConsciousnessModel and its inherent states. Chapter 3
therefore discussesmethods of examination. Within this, there is a consideration of
what constitutes a suitable and dependablemethod for the examination of conscious
experience. Chapter 3 contemplates objective versus subjective methods and
distinguishes between first-, second- and third-person methods. Each of these
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methodsis explained,andthen a conclusionreachedasto which methodsareutilised
within the Dance ConsciousnessModel's method of examination.
Existing methods of examination that are presentedin current danceliterature and in
current consciousness literature are then discussed. Within this, two particular
theories are introduced - phenomenological reduction and the explicitation session.
These theories are referred to as the chapter proceedsto discusspresent-centredand
retrospective accounts, and verbal and non-verbal information. The chapter then
presents the actual method of examination used within the Dance Consciousness
Model and clarifies how the method is applied within this context. Finally, the nature
diagram
introduced,
Dance
itself
Consciousness
Model
'is.
the
a
with
along
of
showing the skeletal structure of the model.
Chapter 4: How can one accessthe intrattentive dance consciousness?
Chapter 4 presents the first strand of the Dance Consciousness ModeI-

the

intrattentive,strand. Discussion focuseson three existing practices and theories which
contributed to the formulation of the intrattentive strand and the training that
precedesits use. Thesepractices and theories are: somatic practices- specifically the
Feldenkrais Method; sports psychology - including theories on imagery and selftalk; and visual and verbal processing theories - in particular the Dual Coding
Theory. Each discussion culminates with a summary explaining exactly how the
practice or theory contributed to the Dance ConsciousnessModel.
The intrattentive training that is required for the intrattentive strand of the model is
then described. This description includes how to access fundamental and higher

statesof intrattention.and a breakdownof each intrattentivetraining workshop.
Finally, the chapter presents a description of the intrattentive strand and a
clarification as to how it is applied within choreography,rehearsaland performance

in orderto createan intrattentivedanceconsciousness.
Chapter 5: How can oneaccessthe non-intrattentive danceconsciousness?
Chapter5 takesa similar structureto Chapter4 in presentingthe secondstrandof the
Dance Consciousness
Model - the non-intrattentivestrand.Discussioncentreson
three existent practices which contributed to formulation of the non-intrattentive
strand and the training that precedes its use. These practices are: attention studies,
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Buddifist Introspection and Bodyweather.19 Each discussion culminates with a
summary of exactly how the practice contributed to the non-intrattentive strand.
A-description is provided as to the nature of the non-intrattentive training that is
required. This description includes how to accessfundamental and higher states of
intrattention in order to access non-intrattention and a breakdown of each nonintrattentive training workshop. Finally, this chapter describesthe non-intrattentive
strand and clarifies how it is applied within choreography,rehearsaland performance
in order to create a non-intrattentive danceconsciousness.
Chapter 6: How can one switch between the intrattentive dance consciousness
and the non-intrattentive dance consciousness?What constitutes the full Dance
ConsciousnessModel?
Again Chapter 6 takes a similar structure to Chapters 4 and 5 but presentsthe third
and fourth strands of the Dance ConsciousnessModel - the intrattentive to nonintrattentive strand (I-NI) and the non-intrattentive to intrattentive strand (NI-I).
Chapter 6 introduces the two strandsand the training that is required for the strands
the switching states training. Within this is a clarification as to why the ability to
switch states is essential and in what context this switching may take place. The
chapter moves on to discuss switching stateswithin the danceprocessand describes
the purpose and content of WorkshoP 1 of the switching statestraining. Following
this is a discussion on switching stateswithin dance performance. The 'Cyclic State
Training' that is utilised within the practice of Bodyweather is introduced, and the
idea of interchanging within the Cyclic State Training is considered. After
ascertaining the influence of the Cyclic State Training on the switching states
training, this chapter describesa consciousnesscircuit and the purposeand content of
Workshop 2. Finally Chapter 6 presents the Dance ConsciousnessModel in its
entirety.
Chapter 7: How effective is the Dance ConsciousnessModel?
Chapter 7 begins with descriptions and brief analysesof Empirical Projects 1 and 2
in which the intrattentive and the non-intrattentive strands were created. Chapter 7
19Bodyweather is a practice
which was established in Japan in the early 1980's, which conflates
Easternand Western philosophy and draws on a variety of dance and physical training practices, such
as martial arts, contemporary dance,yoga and Shiatsu.
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then presentsan in-depth analysisof Empirical Project 3, which comprisesseven
Model.
phases,and the first complete application of the Dance Consciousness
Subsequently,
Chapter7 formulatesa conclusionregardingthe efficacyof the Dance
Consciousness
Model in the context of Westerncontemporarydance.Within this,
possiblemodifications for the model are suggestedand it is indicatedhow the
researchcould develop further in the future. Chapter7 closeswith a hypothesis
concerningthe possiblesignificanceof the modelwithin currentdancepracticeand
its potentialasa new practice.
A final note
As the above preview of the chapters demonstrates,this thesis presentsthe Dance
ConsciousnessModel in progressive stages.Each chapter discussesdifferent existing
theories which have been adapted and subsequently applied to dance to inform
conceptualisation and development of the model. The existing theories that have
been adapted for application come from various disciplines, practices, contexts and
cultures and for this reason they were carefully selected and interpreted. This thesis
endeavours to explain as fully as possible and necessary the theories which are
consideredrelevant for the Dance ConsciousnessModel.
When applying theories, especially those from different cultures such as Buddhist
Introspection, it is not the intention to import a different culture per se. Any specific
principles from such theories that are selectedare done so extremely sensitively with
a continual awarenessof the origin and intended purpose of the theory. One may
consider that it would be less problematic to use only Western theories, and thus
negate the difficulties concerned with borrowing from, for example, an Eastern
culture. The decision to extract principles from practices such as Buddhist
Introspection, however, is considered to be justified; it is felt that non-Western
philosophy has much to offer on the subject of consciousnessas, according to Koltai,
'the search for transformation of consciousness both individual and collective - is
relatively recent in Western contemporary culture' (2002, p-47). Meyer-Dinkgrafe
also notes that in non-Western philosophy:
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is
holistic,
only
not
a
of
consciousness
more
all
view
encompassing
...
techniquesare
theorised, but
mental
and
numerous
physical
...
provided.
(2005,p.22)
Bearing this in mind, it would not have been feasible to disregard non-Westem
practices and theories. Although the existent theories referred to have been carefully
selected, they are by no means the only theories that could have been used in this
context, nor the only theories that can provide answers to the focussed research
21
20
questions. One may find the practices of Butoh or authentic movement, for
example, just as applicable. Clearly it would be difficult to utilise all the many
practices that could be considered pertinent; the few that were selected were
consideredthe most relevant in this particular context.
Through the application and amalgamation of various existing theories, new theories
have been formulated. Thesenew theories, alongside much independentthought and
empirical research,have culminated in the Dance ConsciousnessModel - an original
model that does not currently exist within the discipline of dance. Although this
thesis deemsthe model to be effective and convincing, there is no intention to imply
that the model is exclusive or exhaustive, or that it provides all the definitive answers
relating to danceand consciousness.
The Dance ConsciousnessModel presentedwithin this thesis is open, of course, to
further theoretical modification and supplementary empirical research. Indeed, the
dance
has
few
far
been
thus
tested
model
particular
only within a
empirically
processes and performances. The remarks made in Chapter 7 regarding the
significance of the model within current Western dance practice, therefore, stand as
comprehensively argued hypothesesthat are open for further theoretical debate and
empirical investigation. To concur with Meyer-Dinkgrafe, 'while I claim to present
do
I
in
thoughts
to
theory
not claim
alternative, new
practice,
and
relation
...
exclusivity. Other approachesto consciousnessexist' (2005, p. 195).
20Theexperiential
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Butoh.Accordingto Fraleigh,'Butohtapsthesubconscious
body'(1999,p.6) andis essentially
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subjective,
21Accordingto the MovingJournalweb-site,
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(Geissinger,
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materialemerging
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andunconscious
conscious
fromone'spsycheandleadingto creativeexpression'
(2002,p.18).
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Chapter 2
What is the nature of the dance consciousness?
Introduction
In Chapter1 the proposedresearchoutcomeof this thesiswasidentifiedasthe Dance
Consciousness
Model, a modelthat canbe usedto enabledancersto accessparticular
conscious states for performance. In order to create such a model it is essential to
consider primarily the first focussed research question: What is the nature of the
dance consciousness?To substantiate any conclusions regarding this question, one
must essentially consider: What is consciousness?

The initial problemfacedby consciousness
is
researchers the uncertaintyaboutwhat
faced
is. Danceconsciousness
the phenomenonof consciousness
with
are
researchers
the additional problem of what the nature of the phenomenonof the dance
is. From researchinto the literature,it seemsthat no comprehensive
consciousness
definition for dance consciousness
has been proposedto date. As indicated in
Chapter 1, dance researchersSheets-Johnstone
(1966) and Fraleigh (1987) make
in generaland superficialtermsonly. Fraleigh
referenceto the danceconsciousness
6),
(1987,
is consciousness
and
merely claims that 'consciousness
p.
of something'
thus goesno fin-therthan Sheets-Johnstone
who notesthat 'it is phenomenologically
35).
is consciousness
(1966,
evidentthat consciousness
p.
something'
of
The purposeof this chapter,therefore,is to provide ftirther insight into the natureof
Although
into
dance
the
the
consciousness
consciousness.
andsubsequently
natureof
it may not be possibleto find ultimate definitions,it is necessaryto at least secure
ostensibledefinitionsto underpinresearchthat exploresthe essenceof consciousness
in the dancecontext.
Chapter breakdown
This chapter begins with an exploration into the history of the study of
of
consciousness,
within which is a considerationof variousmodelsof understanding
former
the
dualist
theories;
Chapter
discusses
2
consciousnesstheory.
monist and
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include materialist, epiphenomenonalist,
idealist
theories and the
mentalist and
discussionof the latter includesan examinationof the relationshipbetweenbodyand
mind within interactionism and psychophysicalparallelism. A summary of
psychologytheoriesis then given, andthe effect existentialism,phenomenology
and
introspectionhas had on the developmentof consciousness
studiesis examined.
Having ascertainedthat the study of consciousness
hasremaineddormantfor some
time, Chapter2 then providesa synopsisof the return of attentionto consciousness
theoryandan indicationasto its modem-daysignificance.
The question 'what is consciousness?
' is then posed and followed by a discussionof
everyday concepts of consciousnessand conceptsof consciousnessin consciousness
studies. Included in this discussion are philosophical, psychological and scientific
concepts - namely relational concepts, causal concepts, non-causal concepts,
functionalist concepts, the Global Workspace Theory (Baars, 1988) and the concept
of 'what it is like to be...' (Nagel, 1974).
Chapter 2 then addresses the problem of consciousness and ascertains that a
generally accepteddefinition of consciousnessdoesnot exist. As a result, the chapter
provides a consideration of the hierarchical levels of consciousnessdisclosed by
consciousness researchers from various disciplines. This discussion includes
fundamental states and supplementary states, within which the varying degrees of
these states are discussed.This knowledge and understanding is then applied to the
discipline of dance and the chapter introduces two concepts of dance consciousness.
The concepts are thus entirely grounded within consciousnesstheory, unlike the
concepts provided within dance literature to date. Finally, the chapter explains the
terminology to be used to represent the newly-formulated concepts of dance
consciousness,and closes with a chapter summary.
Important note
Although this chapter discussesthe concepts of consciousness,it is not possible to
consider all concepts in existence or to provide any final or innovative solutions to
the definitive mystery of the nature of consciousness.The information presentedhas
been extracted from a wide range of sourceswithin psychology, philosophy, science
and the dancediscipline in order to provide a more rounded depiction of the nature of
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it
in
for
information
The
is
that
the
aids
context
consciousness.
consideredsufficient
understandingof the dance consciousnessfor dancersand choreographersas well as
theorists.
The concepts and ostensible definitions provided within this chapter are specifically
for use within the context of this researchand the Dance ConsciousnessModel. It is
not intended that the concepts should be used in another context, for example within
general consciousness studies. The Dance Consciousness Model is a highly
accessible model which was created to be used, applied and understood by any
dancer or choreographer, and thus does not necessitatean in-depth philosophical,
psychological or scientific understandingof consciousness.

The history of consciousness
The nature of consciousnesshas engagedthe minds of psychologists, philosophers,
cognitive scientists, neuroscientists, spiritualists, artificial intelligence researchers
and many others for centuries22and the subject is a 'multidisciplinary subject'
(Blackmore, 2003, p.2). One can trace implicit theories on consciousness,such as
ideologies relating to 'inner thought', back to the third century BC.23 It seems,
however, that the term conscious was not used with such preoccupation prior to the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The term conscious derives from the Latin
words cum, meaning together with, and scire, meaning knowing. In this conjunction
the preft is emphatic so that 'being conscious of something simply meansknowing
it, or knowing it well' (Lormand, 1996).24

Consciousness
theorists'over the millennia have struggled'(Blackmore,2003, p-9)
with the nature of consciousnessand central to this struggle is ascertainingthe
centuries
relationshipbetweenmind and matter.Sincethe sixteenthand seventeenth
different theoriesof consciousness
beendisposed
have developedand subsequently
of Thesetheoriescanbe roughly dividedinto two categories:monismanddualism.

22For an in-depth discussion 'The Problem Consciousness'
(1995).
Metzinger
on
see
of
23 For a detailed
account on both pre-Cartesian (pre Descartes) and post-Cartesian(post Descartes)
ideologies on consciousnessseeLormand (1996).
24www. consciousness.
arizona.edu
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Monist theories

Monist theoriesassertthat 'there is only onekind of stuff in the world' (Blackmore,
2003, p.9) or that 'all reality is basically of one kind' (Hanfling, 1973,p-20). One
monisttheory is that of materialismwhich endorsesthe view that only matterexists.
Classicalmaterialists,suchas Democritusand later Hobbes,held the view that the
'world should be deemedas a clockwork mechanismof bodieswhich push each
other like cogwheels' (Popper and Eccles, 1977, p.6). 'Mis type of materialist
thinking is evidentwithin currentdanceliterature;Blom and Chaplin,for example,
stateexplicitly that 'a dancer'sinstrumentis her body' (1982,p. 16) andBanesnotes
that 'audiencesand critics have loved Paxton for his revelationof the body as a
physicalmachine'(1987,p.57).
Materialists such as Popperand Eccles considerthat consciousprocessesdo not
existýrather that 'their existencecan be repudiated'(1977, p.51). Although some
'collateral
is
do
it
the
as
a
materialists accept existenceof a mind,
consideredmerely
product ... without any power' (Hanfling, 1973,p.35). This is a generaltheory of
is
'mind
idea
the
the
that
a mere
epiphenomenalismwhich encapsulates
epiphenomenaattachedto a certain material phenomena'(Vesey, 1964, p.248).
Epiphenomenalists,such as Huxley, believe that, althoughphysical events cause
mental events,mental eventsdo not have any causaleffect on physical eventsand
do not
thusthey haveno actualcausalrole to play. Thusalthoughepiphenomenalists
has
do
that
the
they
consciousness
refute existenceof consciousness
entirely
consider
no causalinfluence.
At the beginning of the eighteenthcentury some theorists, such as Berkeley,
ihey
it
felt
the
discardedmaterialismas a theory of consciousness,
that
reduced
as
subjective and phenomenalnature of consciousness,and they replacedphysical
matter with the sensationsof the mind. This supportsa different monist theorySome
idealism
the
that
exists.
mental
mentalismor
only
- which endorsesthe view
body
idealists
the
little
and
the
role of
mentalists and
attribute
significanceto
for examplePlatobelievedthat:
emphasisethe subjectiveconsciousness;
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The true self or the real man is somehowwithin, and the body is an
...
appendage
or a frameworkof somesort.
(citedin Macquarrie,1973,p.68)
Some radical idealists, such as Berkeley, even went so far as to refute the existence
of physical matter and claim that 'the notion that there are material things outside our
consciousnessis an illusion' (Hanfling, 1973,p.20).
Dualist theories
Dualist theories assert that there are 'two kinds of stuff in the world' (Blackmore,
2003, p. 9) or that 'reality is two-fold'
dualist

was French philosopher

consciousness is referred

to

(Hanfling,

1973, p. 20). The most prominent

Descartes, whose understanding

as Cartesian

dualism.

dualistic
of

Descartes believes

that

consciousness is separate from the physical body, but that there is some kind of
interaction between consciousness and body., Descartes generally speaks of being
conscious as referring to a supposedly intimate source of knowledge about one's own
mental occurrences. In the 'Conversation

with Burman'

he stated that 'to be

conscious is both to think and to reflect on one's thought' (cited in Lon-nand,
25
1996), indicating some sort of internal knowledge. This definition may well

account for many of the modem uses of the terms conscious and unconscious, and
their use in marking the distinction between two mental states.

Dualist thought encapsulates
the idea that the consciousness
and the mind are not
detachedfrom what one can identify as the physical,but insteadconsciousness
and
the body are intrinsically bound. One could perhapsconsiderthem as 'diasporatic'
(Sheets-Johnstone,
1966,p. 18),meaningthat althoughtheremay be somedistinction
between'them,their existenceis mutually dependentandthereis a fundamentalunity
betweenthem.As MerleauPonty states,'they can neverbe distinguishedabsolutely
without ceasingto be' (1963, p. 185). Dualism encapsulates
a senseof the human
being in its entirety and, as Fraleighmaintains,'dancingrequiresa concentrationof
the wholepersonasa mindedbody' (1987, p.9).

25www.consciousness-arizona.
edu/
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Within dualist theoriesthere is some dispute as to the nature of the relationship
betweenmind and body, with theoristsquestioningwhetherthe mind controlsthe
body andthusthe 'mind is the pilot of the ship- the body' (PopperandEccles,1977,
in
120),
is
'the
body
the
thus
the
the
ghost the
p.
or whether
mind
controls mind and
machine' (Ryle, 1949,p.17). The theory of psychophysicalparallelismrepudiates
such ideas and employsthe notion that, rather than the relationshipbeing one of
causeand effect, it is merely one of accompanimentin which the body and mind
'habituallyaccompanyoneanother'(Ayer citedin Hanfling, 1973,p.30). Theoriesof
psychophysicalparallelism promote an integratedbody, what Todd (1959) and
Fraleigh(1987)refer to asa 'thinking body'.
Psychology theories, existentialism, phenomenology and introspection

Suchforms of dualismwere rejectedat the end of the eighteenthcenturywith the
emergenceof psychology and, in fact, 'almost all contemporaryscientistsand
philosophers' have dismisseddualism and 'there are very few dualists today'
(Blacýmore, 2003, p.13).26 The term psychology was first used to describethe
philosophy of mental life and, at the end of the nineteenthcentury, psychology
becamea science.This was aidedby James'ThePrinciples of Psychology(1890).
Consciousness
was central to James'spsychologyand it was he who coined the
(1890). Sully notedthat psychology,or mental
phrase'the streamof consciousness'
science,is 'the sciencethat investigatesand explainsthe phenomenaof mind, or the
innerworld of our consciousexperience'(1892, p.1).
The developmentof the studyof consciousness
was assistedftirther by the surfacing
of existentialism, phenomenology and introspection. Existential phenomenology can
be considered as 'both a philosophy and a psychology based on putting subjective
experiencefirst' (Blackmore, 2003, p. 15). Existential phenomenologywas brought to
prominence by Husserl (1917), who believed that humanity should go back to things
in themselves,to the immediate and subjective conscious experience.27Introspection
was initially developed by Wundt and provides a method of examining subjective

26Popper
and Eccles remain some of the only dualist theorists and propose a modem theory of dualist
interactionism (1977).
27 Husserl's
suggestion as to how this is possible is encapsulated within his theory of
phenomenologicalreduction, which is discussedin Chapter 3.
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Wundt trained people to observe
experiences,the experiencesof consciousness.
introspectively and examine their own inner experiences.
Existentialism, phenomenology and introspection can all be considered as firstperson approaches to consciousness, approaches which explain the nature of
consciousness through one's first-person experience of consciousness. Such
approaches were dismissed at the beginning of the twentieth century and were
replaced with behaviourist theories in which psychologists, such as Watson, noted
that psychology could manage without concepts of consciousness.Watson claimed
that psychology would becomea. 'purely objective branch of natural sciences'(1913,
p. 158). Watson's biographer, Cohen, notes that 'behaviourism.was a self-conscious
revolution against consciousness'(1987, p.72). In 1962 Miller stated:
Consciousness is a word worn smooth by a million tongues.
Depending upon the figure of speechchosen it is a state of being, a
substance,a process,a place, an epiphenomenon,an emergent aspect
of matter, or the only true reality. Maybe we should ban the word for a
decadeor two until we can develop more precise terms for the several
useswhich "consciousness"now obscures.
(1962, p.40)
Indeed, the study of consciousnessand attempts to conceptualise,define or examine
it remained comparatively absent within philosophy, psychology and the sciences
until the 1990s.
The study of consciousnessreturns
28 at which Australian
1994 saw the first Tucson conference on consciousness,
philosopher Chalmers reintroduced what he entitled the 'hard problem' of
consciousness, 'how physical processes in the brain give rise to subjective
experience' (1995, p.63). Chalmers openly questioned the nature of consciousness,
which resulted in four special issues of the peer reviewed Journal of Consciousness
Studies.29 Since then consciousnessstudies as a distinct discipline, or science, has

28This is
now a biannual conferencecalled Towards a Scienceof Consciousnessand facilitated by the
Centre for Consciousness Studies at the University of Arizona in Tucson. See
www. consciousness.
arizona.edu
29The journal
was also founded in 1994 and by the year 2002 it had increasedits publication to eight
issuesper year. Seewww. imprint. co.uVWelcome. html
_
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30was
thrived. In 1996 the Association for the Scientific Study of Consciousness
founded, along with the journal Consciousnessand Cognition. Meyer-Dinkgrafe
notes that 'for the last ten years, many disciplines of learning have seena remarkable
rise of interest in human consciousness'(2005, p. 1).
Such developments within consciousness studies have resulted in a number of
philosophers, psychologists and scientists resurrecting the attempt to conceptualise
and define the nature of consciousness.It is these concepts which provide the
foundation for the concepts of the dance consciousnessintroduced within this
chapter.

What is consciousness?
Everyday concepts of consciousness
So what exactly is consciousness?How is it defined
or conceptualised within
contemporary society and within

current consciousness research? The term

is commonlyutilised within presenteverydaylife; for example,the
consciousness
term is often contrastedwith the term unconsciousand is intendedto imply a sense
of beingresponsive,awakeor engaged.The term is alsointerchanged
with synonyms
such as awareness,attention or knowing and used in relation to subjectivity or
phenomenalandpersonalexperience.
The Dictionary of Philosophy of Mind defines consciousnessas 'self-awareness'
(2004)31 similarly WordNet, an online lexical database for the English language,
defines consciousnessas 'an alert cognitive state in
which you are aware of yourself
32
(2005).
According to WordNet this awareness is related
and your situation'
intrinsically to knowledge and it states that 'awareness [is] having knowledge of'
(ibid. ). ConsciousnessresearcherBlackmore believes that 'consciousnessis our first-

30Seebttp://assc.
caltech.edu/
31www.artsci.
wustl.edu/-philos/MindDict/consciousness
32www.cogsci.
princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
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(2003,
3).
In
the
the
of this one could consider
person view on
world'
p.
33
be
(2004).
'subjective experience'
consciousnessto
The above definitions may be seen as slightly vague, but 'if we always insisted on
precise definitions we all would be speechlessalmost all of the time' (Weiskrantz,
1988, p. 183). The definitions can be considered as ostensible definitions which are
little more than a 'useful shorthand that are temporarily employed in a restricted
linguistic setting' (Antony, 1999, p.43) in order to provide some clarity and
consensusunderstanding.
Some consciousnessresearchers,such as Churchland (1986), however, claim that
little
have
definitions
functional
be
they
such
and valuable as
may not
constructive,
for
therefore,
a
or no scientific or philosophical significance and,
are not suitable
research study. Although the definitions formulated for specific use within the
context of this study have to be comprehensible to dance exponents generally, and
not require a deep conceptual or intuitive understanding of the nature of
consciousness,it is essentialthat they are based in sound conceptual and theoretical
consciousnesstheory. Thus the provision of fin-ther detail and a consideration of the
conceptsemployed by current consciousnessresearchersare necessary.
Concepts of consciousnesswithin consciousnessstudies
At the time of writing, the term consciousnesscontinues to be readily interchanged
by, for example, scientists, psychologists and philosophers who have used the term
within the context of topics such as: knowledge, introspection, intentionality,
phenomenal experience, qualia, awareness, attention and subjectivity. Lycan states
that this diverse collection
34
(2002), Clark

is not a subject, but a 'flea market or jumble

sale'

considers that there are many different subjects all 'corralled under
Bieri
48),
heading
(2001,
by
in
and
p.
one
a regrettable ambiguity
our terminology'

notes that 'the word consciousnessdoes not designate a homogenousphenomenon.
The word is ambiguous, its use is plastic' (1995, p.45).

33www. artsci.wustl.edu/-philos/MindDict/consciousness
34www. consciousness.
arizona.edu/
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This ambiguity surroundingthe term has becomeof such significancethat the
directly
dealing
literature
has
with
consciousness
researcharea
seenan upsurgeof
(Antony,
Ambiguous'
Consciousness
'Is
the lack of consensus,
with paperssuchas
2001), 'The Plurality of Consciousness'(Lycan, 2002) and 'The Vicissitudesof
Consciousness'
(Clark, 2002)beingpublished.In fact, asAntony notes:
In spite of there being little widespread agreementamong researchers
on most matters falling within the domain of consciousnessstudies,
when it come to "consciousness" it is virtually universally agreedthat
the term is multiply ambiguous.
(200 1, p. 19)
Despite this, some consciousnessresearchershave attempted to defme concepts of
consciousness.One concept is that consciousnessis a type of 'internal monologue
that is always present' (Birch and Malim, 1998, p.204). Such a monologue is the
product of a reflection of the exterior world, which is created through an integration
of the information processedthrough aesthesis- which can be consideredas sensory
perception and is the means through which one perceives the world. Crook believes
consciousnessis an 'internal analogue of the exterior world' (1980, p.29) and that
our inner consciousnessis dominated by our visual perception. Crook contemplates
that this 'internal analogue' is not merely an 'interpretation' but a 'representation' of
experience (ibid. pp.29-30) and that, in the subjective sense, 'an individual is his
experience,is his consciousness'and 'consciousnessis being' (ibid. p.30).

Although consciousness
is relatedintrinsically to experienceand being, as inferred
by the more ostensibledefinitions,it is not of commonconsensus
that consciousness
alwaysinvolvesan internal monologue.It would appearthat, within somestatesof
consciousness,
one may encounteran internal monologue;it is not necessarily,
however, a prerequisiteof consciousness.
The definition provided by Crook, for
definition.
example,is not consideredto be a consensus
Other consciousnessresearchersattempt to define consciousnessthrough referenceto
the type of actions which would supply public or external confirmation for
is
An
is
Block's
consciousness.
example of this
claim that a conscious state one
disregarded
is
is
however,
for
(1995).
This
which
obtainable
verbal account
notion,
by many consciousnessresearcherswho claim that verbal accountability is not an
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for
does
definition
Such
example,
not,
essential condition of consciousness.
a
account for individuals with speechimpedimentswho may be unable to report
verbally on their consciousstates- and thesestatesshould not be automatically
'Nor doesit take into accountstatesof consciousness
which
renderedasunconscious.
may be too brief or too detachedprovisionally from report possibilitiesto connect
with the apparatusof verbalaccount.The definitionwould alsoexcludeanimalsfrom
having statesof consciousness;
it is not a certainty that animals are consciously
aware,but it is a possibility,despitetheir lack of accountcapability.Finally, it would
also imply that machinesandrobotscould encounterconsciousstates,astheymay be
capableof giving accountsof their internal statesthroughparticularprogramming,
this would notýhowever,be sufficient to confer awarenessof those states.Sucha
definition.
relationaldefinition is also,therefore,not a consensus
Many different concepts of consciousness exist within current consciousness
research.It would be difficult to discuss each of these conceptsin this chapter but a
few are summarisedbelow:

Some consciousness
functionalist
Dennett
(1995),
researchers,such as
present
in which they deemconsciousness
to be completely
conceptsof consciousness,
functional.Functionalistsbelievethat 'the functionscarriedout by the systemare
what matters, and there is no consciousnessseparatefrom these abilities and
performances'(Blackmore,2003,p.48).
Consciousness
(GWT)
Theory
formulated
Baars
Global
Workspace
the
researcher
*
in 1988. In the GWT, unconsciousprocessescontend with one another for 'access
to the bright spotlight of attention that shines on the stage' from which
'information is broadcast globally to the unconscious audience', and it is this
'global broadcast that constitutes consciousness' (Blachmore, 2003, p-48). Baars
(1988) claims that consciousnessis normally reserved for messagesthat are in
some way informative. Here he means informative in the technical sense of
reducing uncertainty. He claims that when uncertainty is at, or close to zero,
messagestend to be removed from consciousness.
Another common approach is to present representational concepts and define
higher
order
to
or
consciousnesswith reference self-knowledge, self monitoring
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(1980)
(2002),
Armstrong
Consciousness
Lycan
reflection.
researcherssuch as
S1,
for
to
Rosenthal
(2002)
that
this
state,
a
and
endorse
approachwhich proposes
be conscious, the holder of S1 must have an additional state, S2, which is
consciousof S1 at the exact time of its happening.
Some consciousnessresearchers,such as dualist interactionists Popper and Eccles
(1977), offer causal concepts of consciousness in which they claim that
desire
if
brain
to
For
a
consciousnesscauses
events.
example, consciousnesswere
drink, consciousnesswould interact with the brain and causethe brain to carry out
that desire by sending information to the appropriate sources.
Other
consciousnessresearchersdismiss the notion that consciousnesscan cause
9
events or have any effect on the brain and present non-causal concepts of
consciousness.In this instance, if consciousnesswere to desire a drink, it would
have no effect on brain processing. The existence of consciousness is not
repudiated,but it doesnot have any causal effect.

It is clear from the abovethat many different conceptsof consciousness
are utilised
by current consciousnessresearchers.The question remains however: does a
consensusdefinition exist?
What is it like to be ?
...
In 1974 philosopher Nagel posed the question: what is it like to be a bat? Nagel

statesthat, when one saysthat anotherorganismis conscious,one is intendingthat
'there is somethingit is like to be that organism somethingit is like for the
...
organism' (1974, p.436). This is, for consciousnesstheorists such as Blackmore, the:
definition of consciousness- that
to
closest
we
can
come
a
...
consciousnessis subjectivity, or what it is like to be ...
(2003, p.23)
According to Blackmore, Nagel's question 'clarifies the central meaning of the terrn
be
the
(ibid.
24).
Nagel's
as
considered
consciousness'
p.
-definition could perhaps
closestto a consensusdefinition of consciousness.
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So what is it like to be? What is it like to smell freshly cut grass?What is it like to
feel
is
it
like
What
is
it
birds
What
like
hear
to
the
to
see
colour red?
singing?
hungry? What it is like to have these experiences can be private and somewhat
ineffable. Each of these experienceshas its own particular quality. Within modem
is
defined
One's
these
philosophy
smell of grass a quale,
qualities are
as qualia.
one's vision of red is a quale, the sound of birds one hears is a quale and one's
feeling of hunger is a quale.
According to consciousness theorists, such as Chalmers (1996), consciousness
ihus
knowledge",
comprisesqualia, not
made up
and one's conscious experiencesare
of quale. Chalmers notes that no amount of knowledge or understanding can be a
substitute for what it is like, for example, to smell freshly cut grass. Thus, it is
impossible to know what it is like to be a bat, for the answer remains within the
consciousnessof the bat. Likewise, what it is like to be you can really only be
understood through your consciousness,as what it is like is your consciousness.
Applying this concept of consciousnessto the discipline of dance, one can discern
that the dance consciousnesscomprises what it is like to dance and therefore this
would be its definition. If the definition of consciousnessis what it is like to be, then
the dance consciousnesscould be defined as what it is like to be whilst dancing. But
exactly what is it like to be whilst dancing?
The quandary of consciousness
Although the above definition appears to be incomplete, the concept that
consciousnessis 'what it is like to be' is as near to a consensus definition as
consciousnesstheorists have reached. It is apparently generally agreed amongst
consciousnessresearchers that, although defining consciousnesshas 'historically
been an elusive endeavour' (Katz, 200 1), 'human consciousnessis just about the last
surviving mystery' (Dennett, 1991, p.2 1). Chalmers notes that:
Consciousnessposes the most baffling problems in the science of the
mind. There is nothing that we know more intimately than conscious
experience,but there is nothing that is harder to explain.
(1995a, p.200)
Similarly, philosopher McGinn claims that:
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You canlook into your mind until you burst,andyou will not discover
neuronsand synapsesandall the rest; andyou can stareat someone's
brain from dawntill duskandyou will not perceivethe consciousness
that is so apparentto the personwhosebrain you are so rudely eyeballing.
(1999,p.47)
It seems,then, that theorists have yet to solve defmitively the consciousnessmystery.
Perhaps this is because there is still a significant gap within consciousness
knowledge which philosophers, such as Levine (1983), have referred to as the
dexplanatorygap'.35Flanagan's 'Unified Theory of Consciousness'(1992) indicates
that closing the explanatory gap is possible only through combining science,
philosophy and psychology, and amalgamatingphilosophical and theoretical enquiry
in
indicates
Flanagan
that
this
an
could result
with empirical practice.
interdisciplinary science of consciousness,which would be open for theoretical and
empirical understanding. Some consciousnessresearchersclaim, however, that the
quandary of consciousnesscan be solved only with 'a real humdinger of a solution'
(Churchland, 1996, p.40), which comprises a new and fundamental understandingof
the universe. So where does this leave this chapter and the intention to answer the
first focussedresearchquestion and discern the nature of the danceconsciousness?
It is of use, here, to consider some other existing concepts presented by current
consciousness researchers. Although many of these researchers do not define
do
homogenous
they
often refer to, and
consciousnessas a
phenomenon per se,
distinguish between, particular types or levels of consciousness.It may therefore be
helpful to clarify exactly what type or hierarchical level of consciousnessone is
referring to, rather than attempt to define consciousnessitself

Hierarchical levels of consciousness
I
dance
Although various terms are utilised by consciousness and
consciousness
does
it
that
different
levels
seem
to
types
researchers represent
of consciousness,
or
they can all be categorised similarly. Most of the terminology for types or levels of
fields
the
by
from
research
across
consciousnessoffered
consciousnessresearchers
1995).
(Block,
in
for
'access'
'phenomenal'
consciousness
comes pairs
example
and
in
35Marback discussesthe 'explanatory
'Building
it,
in
to
overcome
gap' and possible ways which
materials for the Explanatory Bridge (19919,pp.252-6).
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What is indicatedby eachof thesepairs is a sensethat there are two antithetical
conceptsof consciousness.
Each of these pairs representsa distinction of the sametype, and it seemsthat there
exists some sort of consciousnessscale with opposing components situated at each
end. This reflects Farthing's suggestionof a 'non-conscious- conscious continuum'
(Atkinson et al, 1996, p. 190). It could be consideredthat consciousnessmoves from
one extremity of wholly unconscious processes,through innumerable phases,to the
other extreme of the most reflective form of consciousness(ibid. ).
There are thus two distinct categories which encapsulateclearly different levels of
engagementof the consciousness.This thesis defines theseas fundamental conscious
in
it
the
those
that
states and supplementary conscious states, as seems generally
second category occur in addition to those in the first. The terms fundamental and
supplementary have been selected for specific use within this thesis and are not
utilised by other consciousnessresearchers.Clearly, there is a conceptual distinction
to be made between the fundamental conscious states and the supplementary
be
in
between
different
distinction
can
state
conscious states,a
ways which a mental
conscious.
Fundamental consciousness
Fundamental states of consciousnesscan be considered as the primary and essential
conscious statesof experiencewhich consist of qualia. Numerous different terms are
Following
in
2.
Table
illustrated
to
this
used encapsulate
concept, some of which are
the advice of Flanagan and his 'Unified Theory of Consciousness' (1992), these
in
have
been
from
taken
examples
science,philosophy, psychology and, addition and
been
have
here,
from
dance
terms
is
important
It
these
to
that
relevant
sources.
note
by
been
for
have
the purpose of this particular study and
presented
categorised
not
other researchersin such a way. The meaningsrepresentedby each of theseterms are
hold
be
to
but
considered
not necessarily completely analogouswith each other,
can
similar principles or meanings.
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Table 2: Conceptsof fundamental consciousness
Term

Source

Discipline origination

Phenomenalconsciousness

Block, 1995

Consciousnessstudies

Intransitive creature
consciousness

Rosenthal, 1998

Consciousnessstudies

Pre-reflective consciousness Fraleigh, 1987

Dance theory

Target states

Rosenthal,2002

Consciousnessstudies

Non-introspective
consciousness

Vermersch, 1999

Philosophy

Habituation

Birch and Malim, 1998

Psychology

Flow

Csikszentmihalyi, 2002

Psychology

Subjective consciousness

Crook, 1980

Cognitive science

Trophotropic states

Fischer, 1971

Psychology

-

The basic meaning of all the concepts within the fundamental category is

surnmarisedby the definition provided for the concept of 'intransitive creature
consciousness' (Rosenthal, 1998). Intransitive consciousnessapplies primarily to
people and other sentient creatureswhen they are awake and receptive to qualitative
if
input.
is
In
Armstrong
that
only
sensory
addition,
considers
a creature conscious
there is some mental activity currently taking place (1980, p.58). This concept is

oftenusedto distinguishbetweensomeonebeing in an ordinarystateof wakefalness
andbeingasleep.
It could be said, however, that more is being represented within some of these
concepts than the mere idea of one being awake. Of course, one is also conscious,
but to what sort of consciousnessare these concepts referring? They are referring to
states that are conscious but not reflectively or introspectively so, stateswhich are
indeed 'non-intrpspective' (Vermersch, 1999, pp. 17-42). Fraleigh notes that a pre'is
is
in
dancer
is
not
and
self
reflective state one
which a
explicitly unaware of
fundamental
her
the
her
(1987,
In
13).
reflecting on
self or
other words,
action'
p.
is
that
in
in
is
way
conceptsrelate to states which one conscious a casual,unattended
Block
be
characteristic of what one may consider to
an ordinary conscious state.
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Tfundamental
'phenomenal
to
and
consciousness'
refers
statesof consciousness
as
(1995,pp.227-88).
consciousness'
It is difficult to supply a definitive meaning of the concept of fundamental
in
P-consciousness
Block
himself
define
'I
any
consciousnessand
states, cannot
36
because
be
(1995a),
remotely non-circular way'
phenomenally
which may
conscious experiences are 'non-physical or at least inexplicable in the manner of
37
(Lormand,
Some consciousnesstheorists resort to
1996).
other physical entities'
examples such as the way things look and the way pain feels. Examples of
phenomenal consciousness include sensory experiences such as smelling freshly
baked bread, hearing music or having a headache,and also the experienceof having
a mental image or feeling an emotion. According to Chalmers, colour sensations
provide the 'paradigm examples of conscious experience' (1996, p.6); seeing the
colour red is an example commonly used by theorists. It seems, therefore, that
fundamental stateshave a qualitative characterand comprise sensoryqualities. Block
describesphenomenalconsciousnessas follows:

P-consciousnessis experience. P-consciousnessproperties are
experientialones.P-consciousstatesare experiential,that is, a stateis
P-consciousif it has experiential properties. The totality of the
experientialpropertiesof a stateare "what it is like" to haveit ... We
have P-consciousstateswhen we see, hear, smell, taste and have
pains. P-consciouspropertiesinclude the experientialpropertiesof
feelingsandperceptions thoughts,wantsandemotions.
sensations,
...
(1995,p.230)
Phenomenalconsciousness
canbe consideredas the subjective,qualitativecharacter
of experience.In such a fundamentalconsciousstate,one would not necessarilybe
aware that one is in such a state; one has the experiencesbut is not explicitly
consciousof having them. Crook describessubjectiveconsciousness
asbeing 'when
humanself is unawareof itself' (1980,p.312) andwhen oneis 'awareof his actions
but not of the awarenessitself' (ibid. p.323). Fraleigh describesthe pre-reflective
but
'a
being
dance
is
lived
consciousness
as stateof
whenthe
not asan object aspure
(1987,p.40).
consciousness'

36www. nyu.edu/gsas/dept/philo/faculty/block/
37www. consciousness.
arizona.edu/
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The pre-reflectiveis, Fraleigh believes,a stateof consciousness
in which one is
it is when the danceris 'living the present-centred
entirelypresent-centred;
moment
in her dance'(1987,p.13). Fundamentalstatescanthereforebe consideredas states
that are 'lived and not known' (Sartre, 1969, p.300), which is certainly what
Rosenthalintendsby his conceptof a 'target state' as one which is lived in the
presentand then may later be known by a 'higher orderthought' (Rosenthal,2002).
Block statesthat T-conscious statesare experiential'(1995, p.230) and Chalmers
claimsthat 'what it meansfor a stateto be phenomenalis for it to feel a certainway'
(1996,p.12). Although Block and Chalmersarereferringspecificallyto the concept
it would be possibleto interchangeany of the other
of phenomenalconsciousneý§§,
concepts within the fundamental category with the concept of phenomenal
consciousness
andin doing so theseclaimswould remainvalid.
Varying degrees of fundamental consciousness
The gradations on the consciousnesscontinuum are equally as significant as the
dominant concepts located at either end, but it seems that some theorists, such as
Fraleigh (1987), fail to identify these gradations. Although, for example, Fraleigh
defines a fundamental state of dance consciousness,there is no acknowledgement
that it may be encounteredto varying degreesand that there are far more statesupon
the consciousnesscontinuum. One may contemplate whether the nature of some of
the fundamental concepts discussed above could also be used to representordinary
states of consciousness; indeed one may experience moments in which one is
particularly unaware and non-reflective in everyday life. Thus why can dancebe said
38
to permit accessto altered stateS?
.
The concept of 'habituation' (Birch and Malim, 1998), for example, refers to a
wholly experiential state in which one is not explicitly aware of oneself or one's
surroundings. The reason for this lack of awareness is due to the fact that, if
something is repeatedly encountered,there will generally be a gradual reduction in
the focal awarenessinvested in that something. If the stimuli or processesbecome so
constant that they do not attract any focal attention, one will have encountered
complete stimulus habituation and the messagewill be removed from consciousness;
Blackmore refers to this as 'automatisation' (2003, p.44). It is quite feasible to
38The notion that dance
permits accessto altered stateswas discussedin the Introduction.
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imagineexperiencingsuchstates,for examplewhenoneis driving or brushingone's
teeth.It seemsthat this conceptis much the sameas that which is intendedby the
phenomenal,intransitive, target states,non-introspective and subjective concepts.
At what could be consideredasa further extreme of theseconscious states,however,
is the concept of 'flow' (Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). This relates to 'the state in which
people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seemsto matter' (ibid. p.4), it
is 'so intense that there is no attention left over to think about anything irrelevant
[and] self-consciousnessdisappears' (ibid. p.71); one is transported 'into a new
reality' (ibid. p.74). This differs from the everyday sensationof habituation, as it is
not a result of stimuli becoming constant that one is unaware of oneself but of giving
oneself completely to the task in hand. It has been observedthat dancersoften claim
to experience such a sensationwhen performing on stage and Fraleigh's concept of
the pre-reflective seemsto be dealing with this very experience.It appearsthat it is
an altered and heightened senseof fundamental consciousnessthat is apart from that
of an everyday experience; it is a 'peak experience' which is 'beyond ordinary
consciousness' (Maslow cited in Fraleigh, 1987, p.5). Csikszentrnihalyi also
confirms that it is not entirely the sameas losing awarenessin everyday life, which is
called 'micro-flow' (2002) and which is the sort of state one may encounter when
watching television, doodling, or smoking. It seems that micro-flow is more
comparableto the conceptsmentioned above with respectto habituation.

Fischeralso distinguishesbetweenthe varying degreesof consciousness
in what he
terms a 'trophotropicstate' (1971),which is characterised
by a decreaseof arousal.
Within this conceptFischer identifies a scaleon which trophotropicstatescan be
chartedfrom tranquil, to hypoaroused,to yoga samadhi.The latter is describedas a
39
in
'the
(2005).
drops
back into unconsciousoblivion'
state which
consciousmind
...
It is proposedhere that a tranquil state is comparablewith an everydaystate of
consciousness
and,at the otherextreme,a yoga samadhistateis comparablewith an
(Fischer,1971,pp.897-904).
alteredstatewhich is beyondordinaryconsciousness
It is acknowledged in this thesis that the distinction between habituation and flow,
tranquil and yoga samadhi, and their counterparts,may not be entirely clear. It is a
39www. holistic-online.
htm
cOm/Yoga/yoga,
_ashtanga_samadhi.
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particularly intangible distinction and one that is entirely dependenton an
understandinggained through experiencingthe states.It is a felt differenceand
consequentlyexceptionallyproblematicto describein words. It is evident,though,
that there are various degreeswithin the conceptof fundamentalconsciousness.
Whilst it is difficult to appraiseexactlywherethe existingconceptswould be located
on a continuum,it is clearthat thereareat leasttwo distinguishable
phases.
A dancer may therefore experience an ordinary everyday state of fundamental
consciousnesswhilst dancing and be unaware of the dance as a result of being
habituated-to the movement. In this instance, perhapsbecauseof thorough rehearsal,
the dancer is able to executethe movement without particularly attending to it. At the
other extreme, a dancer may experience a heightened fundamental consciousness
whilst dancing and be completely unaware of the dance as a result of being utterly
within the dance and existing as the dance. The experiential sensation, for the
dancing body and mind, of a heightened state differs from that of an ordinary state
and can be consideredas an altered state.
The concept of fundamental consciousness
As noted above, although the concepts of fundamental consciousness are not
completely comparable, it is possible to identify a list of conditions inherent in all the
conceptspresented.T'heseare summarisedbelow:
A fimdamental state is one:
Which is experiential, subjective, qualitative, lived and not known;
In which one is awake, receptive to sensoryinput and present-centred;
In which there is current mental activity;
In which one is non-introspective and explicitly unaware of self;
In which one is conscious in a casual, unattended way that is characteristic of
what one may consider to be an ordinary conscious state;
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has
One
is
in
In
be
that
sucha state.
one
which one would not necessarily aware
*
the experiencesbut is not explicitly consciousof having them;
fundamental
In
distinguishable
there
two
which
ordinary
are
phases - an
*
consciousnessand a higher order fundamental consciousness.
Through amalgamating the conceptsand conditions above, it is possible to formulate
an all-encompassing ostensible defmition for fundamental consciousnessto be used
within the context of this thesis.
The fundamental consciousnessis a fundamental state, based inherently on pure
experience, which is wholly experiential, qualitative and lived as opposed to being
known. It is a state in which one is entirely awake and engagedin experiencesand
mental activity but nonetheless explicitly unaware of those experiences and that
mental activity and, indeed, oneself. Hence one is undoubtedly conscious, but in a
state of fundamentally unattendedconsciousness.Such a state may occur either as a
result of stimulus habituation or total involvement in a task. Thus there is a
differentiation between varying levels of engagement within one's fundamental
consciousness,and the experiential sensationof theselevels differs.
It is considered that the ostensible definition above gives sufficient insight into the
nature of a fundamental conscious state. It was noted at the beginning of this chapter
that gaining an understanding of the nature of the concepts of consciousnesswould
help in urfderstandingthe nature of the conceptsof the danceconsciousness.Through
applying the understanding and knowledge gained from the discussionthus far in this
chapter, for the purposes of this thesis it is also possible to provide an ostensible
definition for the fundamental stateof danceconsciousness.

The fundamentalstateof danceconsciousness
is a statein which a danceris purely
living andexperiencingthe dance,without thoughtor knowledgeof that experience.
in
The danceris in a stateof unattendedconsciousness
the
is
and
engaged
awake
and
the
what
qualitativeexperienceof the dance,but is nonetheless
of
unaware
explicitly
experienceis or what the dancingbody and mind are doing. Sucha statemay occur
as a result of the dancerhaving becomeeither habituatedto the danceor totally
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involved in the dance, the experiential sensationfor which is different for the
dancing body and mind.
Having defmed the fundamental dance consciousnessthis chapter now moves on to
consider the states of consciousnessthat are situated at the opposite end of the
consciousnesscontinuum - supplementarystates.
Supplementary consciousness
Supplementary states of consciousnesscan be considered as states which arise in
addition to fundamental states. Different theorists use various terms to encapsulate
this concept, some of which are presented in -Table 3. Again following the
recommendation of Flanagan in his 'Unified Theory of Consciousness'(1992), the

examplesbelow have been extractedfrom science,philosophy, psychologyand
dancesources.As with the fundamentalterms discussedearlier in this chapter,the
supplementaryterms have been independentlycategorisedfor the purposeof this
in sucha way. The
particularstudyandhavenot beenpresentedby otherresearchers
meanings correspondingto each of these terms are not necessarily entirely
analogous,but canbe deemedto hold similar principlesor rootsof meaning.
Table 3: Conceptsof supplementaryconsciousness
Term

Source

Discipline origination

Access consciousness

Block, 1995

Consciousnessstudies

Transitive creature
consciousness

Rosenthal, 1998

Consciousnessstudies

Reflective consciousness

Fraleigh, 1987

Dance theory

Higher order thoughts

Rosenthal,2002

Consciousnessstudies

Introspective consciousness Verrnersch, 1999

Philosophy

Monitoring consciousness

Block, 1995

Consciousnessstudies

Objective consciousness

Crook, 1980

Cognitive science

Ergotropic states

Fischer, 1971

Psychology
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The majority of the abovetermscanbe linked with the fundamentaltermsdiscussed
earlierin this chapterto form pairs of opposites.For example:Rosenthalrefersto a
fundamentalstate of 'intransitive' consciousnessand a supplementarystate of
'transitive consciousness'(1998); Fraleigh refers to a fundamentalstate of 'pre'reflective'
consciousness
of
reflective' consciousness
state
and a supplementary
(1987);Vermerschmakesreferenceto 'non-introspective'and 'introspective'states
(1999); Crook refers to 'subjective' and 'objective' consciousness(1980); and
Fischer refers to 'trophotropic' and 'ergotropic' states(1971).
The basic meaning of all the concepts. within the supplementary category is
summarisedclearly by the definition provided, for the concept of 'transitive creature
being
(Rosenthal,
1998).
Transitive
person
a
consciousness'
consciousnessconcerns
40
Thus
2002)
'deliberately and attentively' conscious of something (Rosenthal,
.
transitive consciousnessalways has a specific object and that object is often oneselL
This is certainly encapsulated by Crook in his description of the aptly termed
'objective' consciousness(1980) which he claims to be a state in which the object of
attention is the actual subject or the human self. Fraleigh notes that a reflective state
arises when she becomes 'aware of [her] body as something to be reckoned with ...
when [she focuses] on [her] body' (1987, p. 14). A reflective state 'refers either to the
body when it becomes the object of attention or to an objective attitude toward the
body' (ibid. ).

In addition, Crook notesthat a distinctive elementof this stateis that it functions
predominantlyin a comparativeofevaluative manner(1980,pp.312-3). Similarly,
Block describes'accessconsciousness'as a 'cognitive or intentionalor functional'
concept (1994, p.213) and Katz describes it as involving 'directed attention,
41
decision
cognitiveawareness,
making' (2001). Fraleighnotesthat a reflectivestate
occurswhen'when we standbackto observeandlearn' (1987,p.14).
Unlike fundamental states,supplementarystatesdo not have a qualitative nature and
lack
intentional
typically
sensoryqualities.
are
mental states,which characteristically
Fundamental states comprise qualia and one could therefore consider qualia as the
directed
for
fundamental
Supplementary
the
states are
object of attention
state.
40www. consciousness.
arizona.edu/
41www. consciousness.
arizona.edu/
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towards fundamentalstatesand thus, in this case,the fundamentalstatesare the
object of attention.Supplementarystates,suchas desires,doubts,yearnings,hopes,
andthoughts,do not comprisequaliaandthushaveno qualitativecharacter,although
by fundamentalqualitativestates.
they areaccompanied
Contrasting with fundamental states,supplementarystatescan be consideredas states
which are known as opposed to just lived. For example, Fraleigh's state of prereflective consciousnesscould be said to be just lived in the moment, whereasa state
of reflective consciousnessis not only lived but also simultaneously reflected upon
and subsequentlyimmediately known about. This also applies to Rosenthal's concept
of a 'target state', which is lived in the present and then may later be known by a
'higher order thought' (2002). Although Fraleigh and Rosenthal are referring
specifically to their own concepts, it does seem that it would be possible to
interchange any of the other concepts within the supplementary category and these
claims would remain valid.
There is a certain sense of immediacy that characterises one's knowledge or
awareness of one's conscious states. Rosenthal refers to this direct sense of
immediacy as 'subjective immediacy 42which necessitatesthat being conscious of
one's conscious states must be spontaneousand uncaused,and thus supplementary
states 'are based on no inference of which one is aware' (1998).43This means that
supplementarystatesmust not occur becauseof some external suggestionthat one is
in a particular state, or through some intentional objective deduction such as gaining
knowledge of one's state from another, or through applying a theory to oneself
Supplementary states should therefore be considered to be statesthat are lived and
non-inferentially known.
This knowing that one is in a state of supplementaryconsciousnessmay permit one

to report on the experienceof the state.This is summarisedhere by Block: 'in the
case of language using organisms such as ourselves, a major symptom of access
44
be
(1994a).
In fact, one could consider that
consciousnesswould
reportability'

42The term 'subjective'
used by Rosenthal in this context should not be confused with Crook's use of
the sameterm in relation to fundamental consciousness.
43www. consciousness.
arizona.edu/
44www. consciousness.
arizona.edu/
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4'
1995a),
taccess]
(Block,
best
'is
the
to
consciousness'
reportability
practical guide
46
is
it
Reportabilityis term that Block andother

a
not absolutelyessential.
consciousness
researchers
use which is definedas the ability to give an accountof
fundamental
from
This
differs
the
one's experience.
concepts of
obviously

although

in which one is not awareof one's statesand thereforeone would
consciousness
presumethat it would be difficult to report on them whilst actually experiencing
them. It could be consideredthat one's ability to report mental states noninferentially is what underliesthe traditional intuition that onehas accessto, and is
consequentlyable to have thoughtsaboutor reflect on one's mental states(Sellars,
1963,p.127).Rosenthalconsidersthat the:
best explanation of this ability to report one's mental states non...
inferentially is that one actually has the [higher order thoughts] that
those reports would express.
(2002a) 7
Varying degrees of supplementary consciousness
As with the fundamental consciousnesscategory, it is important to note that, within
the supplementaryconsciousnessconcept, there are varying degreesor phaseswhich
for
be
Fraleigh,
Again,
the
can
placed on
although
consciousness continuum.
example, defines a supplementary state of dance consciousness, there is no
acknowledgementthat it may be encounteredto varying degrees.Given the nature of
some of the supplementary states described above, they could also be used to
represent ordinary states of consciousnessexperienced during everyday life when
one is particularly aware and reflective. Why, therefore, can dancebe said to permit
accessto altered states?
Although many of the concepts are very similar in nature, there are some
oppositional extremes even within this tight category and, in some instances,within
the concept itself. Block, for example, acknowledgesthat 'access comes in varying

45www. nyu.edu/gsas/dept/philo/faculty/block/
46 As explained earlier in this
chapter, if reportability were an essential condition then this would
is
Reportability
for
impediments
that,
conscious.
presume
example, subjects with speech
are not
therefore not essentialfor validating the existence of a supplementarystate,although it can be used to
do so.
47www. consciousness.
arizona.edu/
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degrees' (1995aý 8 and defines these simply, though fairly arbitrarily, as (1) really
high quality access,(2) medium accessand (3) poor access
Fischer also acknowledges a scale within his concept of 'ergotropic states' (1971),
be
by
increase
in
Ergotropic
charted on
can
which are characterised an
states
arousal.
is
An
from
hyperaroused,
to
state
aroused
a scale ranging
ecstatic.
aroused, to
comparable with an everyday supplementary state of consciousnessand, at the other
extreme, an ecstatic state is comparable with an altered state, a supplementarystate
beyond ordinary consciousness(Fischer, 1971, pp.897-904).
Rosenthal's concept of higher order thought is slightly more complex. The basis of
this concept of is that it is possible to have a higher order thought, or sensation or
perception, about another mental state known as the target state. Higher order
thoughts are essentially about fundamental states of consciousness.This particular
concept, however, also gives rise to another supplementarylevel and considers that
one may not only be conscious of one's own mental states, but may also be
conscious concurrently that one is conscious of them. Rosenthal refers to this as
having a third order thought. This third order thought gives rise to a certain sort of
introspection which is the intentional examination of one's own mental states.Dance
theorist Hay (2000) also makes reference to similar hierarchical levels and believes
that it is possible to observeself observing self. According to dancetheorist Foster:
Hay projects the existence of an observer who is watching her
exploration of bodily cellular consciousness.Hay ftirther projects a
second observer who watches the first. Hay's moving body is thus
watching itself moving and watching itself watching itself
(2000, p.xviii)
Fischer's, Rosenthal's and Hay's ideas seemto go a step Ruffier than the foundations
high
Block's
further
the
than
very
of
supplementary concepts, and perhaps even
quality access.Whilst it is difficult to appraise exactly where the existent concepts
least
in
is
it
that
there
to
at
are
would sit relation
clear
one another on a continuum,
two phasesthat should be distinguished.

48www. nyu.edu/gsas/dept/philo/faculty/block/
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A dancer may therefore experience an ordinary everyday state of supplementary
consciousnesswhilst dancing, in which the dancer's attention is focused entirely on
the dance and the dancer is aware of what the dancing body is doing. At the other
end of the scale, it is possible for a dancer to experiencea heightenedsupplementary
state in which the dancer directs absolute attention towards the dance, and is
concurrently fully aware and in control of that attention. The dancer has complete
accessto the experience of the dance and exists entirely within the supplementary
consciousness.The experiential sensationof this heightened stateis entirely different
from the ordinary state, and can be consideredas an altered state.
The concept of supplementary consciousness
As noted above, although the concepts of supplementary consciousnessare not

completelyanalogous,it is possibleto compilea list of conditionsinherentin all the
concepts.These are surnmarisedbelow:
A supplementarystateis a state:
Which
is
known
lived;
non-inferentially
as
well
as
"
In
is
deliberately
which
one
"
and attentively consciousof something;
In
which the objects of attention are the actual subject/human self, one's
"
experiencesand additionally one's mental activity;
In which one functions predominantly in a comparative or evaluative manner;
Which has no qualitative character in itself, although it is accompanied by and

dependenton fundamentalqualitativestates;
On which one is able to report non-inferentially providing one has effective
report-making mechanisms;
In which there are two distinguishable phases an ordinary supplementary
consciousnessand a higher order supplementaryconsciousness.
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Throughamalgamatingthe conceptsandconditionsdescribedabove,it is possibleto
formulate

an

all-encompassing

ostensible

definition

for

supplementary

consciousness,to be usedwithin the context of this thesis,as follows:
The supplementary consciousnessis a supplementary state: which is intrinsically
dependenton a fundamental qualitative conscious state; which involves having full
consciousness o)f something, an explicit object of attention; which is active,
intentional, and attentive; in which one holds awarenessof one's experiences,mental
activity and oneself and which is not only experiential but also exists in conjunction
with non-inferential knowing. Such a state may involve an ordinary sense of
supplementaryconsciousnessin which there are varying levels or, in addition to this,
the statemay hold an elevated senseof supplementaryconsciousness.Thus there is a
differentiation between varying degrees of introspection. Such a state may be
ascertainedby one's ability to report non-inferentially on it.
It is consideredthat the ostensibledefinition above provides adequateinsight into the
nature of a supplementary conscious state. Through applying this ostensible
definition and the understanding and knowledge gained through the discussion thus

far in this chapter,it is also possible to presentan ostensibledefinition for the
For the purposesof this thesis, the
supplementarystate of dance consciousness.
definition is asfollows: The supplementarystate of dance consciousnessis a state in which a dancernot only
experiences the dance, but also is knowingly, intentionally, attentively and noninferentially aware of the dance. The dance is the dancer's explicit object of
attention. The dancer is actively aware of the qualitative experience of the dance,
including the dancing body, the dancing mind and external factors surrounding the
dance. In addition, the dancer is aware of any mental activity concerned with the
dance. The dancer may experience either an ordinary state of supplementary
consciousnessin which complete awarenessis focussed on the dance, or a higher
state of supplementary consciousnessin which the dancer is additionally able to
monitor introspectively that awareness- the experiential sensationof which differs
for the dancing body and mind. The dancer is able to report non-inferentially on the
state.
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this
Having defined the fundamentaland supplementarydance consciousness,
be
that
terminology
may utilised
chapternow moveson to ascertainthe appropriate
to representthese two concepts.
The terminology
Each of the concepts provided by the varying consciousnessresearchers uses
different terminology. Having formulated two concepts it was decided that using
existing terminology to represent such conceptswould be problematic and a causeof
confusion. In addition, it was considered that the available terminology was not
brief
is
4
Table
for
dance
in
a
the
the context of
sufficient
consciousness.
use
synopsisas to why the terminology was dismissed.

Table 4: Terminologyfrom otherauthorsandreasonsfor its dismissal
Term

Reason for dismissal

Phenomenaland
access/monitoring
consciousness
(Block, 1995)

Too many ambiguities surrounding the term 'phenomenal';
debate
is
there
concerning
much
within consciousnessstudies
its actual meaning. The term may, for some,have
The
being
term
extraordinary.
connotations of something
'access' does imply a statethat is available for accessing;it
does not, however, involve any senseof attention or
it
does
is
The
'monitoring'
not,
term
more apt;
evaluation.
however, infer a sensethat the monitoring is internal.
The term 'intransitive' meansnot taking the direct object and
'transitive' meanstaking the direct object. Although these
terms imply the appropriate direction of attention, they do not
indicate that the attention is internal.
The term 'pre-reflective' clearly encapsulatesa statein which
however,
is,
'pre'
The
is
prefix
one not presently reflecting.
is
described
being
it
implies
that the state
rather restrictive as
in
turn
is
to
that
which
one
experiencedprior reflection,
implies that it is always a statethat is reflected upon. Not all
statesare necessarily reflected upon and someremain nonreflective.
The term 'target state' is used alongside the concept of 'higher
in
be
conjunction
thought'
term
only
order
can used
and the
fundamental
Not
statesare
the
all
with
supplementarystate.
do
by
exist
accompanied supplementarystates;many
independently. The term 'higher order thought' implies that
it
but
be
thought;
may
the supplementary statemust always a
also be, for example, a belief, want or emotion.

Intransitive and
transitive creature
consciousness
(Rosenthal, 1998)
Pre-reflective and
reflective
consciousness
(Fraleigh, 1987)

Target statesand
higher order
thought
(Rosenthal,2002)
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Term

Reason for dismissal

Non-introspective
The term 'introspective' refers to the internal examination of
to
Thus
refers
thoughts.
non-introspection
and introspective
one's self and one's
The
thoughts.
consciousness
not examining one's self or one's
(Vermersch, 1999) supplementarystate formulated above doesnot necessitate
examination - although this may arise - only awarenessand
attention.
Habituation (Birch
and Malim, 1998)

Although the concept of 'habituation' representsan ordinary
stateof fundamental consciousness,it is not consideredto
does
take
heightened
therefore
not
states
and
accommodate
account of the various phasesof the continuum.

Flow
(Csikszentmihalyi,
2002)

Although the concept of 'flow' draws attention to a
heightened state of fundamental consciousness,it doesnot
include any acknowledgementof an ordinary stateand
therefore doesnot take account of the varying phasesof the
continuum. The term 'flow' is also not consideredto represent
the complete nature of the fundamental consciousness.

Subjective and
objective
consciousness
(Crook, 1980)

The terrn 'subjective' has many meaningswithin
disciplines,
different
in
is
consciousnessstudiesand also used
for example, to imply that something is dependenton personal
in
The
'objective',
term
relation to
utilised
opinion.
when
'subjective', may hold inappropriate connotationsof a
distinction between the real and un-real, and imply that the
objective deals with something external to the mind.
The terms 'trophotropic' and 'ergotropic' were coined by
Fischer to representwhat he refers to as particular 'mystic
states' (197 1). It would thus not be appropriateto extract these
terms from that particular context and apply them to the
independentconceptsformulated for use within the dance
context.

Trophotropic and
ergotropic states
(Fischer, 1971)

Having dismissed the available existing terms, for the purpose of this study, two new
terms have been independently coined. For use specifically within the dance
consciousnesscontext, these tenns are an oppositional pair and representthe concept
dance
fundamental
dance
the
the
consciousness.
of
supplementary
consciousnessand

The fundamentaland supplementaryconceptsdefmed in this chapter sharetwo
characteristicswhich were consideredto be particularly relevantand which should
thereforebe capturedwithin the termsto be coined.Thesecharacteristics
are:
internal
The
individual;
the
the
wholly
nature
of
of
experience
9
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intentional
focus
lack
The
awareness
the
of
or
presence
on
of
attentive
awareness
*
on the part of the individual.
The independently coined terminology therefore contain the prefix 'intra' and the
term 'attend', chosenbecause'intra' means 'on the inside' and 'within' (Hoad, 1996,
'apply
faculties'
to
240)
'attend'
'direct
to
and
to
the
p.
and
mental or physical
means
impression
(ibid.
'attend'
27).
'intra'
of
The
an
gives
oneself'
and
p.
combination of
internally attending
is
the
supplementary
of
concept
with
which
analogous
is
internally
which
attending consciousnessand, at the other extreme, of not
analogouswith the concept of fundamental consciousness.
This study therefore refers to the fundamental danceconsciousnessas:

Non-intrattentive consciousness
And the supplementarydanceconsciousnessas:

Intraftentive consciousness
It was also consideredessentialthat the terms should capture the idea that, within the
non-intrattentive consciousnessand intrattentive consciousness,there may be varying
degrees of consciousnessand thus a higher order state. As a result, one may also

refer to:
Higher order non-intrattention
Higher order intrattention

Summary
Following a consideration of the history of consciousnesstheory, the quandary of
consciousness,concepts of consciousness and the available terminology used to
focussed
first
research
the
this
represent states of consciousness,
chapter answered
question: What is the nature of the dance consciousness?
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The answerled to the introductionof two independentlyformulatedtermsfor dance
for
intended
intrattentive
use
are
consciousness
which
and
non-intrattentive
specificallywithin the contextof the dancediscipline.The remainderof this thesis
focusesentirely on the conceptscapturedby thesetwo termsandthe meansthrough
which dancersare ableto accessthe statesthey describe.
Chapter 3 considers how dancersare able to examine statesof intrattention and nonintraftention.
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Chapter 3
How can one examine the dance consciousness?
Introduction
This thesis is ultimately
identified

in Chapter 2-

concerned with the two states of dance consciousness
the intrattentive

dance consciousness and the non-

intrattentive dance consciousness and the means through which dancers are able to
access and control such states. Subsequent chapters will identify how dancers can be
trained to access states of intrattention and states of non-intrattention. Such training
is fundamental in enabling dancers to apply the Dance Consciousness Model. In
addition, it is essential that the dancers learn how to understand, examine and gain
the knowledge that they are actually experiencing these states of intrattention and
non-intrattention.

This is facilitated

through a method of examination,

which

provides dancers with techniques for communicating and describing conscious states.
Consciousness theorist Chalmers acknowledges that, in order to examine states of
consciousness, 'we need good methodologies for collecting the data' - methods of
for expressing them' formalisms
'and
languages
and
good
49
description
(1999).
Otherwise how is a dancer able to know whether or
methods of
communication

not he or she has successfully accessed the desired state?

To put this into context, imagine a situation in which a dancer is training to access
non-intrattention whilst improvising. At the end of the improvisation, the dancer
When
improvisation.
definitely
during
that
they
the
claims
accessednon-intrattention
asked by the choreographerhow they know this, the dancer replies "because I was
is
if,
is
that
aware of
not realising
non-intrattention a state of which one not aware.
There are a number of reasonswhy the dancermay have made the above statement:
in
dancer
The
did
type
of
some
actually
not
access
non-intrattention at all and was
*
intrattentive state;
The dancer did accessnon-intrattention, but did not know how to communicate
how he or sheknew that he or she was in a stateof non-intrattention;
49http://consc.net/papers/firstperson.html
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Althoughthe dancerdid accessthe desiredstateandwasableto communicatethat
he or sheknew that he or shewas in a stateof non-intrattention,the dancerwas
unableto describethe experiencesufficiently; for examplewhat the dancerhad
intended by the term aware; may not have been what the choreographer
understoodby the sameterm.
Having demonstrated, with the above example, the importance of dancers having
methods of access,communication and description to enable them to use the Dance
Consciousness Model effectively, this chapter considers the second focussed
researchquestion: How can one examine the danceconsciousness?
Methods of examination are not only essential for dancers using the Dance
ConsciousnessModel, but they were also necessaryfor the fon-nulation of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel as it was not possible to complete the model without first
being able to examine the states to be included in it. In the Introduction and in
Chapter 1, theoretical and empirical research methodologies were discussed and it
was noted that particular methods of researchexist within these methodologies. The
method of examination described in this chapter can be considered as one such
method of research - indeed, the method of examination is the method through
which the dance consciousnesswas researchedin Empirical Project 1 and 2 for the
formulation of the Dance Consciousness Model. The
purpose of the method of
examination in the context of this research is thus two-fold -a method of research
and a method for application.

In this chapter, different methods for examining consciousnessare considered,
including methodsof communicationand description.This provides background
information for Chapters4,5 and 6 which describethe methods of accessto
intrattentionand non-intrattentionas well as the sequenceand contentof the access
training workshops.It should be noted that the dancerswho participatedin the
researchwere not trainedto usemethodsof examinationprior to the accesstraining
workshops.This is becausethe examinationtraining occurs alongsidethe access
training as the methodsare co-dependent.
Throughoutthe accesstraining workshops
the dancerswere taught both how to examinetheir consciousstatesand how to
assesstheir accessto thesestates.
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Chapter breakdown
This chapter begins with a consideration of what a method of examination actually is
and what would constitute a suitable and dependablemethod for the examination of
conscious experience. Within this, the chapter contemplates objective versus
subjective methods and distinguishes between first-, second- and third-person
methods. Each of these different methods is explained and reasons given for those
chosenfor use in the Dance ConsciousnessModel's method of examination.
Chapter 3 then discussesexisting methods of examination which appear in current
dance literature and current consciousness literature. Two theories which are
particularly relevant to this researchare introduced: phenomenologicalreduction and
the e,xplicitation session.As the chapter progresses,reference is made to these two
theories in a discussion of present-centredand retrospectiveaccounts,and verbal and
non-verbal information. The chapter then describesthe method of examination used
to create the Dance Consciousness Model and proposed for use within the
application of the model. Finally the Dance ConsciousnessModel is introduced and a
diagram of the skeletal structure of the model is provided.

Methods of examination
As mentioned in the chapter introduction, the method of examination, in the context
of the Dance Consciousness Model, comprises methods of communication and
methods of description. Methods of communication are the means through which a
dancer is able to communicate whether or not he or she has accessed, and is
maintaining a state of, intrattention or non-intrattention. Methods of description are
the means through which a dancer is able to describe the intrattentive or nonintrattentive experiencein order to validate it.
Before it was decided which methods of examination were to be used during the
be
however,
it
to
would
research,
was necessary ascertain which types of methods
suitable for use in the context of the Dance ConsciousnessModel. For example,
should a method of examination take an objective or a subjective perspective?
Within the researchinto consciousness,there is a clear schism between the beliefs of
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the neuroscientistsand cognitive scientists and those of the philosophersand
psychologistswith respectto the validity of objective as opposedto subjective
methodsof examination.Objectivemethodstend to take a third-personperspective
whereassubjective rnethodstend to take a first-person perspective.
First-, second- and third-person methods
to define, undoubtedly relates to one's inner
is
is
continually
which
which
world
experience,
a concealedand somewhatexclusive

Consciousness, whilst difficult

transcending,developing and disappearing. Consequently, one may claim that one's
individual
is
is
bound
that
to
perspectives of
consciousness a phenomenon
one's
firstfrom
'our
direct
knowledge
our
experienceand
of subjective experiencesstems
50
(Chalmers,
1999).
First-person methods are concerned
person access to them'
directly with the experience of the subject from the subject's point of view and
require the subject to reflect introspectively on his or her own experienceand provide
an accountof the experience.

It may,therefore,be appropriateto usea first-personmethodratherthanusingonly a
purely objective methodwhen examiningconsciousness,
especiallysince the very
from
j
is
disassociated
that
they
essenceof ob ectivemethods
asmuch aspossible
are
the individual phenomenologicalperspective.Chalmersechoesthis view in his
statementthat 'first persondata can't be expressedwholly in terms of third person
data' (ibid.) andVarela andShearclaim that to:
deprive our scientific examination of this phenomenalrealm
...
domains,
human
its
intimate
life
to
amounts either amputating
of most
or elsedenyingscienceexplanatoryaccessto it ...
(1999,p.4)
If one is to rely solely on the first personthen some issuesneed be considered.
Should the first person be made aware of the research,the purpose of the
is
first
If
the
third-person
theory
person
examinationandany
relatingto the method?
uninformed, their accounts may not be of use or sufficiently descriptive, they may
include subjective judgements or be completely irrelevant. An informed first person,
knowledge
the
hand,
by
the
of
the
may
on
other
offer reports which are shaped
50http://consc.net/papers/firstperson.
html
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purposeof the examinationor by third-persontheory or, as Overgaardconsiders,
51
(2001).
subjects'may becomeovertly co-operative,giving the answersyou want'
Despite this 'informed subjects are much preferred becauseno matter how much
...
...
is
likely
first
)
informed
(ibid.
person
methodological criticism we might point out'
an
to provide 'better accessto and description of subjective experience' (Vermersch,
1999,p.22).
Although first-person accounts can provide direct insight into subjective experience,
it is important to note that they are not valid enough to be turned into a 'body of
it
knowledge'
'when
believes
(Varela
Shear,
1999,
1).
Chalmers
that,
regulated
and
p.
52
Such
(1999).
first
known
to
there
comes
person methodologies,
obstacles'
are well
obstacles are commonly disputed within consciousnessliterature and it is often
considered that (1) there is a 'lack of incorrigible access to our experience'; (2)
'introspecting an experience changes the experience'; (3) it may be impossible to
access'all our experienceat once' (ibid). Perhaps,then, first-person methods should
be
not used in isolation.

Varela and Shearstate that 'the progressin becoming familiar with a particular
method requires mediation' (1999, p.8). What is intended here by the term
'mediation' is that a secondpersonprovidesa 'curious intermediateposition' (ibid.)
betweenthosein the positionsof the first personand the third person.The second
person can observethe first person and subsequentlyinterview them about the
first
The
be
the
'eccentric
lived
to
the
experience. secondpersonmust
experience'of
personbut nevertheless'takes a position of onewho hasbeenthereto somedegree,
andthusprovideshints and furthertraining' (ibid.). VarelaandShearsuggestthat the
that arefamiliar to him and
secondpersonis 'an emphaticresonatorwith experiences
find
in himself a resonantchord' (ibid. p.10).
which
It is essentialthat whilst in the second-person
position,however,onemustrenounce
explicitly one's detachmentsin order to become 'identified with the kind of
understanding and internal coherence of [one's] source' (ibid. ). The second person
can guide, in a non-inductive manner, and assistthe first person to develop the ability
to access,communicate and describe the lived experience.As Vermersch suggests,a
51http://humanides.ucsc.edu/NEH/kelly. btml
52http://consc.net/papers/firstperson.html
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internal
first
'unfolding
the
act' and
the
the
of
secondpersonmay assist
personwith
thusmakeaccessto the lived experiencepossible,andmay then 'guide theprocessof
be:
(1999,
35).
The
the
should
verbalisation'
p.
secondperson
role of
interlocutor's
his
indices
to
the
grounded
of
on
a
sensitivity
subtle
...
indices
for
bodily
language
phrasing,
and expressiveness,seeking
(more or less explicit) which are inroads into the common experiential
ground.
(Varela and Shear, 1999,p. 10)
It is important to consider, however, that the second person's expertise might also
'induce
for
first
The
the
the
example,
affect
reports of
person.
secondperson might,
the content of the replies by the formulation of questions' (Vermersch, 1999, p.36)
and consequently might eliminate spontaneous answers. When interviewing, the
(Peugeot,
be
infiltrating
his
'avoid
to
second person must
sure
own presupposition'
1999, p.47). It therefore seems that, although a second person is of use within a
method of examination, one must take care to compare and contrast the accounts of
the secondperson with those of the first person.

Varela and Shearalso make referenceto a third person,which they describeas the
'standardobserverof scientific discourse' (1999, p.9). Third-personaccountsare
generally more objective and offer an opportunity to prove or verify accounts
by
first
indicate
likely
They
to
therefore
provided
and secondpersons.
more
are
Varela and Sheardescribethem as accountsthat 'can be turned
generalconsensus;
from individual accountsinto a body of regulatedknowledge'(ibid. p.1).
Although third-person accountscannot accessthe inner phenomenalquality of
consciousexperience.
and cannot 'expresspreciselythe datawe want to explain ...
53
they may play a centralrole' in methodsof examination(Chalmers,1999). It is not
advisable,therefore,for third personmethodsto be usedin isolationbut ratherthey
shouldbe usedto complementfirst- andsecond-personaccounts.
The above discussion indicates that, whilst first-, second- and third-person methods
of examination can all be of use and have certain positive qualities, each method also
has disadvantages.It is for these reasonsthat the method of examination used in the
53http://consc.net/papcrs/firstperson.htmi
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first-person
incorporates
Model
Consciousness
Dance
creationand applicationof the
verbal information, second-person
observableinformationand third-personverified
54
that
Vermersch,
information.
doing
In
states
theoretical
the
who
adviceof
and
so
in
be
'retained
the
all
methods should
and employed a complementarymanner'
(1999, p.35), has been followed. Varela and Shearalso believe that:
It would be futile to stay with first-person descriptions in isolation ...
we need to harmonize and constrain them by building the appropriate
links with third-person studies.
(1999, p.2)
Chalmersnotes that the 'job is to connect the first-person data to third-person data'
...
to come up with 'systematic theoretical connections between the two' (1999)55in
order to move towards an 'integrated or global perspective on mind' where neither
$experiencenor external mechanismshave the final word' (Varela and Shear, 1999,
p.2). Such connections have been developed in relation to the Dance Consciousness
Model and are describedbelow.

In the contextof the DanceConsciousness
Model, the first personis the dancerwho
is experiencingthe statesof intrattentionor non-intrattention.The danceris informed
of the purposeof the methodof examination.it is the dancer'sphenomenalrealm
that requiresexplanatoryaccessandit is importantthat the danceris ableto enterhis
or her intimatedomains.
It couldbe arguedthat a morevaluableresultwould be providedby an accountfrom
has
dancer
is
being
by
at some
trained
who
a
who
choreographed
or
a choreographer
time entered into the experience under examination and who has first-hand
knowledge and an emphatic understandingof that experience.The dancer is,
therefore,assistedto examinehis or her consciousstateby a secondpersonwho, in
the context of the Dance ConsciousnessModel, is the choreographer.The
choreographertrains the dancer to use the model and, for the purposesof this
is
to
is
The
able
the
trainer.
research, also regarded as
consciousness
choreographer
her,
him
dancer,
interviewing
the
or
through observing or
validate
experience of the

54This notionof triangulationwas introducedin the introductionwith reference
to the research
methodologies
usedfor thisthesis.
55http://consc.
html
net/papers/firstperson.
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is
dancer
the
thus
that
the
neitherprivate nor
ensure
and
processor experienceof
solipsistic.
An effective framework through which the choreographer is able to extract the
dancer's reports is therefore crucial. The successof an effective framework is highly
dependenton the interview technique used. The technique should encouragewholly
descriptive statements;questions need to be open, but structured and focussed; and
the questions should direct attention to a relatively well-defined and identifiable
dancer's
influence
The
the
experience
to
take
moment.
choreographermust
care not
the
detached
if
describe
objective,
to
that
or
or choice of words
experience as, even
his
blinkers-,
implicit
his
bound
by
his
'is
choreographer
still
preconceptions,
...
unconsciousprojections' (Vennersch, 1999,p.38).

A successful framework can provide the dancer and choreographerwith
opportunitiesto indulge in an intellectual exchangeconcerningthe nature of the
intrattentiveor non-intrattentiveexperienceand subsequently
proposehow accessto
thesestatesmight be improvedand developed.In addition, through conflating the
dancer'saccountswith thoseof the choreographer,
onemay be ableto identify some
informationwhich can be verified by more than one personand thus holds general
This informationcanthereforebe consideredasa third-personaccount.
consensus.
The validity of such an account is dependenton both the dancer and choreographer
having some third-person knowledge. For the dancer and choreographerto provide
have
be
informed,
that
they
an
must
accounts
can
considered reliable and
understanding of the concepts of intrattentive and non-intrattentive consciousness
The
described
in
later
the
this
concepts and
and of
method of examination
chapter.
Dance
the
the
third-person
the
of
context
method represent
accounts used within
ConsciousnessModel.

To summarise, first-, second- and third-person methods are all incorporated within
the Dance ConsciousnessModel as follows:
first-person
dancer
The
first
is
the
to
acts as
person and
able
provide reliable
e
accountsbecauseof his or her knowledge of third-person accounts;
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is
The
to
the
second-person
present
able
and
choreographer
acts
as
second
person
e
first
interviewing
the
through
the
person;
accounts
of
observation and
Existent theories, which hold a general consensusas they have been proven or
verified by more than one person, provide third-person accounts.
Having ascertainedthe nature of the method of examination for the context of the
Dance ConsciousnessModel, it is now important to interrogate any methods of
The
from
dance
examination
current
research and current consciousnessresearch.
purpose of this interrogation is to determine; whether any existing methods of
firstdancers
be
how
third-person
can
provide
examination may
used as
accounts,

accounts.
personaccounts,andhow choreographers
canprovidesecond-person
Methods of examination in current dance research
Some dance consciousnesstheorists, such as Sheets-Johnstone(1966) and Fraleigh
(1987), comment on what they consider to be the most successful type of dance
consciousness.For example 'the dancer is at her best when she becomes presentcentred' (Fraleigh, 1987, p.23) - which is a prerequisite of a pre-reflective, or nonintrattentive state - and 'the dance comes alive in all its rich fullness only as the
dancers are reflectively aware neither of themselves, nor of the dance' (SheetsJohnstone, 1966, p.6). Neither theorist, however, offers a clear explanation as to
exactly how one might examine such an experiencein order to maintain that the state
accessedis the state as claimed. In fact, in current dance literature, there is an
This
for
first-person
absenceof a verified method
examining
conscious experiences.
for
is
framework
by
in
her
'lacks
Alexander
dance
absence summarised
a
claim that
reflecting on or evaluating the first person experience' (2003, p. 19).

for
Somedanceconsciousness
do,
however,
researchers
provide certainsuggestions;
example in her book The Phenomenology of Dance (1966) Sheets-Johnstone
recommends that one should use phenomenology to gain insight into the dancer's
forrn
intrinsic
An
the
it
'often
is
takes
consciousness.
quality of phenomenology that
by
first-person
description'
(Fraleigh,
1987,
of
p.xiv) and thus the method promoted
Sheets-Johnstonecan be considered as a first-person method. In Fraleigh's book
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Dance and the Lived Body (1987), the readerlearnspredominantlyof the dance
consciousness
as experiencedby Fraleighherself.Fraleighstatesthat the existential
detachment
involvement
is
than
rather
phenomenological
approachshetakes one of
(1987,p.xxix). Although the suggestionof Sheets-Johnstone
and Fraleighto apply
be
it
how
into
insight
is
may
theorist
phenomenology useful,neither
really provides
thirdapplicable
any
an accessiblemethod of examination,and neither provides
persontheory or an intimation about whether they advocatethe use of a second
person.
It is necessary, therefore, to move beyond the dance discipline into current
In
theory
to
consciousness
assesswhether a verified method of examination exists.
Chapter 2 it was ascertainedthat an understanding of consciousnesstheory exterior
to the dance discipline is imperative in ensuring a coherent understanding of the
dance consciousness,and thus moving momentarily away from the dance discipline
in order to establishmethods of examination is not problematic.

Methods of examination in current consciousnessresearch
According to consciousness theorist Chalmers, 'when it comes to the third-person
data' methods of examination 'are very well-developed' (1999). 56 For example,
psychologists

have formulated

complex

methods for

behaviour
studying

and

for
ingenious
have
'developed
methods
neuroscientists
an ever-expanding group of
getting at what is going on in the brain' such as 'EEG, brain imaging [and) single cell
data'
(ibid.
).
In
for
formalisms
these
'multiple
there
studies'
expressing
addition,
are
such as 'plain language, neurophysiological

images
of
sorts
classification, various

and diagrams [and] computational models' (ibid. ). It is apparent, then, that methods
for communicating

and describing consciousness do exist within

a third-person

format. Such methods are, however, of limited use within the context of the Dance
Consciousness Model; for example, it was not practical to use brain imaging during
the formulation of the model in Empirical Project I and 2, nor is it feasible to use it
within the dance consciousness training. Do any other methods of examination exist
which take on more of a first-person format?

56http://consc.net/papers/firstperson.html
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As indicatedby Chalmers,'when it comesto first-persondata,thingsaren'tnearlyso
first-person
developed'
for
investigating
few
there
well
as
are very
methods
information and even fewer formalisms for expressing it (1999). 7 It seems that a
first-person, general and verified method for examining consciousnessdoesnot exist
within the multidisciplinary scienceand philosophy of consciousness.
Although the majority of consciousness theorists omit to consider first-person
methods, this does not necessarily mean that some consciousnessresearchersare not
aware of the need for such methods. Indeed, consciousness theorists such as
Flanagan (1992), Searle (1992) and Chalmers (1996) state that consciousness
researchnecessitatesa specific method, and particularly one which incorporates the
subjective or experiential element of consciousnessand an objective understanding
of consciousness,but this statement is not backed up by any solid methodological
advances.Some attempts at examination methods which incorporate first-, secondand third-person accounts that have been developed were made by '19'h century
psychological introspectionists, 20al century philosophical phenomenologists, and
centuries of meditative studies in Eastern thought' (Chalmers, 1999, ibid. ). Theories
expounded by psychological introspectionists and philosophical phenomenologists,
namely the 'explicitation session' and 'phenomenological reduction', were of use in
the formulation of the method of examination for the Dance ConsciousnessModel. 58
The explicitation sessionand phenomenological reduction

The explicitation sessionwas developedby Vermersch(1999) and is a systematic
methodwhich attemptsto examinethe phenomenonof the subjectiveexperienceof
intuition, which Vermersch considersto be wholly experiential and completely
spontaneous.Although Vermersch does not prescribe which, if any, type of
consciousstatean intuitive experienceshould inhabit, one could considerthat the
to statesof intrattention
natureof an intuitive experienceholds similar characteristics
and non-intrattentionin that the experiencesare absolutelyexperiential.It is this
samecharacteristicthat makesstatesof intrattentionandnon-intrattentiondifficult to

57 http://consc.net/papers/firstperson.html
58Eastern meditative studies,
formulation
Buddhist
the
Introspection,
namely
were also of use within
of methods of access.These are consideredin Chapter 5.
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how
indication
The
to
one may
as
examine.
explicitation session provides some
examinesuch an experiential state.
Phenomenological reduction is the definitive and fundamental method of
phenomenology.It is a method for rendering accessto and examining an internal and
beginning
founded
Husserl
the
of
phenomenologicalexperience.
phenomenologyat
the twentieth century and theorists such as Heidegger (1954), Sartre(1969), MerleauPonty (1962) and Schutz (1967) developed it in various ways. Gallagher claims that
'phenomenology proposes an analysis of the body as we live it' (2000) 59 The
.
inherent ambivalence- in phenomenology is its duality of the subject,-as both
theoretical and existential concurrently. The co-existenceof a theoretical dimension
and a practical, embodied and existential dimension is at the very centre of
phenomenological reduction. Husserl acknowledges that 'phenomenological
reduction is needed if consciousnessis to be systematically investigated in its pure
immanence' (1917).60
The explicitation session and phenomenological reduction exist within their own
discipline and were formulated for reasons outside the scope of this study. They,
therefore,are not necessarilyintended for application as methodsof examinationand
are not related to danceper se. As they deal with examining statesof consciousness,
however, thesetheories have been carefully analysed,interpretedand adaptedfor use
within the method of examination in the Dance ConsciousnessModel. Both theories
aided a predominant decision to be made in preparing to test the model, which was
form
to
of
whether
use present-centred and/or retrospective accounts and what
communicationand description should capturetheseaccounts.
Present-centred accounts
It could be suggestedthat, in order to ensurethat the experienceof an intrattentive or
do
dancer
is
described
the
must
non-intrattentive state accurately
and communicated,
so whilst actually accessingthe intrattention or non-intrattention. The purposeof this
is to produce what this thesis defines as a present-centredaccount.Philosophical and
psychological experiments have been undertaken using such present-centred
accounts.Schooler and Dougal, for example, describeresearchin which 'individuals
59www2.canisius.edu/-gallaghr/paris2OOO.
htm]
60www3.baylor.edu/-Scott-Moore/essays/Husserl.
btml
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thoughts
to
trying
than
thoughts
they
reproduce
were reporting
as
occurred rather
that happenedsome time ago' (1999, p.285).
In the caseof an intrattentive experience,the provision of present-centredaccountsis
is
likely
be
for
dancer,
to
the
the
state
a
of
such
not
as
nature
particularly problematic
that it is a state of which one is aware. Statesof intrattention are not only lived, but
is
he
known.
Thus,
dancer
she
to
or
also
asking a
confirm whether or not
intrattentive, and to describe what that feels like, whilst actually experiencing an
intrattentive state is perfectly feasible. Present-centredaccounts of intrattentive
experiencescan therefore be consideredas legitimate methodsof examination.
Problems arise, however, when attempting to communicate states of nonintrattention. If the nature of a non-intrattentive state is that one is not aware of
oneself or the experience,how could one reliably communicatethat one is in a state
of non-intrattention, let alone describe the experience?How can a dancer know
whether or not he or shehas accesseda non-intrattentive consciousstateand whether
he or she has managedto maintain it? Peugeot acknowledgesthat the pre-thought
nature of a subjective experience renders it difficult to 'elaborate a method which
would enable one to becomeaware of it and describeit' (1999, p.44). One must also
consider whether becoming aware of it and describing it would actually be
eliminating the very existence of the non-intrattentive state. Dance theorist Adler
is
is
'mover
thinking
that
the
acknowledges
about what
problems may occur when
happeninginstead of experiencing what is happening' (2002, p. 19). Does this mean
that the characteristicof being 'lived and not known' (Sartre, 1969, p.300), which is
inherent in any truly non-intrattentive state,abolishesall potentiality of description?
The phenomenologicalreduction method does not consider this to be the case and
does, in fact, advocatepresent-centredaccounts,which it defines as a certain type of
temporal lag -a retentional lag. Phenomenologicalreduction endorsesa processof
splitting consciousness.Depraz describesthe gesture, or act, of phenomenological
reduction as follows:
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Literally, I lead back my own experience,which gives itself
immediatelyto me. This meansexplicatinglayersof the experience
freeing
in
from
the
object orderto take note of the act of
and
myself
directedtowardsthis object.In this way, I enlargemy
consciousness
field of experienceby intensifying it, by allowing anotherdimension
to emergefrom it, a dimensionwhich preciselyfrees me from the
ordinarypre-giveness
of the world.
(1999,p.98)
The aim of phenomenological reduction, therefore, is to make the subject, in this
case the dancer, both an 'agent working at a transformation of the world via the
'a mode of self-observation which places [the
transformation of
self'
at
and
...
dancer] in the overreaching.position of an impartial
(ibid. p.97).
spectator'
...
Phenomenologicalreduction suggeststhat, for a present-centredexamination of a
lived state such as non-intrattention, one can place the subject in a position from
which

they

can concurrently experience non-intrattentively

and observe

intrattentively. To put this in context, the object of the intrattention would be the
non-intrattention and the non-intrattention would simply exist whilst the intrattention
61
it.
examines
One must consider, however, that allowing two statesto co-exist in this way could
have some unforeseen consequence.Depraz acknowledgesthat eventually the two
states, intrattention and non-intrattention, begin to 'fertilise' each other, 'thereby
intensifying each other to the point of becoming virtually indistinguishablefrom each
other' (ibid. ). In this situation, the intrattention could modify the non-intrattention to
such an extent that eventually a genuinely non-intrattentive state would no longer
exist.
Depraz also notes that, in fact, both states can rarely exist completely
simultaneously;insteadthere is a continual exchangebetweenthe two:

61A similar method of splitting consciousnessis introduced in Chapter 5 with referenceto methodsfor
accessingnon-intrattention. In this instance, however, the object of the intrattention is not the nonintrattention but other external stimuli. The possibility of dual consciousnesswas also mentioned in
Chapter I and Chapter 2, where two states of intrattention were discussed,one which observesthe
other.
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Thereis a retentionof the object in the act by which it is immediately
between
fro
the objectperceived
to
apprehended,
and
evena possible
and the perceptualact, but never, it seems,completecoincidenceof
the two.
(1999,P.99)
It seems, then, that experiencing states of intrattention and non-intrattention
simultaneously, in which the object of the intrattention is the non-intrattention, may
not be possible.
In an attempt to overcomethis the explicitation sessionattemptsto allow subjectsan
awarenessof the intuitive experience through a suspension in thought. Peugeot
describes this as a 'break'with [one's] habitual attitude, which consists of acting
without knowing how [one] does it, without knowing what [one] knows' (1999,
p.46). The explicitation sessionencouragesa suspensionof activity, in the form of an
interview mediated by an interviewer, thus providing a moment of time for the
interviewee to become aware of the experience.It is essentialthat this experienceis
singular, specific, clearly defined and 'precisely situatedin time and space' (ibid. ).
The explicitation session defmes two processesthrough which such awarenessis
made possible, one of which is entitled 'living the experiencein the present' (ibid.
pp.46-7), which is comparable to the present-centred accounts defmed in this
chapter. In this instance, in order for awarenessto develop, the subject must allow
two states of consciousnessto arise. The subject experiences a state of nonintrattention and then, through a suspensionin thought, allows a stateof intrattention
to exist in order to examine the non-intrattention. Phenomenological reduction
presentsan analogousnotion in the form of an epoche.Depraz describesthe epoche
as a 'suspensionwith regard to the habitual course of one's thoughts, brought about
by an interruption of their continuous flowing' (1999, p.99). The epocheis used to
accessand examine completely lived states,statesof non-intrattention.
It is vital to consider, however, whether the epochepromoted by phenomenological
reduction, and the suspensionsin thought endorsedby the explicitation session,can
actually provide present-centred accounts at all. Indeed, if one is intrattending
'between moments of non-intrattending, it could be claimed that the intrattention
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intrattention
the
thus
the
attending
occurs only after
non-intrattentive experience;
retrospectivelyto the non-intrattention and so it is not present-centred.
To put this into the context of dance,if a dancer is dancing and then turns his or her
attention away from the experience of the dancing, in order to take note of the
manner in which he or she is experiencing the dance,the dancerwould already be in
the aftermath of the actual experience.When the dancer stepsback from the dance,
metaphorically, in order to take account of the modality of the act in which he or she
is engaged,he or she is no longer able to attend so readily to experiencing the
experienceof the dance,as he or she would already be 'further off in time' (Depraz,
1999,p.98). Thus the dancerwould not be able to provide,a present-centredaccount,
as retrospectionwould already be present.Perhaps,then, one should resign oneself to
any reliable accountsof non-intrattention being constructedretrospectively.Would it
not be far more efficient to wait for a dancer to have a non-intrattentive experience,
and then relive that experiencein order to communicateand describeit?
Retrospective accounts
One could consider using what the explicitation sessiondefines as 'reliving a past
experience' (Peugeot, 1999, pp.46-7), phenomenological reduction refers to as
remembering,and this study calls retrospective accounts, instead of present-centred
accounts.Various philosophers, for example Vermersch (1999) and Depraz (1999),
claim that some information is accessibleonly in the context of a consciousnessthat
is directed retrospectively, and such philosophers therefore use retrospection as a
method of examination. In the context of the Dance ConsciousnessModel, using
retrospective accounts would require the dancer to communicate and describe the
intrattentive or non-intrattentive experience subsequentto having the experience.
Retrospective accounts would consequently overcome the problem of having to
create intrattentive awareness within a non-intrattentive experience and, unlike
present-centredaccounts,may therefore be of use not only for intrattentive statesbut
also for non-intrattentive states.
The provision of retrospective accounts raises further concerns of reliability and
viability. Ginsburg acknowledges some of these difficulties in the following
statement:
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My experiencewas not, cannotbe raw sensedata.I can describeit
becauseI experiencedit, but when I am rememberingI am not reexperiencingexactly,but bringing forth fragmentsof the experience.
(1999,p.81)
Vermerschis concernedabout:
the
the
the
of
establishing
of
necessity
reliability
memory
and
...
is
link
from
between
is
described
the
the
and
what
nature of
past
what
lived at the very moment it is being recalled and described.
(1999, P.19)
Dance theorist Adler notes that retrospective accounts may affect the actual
experience:
The intention to rememberthe precise experienceafter moving can for
some movers result in an awkwardnessat first, the effort becoming a
distraction from being presentwhile moving.
(2002, p. 18)
The concernsof Ginsburg, Vermersch and Adler focus on the lack of reliability and
be
it
is
to
to
able to
enough
whether
possible
re-create experiences accurately
by
describe
One
them.
applying a
communicate and
must question whether,
retrospectivemethod to an experience,one is not altering, distorting or even creating
that experience.One must therefore determinewhether it is really any more effective
to look back on an experience than it is to look inside one. Vermersch is of the
opinion that retrospection 'succeeds in dodging the difficulty

by replacing

lived
in
bearing
by
the
observation
upon presentification of past
present observation
experience'(1999, p. 19).
The notion of reliving a past experiencepresentedwithin the explicitation session
The
to
attempts
rid any problems concerned with memory and remembering.
explicitation session attempts to encourage the subject to relive the experience
already encountered, including all the emotional and sensorial dimensions of the
experience.This part of the processhelps the subjectto:
his
is
his
to
that
thinking
through
pass
operate
a
of
experience
...
know how from the level of action to the level of representation.
(Peugeot,1999,p.46)
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A main concern within the method is that of authenticity. The aim is to bring the
subject 'to the point where he describeswhat he really does and not what he thinks or
imagineshe does' (Peugeot, 1999,p.46). As the sessioninvolves an interviewer, it is
a second-personmethod as well as a first-person method. The interviewer guides the
subject to a 'position of embodied speech in order to help him evoke a particular
experiencefrom the past' (ibid. ). It is intended that this occur to such an extent that,
for the subject, the 'past situation becomes more present than does the situation of
being interviewed' (ibid. ). The explicitation sessiondefines this particular state of
consciousnessas a 'state of evocation' (ibid. ).
The sessionprovides various techniques that the interviewer can use to guide the
subject to a state of evocation. The main technique assiststhe subject to rediscover
62
images
that are associatedwith the experience. In
all the emotions, sensationsand
order to do so, the subject must turn attention to the internal self and the act of the
experience.The explicitation procedureaims at:
his internal process
the
to
provoking
a
reversal
of
subject's
attention
...
and a slowing down of the film of his experience.
(ibid. p.47)
Such a slowing down can be achieved by asking the subject directly to slow down
the rhythm of speechand 'to take his time' (ibid. ). This ensuresthat the subject is not
merely reciting 'ready-to-useknowledge' but is

his
of
experiences
aware
-'becoming

which until then were pre-thought' (ibid. )
One must, however, question the reliability of such techniques.How can one be sure
that one is actually reliving the experience,as opposedto merely believing that one is
reliving the 6xperience?In addition, how can a secondperson detect whether or not
the sub.ect's experience,and subsequentlycommunicatedaccountof that experience,
is genuine and valid? The explicitation sessionnotes that there are some indications
that may enablethe interviewer to verify the authenticity of the subject's experience,
for example 'letting go of eye contact, unfocusing [and] using the present tense

62This method is similar to
one that is used in studies of memory - the model of affective memory in which subjects are asked to recreateexperiencesthrough sensorialimages.The model of affective
memory is also used in method acting when encouragingactors to use memories of past experiences
to createnaturalistic emotions and expressionsin the present.
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the benefitof
insteadof the past' (Peugeot,1999,pp.46-7). Adler alsoacknowledges
using the present tenseand statesthat:
The present tense reminds us, holds us encouragesus to remain in the
embodied, moving experience ... learning to speak experience rather
than speaking about it means learning how to speak without
abandoningthe authenticity of the moving experience.
(2002, p. 13)
Both Peugeot and Adler believe that it is possible to relive an experience and
produce an authentic retrospective account.
Two types of account
distinct types of method of examination presented here:
(Richard,
describing
'during
the
the
event'
mental
communicating and
unfolding of

There are two

1999, p.277) and thus producing a present-centredaccount; and communicating and
describing 'afterwards during a recollection of the event' (ibid. ) and thus producing a
retrospectiveaccount. It appearsas if both present-centredand retrospective accounts
have undesirable outcomesand the 'influence of observation on what is observedis a
distortion
The
(Vermersch,
19).
1999,
or creation
major epistemological problem'
p.
by
is
fallacy'
'hermeneutical
'excavation
the
the
objection'
of
experience called
or
philosophers such as Shearand Jevning (1999, p. 13).
Which type of account is more damaging to the experience itself? Is it merely a
be
determining
is
the
matter of
method which more viable or should a new method
formulated by conflating these two? The methods of communication and description
in
training
during
formulation
the
Model
Dance
Consciousness
the
the
and
used
of
for the model provide the capacity for both present-centred and retrospective
accountsto be made, based on the assumption that two accounts are more effective
than one. There should, however, be a continual awarenessthat neither account can
be consideredentirely neutral, as an interpretative structure is always present in the
is
is
information.
information
The
that
accumulated
gathering of phenomenal
therefore not taken as absolute fact, but instead as a valid intersubjective account
which is worthy of examination. It is now important to ascertainexactly what sort of
information
phenomenal
such accounts are able to produce.
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Verbal information
The most accessibleand commonly used system for communicating and describing
phenomenal experience is simple language. Simple language is pure description
which omits superfluous theoretical knowledge, commentaries, interpretation,
judgements, beliefs and opinions. In the explicitation session,this processis known
as 'putting into words' and it enablesthe subject to clarify the representedexperience
(Peugeot, 1999, p.47). The interviewer encouragesthe use of simple language by
careful questioning which must encouragedescriptions that 'privilege the hows to the
exclusion of the whys' and the language used by the secondperson must be 'empty
63
(ibid.
).
Such
language.
If the
has
been.
Ericksonian
of content'
entitled
-language
secondperson were to include such 'whys' there is a risk that the first person would
veer off course 'towards a position of abstract speech' (ibid. ). In the context of the
Dance ConsciousnessModel, dancers can use simple language to describe their
experienceretrospectively and, in the case of intrattention, in the form of a presentcentredaccount.
Language, however, may impose restraints. Some experiences seem to be
particularly difficult to express in words. Adler notes that 'there is a longing for a
language that could describe direct experience, that which is indescribable' (2002,
p-xix). Chalmers acknowledges that simple language could be deemed 'coarse
grained and imprecise' (1999)64and Peugeot,when referring to some empirical work
in which the explicitation sessionwas used, claims:
It was difficult, if not impossible, for several of the subjectsto live out
(or to relive) an intuitive experience and simultaneously to put it into
words.
(1999, p.47)
Describing an experience in words, especially if a confident conceptual
understandingis lacking, may unintentionally exclude an intrinsic component of that
experience. One could consider that a huge, varied and significant division of our
mental reality is immune to linguistic analysis becauseits contents cannot be named
(Bailey, 1999, p. 150). The quality of an account depends on the linguistic ability of
63 Referring to the American
by
been
has
Erickson
adapted
psychotherapist
whose technique
Vermersch. For finther information seeBandler and Grinders (1975
64http://consc.net/papers/firstperson.html
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the personmaking it and the words used may not truly reflect the very personal
experience.As Overgaardstates:
It would
be possible to argue that two personswho give identical
...
descriptions of something in fact are experiencing the object in
question in two different ways.
1)65
(200
In addition, such a description relies heavily on the second person - the
is
This
having
the
had
the
choreographerexactly
same phenomenal experience.
only way to ensure that the description is complete, and meaningful to the
choreographer.
Non-verbal information
In the light of the above, one must consider what other meansof communicating and
describing are at one's disposal. In parallel with verbal reports, one could collect
information which is non-verbal, para-verbal and epi-verbal (Vermersch, 1999,
p.37). Can evidence of one's conscious state, and one's experience of that state, be
found in one's facial expressions, focus, body language, assurance,precision or
confidence? The explicitation session endorses the view that information can be
from
collected
non-verbal signals such as the direction of the subject's gaze, which
Peugeot states indicates the 'sensorial register of where the subject is' (1999, p.47).
This suggeststhat it is possible for a second person to collect non-, para- or epiverbal present-centred information which can be used to support retrospective
accountscollected through retrospective verbal report.
In the context of the Dance ConsciousnessModel, a choreographercan observe the
dancer whilst the dancer is perfon-ning either intrattentively or non-intrattentively,
and so can attempt to discern the dancer's conscious state and ascertain the
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Projects
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Empirical
in
the
and
with verbalreport.
of the model
and within the Dance ConsciousnessModel, therefore, verbal and non-verbal
informationarecollectedboth retrospectivelyandwithin a present-centred
context.
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The Dance ConsciousnessModel's method of examination
Having considered the existing theories and methods of examination 'there is no
reason that [one] should be forced to choose one [method] to the exclusion of
another' (Wallace, 1999, p. 186). The Dance ConsciousnessModel's method of
examination thus comprisesthe following components:
First-,
second-and third-person methods;
"
Present-centred
and retrospective accounts;
"
Verbal
information;
and
non-verbal
"
Theories
from
phenomenologicalreduction and the explicitation session.
"

These componentshave been combined, which has facilitated the creation of a
completelynew methodof examinationto be usedsolely within the contextof the
Dance ConsciousnessModel. As noted earlier in the chapter, no such method
currently exists within danceliterature.It is anticipatedthat sucha methodcan go
beyond the phenomenologicalmethods of Sheets-Johnstone
(1966) and Fraleigh
(1987),as it doesnot chooseone examinationmethodto the exclusionof another.
The exactnatureof the methodof examinationthat wasusedduringthe formulation
of the model and is also used by dancerswhen training to apply the model is
explainedbelow.
The method of examination
First person: The dancer involved in accessingthe intrattentive and nonThe
intrattentivestatesacts asthe first personandprovidesfirst person-accounts.
danceris informedof the purposeof the methodof examinationand of the Dance
Consciousness
Model and is given the opportunity to acquirea comprehensive
understandingof the different states- intrattentionandnon-intrattention- andthe
characteristics of these states. This understanding is based upon third-person
theories, such as those presented in Chapter 2, and first-person accounts, such as
those provided by Fraleigh in her book Dance and the Lived Body (1987). In
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the
by
is
knowledge
dancer's
the
the
person
second
guided
addition,
choreographer-

who attempts to ensure continual understanding and

development.
Second person: The choreographer's role within the context of the Dance
Consciousness Model is primarily that of consciousness trainer. The
choreographer also, however, acts as the second person and provides secondperson accounts. The choreographer is informed of the purpose of the method of
examination and of the Dance Consciousness Model. It is essential that the
intrattention
has
different
and
the
stateschoreographer
a sound understanding of
This
dancer.
first
the
to
the
guide
person non-intrattention - in order
It
first-person
is
based
third-person
theories
experience.
understanding
and
upon
is crucial that the choreographerhas participated in the consciousnesstraining as a
first person before undertaking the role of the second person. This allows the
choreographer to be empathetic and make the necessary connection with the
dancer. The choreographer must also have an understanding, and preferably
experience,of appropriate interview and observation techniques.
Third person: A selection of verified and consensus consciousnesstheories
provides the third-person accounts which inform the first person - the dancer and the secondperson - the choreographer.Within thesethird-person accountsare
definitions of the intrattentive and non-intrattentive statesof consciousness,and a
breakdown of the precise nature of these concepts and the terminology to be
based
The
the
all
are
applied.
exact nature of
various methods of access,which
66
The
included
in
third-person
theories,
the
third-person
account.
upon
are also
third-person accounts provide sufficient information to equip the first and second
in
the
knowledge
to
is
the
apply
that
order
with
person
understandingand
required
Dance
the
thus
methods of examination and the methods of access, and
ConsciousnessModel.

Present-centred

accounts and

non-verbal

information:

Present-centred

accounts are collected in the form of non-verbal infonnation. The choreographer
observes the dancer accessing states of intrattention or non-intrattention and
66These methods of access and the third person theories on which they are based are discussedin
Chapters4,5 and 6.
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insight
the
information
that
may provide
makesnotes of any non-verbal
dancer'sexperience.This information may include the dancer'sbody language,
focus,movementpace,quality, dynamic or posture.There are somenon-verbal
indicesand signalsinherentin, and characteristicof, the two different statesof
dancer's
intrattentively,
For
the
consciousness.
example, when performing
fairly
be
is
to
tends
the
slow
pace
movement often very structuredand precise,
andtlýedancer'sfocus is likely to be inwardly directed.On the otherhand,when
performing non-intrattentivelythe dancer's movementis often very free and
be
is
likely
focus
be
fairly
fast
dancer's
to
the'pace
tends
to
the
spontaneous,
and
67
directed
The choreographeris able to interpret the non-verbal
externally
.
informationbecausehe or she has an empatheticunderstandingof the dancer's
having
This
is
by
the
prior
experience.
understanding gained
choreographer
experienceof being the first personbefore being the secondpersonand through
havingan understandingof third-persontheory.
The dancer is also likely to disclose some more obvious signals which are of use
in determining whether he or she is accessing the desired state effectively. The
design of the methods of accessmakes it possible to collect such information. One
meansof accessto intrattentive states,for example, requires dancersto dance and
68
describe
doing.
A significant
simultaneously to
verbally what their bodies are
in
pause the dancer's verbal report might indicate that the dancer's intrattention
has ceased. Through observing this sort of present-centred experience, the
dancer
discern,
be
the
to
to
choreographershould able
some extent, whether or not
is intrattentive or non-intrattentive. It is proposed, however, that information
collected in this way is not used in isolation, but is combined with the
retrospectiveaccountsprovided by the dancer.
Retrospective accounts and verbal information:

Retrospective accounts are

provided verbally. The choreographerinterviews the dancer immediately after the
latter has accessed states of intrattention or non-intrattention and the dancer
The
interview.
during
the
the
provides a verbal account of
experience
choreographer uses Ericksonian language as much as possible and employs a
67These distinctive aesthetic movement
discussed
different
inherent
in
are
states
the
qualities that are
in more detail in Chapter 7.
" This particular meansof accessand
others are discussedin detail in Chapters4 and 5.
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the
interpretation
framework
affect
to
and pre-conceptions
ensure
particular
information as little as possible.This framework,given below, comprisesopen
questions, encourages the dancer to use simple language and concentrates on
single experiences.The structured interview is in three parts:
(1) Retrospective open discussion. The choreographer begins by asking the
dancer if they have any initial comments about their experience.This allows
the dancer a 'free rein' and encourages independent and honest reflection
which is not shapedby questioning.
(2) Retrospective questioning

experience (qualitative)

and

stimulus

(quantitative) related. The dancer is asked a seriesof specific questionsabout

the qualitative nature of the experience. The dancer is expected,therefore, to
In
the
the
within
addition,
experience
as
possible.
remember as much about

non-intrattentivetraining, the dancer is asked stimulus-basedquestions,
69
which providequantitativeinformation.
(3) Viewing of recording.The dancerand choreographer
view a video recording
of the intrattentiveor non-intrattentiveexperience.This activity allows the
dancerto explain and clarify any answersprovided during the interview if
necessary,to jog their memory about particularmomentsand to reflect on
whether or not they were intrattentive or non-intrattentive.The video
to
the
to
moments
particular
recordingalso enables choreographer point out
the dancer and to re-analyseany non-verbalinformation. In addition, the
the
for
dancer
to
with
the
work
recording provides an opportunity
in mappingthe dancer'sconsciousstatesthroughoutthe task.
choreographer
Applying the Dance ConsciousnessModel's method of examination
Dancers use the method of examination when they are being trained to apply the
Dance ConsciousnessModel. The method of examination enablesdancersto ensure
that they are effectively accessingstatesof intrattention or non-intrattention. The use
69 These questions are a crucial
discussed
They
any
the
are
not
training.
part of
non-intrattentive
further here, however, as an understanding of them is entirely dependenton having knowledge of the
non-intrattentive method of access. This method of access is discussed, and the exact nature of
stimulus-basedquestioning clarified, in Chapter 5.
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dancers
is
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training
the
the
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consciousness
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first
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learning
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the
to
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accessconsciousstates
are
The methodteachesthe dancersto check introspectivelythat they are accessingthe
desiredstateand that they are maintainingthat state.It also gives the dancerssome
insight into potentialreasonswhy they might not able to accessparticularstatesso
that they can subsequently
overcomesuchproblems.
The dancersare informed about the method of examination prior to taking part in the
first consciousness-trainingworkshop and the method is then applied throughout the
training. Following the consciousnesstraining, and when the time cornes.for actually
applying the Dance ConsciousnessModel within a choreography and performance
context, the method is not necessarily essential. It is anticipated that, by this point,
the dancerswill be successfully accessing statesof intrattention or non-intrattention,
will have control over the accessand will thus no longer need to examine the access.
The method of examination, however, is always there should a dancer experience
problems within the application of the model; in such an instance, the dancer may
wish to return to the method in order to become introspective.
The method of examination as a method of research
The Dance ConsciousnessModel was created during Empirical Projects I and 2.
Within these projects, eight dancers explored various methods of accessingstatesof
intrattention and non-intrattention. The method of examination used, and the results
during
these projects led directly to the formulation of the methods of
collected,
accessused in the Dance ConsciousnessModel, and to the model itself As indicated
at the outset of this chapter, it was only by being able to examine the nature of
intrattentive or non-intrattentive states that the dancers could ever have known
whether they were accessing these states. More fundamentally, the method of
examination also enabled the dancers to understand the states of intrattention and
in
non-intrattention order that they knew what it was they were trying to access.
The method of examination was thus used as a method of researchduring Empirical
Projects I and 2, to assist with the research being undertaken into the nature of the
states of dance consciousnessand the means through which dancers can accessthe
states.The formulation of the Dance ConsciousnessModel was entirely dependent,
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therefore,on the method of examinationas it was this methodwhich providedthe
insight
into the dance consciousness.
necessary
The purpose of the Dance Consciousness

Model

This Chapter has thus far explored existing methods of examination and presented
the method of examination which was applied in order to formulate the Dance
ConsciousnessModel. As noted above, it was this method of examination that
enabled the evolution of the model. It is therefore now pertinent to ascertain the
precisepurpose of the model.
The purpose of the Dance Consciousness Model is to allow choreographers and
dancers to actively select the dance consciousness in which the dancer is to
choreograph and perform, and to subsequently accessand control that chosen state,
whether it be intrattentive and/or non-intrattentive. In doing so, the model affords
choreographersand dancersmore insight into the experience of the dance during the
choreographic process and performance. Such insight may permit a greater
insight
dance
in
it
Such
be
the
the
understandingof
ways which can experienced.
and
may also permit a greater means of communication between choreographers and
dancers.For example, as noted in the Introduction, it is common for choreographers
to relay, to dancers, instructions such as 'focus on what your body is doing', or
alternatively 'forget about what you are doing and just experience the dance'. The
Dance ConsciousnessModel not only assistsin ascertaining what these experiences
are and how it is possible to accessthem, but additionally allows choreographersto
communicate such intentions to their dancers.
It is important to note that the model is not essentially intended as a means for
improving the efficacy of choreography or performance in terms of its artistic or
for
does
Indeed,
the
aesthetic merit or validity.
model
not stand as a method
choreography or performance in itself. In other words, it is not to be used to ensure
isolation.
in
be
used
successfulchoreography or performance and as such should not
The Dance Consciousness Model is to be seen as an addition to choreographic
process and performance, rather than necessarily replacing

conventional

choreographic or performance techniques. As such, the application of the model will
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ensurethat the subjectivity of experienceis consideredas well as the objectivity of
the productoutcome.
Having ascertained the purpose of the Dance Consciousness Model, it is now
introduce
to
the model itself.
possible

Introduction to the Dance ConsciousnessModel
The Dance ConsciousnessModel can be used for:
Improvis ed movement including completely free improvisation or structured
improvisation;

Self-generated
for
dancer,
has
been
by
that
the
either
movement
choreographed
the dancerand/orto teachto anotherdancer;
Other generatedmovement that has been choreographedby another dancer or the
choreographerand is taught to the dancer.
The Dance ConsciousnessModel comprises four different strands:
Intrattenfive;
9
Non-intrattentive;
9
Intrattentive-non-intrattentive
(I-NI);
e
Non-intrattentive-intrattentive N-1).

In addition,the DanceConsciousness
Model comprisesthreedifferentphases:
Choreography;
*
Rehearsal;
Performance.
Thuswithin the DanceConsciousness
Model:
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The intrattentivestrandallows dancers,througha particularmethodof access,to
access intrattention within the choreography,rehearsaland performanceof
improvised, self-generatedor other generatedmovement material;
The non-intrattentive strand allows dancers, through a particular method of
access, to access non-intrattention within the choreography, rehearsal and
performance of improvised, self-generatedor other generatedmovement material;
Th e I-NI strand allows dancers to access intrattention within the choreography
and rehearsal, and non-intrattention within the rehearsal and performance of
improvised, self-generatedor other generatedmovement material;
The NI-I

strand allows dancers to access non-intrattention within

the

choreography and rehearsal, and intrattention within the rehearsal and
performance of improvised, self-generatedor other generatedmovement material.
It is important to note that the model does not assumethat all movement material is
choreographedbefore rehearsalbegins and thus it is not necessaryto remain within
is
it
dance
Indeed,
the
time.
process
only one phase of
model at any one
within a
common for dancers to be choreographing some material and rehearsing other
material in the same session.For example, within one sessiona dancer may use the
intrattentive strand to rehearsea phrase of movement and the non-intrattentive strand
to choreograph a new phrase of movement. Whilst it is possible to be present in two
different phasesof the model simultaneously, it is essentialthat every single piece of
is
the
improvised,
follows
leamt
that
of
phase
each
movement
choreographed or
model in sequence. One should not, therefore, choreograph a phrase without
applying any of the strandsand then subsequentlyapply a strand whilst rehearsingor
performing, as this would affect the efficacy of the model.
The choreographer or dance company facilitates the application of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel. The model has been designed to ensurethat it can be applied
in
dance
to
Choreographers
process and performance.
within any
are advised engage
This
'normal
this
to
the
process.
process' and simply use
a
model as an addition
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that
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any
model particularly accessibleas the model can slot
ensures
first
time
for
Once
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training
a choreographeror
process.
completed the
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initial
The
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it is anticipatedthat they will
masteredthe methodsof access.
be
it
does
to
individual;
by
be
not need
training needsto
completedonly once an
When
dancer
embarkson a new project.
repeatedevery time the choreographeror
dancers
in
Consciousness
Model,
can
Dance
and
choreographers
proficient usingthe
utilise it within any process.
It is the responsibility of the choreographer,or company to structure and facilitate the
is
The
for
the
an awarenessof
only
company
choreographeror
process.
prerequisite
The
for
is
conscious
the
execution of movement.
which conscious state(s) required
intentions
be
is
by
determined
the
of the
to
the
the
used
piece and
state(s)
nature of
choreographerand dancers. Within any one piece, any combination of strands may
be applied. It is not necessary for these strands to be agreed prior to the dance
be
indeed
to
the
applied may
the
strands
process;
model permits experimentation and
both
is
into
It
the
be
the
of
time
the
responsibility
establisheduntil some
not
process.
is
dancer
to
that
effectively
the
and
strand(s)
choreographer
ensure
chosen
implemented during the process and that the dancer is prepared sufficiently for
during
is
It
dancer's
the
the
the
to
strand
apply
performance.
sole responsibility
actual performance. If the dancer has completed the necessary training and the
chosen strand(s) is applied effectively, the dancer should be able to successfully
accessand control the desired danceconsciousness.
It is not possible to acquire complete understanding of the Dance Consciousness
Model before being clear about the nature of the four different strands- which are
described in Chapters4,5 and 6. It is possible at this point, however, to present the
skeletal structure of the Dance ConsciousnessModel. In Figure I the three phasesdance
the
are
choreography, rehearsal and performance - are represented, as
Although
the
improvisation
material.
and
generated
components;
and self
other
location of the four strands is depicted in the diagram, the nature of thesefour strands
is not illustrated. In subsequentchapters the nature of these strandsis describedand,
as the thesis progresses,the model will become more comprehensible.
In Figure I the four different strandsare representedby the numbers I to 4:
1 Intrattentive strand
2 Non-intrattentive strand
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3 Intrattentiveto non-intrattentivestrand
4 Non-intrattentive to intrattentive strand
Figure 1: The skeletal structureof the Dance ConsciousnessModel
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Summary
Following a considerationof objective and subjectivemethods,first-, second-and
third-person methods, phenomenologicalreduction, the explicitation session,
present-centredand retrospectiveaccounts,this chapterhas answeredthe second
focussedresearchquestion:How canoneexaminethe danceconsciousness?
The independentlyformulatedmethod of examinationprovided in this chapteris
intendedfor use specifically in the context of the dancediscipline and the Dance
Consciousness
Model. It has beendescribedhow the methodis applied within this
four
its
Model,
Dance
Consciousness
the
skeletalstructureof the
with
context and
inherent strands,has been introduced.
Chapter 4 presentsthe first strand of the model and describeshow dancersare able to
intrattention.
of
accessstates

ill

Chapter 4
How can one accessthe intrattentive dance consciousness?
Introduction
In Chapter 3 the Dance ConsciousnessModel was introduced and it was explained
that the model comprises four strands. This chapter describes the first strand of the
model; the intrattentive strand, and reachesconclusions regarding the third focussed
researchquestion: How can one accessthe intrattentive danceconsciousness?

In its most basic form the intrattentive strandrepresentsthe idea that, in order to
intrattentive
intrattentive
dancer
the
experiencean
performance,
must experiencean
is
dancer
in
includes
The
a
way which
process,which
choreographyand rehearsal.
able to access such intrattentive experiencesis discussedin this chapter and
subsequentlyan understanding of the intrattentive strand of the Dance Consciousness

Model, andthe training that is requiredin orderto utilise the strand,canbe gained.
Making the intrattentivestrandthe first strand,resultingin dancersbeing trainedto
accessintrattention before they are trained to accessnon-intrattention,was a
deliberatechoice.The natureof an intrattentivestateis that it is supplementary
to the
fundamentalnon-intrattentivestate.It may be presumed,therefore,that methodsfor
accessingthe fundamental state should be addressedfirst. Non-intrattention is, ,
however,a statein which there is an absenceof intrattention.In order for one to be
able to recognisesuch an absence,one must primarily be equippedto identify and
understandintrattention.Indeed,to be ableto statethat somethingis absentonemust
firstly be able to statewhat that somethingis. In addition,the meansof accessthat
havebeenformulatedfor statesof non-intrattentionare entirely dependenton states
70
intrattention.
It was thereforeconsiderednecessaryto train dancersto accessthe
of
supplementary'intrattentivestatesbefore training them to accessthe fundamental
first
the
intrattentive
to
non-intrattentivestatesand consequently entitle the
strand
strand.

70 The premise behind the notion that in
initially
also
must
one
to
order
access non-intrattention
engagein intrattention is discussedfully in Chapter 5.
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Chapter breakdown
This chapter begins with the definition of an intrattentive dance state which was
introduced in Chapter 2. Three practices and theories that contributed to the
formulation of the intrattentive strand, and the training which precedes its use, are
then discussed. These are: somatic practices, specifically the Feldenkrais Method;
sport psychology, specifically theories on imagery and self-talk; and visual and
verbal processing theories, specifically the Dual Coding Theory. Each theory and
discipline
dance
has
foundations
in
disciplines
the
and
practice
outside
particular
thus is not necessarily related to dance. In addition, it is not the case that they exist
within their own disciplines as methods or models for accessing states of an
intrattentive nature.

Many different Easternand Western traditions, philosophiesand martial arts are
incorporatedinto the various somaticpracticesthat are discussed.The theoriesof
self-talk and imageryusedwithin sport psychologyare clearly relatedto a different
disciplinealtogether- sportandexercise- andarebasedon Westernpsychologyand
Theory
Dual
Coding
The
the
theories
and
philosophy.
visual and verbal processing
are inherent in psychology and the study of mnemonics.A certain amount of
selectivity,analysis,interpretation,adaptationand applicationwas essentialin order
to make use of thesepracticesand theoriesin the formulation of the intrattentive
strand.The theoriesand practicesdiscussedin this chapterare consideredto be the
mostapplicablein this context.They are,however,by no meansthe only oneswhich
The
intrattentive
threetheories
could offer a meansof accessingstatesof an
nature.
and practiceschosenare explainedas fully as is necessaryin this contextwithout
disregardingtheir intended origin, purpose or meaning and each explanation
culminatesin a summaryclarifying exactlyhow the practiceor theorycontributedto
Model.
the DanceConsciousness
Following these discussions, the chapter then describesthe intrattentive training that
is required for the intrattentive strand, including how to access fundamental and
higher statesof intrattention, and provides a breakdown of each intrattentive training
it
is
is
described
Finally,
intrattentive
the
and
exact nature of the
workshop.
strand
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clarified how this strandis appliedwithin choreography,rehearsaland performance
in orderto createan intrattentivedanceconsciousness.
Intrattention
intrattentivestateof danceconsciousness
is:
-An
A state in which a dancer not only experiences the dance, but also is knowingly,
intentionally, attentively and non-inferentially aware of the dance. The dance is the
dancer's explicit object of attention. The dancer is actively aware of the qualitative
experienceof the dance, including the dancing body, the dancing mind and external
factors surrounding the dance. In addition, the dancer is aware of any mental activity
concerned with the dance. The dancer may experience either an ordinary state of
supplementaryconsciousnessin which complete awarenessis focussedon the dance,
or a higher state of supplementaryconsciousnessin which the dancer is additionally
able to monitor introspectively that awareness- the experiential sensationof which
differs for the dancing body and mind. The dancer is able to report non-inferentially
on the state.
The intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel provides access to an
intrattentive state of dance consciousness.In order to utilise this strand of the model,
and subsequentlygive an intrattentive performance, a dancermust initially be trained

to accessstatesof intrattentionwhilst dancing.
So, how is it possibleto experienceor accessintrattention?Try now two different
activities.Firstly, try to have a generallyintrattentiveexperience;in otherwords, try
to be particularly awareof your self and your surroundings.This is not as simple a
task as one would expect. Of course, one undoubtedly experiencesnumerous
intrattentivemomentseachday, but trying purposefullyto createthesemomentsand
experiencesis particularly difficult. Secondly,try to be particularly awareof your
handand focus all your consciousattentionon to your hand what it looks like and
feels like. In this secondactivity, purposefully directing attentionand accessinga
in which attentionis directedtoward a
stateof focussedintrattentiveconsciousness,
in
intrattention
than
seems
specificobject,
moreachievable
creatinga generalstateof
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Whilst
first
in
is
the
activity.
consciously aware of everything, as
which one
focussingintrattentivelyon your hand, everythingelsecontinuesto exist, andcanbe
attendedto through a non-intrattentive conscious state.
Although focussed attention might be considered as more straightforward to
begin
it
is
for
to attend to other
the
to
maintain,
still possible
mind
wander and
objects; thus the quality of the directed intrattention decreases.In order to accessa
truly intrattentive state of dance consciousness,therefore, all intrattention must be
directed towards the dance - including the actual experience of the dance, the
dancing body, the dancing mind and external factors surrounding the dance such as
the music - and this intrattention must be maintained throughout the experience.
Everything outside the dance must be attended to through a non-intrattentive
consciousstate.

How, then, can a dancer direct all consciousattention towards the dance?The
intrattentivestrandof the DanceConsciousness
Model and the intrattentivetraining
allow dancersto understandhow this is possibleand provide the meansthrough
intrattentive
dancers
formulate
intrattention.
In
the
to
which
can achieve
order
Model, researchwas
training andthe intrattentivestrandof the DanceConsciousness
undertakeninto existing practicesthat seem,in oneway or another,to dealwith the
experiencingor accessingof intrattention.
Methods for accessing intrattention
Somaticpractices
Although somatic practices do not claim to deal specifically with consciousness,
intrattentive
formulation
the
the
the
of
many of
principles were consideredwithin
strandandthe intrattentivetraining. Someinsight into the natureof somaticpractices
will clarify why.
The term somatics,which was coined by Hanna in 1976, comes from the Greek term
In
The
body.
literally
term
to
the
current practice,
soma
originally refers
soma.
however, the use of the term has been developed by practitioners who refer to it as
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7
1
is
Hanna
from
body
(Kampe,
2003).
that
'the
somatics
claims
within'
experienced
'the field which studiesthe soma:namelythe body as perceivedfrom within by first
personperception' (1986, p.4). She continues to statethat:
The soma, being internally perceived, is categorically distinct from a
body, not because the subject is different but because the mode of
viewpoint is different.
(1986, p.4)
As with the Dance ConsciousnessModel, it is the experienceof the subject that is of
importance within somatics, an experience that is peculiar to and understoodby the
one experiencing it. As Fortin et al. acknowledge, 'the process orientation of
first-person
from
favours
feels
body
(how
the
the
a
somatics
experiential soma
inside
from
(2002,
describes
172).
Fitt
'knowing
the
this
viewpoint)'
oneself
p.
as
out' (1996, p.304).

Currently, there are several different establishedsomatic practices, such as the
BarteneiffFundamentals
Technique,the SkinnerReleasingTechniqueandAuthentic
Movement,which, accordingto Foster,constructthe 'body asa site of explorationto
which the dancermust remain vigilantly attentive' (2000, p.xiv). Although, such
practiceswere not all specificallyformulatedfor usewithin a dancecontext,they are
'becomingwell establishedin the dancecommunity' with an 'expandinganddiverse
literature', the developmentof an 'internationalcommunityof educatorsand, more
is
Somatics
3).
(Fortin,
2003,
also
recently, a community of researchers'
p.
increasinglyusedin danceeducationand it is possibleto train at both undergraduate
72
has
level
in
is
felt
It
that
andpostgraduate
somaticpractice.
somaticpractice a great
deal to offer the discipline of dance.For example,in referring to their research,
Fortin et al. statethat:
By integrating somatics
dancers to attend to
we
encouraged
...
themselves from a first person perspective. This has enormous
but
is
the
Not
body
the
repercussions. only
representational
validated
experientialonethat is the innerexperienceof the dancer.
(2002,p.175)
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entitled 'Body, soma, self - Somatic perspectiveson dance education and training'.
72At institutes such as University College Chichester. See
www. ucc.ac.uk/cfm/courses/courscresults.cfm?courses=dance
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The principlesof somaticsnotedby Fortin et aL are analogouswith the purposesof
the intrattentive strand. For example, Fortin et aL believe that somaticpractices
This
increased
have
view
their
the
to
experience.
subject
an
require
awarenessof
correspondswith that of other writers, for example:Smith claims that the somatic
is
is
'developing
(2002,
Ginsburg
123);
that
somatics a
states
aim
self-awareness'
p.
'practice of embodiedawareness'(1999, p.83); and Minton claims-that somaticsis
about 'being aware of your body' (1989, p.49).
Within somatics and the intrattentive strand, ability to control and direct attention is
crucial in order to accomplish awarenessof self. Fortin claims that:
Shifting of attention is a key concept of somatic practices. We can
construct a radically different world via the direction of our attention.
(2003, p.7)

Sohow can onecontrol anddirect attentionin orderto increaseawareness
andcreate
an intrattentivestate?Accordingto Fortin, 'we canteachthe movementof attention,
as we do with any other movement' (ibid. p.8). Hanna describesattention as
'functioning somewhatlike a lens [which can be] pointedand focussed'(1986,p.4)
and Skelton likens the processof controlling attention to the processof tuning a
radio:
because it involves the image of listening; listening to the
...
information as it comes through the source, that is the whole self
(psychophysical being) and responding to it. [This tuning in requires
an] act of paying acute attention to the alignment of certain
wavelengths ... in order to arrive at a clear transmission.
(2003, p.24)

In orderto gain further insight into the meansthroughwhich it is possibleto increase
awarenessof self, it is of use to consider one particular somaticpractice which
Method.
its
is
This
Feldenkrais
the
claimsself-awareness
as aim.
practice
The Feldenkrais Method
The Feldenkrais Method is a technique developed by Feldenkrais after he
in
knee
injury.
The
method enables people to move more efficiently
experienced a
everyday life, to detect habitual movement mistakes and correct them, and to ease
harmoniously
develop
body
the
together
to
they
that
and
pain
and mind so
can work
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(Feldenkrais,1981).Feldenkrais(1972)believesthat it is essentialto know what our
bodiesare doing in order for them to do what we want them to do, and thus the
method promotes self-awareness.
With the rise in somatic dance education, the Feldenkrais Method is, at the time of
Galeotabeing
integrated
dance,
into
writing,
creating almost a new practice which
Wozny claims is 'not being appreciated by either the dance community or the
Feldenkrais community' (2001, p. 12). Nevertheless, practitioners such as Paine
(2001) run workshops which specifically explore connectionsbetween contemporary
dance and the Feldenkrais principles. The method is also being integrated into some
dance education. Some practitioners use the method before performance as a
preparatory exercise or as a warm-up at the beginning of a choreographicworkshop
or rehearsal. Strauch notes that 'world class ... performers have enhanced their
performanceusing the method' (1996, p.2).

The FeldenkraisMethod is, however,very much a methodof training which exists
apart from dancepractice.In other words, the methodmay be usedby dancersto
improveor enhanceawarenessof their bodiesand the way their bodiesmove,but it
hasyet to be integratedinto choreographyor performance;asFortin et A state:
The transfer to stage performance is a primary goal for the
incorporation of somatic education into dance [and] the incorporation
of somatics into dance programmes has more or less relied on wishful
thinking.
(2002, p. 160)
Unlike somatic practices, the intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel
Feldenkrais
in
the
to
transfer
training
to
those
attempts
used
principles, similar
Method, into the danceprocess- choreography and rehearsal- and performance, and
it utilises the principles as a form of training.
Awareness through Movement and Functional Integration
The Feldenkrais method has two components, Awareness through Movement and
Functional Integration, both of which have a similar purpose but each has a slightly
different format. The Awareness through Movement component is a group sessionin
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which a Feldenkraispractitionerguidesparticipantsthrough a seriesof movement
exerciseswhich:
increase the level of awarenessof the participant, and at the same
...
time increase the level of sensitivity to the nuances of kinaesthetic
sensation.
(Ginsburg, 1999, p.83)
The Functional Integration component is a one-to-one session in which the
practitioner works a participant through a personalised series of physical exercises
using direct contact. It is felt that the method:
innate learning capacity of the human brain and
the
stimulates
...
nervous system through simple, directed movements performed with
focussedawareness.
(Paine, 2001, p.47)
One of the aims of both the Feldenkrais method and the intrattentive strand is to
encouragethe body to move with 'conscious intention rather than through acquired
habit' (McCaw, 2001, p.8). Galeota-Wozny notes that 'embedded in Feldenkrais are
numerous opportunities to self observe, self reflect and self organise' (2001, p. 12).
Reflecting on oneself encourages one to attend to and think about oneself whilst
moving; as Feldenkrais states,his training ensuresthat the participant 'leams to act
while he thinks and to think while he acts' (1990, p. 60).

The FeldenkraisMethod is particularly thoroughin that it doesnot merely enhance
awareness
of oneparticularbody part during the executionof a movement,but works
methodically through various body parts, regardlessof whether or not they are
involved directly in the execution of the movement. The method therefore
full body awarenessas a meansto creatingfull body integration.An arm
encourages
movement,for example,involves not just the movementof the arm but also many
other body parts, such as the back, which are affected in the executionof the arm
movement.In this instance,the arm is the directly involved body part andthe backis
an indirectly involvedbody part. McCaw notesthat the methodis:
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by the sensualexperiencingof all the componentpartsof
achieved
...
a particularmovement:for example,the lessoninvites you to engage
the pelvis asyou turn your head.
(2001,p.9)
The intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel and the intrattentive
training also encompass full body integration. Dancers are encouraged to attend
systematically to all the body parts involved in the execution of a movement during
rehearsals.This is to ensure that, by the time of the performance, every movement
and every body part involved, directly or indirectly, in that movement has at some
point during the processbeen attendedto specifically.
As previously explained, the main aim of the Feldenkrais Method is similar to that of
the intrattentive strand. What was needed during the formulation of this strand,
however, was not merely the identification of a parallel aim but also a means of
accomplishing this aim. Below is an example of a particular Feldenkrais Awareness
through Movement lesson, the purpose of which is to expand awareness.Similar to
many of the lessonsof Feldenkrais, this example contains an element of exploration,
during which the individual is encouragedto experiment with directing attention to
different body parts whilst moving in various ways. In this instance the aim is to
direct attention to the quality of the execution rather than the size of the movement:
Sit cross-leggedon the floor. Put hands together in a praying position
with elbows out. Keeping the palms together, separate the fingers
without moving the elbows. Experiment with both hands
simultaneously, and then with each individual hand. Turn the hands so
that the fingers point away from the body. Repeat the movements.
Imagine that the right eye contains a small telescope.Look to the right
and then up and around to make a slow circular movement with the
right eye. Whilst doing so attend to any parts of the movement that are
not smooth and easy. Experiment with making circles in different
directions. Finally combine the hand movement with the eye
movement.
(Ginsburg, 1999, p. 83)
Ginsburg notes the following about his personal experienceof the above exercise:
Phenomenologically one feels one's right eye in a new way. Initially
as I begin to move my right eye in a circular motion, imagining the
eye as a telescope, I move the eye in accordance with this image,
feeling the movement of the eye with an attention that I normally do
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the circle and begin to make a complete smooth and enjoyable
movement... EventuallyI am directedto return to the movementof
the hands,andfind my right handmore suppleandmoveable.
(1999,p.84)
By moving 'very slowly, delicately and attentively' through the 'difficult portions of
the movement, one begins to improve the quality of moving' (Ginsburg, 1999, p.83).
Ginsburg claims that this is a 'clear demonstration of the effect of directed conscious
awareness'(ibid. p. 84). This effect is of interest, but has little direct relevance to the
fonnulation of the intrattentive strand and intrattentive training; of greater felevance
is how the attention is directed.

In the exampleabove,the methodof directing attentionseemsto be a type of selfobservation,which leads to a particularly attentive state that can be likened to
intrattention.In the intrattentivetraining a similar type of observationis used.For the
Model, this
purposesof this researchand in the contextof the DanceConsciousness
observationhas beentermedphysical observation.Within the intrattentivetraining,
dancersare encouragedto observetheir bodiesphysically whilst moving. Through
this intentionalandanalyticalobservation,the dancer'sattentionbecomesknowingly
and entirely directedtowardshis or her body, thus creatinga stateof intrattention.
Physical observation can, therefore, be consideredas a means of access to
intrattention,and this particularmeansof accesswas inspiredby the self-observation
practisedwithin the FeldenkraisMethod.
In the FunctionalIntegrationpart of the FeldenkTais
Method,the practitionertouches
is:
feels
The
dancer
latter
the
the
aim
and
whilst
executessimplemovements.
in which the person touched realisesnew
enhanced
awareness
...
possibilitiesof kinaestheticsensingand feeling,andexperiencesshifts
in the body (movementimage).
(ibid.)
I/

What is of particular interesthere is not theserealisations,but the idea that one
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personcanenhancethe awarenessof anotherperson.One person
direct
to
to
body
consciousattention a secondperson's
can causethat secondperson
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to
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consciousattention
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own
exerciseswhich havebeencreatedspecificallyfor the intrattentivetraining.
In one mover/observer exercise dancer A moves, usually through improvisation, and
physically observes his or her own body. In addition, dancer B physically observes
dancer A as he or she moves. Dancer B does not merely sit and watch dancer A, but
The
dancer
detail
from
A,
moves with
every angle possible.
observing every
is
for
both
dancers
intentional
the
is
that
than
observation
passive;
and active, rather
dancersdo not merely receive a passing image of the body, but instead focus actively
and reflect on the image. Dancer A is instructed to attend entirely to his or her own
body and not pay any attention to dancer B, in other words to direct a state of nonintrattention towards dancer B. This is achieved through the process of allowing all
the attention in dancer A's capacity to be directed towards self Dancer B is
instructed to give all their attention to dancer A and allow his or her own body to
move around dancer A in a non-intrattentive manner. This is achieved through the
process of dancer B giving every part of his or her attention within their capacity to
dancerA.

During the formulation of the intrattentive strand and the intrattentivetraining in
Empirical Project 1, it was claimed by all the dancersthat having anotherdancer
physically observe their bodies, whilst they were simultaneouslyphysically
observingtheir own bodies,increasedthe quality of attentiondirectedtowardsself
and undoubtedlyallowed accessto concentratedstatesof intrattention.Peopleare
oftenmore self consciouswhenbeing watched,and dancersoften claim that they too
are more self consciouswhen performing in front of an audiencethan when
rehearsingin a studio.It is clear,then,why a processof externalphysicalobservation
is of usein producingstatesof intrattention.
In addition, again during the formulation of the intrattentivetraining in Empirical
Project 1, the dancersclaimedthat working in the role of dancerB allowedthem a
kinaestheticunderstandingof how it is possible to intrattend to another body.
Exercisessuchas the mover/observerexercisesplay a vital role in the intrattentive
training in preparingdancersto accessstatesof intrattentionwhilst working in a
duet. The exercises act as a transition between intrattentive solo work and
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intrattentiveduetwork. This transitionis crucial;this view was supportedby dancers
during Empirical Project 1 who confirmed that learning to focus attention on
focus
body
just
been
body,
having
to
trained
all attention
another's
aswell one's own
on to one's own body, is particularlydifficult. In duetwork onemustbe ableto split
the intrattentionbetweenself and other. The mover/observerexerciseshelp dancers
to understandwhat it feels like to intrattendto anotherratherthanto self beforethey
haveto progressto intrattendingto both self andother.
Being able to attend entirely to another body is by no
referenceto Functional Integration, Ginsburg claims:

With
straightforward.
Imeans

As practitioner, I find that I am effective when I shift to an open
awareness,shut down my usual verbal self chatter, and give up any
attachmentto producing results.
(1999, p.85)
This ridding of verbal self chatter and any preoccupation of completing the exercise
successfully, or moving in an aesthetically pleasing way whilst executing the
observation, is something that the dancers are encouragedto do in the intrattentive
training workshops when working with another dancer. Dancers are required to pay
no attention to any extraneous thoughts that may occur whilst they are attending to
their partner; this includes thoughts about self. Dancers are advised that, should these
thoughts occur, it is vital to re-focus, even if this means stopping momentarily and
taking hold of the attention, and then returning to the physical observation.

It is worth noting here another somatic practice that utilises the mover/observer
technique;the practiceof Authentic Movement.Adler, who is consideredto havean
authoritativevoice in the field of Authentic Movement, describesthe practice as
follows:
The architectureof the discipline of Authentic Movementis basedon
the relationship between a mover and a witness Each work is
...
centredin the developmentof the inner witness,which is oneway of
In this disciplinethe
understandingthe developmentof consciousness.
inner witnessis externalised,embodiedby a personwho is called the
outerwitness.Anotherperson,called the mover,embodiesthe moving
self.
(2002,p.xvi)
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mover's experience completely
the presenceof the witness' (ibid. p.61). This is not the casewithin the intrattentive
training. The intrattentive mover/observer exercisesmerely act as tools to encourage
the dancer's awarenesstowards self, through the self becoming objectified as a result
however,
is
from
dancer's
The
the
not,
of
observation
an observer.
awarenessof self
dependent on the observer, merely aided by it. Indeed, the training essentially
encouragesdancersto accessintraftention independently.
Summary of the contribution

intrattentive
to
the
of somatic practices

strand

and training
Within the formulation of the intrattentive strand of the Dance Consciousness Model
and the intrattentive training, some of the principles of somatic practices, especially
the Feldenkrais Method, were taken into consideration. These are summarised below:

In
ideology
the
common
with
general
underlying somatic practice, the
*
intrattentive strand encouragesthe dancer to have increased awarenessof his or

her experienceof moving and to direct and control his or her consciousattention
in orderto accessandmaintainan intrattentivedanceconsciousness.
Although somaticprinciplesare employedwithin dancetraining, it is difficult to
identify how the principles can be transferredinto choreography,rehearsalor
performance.The intrattentivestrand,therefore,providesa processof transferral
from training to practiceand includes,within the training, a methodof applying
the various meansof accesswithin the contextsof choreography,rehearsaland
performance.
In common with the FeldenkTais Method, the intrattentive strand and training
encompassfull-body integration and awareness,and encouragedancersto attend
systematically to all the body parts involved in the execution of movement.
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Within
intrattentive
dancers
the
training
are taughtto utilise physicalobservation
e
This observation
asa meansof accessto non-intrattentive,
statesof consciousness.
is similar to the self-observationencouragedby the FeldenkraisMethod.
Through
the mover/observer exercise the intrattentive training teaches that one
9
person can enhance the awareness of another person. Unlike the process of
Functional Integration this does not necessitate physical contact between two
dancers;instead it requires merely a shareddirection of attention.
Sport psychology
Sport and exercise psychology is a multidisciplinary subject and incorporates
theories and approachesof psychology. According to Gill:
Sport and exercise psychology
[involve] the scientific study of
...
human behaviour in sport and exercise, and the practical application
of that knowledge in sport and exercise settings.
(2000, p.7)

In addition,accordingto Abernethyet aL:
Performance of movement skills in both sport and exercise settings
appears, intuitively at least, to be inextricably linked to the act of
paying attention to the task in hand.
(1998, p. 173)

The preoccupationwith the humanexperiencein the field of sport psychologyand
the human'sability to pay attentionare the reasonsthat the practicewas considered
for potential use during the formulation of the Dance Consciousness
Model and
consciousnesstraining.

The study of an athlete'sattentionand focussingabilities is of key interestin sport
psychologyas it is felt that 'cognitive skills, suchas the ability to focusandmaintain
attention,haveclearimplicationsfor perfon-nance'(Gill, 2000,p.57). it is of general
consensusthat successfulathletesare thosewho are able to direct attentionto the
taskin handandblock out any extraneousor negativethoughts.This is notedhereby
Gill:
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We understandthat the ability to selectivelyattendto cues,events,or
thoughtswhile disregardingothersis a key to successfulperformance.
(2000,p.58)
In sport psychology, much research has been undertaken into the techniques that
athletes use in order to focus mentally and prepare for their sport, and these
techniquesare consideredto be psychological skills:
Attention and cognitive styles are key to psychological skills, and
sport psychology consultants devote considerable time to
concentration exercisesand imagery rehearsal.
(Gill, 2000, p. 57)
Gill

maintains

that

'the

cognitive

characteristics

most prominent

in

[sport

psychology] are attention and imagery' (ibid. ).

Within sport psychology, there is evidence of a consciousnesscontinuum, meaning
that varying states of consciousnessare identified; from highly reflective states
intrattentive states to statesin which the athlete has little awarenessof self nonintrattentive states.Sport psychology does not deal specifically with intrattention and
non-intrattention; however, confirmation that they are considered can be found in

statements
suchas:
One distinction particularly relevant to athletes is control versus
automaticprocessing.Control processing,which the individual does
deliberately is slow and effortful. Automatic processing,which
...
typically occurswith well learnedskills, is fast andeffortlessandnot
underconsciouscontrol.
(Gill, 2000,p.58)
Control processing holds similar characteristics to intrattentive consciousness,and
automatic processing seemsto be referring more to a non-intrattentive consciousness.

It is of common consensusthat different athletes are in different states of
consciousnesswhen they perform. In their study of marathon runners, Morgan and
Pollock (1977) found that some runners use dissociative techniques and others use
associativetechniques. A dissociative attentional style uses techniques of distraction
and focussing on things external to self, for example thinking about what to have for
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dinner or what to put on the shopping list. 73 Such techniques are likely to cause a
non-intrattentive consciousnessdirected towards the running. The subject matter of
these external thoughts is not important to dissociative runners, as long as it doesnot
include thoughts about the present experience of running. An associativeattentional
style uses techniques of focussing entirely on self and the present experience of
running, such as the physical sensations in the body. This is likely to cause an
intrattentive consciousness.
There is some debate within sport psychology as to which type of processing or
idea
is
that
(1977)
the
Morgan
Pollock
attentional state more effective.
support
and
control processing and an associative attentional style are generally more effective
for sport. Gill (2000), however, supportsthe opposite view. Gill and Strom facilitated
a laboratory experiment in 1985 in which:
female athletes performed an endurance task
for as many
...
...
repetitions as possible using either a narrow-intemal focus on feelings
in their legs or a narrow external focus on a collage of pictures.
(Gill, 2000, p.64)

Here Gill is making referenceto associativeand dissociativetechniquesand she
claimsthat 'not only did the externalfocus', the dissociativetechnique,'lead to more
74
but
).
(ibid.
Despite the
repetitions,
nearly all participantspreferred that style'
resultsof this experiment,it is difficult to provewhetherassociativeor dissociative,
or intrattentiveor non-intrattentive,techniqueslead to more effectiveperformance.
Indeed,'dissociationmay be useful for sometasksandassociationmoreeffectivefor
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73Thesesorts of techniques
Model in relation to nonare used within the DanceConsciousness
intrattentionandarediscussedin Chapter5.
74SeeGill andStrom(1985)for moreinformation.
75It is partly for thesereasonsthat the DanceConsciousness
Model incorporatesboth an intrattentive
in
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other currentpractices,such as
Model also offersthe possibilityof utilising both intrattentive
psychology,the DanceConsciousness
andnon-intrattentivctechniques- seeChapter6.
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Cognitive control strategies
Within sport psychology it is thought that, in order to ensurecontrol processingand
an associative style, attentional control and concentration strategies must be
developed by the athlete, as 'the focus of attention is crucial' (Hardy et aL, 2001,
p. 174) and 'concentration is a key psychological skill' (Gill, 2000, p. 175). Being able
to control attention and concentration is essential in order to accessand maintain an
intrattentive state of consciousnessknowingly and intentionally. However, according
to Hardy et aL 'maintaining concentration can be a problem for sports performers'
(200 1, p. 174) and by extrapolation, in the context of this study, for dancers.
As noted previously in this chapter, controlling attention and concentration is not
necessarily straightforward:

As with mostpsychologicalskills, it is mucheasierto tell someone(or
ourselves)to concentratethanto conveyhow to do it.
(Gill, 2000, p. 175)

This may be because'concentrationis not an innate ability, but a skill acquired
through training and practice' (ibid p. 177). Some sports psychologists,such as
Hardy, Jonesand Gould,have suggestedhow onemay control attentionin this way:
'concentrationis aboutfocussingthe mind upon one sourceof information,often to
the exclusionof others' (2001,p. 174).Despitethis, few haveactuallyprovidedany
specifictechniques.
Nideffer (1993) provides a series of control techniques using 'Attentional Control
Training' (ACT). The aim of ACT is to 'develop a personalisedintervention program
to target an individual's specific problem areas' (Gill, 2000, p. 175) in terms of their
attention capacity. The predominant focus within ACT is on centering, which
involves 'relaxing muscles, breathing deeply, and focussing on feelings with
exhalation' (ibid. ). Sports psychologists do not appear to have accepted the ACT
becausethere is a lack of empirical evidence of its
success.
Schmid and Peper (1998) developed a series of cognitive control strategieswhich
encompass both external and internal concentration techniques. The strategies
involve various types of rehearsal:
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*
The internal strategies of Schmid and Peper (1998) involve various types of
attentional control:
Using
verbal or kinaesthetic attentional cues and triggers to focus concentration.
*
For example a swimmer might focus on 'the feel of the hand pulling through the
water' (Gill, 2000, p. 176).
Turning
failure
into
success.For example, 'one mentally rehearsesa successful
e
performance immediately after a failure' (Gill, 2000, p. 176).
Using
electrodermal feedback. The purpose of this is, for example, 'to show how
e
thoughts affect the body, to monitor relaxation, to identify stressful points during
imagery, and to facilitate concentration training' (Gill, 2000, p. 176).
Developing performing protocols such as performance rituals. Sport psychologists
such as Boutcher and Crews (1987) believe that pre-performance routines
instantaneously generate focussed attention. Many athletes develop and practise
their own personal protocols and mental strategies.
These cognitive control strategies all encourage a focussed and reflective state of
consciousness- an intrattentive state - and also provide some particular techniques.
Some of these techniques can be used to enable dancers to accessand maintain an

intrattentiveconsciousness.
In sport:
[t1he competitive environment clearly includes various factors which
are not present to the same degree, or even at all, in the training
environment.
(Hardy et aL, 200 1, p. 189)
This is also the case in dance; physical factors, such as the audience, and mental
factors, such as anxiety, which may be
different
in
a
present a performance produce
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'and mental rehearsal of the actual competitive event' (ibid. ) - the performance. In
the dance context, the dress rehearsal is-a crucial part of the.dance process and, as
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intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel becauseit can be used as a
meansof accessto intrattention.
During the intrattentive training, dancersare taught to use simulation training and are
trained to sit with eyes closed and mentally rehearsetheir movement material as part
of the choreographic and rehearsal process. Working with the eyes closed is an
essential part of this process; Adler confirms that with 'eyes closed and with focus
inward, there is an intention toward staying present' and 'toward practising the art of
is
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Whilst using motionless blind sensing,dancersare encouragedto implement some of
the techniques specified by Schmid and Peper (1998), such as attentional cues and
triggers and electrodermal feedback. For example, dancers are directed to imagine
the kinaesthetic sensation of a particular movement and to allow electrodermal
feedback to occur. In other words, through imagining the kinaesthetic sensationof a
jump, the kinaesthetic experience of that jump can be recreated within the body
without the dancer actually executing the jump physically. Dancers are also
Peper
by
Schmid
to
and
encouraged create perfortning protocols, as recommended
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(1998), in which they develop a personalisedperformance ritual which is
incorporated into the preparation for every performance. For example, a dancer may
decide that, prior to a performance, he or she will execute a particular motionless
blind sensingexercise to enable them instantly to generatefocussedattention in order
to accessan intrattentive state of consciousness.
Imagery is related intrinsically to the mental rehearsal and simulation training in
sport psychology, and to the motionless blind sensing used in the intrattentive
training. Imagery plays an important role in sport psychology and it is 'often a key
component in the mental training programs developed and implemented by sport
psychologists' (Hall, 1998, p. 165). In addition, 'coaches often encourage their
athletes to use imagery to help them learn new skills' and to 'improve skills they
already possess' (ibid. ). According to Hall, 'athletes, coaches, and sport

psychologistsall realise mental imagery is a valuable techniquefor improving
performance'(ibid.). So,what exactlyis mentalimagery?
Mental imagery

According to Hardy, Jones and Gould, 'imagery can be defined as a symbolic
sensory experience that may occur in any sensory mode' (2001, p.28) and Gill
believes that 'imagery involves using all the senses to create or recreate an
experiencementally' (2000, p. 181). Thomas statesthat:
Mental imagery, often informally described as seeing in the mind!s
eye, visualization, etc., is quasi-perceptualexperience: it significantly
resembles perceptual experience, but occurs in the absence of the
appropriate perceptual stimuli.
(2004)76

Imagery can be considered to be a mental, sensory representation of a perceptual
experience, which is distinct from the actual perceptual experience. How, though,

It is possibleto train one'smind to useimagery
canonecreatesucha representation?
to becomemore efficient in creating high quality images which are vivid and
controlled (Hardy et aL, 2001, p.42). PsychologistsGould and Damadian(1996)

76http://www. calstatela.
edu/faculty/nthomas/mipia.htm
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theseinstructionsarealsousedin the intrattentivetrainingandare:
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"
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"
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"
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"
(Gould and Damadian, 1996, p.32)
Within the intrattentive strand and training, dancersare exposedcontinually to tasks,
in
images
blind
them
to
of self order
such as motionless
create
sensing,which require
to access states of intrattention. Whilst using imagery, dancers are encouraged to
in
image
kinaesthetic
involved
the
the
recreate all
of self
sensualand
with
sensations
order to enhance the vividness of the image. Before they undertake any tasks
involving this type of imagery, dancers are reminded that they must relax the body
imagery.
They are
do
disrupt
to
the
that
thoughts
and mind
ensure
extraneous
not
encouraged to imagine in real time and therefore motionless blind sensing should
take as long as the actual physical rehearsalof the movement.
In addition, dancers are trained to understand that 'different visual imagery
perspectives may be desirable for different tasks' (Hardy et aL, 2001, p.42) and that
they should therefore use internal and external outlooks. An internal outlook requires
the dancer to create images from a first-person viewpoint and have an
'approximation of the real life phenomenology'; the dancer actually imagines being
inside his or her body and experiencing those sensationswhich might be expectedin
the actual situation (Mahoney and Avener, 1977, p. 137). An external outlook
requires the dancer to view himself or herself from the perspective of an external
both
The
images
from
use of
observer, and so create
a third-person viewpoint.
internal and external outlooks can increasethe quality of an image.

77Note that Gould and Damaýian list
Only
here.
listed
the ones
those
many more conditions than
deemed to be relevant to this research have been included. For a comprehensive list see Gould and
Damaýian (1996, pp.32-3).
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Self-talk
Another cognitive control strategy commonly used by athletes is self-talk which
helps them to control their attention and subsequentlytheir performance. Bunker et
The
226).
is
key
(1993,
'the
that
concept
to
state
al.
self-talk
p.
cognitive control'
underlying this strategy is that 'behaviour can be modified by means of specific
forms of external and internal talking' (Hackfort and Schwenkmezger,1993, p.335),
where external means spoken out loud and internal meansinside the head.
Self-talk is often used by athletes in association with verbal persuasion or selfcoaching, when athletes tell themselvesthat they are capableof succeeding.It is also
used to initiate -positive thinking, and much researchhas been undertakento explore
the notions of changing negative thoughts to positive ones and reframing these
thoughts. Experiments have shown that this type of self-talk has positive effects on
the athlete's performance; for example, Gould, Eklund and Jackson (1992) report
that self-talk is a common technique for nurturing optimistic expectations and
focussing attention for Olympic wrestlers. According to Williams and Leffmgwell
(1996), self-talk has many benefits and can be used to correct bad habits which have
become automatic, build self-confidence, increase efficacy, maintain exercise
behaviour and help athletesreach an optimal emotional state.
All of these benefits are associated with having control over the direction of
attention. The Dance ConsciousnessModel has adopted a technique similar to selftalk, its predominant purpose within the model and the intrattentive training being
that of controlling and directing dancers' attention in order to accessan intrattentive
state of consciousness.For the purpose of this research and in the context of the
Dance Conscious Model, this technique has been termed verbal report. Dancers are
taught to provide a verbal report, first externally and then internally, and dance
being
The
the
this
concurrently.
subjects of
movement
report are the self and
executedby self, and the report is used to ensure that intrattention is maintained and
not interrupted by any extraneousthoughts.
Even whilst using verbal report, dancers may occasionally find that their mind
higher
During
intrattentive
dancers
to
the
training,
a
wanders.
are encouraged use
intrattention
state
order
of
alongside the fundamental state that is being accessed
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throughthe verbalreport. The subjectof the fundamentalstateis the self, the subject
of the higherorder stateis the fundamentalstate.The higherorderstatecantherefore
be usedto monitor the verbalreport andensurethat it remainsconstantandeffective.
In sport psychology,specific techniqueshave beencreatedto teachathletesto use
'thought stopping' as a 'cue to interpret unwantedthoughtsas they occur' (Gill,
2000,p. 179).One suchtechniquecommonlyusedby athletesis 'quickly andclearly
[to] say (or yell), stop! as soon as [an] unwantedthought comesinto [the] mind'
(ibid). Another is to 'use visual cues (e.g. visualising a red stoplight) or physical
cues(e.g. snappingthe fingers)' (ibid.). Dancersare taughtthesetechniquesin the
intrattentivetraining. The techniquewhich the dancerchooseson a given occasion
dependson the meansof accessbeing used.For example,whilst verbally reporting,
dancersoften use a verbal cue, but whilst using motionlessblind sensingdancers
oftenusea visual cue.
Broad/narrow and internal/external focus
Verbal report, in which the subject is the self, is particularly effective whilst a dancer
is working as a solo, but not as effective whilst working as part of a duet or a group.
In the latter instance, the verbal report must accommodate self and other(s). Within
sport psychology, there is little research into how self-talk can be effective within
group situations; most of the current research seems to be concerned.with the
individual. The Dance ConsciousnessModel and intrattentive training teach dancers
the difference between using verbal report as a solo and as a group activity as it is
essentialto ensure that intrattentive consciousnessdirected towards self differs from
an intrattentive consciousnessdirected towards self and other(s).
Nideffer's (1976) model of attention supports the idea that 'varying combinations of
attentional width and direction are appropriate for varying activities' and use of 'the
it
60)
thus
focus
2000,
(Gill,
and
appropriate attentional
p.
can enhanceperformance'
comprisestwo dimensions: width and direction. According to Gill:
Width ranges from narrow to broad; narrow and broad attention focus
on a limited and wide range of cues, respectively [and] direction shifts
on a continuum from an internal focus on one's own thoughts and
feelings to an external focus on objects and events outside of the body.
(ibid. )
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It is of commonconsensusthat 'most activities require shifting of attention' (ibid
p.6 1). For example:
The soccer goalie might use a broad-extemal focus in preparing for a
shot, shift to a narrow-external focus to make the save, and perhaps
use some broad-internal analysis to set up the shift to the offence.
(Gill, 2000, p.61)
Hardy, Jones and Gould also note the significance of being able to shift between
is
from
'the
to
to
another
states:
performer's ability
one stimulus
switch attention
...
particularly important'; 'of particular interest is how elite performers are able to
developed
have
this
how
from
'they
to
switch rapidly
one style
another' and
form
inappropriate
flexibility'
Gill
180-3).
(200
1,
of
that
attentional
warns
using an
p.
attention may be detrimental, for example:

A performerusing a broad-internalstyle might becomepreoccupied
with analysis and miss the action. And although a broad-extemal
focus allows oneto take in importantinformation,taking in too much
irrelevantinformationmay lead to confusionor overreaction.On the
lead
focus
hand,
inappropriate
a
could
other
narrow-internal
an
performerto missrelevantexternalinformation.
(2000,p.61)
Nideffer's (1976) model of attention was of use during the formulation of the
intrattentive strand. In the intrattentive training dancersare encouragedto experiment
with the width and direction of their intrattention. They are taught that the width and
direction are dependenton the nature, structure and form of the dance,for example in
terms of the number of dancers involved or other external factors such as music or
dance
form
dance
is
different
in
Each
therefore
each
terms of structure and
and
set.
broad,
independent
it
and
or
necessitatesan
examination of whether requires narrow
internal or external focus. For example: dancing a solo may require a narrow-internal
focus; dancing interactively as a duet or part of a group may require a broad-external
focus; dancing a solo as part of a group may require a narrow-external focus.
In some performances, a dancer may need to shift between dancing as a solo and
dancing as part of a duet or group and vice versa. Consider an example in which
dancer A performs a repetitive solo with narrow-intemal intrattention. The cue for
dancer A to finish the solo is the entrance of dancer B. If dancer A's intrattentive
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focus is too narrow and internal, it is possiblethat he or she will not notice the
the
is
that
It
dancer
B
therefore
the
essential
cue.
entranceof
and subsequentlymiss
danceris equippedwith the ability to broadenor narrowandexternaliseor internalise
the consciousattention,andshift betweenintrattentivestates.For the purposesof this
flexibility.
intrattentive
intrattentive
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been
termed
training, this
researchand the
During the training, dancersare encouragedto gain an understanding
of the different
typesof intrattention.They are given exercisesin which they are directedto explore
duet
in
from
to
or a group.
a
working
actively moving
working as a solo
Mover/observertransition exercises,as discussedin the previous section on the
FeldenkraisMethod,are alsousedin orderto assistdancerswith their ability to shift
focus.
Summary of the contribution of sport psychology to the intrattentive strand and
training
In the formulation of the intrattentive strand and training, some of the principles and
techniques used in sport psychology were taken into consideration. These techniques
were then adaptedand integrated into the model and the training, with an awareness
into
how
from
be
they
training,
transferred
the
choreography,
of
can
effectively
in
importance
Gill
transition
this
the
sport
of
rehearsal and performance.
notes
psychology:
The transition from the
lab to the playing field can be a big leap.
...
Exercises that incorporate some of these focusing techniques in the
actual sport or exercise setting are likely to be more effective than
exercises that do not have transitional steps to tie the skills to the
activity.
(2000, p. 176)

below:
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The ability to control attention and concentration is of high importance within
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control strategies,similar to thoseusedby athletes,suchas attentional.cuesand
triggers, electrodermal feedback and personalisedperformancerituals.
Imagery
is
Dancers
in
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the
are
access.
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of
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means
e
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and minds, prevent extraneousthoughts, imagine in real time and use internal and
extemal outlooks.
involves
Verbal
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strand, as a -form of self-talk, and
9
the dancer literally describing the dance whilst executing it in order to accessan
intrattentive state.

Dancers
learn
how
higher
intrattention
they
that
to
can
so
access
a
order
state
of
e
monitor the fundamentalstate.Whilst in the higher order state,they are able to
implementspecificthought-stoppingtechniques,similar to thoseusedby athletes,
in order to stop the mind becoming distracted.
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within the Dance Consciousness Model. Dancers are

taught that the width and direction of intrattention is dependent on the nature,
structure and fonn of the dance.
Visual and verbal processing theories

The idea of controlling consciousnessis inextricably linked to that of mental
discussed
theories
the
the
processing; methods,or meansof access,of
practicesanct
thus far in this chapterall bear somerelation to visual and verbal processing.For
inspiration
Feldenkrais
the
Method
the
example,
and simulationtraining,which were
for physical observation and blind sensing,both require visual processing,and selftalk, which was the inspiration for verbal report, requires verbal processing.
During the formulation of the intrattentive strand and the intrattentive training, an
Although
the
understanding of visual and verbal processing was therefore essential.
relevant visual and verbal processing theories do not present actual means of access
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deemedto
to intrattentivestates,anddo not deal with dance,they werenevertheless
be of use in terms of their contribution in relation to understandingthe mental
processinginvolved.
The act of visual and verbal processing is referred to as visual and verbal thinking, or
the inner eye and inner voice, by cognitive psychologists such as Paivio (1986), the
visuo-spatial scratch pad and articulatory loop by mnemonic researcherssuch as
Gross and McIlveen (1998) and mental imagery and self talk by sports psychologists
such as Gill (2000). Indeed, many practices explicitly use similar theories involving
visual and verbal processing. The Dance ConsciousnessModel is concerned with
visual and verbal processing in terms of the role it plays within the means of access
used in the intrattentive strand - physical observation, blind sensing and verbal
report. The two most relevant theories are the Dual Coding Theory, which is basedin
psychology, and a theory used in memory research.
The Dual Coding Theory
Psychologist Paivio (1986) formulated the Dual Coding Theory (DCT), which
describes how the mind processesand stores information. The DCT places equal

significanceon verbal andnon-verbalprocesses.The theory canbe appliedto many
cognitivephenomenaandhasbeenusedin mnemonics,the studyof intelligenceand
educationalpsychology.
Paivio statesthat:

Human cognition is unique in that it has become specializedfor
dealingsimultaneouslywith languageandwith non-verbalobjectsand
events.
(1986ýp.53)
The humanlanguagesystemis distinctive in that it dealsabsolutelywith linguistic
input and output, either in the form of speechor writing, whilst simultaneously
performing a symbolic function in relation to non-verbal objects, events, and
behaviours.Cooperprovidesthe following example:
One can think of a houseby thinking of the word "house", or by
forming a mentalimageof a house.The verbaland imagesystemsare
connectedand related,for one can think of the mental imageof the
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houseandthen describeit in words,or reador listen to wordsandthen
form a mentalimage.
(2004)78

The DCT argues that there are two cognitive subsystemswhich processknowledge
simultaneously. One of these subsystems,the visual subsystem, is dedicated to the
representation of non-verbal objects, events and processesand it stores images and
pictorial information. The other subsystem, the verbal subsystem, is dedicated to
language and processesand stores linguistic information. Paivio also describestwo
different types of representation units within these subsystems.These are defined as
imagens and logogens. Imagens are the representationalunit for mental images and
logogens for verbal entities. According to Cooper, 'imagens operate synchronously
79
in
(2004),
inside
head
images
the
or parallel'
that
they
meaning
appear as complete
and are instantly accessible. On the other hand 'logogens operate sequentially'
(ibid. ), meaning that they do not appear as a complete whole. Instead 'words come
one at a time in a syntactically appropriate sequence in a sentence' (ibid. ). The
imagens and logogens serve very different purposes and function within the discrete
visual and verbal subsystems.
Memory research
Within mnemonics, a similar differentiation is made between the two different
subsystemsthat are used for processing or, in the context of memorising, for storing
and recalling information. Memory researchers,such as Gross and McIlveen, refer to
the 'articulatory loop' which is 'a verbal rehearsal loop' (1998, p.239). The
articulatory loop is comparable with Paivio's verbal subsystem. The loop can be
used, for example, when '[one tries] to remember a telephone number for a few
secondsby saying it to [oneselfl' and 'it is also used to hold words [one is] preparing
to speak aloud' (ibid. ). In common with Paivio's logogen representationalunits, the
articulatory loop uses articulatory code, sometimes referred to as an acoustic
representation, 'in which information is representedas it would be spoken' (ibid. ).
For thesereasonsit is sometimesreferred to as 'the inner voice' (ibid
Memory researchers also refer to 'the visuo-spatial scratch pad' (ibid. ), which is
comparable with Paivio's visual subsystem. The visuo-spatial scratch pad also
78http: //www. konnections.
net/lifecircies/paivio.
79http: //www. konnections.
net/lifecircles/paivio.
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information'
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it
'deals
rehearses
with visual and/orspatial
is used,for example,when 'we drive along a familiar road, approacha bend, and
think aboutthe road's spatiallayout beyondthe bend' (ibid.). Similar to the imagen
representational
units definedby Paivio, the visuo-spatialscratchpad usesa visual
code,which represents'information in the form of its visual featuressuch as size,
shapeand colour' (Grossand McIlveen, 1998,p.239). It is sometimesreferredto,
especiallyby philosophers,asthe inner eye.
Visual versus verbal: Visual imprints and internal monologues
Different people use their verbal subsystem/articulatory loop and their visual
subsystern/visuo-spatialscratch pad to different degrees.Somepeople claim to think
in words, meaning that they speak or hear words inside the mind. Others claim to
think in images, meaning that they actually see images inside the mind. Atkinson et
aL statethat 'there are innumerable stories about scientists and artists producing their
most creative work through visual thinking' (1996, p.323) and indeed:
Albert Einstein
he
he
in
thought
worked
rather,
said
rarely
words;
...
out his ideas in terms of more or less clear images which can be
voluntarily reproduced and combined.
(ibid. pp.322-3)
Yet others claim to think in both words and images. One simple exercise which can
help individuals to determine which subsystemand representationalunits they use is

follows:
as
Whenyou look up a phonenumberandretain it until you havedialled
it, in what form do you representthe digits? Is the representation
visual -a mental picture of the digits? Is it acoustic- the soundsof
the namesof the digits?
(ibid. p.260)
it is of common
Although peopleoften prefer either visual or verbalrepresentation,
consensusamongstpsychologistsand memoryresearchers,
such as Atkinson et al.,
that different systemsare useful for different tasks. For example:

When a personmust storenon-verbalitems (suchas picturesthat are
difficult to describeand thereforedifficult to rehearseacoustically),
the visual codebecomesmore important.
(ibid. p.260-1)
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Similarly, regardlessof whethera personhas a preferencefor visual representation,
thereare undoubtedlytimes when verbal representations,
or the 'acousticcode', are
more appropriate.In addition, there is some evidencethat both visual and verbal
representation
canbe usedsimultaneouslyin the processingof information,although
quite oftenoneis moredominantthanthe other.It is this connectionbetweenthe two
systemsthat allows the dual coding of information- which is one of the principles
underlyingPaivio's DCT. Another is that recall andrecognitioncanbe enhancedby
presentinginformation in both visual and verbal form, as using two types of
representation
simultaneouslycanbe moreeffectivein termsof mentalprocessing.
It is evident, then, that humans tend to think in a combination of words and images
and psychologists consider it essential that any representational theory should
integrate this dual functionality
is
Dance
incorporated
the
which
within
also
ConsciousnessModel. The model and consciousnesstraining therefore encourage
dancersto use visual and verbal processing through three different means of access,
two of which deal with visual processing and one which deals with verbal
processing.

Within the intrattentivetraining dancersaretaughtto reportexternallyand internally
about their bodies whilst dancing;the purposeof the internal report is to create
logogensor acousticcodeinsidetheir verbalsubsystemor articulatoryloop. Dancers
are also taught to observeexternally and internally; the purposeof the internal
observationis to create imagensor visual code inside their visual subsystemor
Model, the
visuo-spatialscratchpad. In the context of the Dance Consciousness
creatingof logogensis referred to as an internal monologueand the creating of
imagensas a visual imprint. The visual imprints are also createdduring blind
sensing.
Within psychology it is consideredthat verbal and visual processingcan occur
simultaneouslyand, as statedearlier and accordingto the DCT, connectingthem in
this way can improve informationprocessingand recall. The DanceConsciousness
Model adoptsthis idea. In the intrattentivetraining the dancersare taught to use
physical observation,or blind sensing, and verbal report simultaneously.This
ensuresthat the danceris using visual and verbal processingand thus potentially
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increasingthe ability to accessintrattention.The intrattentivestrandthereforealso
encouragesdancersto accessvisual imprints combinedwith internalmonologues.In
the context of the intrattentivestrand,connectingvisual and verbal processeshas
beentermedinternalintrattention.
Summary of the contribution of visual and verbal processing theories to the
intrattentive strand and training
Within the formulation of the intrattentive strand, some of the principles underlying
visual and verbal processing theories assisted with understanding the mental
processesinvolved in, for example, the Feldenkrais Method and the method of selftalk. This provided a better understanding of the means of accessto intrattentive
states of dance consciousnesswhich, in turn, contributed to the formulation of the
intrattentive strand and training. A summary of the principles extracted from the
visual and verbal processingtheories is provided below:

Integratedwithin the intrattentivestrandis a senseof dual functionality,andequal
significance is placed on verbal and non-verbal processingas advocated,for
example,by the DCT. The intrattentivestrandthereforeassumesthat there are
two cognitivesubsystems
which canbe usedwhenaccessingintrattention.
Through using physical observation or blind sensing, dancers are encouragedto
create visual imprints, which are comparable with imagens. By using verbal
report, dancersare able to create internal monologues, which are comparablewith
logogens. These visual imprints and internal monologues are used to create
intrattentive statesof danceconsciousness.
Dancers are taught that, although they may have a preference for either the visual
or verbal means of access,different means of accessare useful for different tasks.

For example,headmovementcannotbe observedphysically by self and verbal
reportis thereforethe appropriatemeansof accessto be used.
Dancers are taught that using two means of accesssimultaneously allows the dual
coding of information, which may be more effective in the accessing of
intrattention.
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Intraftentive training and the intrattentive strand of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel
Having discussed somatic practices, sport psychology and visual and verbal
intrattentive
in
into
the
theories
taken
processing
consideration
- all of which were
strand - this chapter now describes the exact nature of both the intrattentive training
and the intrattentive strand of the model.
Intrattentive training
During the intrattentive training, through a series of three workshops, dancers are
taught how to access intrattention. They learn to use a fundamental state of
intrattention which is directed towards self and a higher order state of intrattention.

which is directedtowardsthe fundamentalintrattentivestate.
Fundamental intrattention
The training for accessinga fundamental state of intrattention involves learning how

to usethreedifferentmeansof intrattentiveaccess:
Intrattentive
verbal report;
e
Intrattentive physical observation;
Intrattentive blind sensing.

Variousdancecomponentsare exploredduringthe traininganddancersaretaughtto
usethe meansof accesswhilst:
Improvising
free
both
improvisation;
within
andstructured
"
Choreographing
material;
"
dancer
by
the
Learning
has
been
or
another
material
choreographed
"
- which
choreographer;
Teachingmaterial- to anotherdancer;
Rehearsingmaterial;
Perfonning.
*
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Dancersarealsotrainedto usethe meansof accesswhilst working asa:
Solo;
Duet;
9
Group.
*
At the beginning of each workshop, dancersare required to participate in a warm-up
which embraces the means of accessand therefore prepares both the mind and the
body. During the workshops the dancers are asked to accessintrattention only for
short periods of time initially. Thesetimd periods are gradually increasedin Ouration,
until dancerscan eventually accessthe state for an hour or more.
Higher order intrattention

The higher order state is used to monitor the fundamentalintrattentivestate and
ensurethat it doesnot becomeaffectedby non-intrattention.Whilst in the higher
order state,dancersuse specificthought-stoppingtechniquesin order to preventthe
mind from becoming distracted.The techniquesused may be visual, verbal or
physical,dependingon the fundamentalmeansof access.
Training dancers to use a higher order state involves providing them with an
understanding of the nature of the state and encouraging a heightened sense of
awareness.It may take some time for a dancer to begin to experience a heightened
state of intrattention in conjunction with the fundamental state.In the first workshop,
for example, a dancer may unintentionally stop attending to self and the mind may
wander, allowing non-intrattention to affect the intrattention. Without the presenceof
the higher state, the dancer may fail to notice this intruding non-intrattention. It is
therefore the responsibility of the choreographer or trainer to inform the dancer of
this failure and encouragehim or her to reflect on the experiential sensationof the
occurrence- the way in which the choreographeror trainer is able to detect this is in
the discussion about the methods of examination described in Chapter 3. Equipped
with this new experiential understanding, the dancer is ready to begin to accessa
heightened state of intrattention in subsequentworkshops.
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Intrattentive stimuli
It is essential that all intrattentive stateshave a direct object of attention or stimulus.
In the intrattentive training, the principal object of attention is the dancing self
Whilst using any of the three means of accesswithin a solo, the dancer is attending
absolutely to the dancing self. This includes the actual movements and the
experiential sensation of the movements. Whilst using any of the three means of
accesswithin a duet or group, the dancer is attending absolutely to the dancing self
and dancing other. This includes the actual movements executedby self and other,
and the experiential sensation of the movements. Although the direct object of
broaden
is
be
it
dancing
dancing
to
the
attention must
possible
self or
self and other,
the intrattention slightly to accommodateother stimuli which are related directly to
the dancing self or other, for example the music, props or set. Allowing intrattention
to broaden in this way must not be allowed to causethe direct intrattention to drift
away from the dancing self or other.

Dancersare trainedto executeintrattentiveflexibility, which allows themto control
the directionof their intrattentionand shift effectively betweenthe variousstimuli.
Through intrattentive flexibility, dancers are able to broaden or narrow and
internaliseor externalisetheir intrattention.Dancersare taught that the width and
directionof intrattentionis dependenton the nature,structureandform of the dance.
Intrattentiveflexibility is absolutelyessentialto ensurethat the intrattentivedanceris
efficient not only when dancing individually, but also when dancingwith others.
During training, dancersare provided with exerciseswhich help them to explore
*
actively the shift from working as a solo to working as a duet or a group.
Mover/observerexerciseswhich act as transitionsbetweenattendingto self, and
in
dancers
this respect.
in
to
to
attending self and other(s),are alsoused order assist
Intrattentive verbal report
Intrattentive verbal report requires the dancer to talk about what the dancing
self/other is doing, whilst actually doing it. Dancers are taught to recognise the
difference between pre-, post- and present-report. The nature of pre-report is that it
occurs pre-movement, and so the dancer is essentially describing a movement and
then executing it. The effect of this is that, whilst the dancer may have been
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intrattentiveprior to the executionof the movementwhilst deliveringthe pre-report,
it is possiblethat they may becomenon-intrattentivewhilst actually executingthe
movement,as they have no direct meansof accessto the intrattention.When a
dancer intrattentively post-reports,they are executing the movement and then,
providing a report and,again,may not haveaccessto intrattentionduringthe actual
executionof the movement.The desirableintrattentiveverbalreportthereforehas a
present-centred
nature.Dancersare taught to report preciselywhilst executingthe
movement,thus allowing an intrattentiveexecution.Once mastered,this presentreport is used throughout the intrattentive training and in the applicationof the
intrattentivestrand.
Dancers learn to recognise the difference between the three types of report by
experimentation and practice. In the first training workshop, dancers are asked to
stand in a circle and each is asked, in turn, to execute one movement or one short
movement phrase.On the first occasion,they are askedto report and then execute,on
the second to execute and then report and on the third to report and execute
simultaneously. This exercise gradually develops so that, eventually, the dancersare
able to improvise using the three different types of report. This physical
experimentation gives dancers the opportunity to experience and understand the
different reports and to appreciatethat the present-reportis the most effective method
of accessingnon-intrattention.
What to talk about?
The verbal report consists of descriptions of the dance, including the actual
movements being executed and the experiential sensationsinvolved. The dancermay
therefore, for example, describe the shape, size, dynamic, pace, quality and
kinaesthetic sensation of the movement. In addition, the dancer may attend to the
movement's structure and form in relation to the overall phraseor danceand whether
the movement makes up part of a motif, is a repetition or is a developmentof a motif.
When working with verbal report, it is initially common for dancers to slow their
movements down in order to provide a detailed report for each movement. The idea
of full-body integration is promoted, which encouragesawarenessthat the whole

body is involved in each movement.With this in mind, dancersoften become
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is
it
how
it
difficult
find
body
to
understand
anxious about neglectinga
part and
it
in
jump
in
involved
time
the
for
describe
body
a
possible, example,to
part
every
takes to do the jump. Dancersare reassuredthat they are not expectedto report
verbally on every body part whilst executingevery movement,but that they should
havean intrattentivestatedirectedtowardsthe full body.Any confusionis overcome
by taking the following steps:
Firstly, dancers are taught that each time they rehearsea specific movement, such
in
jump,
involved
body
different
the movement.
they
to
as a
should attend a
part
By the time they perform the jump, each body part has been attendedto at some
point during the rehearsalprocess.
Secondly, dancers are reminded that, whilst reporting on one body part, they are
often still aware of another body part. The verbal report is simply a means of

focussingtheir intrattentionand it doesnot needto encompass
the entire content
of the intrattention.
it
is
Thirdly,
dancers
become
the
as
more proficient at using verbal report,
9
acceptablefor them to createtheir own verbal languageand to createtheir own
80
body
termswhich incorporatean awareness
parts.
of numerousdifferent
Intrattentive physical observation

Intrattentivephysicalobservationrequiresthe dancerto observevisual stimuli, which
Through
dancing.
dancing
dancing
dancing
the
are
self or
self and
other, whilst
intentional and analytical observation,the dancer's attention becomesdirected
is
It
intrattention.
his
body,
her
towards
essential
thus creatinga stateof
entirely
or
that the observationis physical,meaningthat it must be an active observation.The
danceris taughtto position the body in order to observeactively everydetail of the
dancing self or the dancing other(s).

80Examples of dancersusing intrattentive
verbal report whilst improvising, choreographingand
learning material as a solo and duet can be found in Chapters2 and 7 and Chapters II to 17 of the
DVD which accompaniesthis thesis.
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The dancersare taughtthe differencebetweenobservingpassivelyand actively.For
example,dancersare askedto observeone arm. They have the option of merely
looking at their arm andpassivelyreceivingthe imageof it, or they canobservetheir
arm attentivelyand increasetheir awarenessof everydetail suchas the shape,size,
it
is
kinaesthetic
Through
the
movementand
observingactively,
sensationof
arm.
from
distinct
if
it
is
it
the
to
the
that
possible objectify
arm so
appearsalmost as
body. This active and physicalobservationprovidesdancerswith a meansof access
to an intrattentivestateof consciousness.
The useof only passiveobservationis less
likely to result in the ability to accessintrattentionand it is more likely that nonintrattentionis directedtowardsthe arm. Taking this exampleone step fin-ther,the
useof physicalobservationallows dancersto objectify their entirebody and gain the
ability to view the dancingself as if from a third-personperspective.In conjunction
with attentionbeing directedtowardsthe kinaestheticsensationof the dancingself,
this allowsthe dancerto accessthoroughlyan intrattentivedanceconsciousness.
What to observe?
Bearing in mind that the intrattentive strand promotes full body integration, dancers
are trained to work methodically through the different body parts, irrespective of
whether each part is directly involved in the execution of a particular movement,
whilst using physical observation. One simple way for the dancers to practise is
simultaneously to walk and to observe physically. The choreographer or trainer
directs this task by initially instructing the dancersto observe one foot whilst they
walk, then to observe their lower leg, followed by their upper leg and so on. This
observation must be made from every possible angle so that, by the time the dancers
reach the top of the body, each body part has been attendedto. This ensuresthat the
dancershave accesseda wholly intrattentive dance consciousness.As in the verbal
report training, the dancers are reminded that, even if they are not physically
81
it.
observing a body part, it does not mean that they need not be intrattending

81Examples of dancers
using intrattentive physical observation whilst improvising, choreographing
and learning material as a solo and duet can be found on Chapters3 and 8 and Chapters II to 17 of the
DVD which accompaniesthis thesis.
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Intrattentive blind sensing

Physicalobservationallows dancersto createrealistic anddetailedvisual imprintsof
the moving body which enablethem to engagein motionlessblind sensingand
rehearsethe movementmentally. Without the initial observationof the body, the
visual imprints createdduring blind sensingmay be inaccurateand may prohibit a
genuineconnectionbetweenthe dancingbody and the dancingmind, which in turn
may affect the quality of the intrattention.
Following the motionless blind sensing,dancersare asked to rehearsethe.movement
using motion blind sensing. Motion blind sensing involves the dancer physically
rehearsingthe movement with eyes closed and, whilst doing so, the dancer is able to
seehis or her body move clearly inside the mind just as an observer seesit moving.
When the dancer uses motion blind sensing effectively, it is possible to perform the
movement as precisely as with eyes open in terms of the movement itself, the
temporal quality of the movement and the spatial orientation.

In Empirical Project 1, which comprised the exploratory workshops for the
formulationof the intrattentivestrandand training, dancersbecameso competentat
using motion blind sensingin a group that they were able to improviseacrossthe
room with eyes closed and locate each other immediatelybecausethey were so
intrattentivelyawareof self andother(s).In addition,duringEmpiricalProject 1, and
as part of a formal theatre performancein front of an audience,two dancers
improvisedtogetherwhilst motion blind sensingfor half an hour. In this time the
dancersmoved with contactand apart from eachother with completeintrattention,
and behavedexactly as if they could seeeachother. Both dancersclaimedthat the
key to this performancewas spendingtime prior to the performanceintensivelyand
physicallyobservingeachotherwhilst improvising,andthenmaintainingclearvisual
imprintsthroughoutthe performance.
How to create visual imprints?
In order to sustain a state of intrattention it is vital that the dancer maintains visual
imprints whilst blind sensing. Maintaining imprints is a more complex processthan
maintaining verbal report for the simple reason that it is so internal. Having to talk
out loud whilst dancing puts dancers under the pressure of keeping the report
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All three intrattentive means

Dancersare trainedinitially to use the threemeansof accessindependentlyand are
likely to developa preferencetowardsoneparticularmeansof access,which tendsto
be the one that they generally find most effective. Within Empirical Project 1,
although each dancer did have a preferenceabout the means of access,they
different
for
different
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that
acknowledged
effective
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meansof access
more
fairly
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danceconsciousness.
After this initial training, dancers are taught to use more than one means of access at
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time,
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possible
use only
means of access simultaneously;
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One could, however,useverbal report andphysicalobservationand thenuseverbal
report and blind sensing,thus using all three meansof access.
Dancers may have already engaged in combining means of accessprior to reaching
this part of the training. During Empirical Project 1, for example, dancerswho had a
preference over verbal report quite often claimed that they used it during motionless
blind sensing. When using more than one means of accessto accessan intrattentive
dance state,the means of accessis entitled external intrattention.
The training helps dancers to recognise for themselves which means of access,or
which combination, is most effective for a particular task. During Empirical Project
1, the dancersagreedthat having all three means of accessavailable to them, but not
necessarily using two simultaneously, was the most effective means of accessing
intrattention.83

Three intrattentive states
Dancers are taught to use some of the means of access internally
for
example
verbally reporting inside the head - as well as externally. Training in the use of
intrattentive verbal report, intrattentive physical observation, intrattentive blind
sensing and external intrattention enables dancers to access an external state of
intrattention. Training in the use of intrattentive internal
report, intrattentive internal
observation and internal intrattention enables them to access an internal state of
intrattention. Dancers are encouraged to master external means of access before
moving on to internalise the means of access.Using external and internal means of
access to an intrattentive dance state allows the dancer's mind and body to
experience and understand how it feels to be in an intrattentive state of dance
consciousness.Having gained this understanding, dancers are trained to maintain
accessto the state without actually using the means of access.Dancers are therefore
asked to experience the state kinaesthetically; which is termed kinaesthetic
intrattention.

93Examples dancers
of
using external intrattention whilst improvising, choreographingand learning
material as a solo and duet can be found on Chapters 5,6 and 10 and Chapters II to 16 of the DVD
which accompaniesthis thesis.
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The external and internal intrattention are thereforethe meansof accessto the
kinaestheticintrattention.Oncethe dancer'smind hasachievedthat intrattention,it is
present to just experience.Although the external and internal meansare of immense
use within the training, they are not necessarily appropriate for a performance. It is
for this reason that dancers are trained to exist kinaesthetically within the
intrattentive state that they have achieved through a process of intrattentive training.
Kinaesthetic intrattention is the target state of the intrattentive training and
intrattentive strand. It may take some time initially for dancers to reach the
kinaesthetic state; with continual exposure, however, dancers should become
accomplished in all three states by the end of the intrattentive training. Table 5
summarisesthe three different intrattentive states.
Table 5: Three intrattentive states
Means of access:
State 1:
Intrattentive
verbal report
0
External intrattention
Intrattentive
physical
observation
blind
Intrattentive,
sensing
9
State 2:
Internal intrattention

internal
Intrattentive
report
0
internal
Intrattentive
observation

Achieved through:
Verbal stimuli
Visual stimuli
Visual stimuli
Internal monologue
imprints
Visual
0

State 3:
Kinaesthetic
intrattention

Intrattentive training summary
The intrattentive training involves training dancersto:

leaming,
Access
intrattentive
dance
improvising,
an
choreographing,
*
statewhilst
teaching, rehearsingand performing as a solo, duet or group;
Access fundamental states of intrattention, directed at the dancing self/other, and
higher order states of intrattention which can be used to monitor the fundamental
intrattentive state;
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internal
broad
intrattentive
Use
between
flexibility
freely
and
narrowand
andshift
9
and external statesof intrattention;
Understand the importance of continual exposure and of preparing the body both
mentally and physically through a specific warm-up;

Use
intrattentive
the
each
of
external
access,verbal report, physical
means
of
o
observation and blind sensing, in order to achieve an external state of
intrattention;
Apply internal means of intrattentive accessincluding internal report and internal
observation, through the use of internal monologues and visual imprints, in order

to achievean internalstateof intrattention;
Access
kinaesthetic
intrattention,
in
a
state
of
which the means of accessare no
*

longerneededandthe danceris ableto exist intrattentivelyin the dance.
During the training, the dancers also use the method of examination described in
Chapter 3. Using this method helps the dancers to examine their experiencesand
ensureeffective accessto statesof intrattention.
Tables 6,7 and 8 show the structure for each intrattentive training workshop:84
Table 6: Intrattentive training: Workshop I
Task
number

Task

Means of access

I

Warm up

No means

2

Solo improvisation

Pre-movementintrattentive verbal
report

84Only the workshop
structuresare includedherebecausethe workshopdescriptionsare particularly
lengthy.A sampleintrattentiveworkshopdescriptioncanbe found in AppendixA. Chapters2 to 17
on the DVD which accompaniesthis thesis provide some examplesof dancersapplying the
intrattentivetrainingandthe intrattentivestrandof the DanceConsciousness
Model.
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Task
number

Task

Means of access

3

Solo improvisation

Post-movementintrattentive verbal
report

4

Solo improvisation

Presentmovement intrattentive,verbal
report

5

Solo improvisation

Intrattentive verbal report
> intrattentive internal report

6

Solo set movement and
performance

Intrattentive verbal report
> intrattentive internal report

7

Solo choreography and
performance

Intrattentive verbal report
> intrattentive internal report

8

Mover/observer improvisation

Intrattentive verbal report

9

Duet improvisation

Intrattentive verbal report

10

Duet improvisation

Intrattentive verbal report
> intrattentive internal report

11

Duet choreography and
performance

Intrattentive,verbal report
> intrattentive internal report

12

Group improvisation

Intrattentive verbal report
> intrattentive internal report

13

Group choreography and
performance

Intrattentive verbal report
> intrattentive internal report

I

-I

Table 7: Intrattentive training: Workshop 2
Task
number

2

Task

Means of access

Warm up

Intrattentive verbal report

Solo improvisation

Intrattentive physical observation
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Task
number

Task

Means of access

3

Solo improvisation

Intrattentive,physical observation
intrattentive blind sensing
> intrattentive internal observation

4

Solo set movement and
performance

Intrattentive,physical observation
intrattentive blind sensing
> intrattentive internal observation

5

Solo choreographyand
performance

Intrattentive physical observation
intrattentive,blind sensing
> intrattentive internal observation

6

Mover/observer improvisation

Intrattentive physical observation/
intrattentive blind sensing

7

Duet improvisation

Intrattentive physical observation

8

Duet improvisation

Intrattentive physical observation/
intrattentive,blind sensing
> intrattentive internal observation

9

Duet choreographyand
performance

Intrattentive physical observation
intrattentive blind sensing
> intrattentive,internal observation

10

Group improvisation

Intrattentive physical observation
intrattentive blind sensing
> intrattentive internal observation

Group choreographyand
performance

Intrattentive physical observation
intrattentive blind sensing
> intrattentive internal observation

Table 8: Intrattentivetraining:Workshop3
Task
number

Task

Means of access

I

Warm up

Intrattentive physical observation
intrattentive blind sensing

2

Solo improvisation

Infiattentive verbal report and
physical observation

3

Solo improvisation

External intrattention
" internal intrattention
" kinaesthetic intrattention
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Task
number

Task

Means of access

4

Solo set movement and
performance

External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

5

Solo choreographyand
performance

External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

6

Mover/observer improvisation

External intrattention

7

Duet improvisation

Intrattentive verbal report and
physical observation

8

Duet improvisation

External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

9

Duet choreographyand
performance

External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

10

Group improvisation

External intrattention
" internal intrattention
" kinaesthetic intrattention

11

Group choreographyand
performance

External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

I

The intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel
Having completed the three training workshops, dancers are equipped to use the

intrattentivestrandof the DanceConsciousness
Model whicb is depictedin Figure2.
The intrattentive strand consistsof three different phases:choreographicprocess,
dancer
the
Within
the
uses
rehearsalprocessandperformance.
process
choreographic
for
intrattention.
Whether
improvising,
is
dancer
the
external
generatingmaterial self
or anotherdancer, or learning the choreographer'sor another dancer'smaterial,
intrattentive
in
for
dancer
to
an
the
access
externalmeansof accessare used order
it
Once
dancer
has
been
the
the
state.
movement
rehearses using
choreographed,
external means of access. Following this the dancer rehearsesthe material using
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internalmeansof accessandfinally rehearsesit usingkinaestheticintrattention.This
part of the rehearsalprocesspreparesthe dancerfor the intrattentiveperformance,as
this final rehearsalstateis the sameas the performancestate.If the dancerhashad
the necessarytraining and the intrattentive strand is used effectively, the dancer
shouldbe able to accessa controlledkinaestheticintrattentivedanceconsciousness
duringthe performance.
Figure 2: The intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel
ft
SELF GENERATED 4-lo- IMPROVISED 4-10- OTHER GENERATED
Intrattentive
choreographic
process
-------------

Intrattentive
rebearsal
process

Ddernal
intrattention
------------------------------------------------------Ddernal
intTattention
+
Internal
intrattention
Kinaesbetic
intrattention

------------Intrattentive
performance

--------------------------------------------------

-----Kinaesbetic
intrattention

Summary
Following a thorough considerationof the three practices and theories which
contributedto the formulation of the intrattentivestrand- somaticpractices,sport
psychologyand visual and verbalprocessingtheories,this chapterhas answeredthe
third focussedresearch question: How can one accessthe intrattentive dance
consciousness?
This chapter has described the intrattentive training that is required for accessing
intrattention and has also described the processby which the intrattentive strand was
independently fonnulated and the relevant training programme designed. This
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training and strand are intendedfor specific use within the context of the dance
disciplineandthe DanceConsciousness
Model. It hasbeenexplainedhow the strand
is applied within choreogaphy,rehearsaland performancein order to createan
intrattentivedanceconsciousness.
Chapter 5 presentsthe second strand of the model and explains how dancersare able
to accessstatesof non-intrattention.
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Chapter 5
How can one accessthe non-intrattentive dance
consciousness?
Introduction
In Chapter 3 the Dance ConsciousnessModel was introduced and it was ascertained
that the model comprises four strands. This chapter introduces the second strand of
the model; the non-intrattentive strand, and answers the fourth focussed research
question: How can one accessthe non-intrattentive danceconsciousness?
In its most basic form the non-intrattentive strand representsthe idea that, in order to
experience a non-intrattentive performance, the dancer must experience a nonintrattentive process,which includes choreography and rehearsal.The way in which
a dancer is able to access such non-intrattentive experiences is discussed in this
chapter and, subsequently, an understanding of the non-intrattentive strand of the
Dance ConsciousnessModel, and the training that is required in order to utilise the
strand, can be gained.
Chapter breakdown
This chapter begins with a reiteration of the defmition of a non-intrattentive dance
state which was introduced in Chapter 2. Attention studies, Buddhist Introspection
and Bodyweather, all of which contributed to the formulation of the non-intrattentive
strand and the training which precedesits use, are then discussed.These theories and
practices each have their foundations in three distinct areas.Attention studies and the
notion of

consciousness come from the Western study of psychology;

Isplitting
Buddhist Introspection comes from the Eastern tradition of Buddhism, and the

practice of Bodyweather amalgamatesboth Easternand Western ideology.
The comments made in Chapter 4 with reference to the use of such theories and
85
in
this
practices also apply
chapter, and thus a certain amount of selectivity,
85SeeChapter 4, page 112.
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analysis,interpretation,adaptationandapplicationwasessentialin orderto makeuse
of the practices and theories in the formulation of the non-intrattentive strand.
The account of Buddhist Introspection, in particular, has been dealt with very
cautiously as it is acknowledged that there may be problems with 'detaching a
technique from its cultural background' (Pickering, 1999,p.275):
Of course, some engagement with meditation practices is possible
without any commitment to the beliefs and values of the tradition
from which these practices come [but] it is unlikely
that they will
...
have the samepower to reveal the mind as they do when employed by
someone who practices them in full knowledge of their wider
soteriological.significance.
(ibid. )
To 'employ Buddhist practices fully may require a deeper engagementwith the

whole ethosof Buddhism'(ibid.).
The account of Buddhist Introspection made in this chapter therefore attempts to
provide sufficient information for a basic comprehensionof the practice but it may
omit some of the inherent principles and beliefs. This is the case for all of the
theories and practices discussedin this chapter and each discussion culminates in a
summary explaining how the practice or theory contributed to the Dance
ConsciousnessModel.
This is followed by a description of the non-intrattentive training, which includes
how to access fundamental and higher states of non-intrattention, and each nonintrattentive training workshop. Finally, the non-intrattentive strand is explained and
it is clarified how the strand is applied within choreography, rehearsal and
performance in order to create a non-intrattentive danceconsciousness.
Non-intrattention

A non-intrattentive stateof dance consciousnessis:
A state in which a dancer is purely living and experiencing the dance, without
thought or knowledge of that experience. The dancer is in a state of unattended
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dance,
is
in
the
the
consciousness
and awakeand engaged
qualitativeexperienceof
but is nonethelessexplicitly unawareof what the experienceis or what the dancing
body and mind are doing. Sucha statemay occur as a result of the dancerhaving
become either habituated to the dance or totally involved in the dance, the
experientialsensationfor which is different for the dancingbody andmind.
The non-intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel provides accessto a
non-intrattentive state of dance consciousness.In order to utilise this strand of the
model, and subsequentlygive a non-intrattentive performance,a dancermust initially
be trained to accessstatesof non-intrattention whilst dancing.
How is it possible to experience or accessnon-intrattention? Try now to have a nonintrattentive experience. In other words try not to think about anything at all, empty
your mind and lose awarenessof yourself and your surroundings. This seemingly
simple task is actually very difficult for most people. Of course, one undoubtedly
experiencesnumerous non-infriattentivemoments each day, but to try purposefully to
create these moments and experiencesis particularly complex. When faced with the
task of thinking of nothing, often one's immediate responseis to think of everything
and become anxious about what, or what not to think about. If, however, one is
asked to think hard about something in particular, for example the words on this
page, then it is likely that one will automatically not think about, for example, the
temperaturein the room or how comfortable the chair is. In this instance, one would
have createda state of non-intrattention without even realising it. Indeed, if one were
to realise it then one might instantaneouslyshift from a non-intrattentive experiential
state to a reflective state of intrattention and consequently eliminate the nonintrattention.

Once one has directed the attention to the act of focussing intrattentively on
somethingin particular,one can then experienceeverythingelsenon-intrattentively.
In the above example, one would be accessinga state of intrattention for the purpose
of thinking about the words on this page, and concurrently accessinga state of nonintrattention for everything else but the words on the page. In this case,one would be
splitting consciousnesswhich, in this instance, seemsto be more effective than trying
only to createa stateof non-intrattention.
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The non-intrattentivestrand of the Dance Consciousness
Model usesthe idea of
splitting consciousnessto enable dancersto accessnon-intrattention,and thus
intrattentionis an integral part of the non-intrattentivestrand.How can splitting
one's consciousnessand introducing intrattention be an effective method for
enablinga dancerto experiencenon-intrattention?Is splitting consciousness
actually
possible? The non-intrattentive strand and the non-intrattentivetraining allow
dancersto understandhow splitting consciousness
is possible,andprovidethe means
throughwhich dancerscan achievenon-intrattention.In orderto formulatethe nonintrattentivetraining and the non-intrattentivestrandof the Dance Consciousness
Model, researchwas undertakeninto existingtheoriesandpracticesthat, in oneway
or another,dealwith the experiencingor accessingof non-intrattention.

Methods for accessing non-intrattention
Attention studies
Many theorists associateconsciousnesswith paying attention, and attention studies
deal with states of consciousness. Crick states that 'consciousness is closely
associatedwith attention' (1994, p. 15) and Zeman describesattention as 'the sentry
at the gate of consciousness' (2001, p. 1274). In common with other theorists,
Velmans assertsthat:
What is at the focus of our attention enters our consciousness.What is
outside the focus of attention remains preconsciousor unconscious.
(2000, p.255)
Over a century ago, Jamesstatedthat:
Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possessionby the
mind, in clear and vivid form, of one of what seem several
simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization,
concentration, of consciousness are of its essence. it implies
withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with others.
(1890, pp.403-4)
It is this idea of withdrawing 'from some things in order to deal effectively with
is
interest
here. If one is presentedwith a task which requires complete
that
others'
of
attention in order to execute the task effectively, then one may be withdrawing
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be
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from
If
this
the
said
could
attention
somethingelse.
case,consciousness
split betweenthe task and the somethingelse. This split would createa stateof
intrattentionand a stateof non-intrattention,the intrattentionbeing directedtowards
the task and the non-intrattentiontowardsthe somethingelse.If the somethingelse
were the act of dancing,then one would have accesseda non-intrattentivestateof
danceconsciousness.
It is this notion which connectsthe non-intrattentivestrandof
Model andthe theoriespresentedwithin attentionstudies.
the DanceConsciousness
Splitting, consciousnessthrough dual- and multi-tasking
Attention studies deal with the concept of splitting consciousnessthrough dual- and
multi-tasking. Gross and McIlveen claim that 'dual task performance' involves
'divided attention' (1998, p.219). It is important to note that 'historically and
critically ... claims about the possibility of splitting consciousnesshave not fared
well' (Lyons, 1999, p.245). Philosopherssuch as Lyons do not believe that:
[one] could split fully attentive consciousness into two, whether that
...
be for the purpose of engaging in two tasks or two experiences both
of which required careful attention.

(1999,p.245)
Despite this, many experiments have been undertaken within studies of attention to

examine the possibility of splitting consciousnessand to assessthe effect that dualtasking has on a task, with positive results.

Experimentsin which the subjectis askedto readandwrite simultaneouslyare fairly
86
common. Often the initial outcomeis that, Whilstit is possibleto direct one's focal
attentionto two discretetasks,the quality with which the tasks are undertakenis
lower than if the subjectwere to perform only one task at once.It appearsas if the
Analysis
is
both
directing
tasks.
of
to
subject simultaneously
consciousattention
suchexperimentsindicates,however,that what is in fact occurringis that the subject
is continually alternatingbetweenpaying consciousattention, intrattention,with
In
in
turn.
task
otherwords,
to
payingpre-reflectiveattention,non-intrattention, each
it
being
to
between
the
of
tasks moves
very aware
one's consciousness
of one of
having a lack of awarenessof it. In the aboveexample,therefore,when one pays
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drops,
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the
the
to
the
andvice
writing
significantattention
act of reading, attention
versa.
Lyons describes an experiment which he calls 'the two handedtracing game' (1999,
p.245), in which a subject is asked to trace continuously, in an anti-clockwise
direction, a circle around the top of the head with the right hand. The subject is also
askedto trace simultaneously, in a clockwise direction, a squarearound the perimeter
of the abdomen, with the left hand. Lyons claims that in order to master this task
'one might attempt to oscillate one's attention rapidly from one task to the other'
(ibid. ). Similarly, Mangan describes the 'cocktail party effect', in which two
conversationsare in earshotbut the listener is unable to attend entirely to both at the
same moment (1999, p.251). Mangan also claims that the best that one can do in
such an instance is to 'shift attention back and forth' (ibid. ).

Experimentshave shown,however,a vast improvementin the ability to mastersuch
87The non-intrattentivetraining embraces
dual-taskingfollowing continualexposure.
this notion andpromotescontinualexposureas a key factor in the developingability
of a dancerto split attentioneffectively in order to accessa non-intrattentivedance
state.Over a relatively shortperiod of time, one can becomeso adeptat performing
two particulartasks,using dual-taskingskills, that the qualitywith which eachtask is
performedis not affectedat all. Is this becauseone is finally able to divide one's
consciousness
equally - as opposedto merely paying attentionalternatelyto each
task - or becausethe alternationbecomesmore rapid? Another possibility is, as
Lyonsclaimswith referenceto the two-handedtracinggame,that:
[the] bestonecan do is to renderoneof the operationsautomatic
...
...
to withdraw it from the realm of the subject'sexperiences,so that in
directed
but
is
consequence
consciousness not now split andsplintered
at any onemomentto just oneof the tasks.
(1999,p.245)
Is it possible,then,in the aboveexample,to reacha point in which onecanfocusall
intrattentive
the
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consciousattentionon
act of reading,and experiencean
concurrently focus no conscious attention to the writing, thus simultaneously
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do
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Mangan's opinion is that, in the caseof the cocktail party, the only option is a 'tradeboth
hear
if
(1999,
251).
He
to
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off strategy'
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level
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According
to
least
and
sum of articulation remains at
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McIlveen, on the other hand, 'with sufficient practice many processes[can] become
less
increases
demand
'as
task
automatic and make no
skill on a
on attention' and
...
capacity is needed' (1998, pp. 119-20).
There is much evidence to suggestthat it is possible to perform routine tasks with a
high quality even if one is not intrattentively aware of the task, such as brushing
dancing
driving
teeth
that,
practice,
sufficient
one's
or
after
a car, which suggests
non-intrattentively does not necessarily result in a decreasein performance quality.
The learning of new tasks, for example a new movement sequence,often requires
During
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for
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is
the
but
to
this
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attention
attention,
much
possible
formulation of the non-intrattentive strand in Empirical Project 2 it was discovered
that it is possible to train a dancerto attend less and less to the experienceof dancing
whilst concurrently maintaining an awarenessof another task; for example talking.
Directing attention
It is clear that, fundamental to one purposefully experiencing a non-intrattentive state
In
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According to Gross and McIlveen, 'humansmust selectivelyattendto only some
information and somehowtune out the rest' (1998, p.210) and Atkinson et al.
suggestthat 'the simplestmeansis by physicallyreorientingour sensoryreceptorsso
asto favourthoseobjects'(1996,p.210).
What is necessary,together with continual exposure,is a certain amount of will. To
return to the example of directing attention to the words on this page; try for a
moment to do so whilst actively willing yourself to complete the task effectively.
Now try to focus attention on to the words whilst actually willing yourself to look
away from the words and direct your intrattention on to the chair on which you are
sitting. It should be clear, from this example, that one's willpower plays a part in the
efficiency of consciousnesscontrol. During the non-intrattentive training, therefore,
dancersare informed of the purpose of the non-intrattentive strand so that they have
a clear understanding of the effect of its use on the performance and the dancer. In
addition, dancers are reminded constantly that, to access non-intrattention whilst
dancing, they must have the will to accessthat non-intrattention.

In the non-intrattentivestrand and the training that precedesits use, a further
condition is necessary.It is of commonconsensusin studiesof attentionthat the
more complex a task is the more attentionit demands.Simple tasksare subjectto
what Mansteadand Semin (1980) describeas open-loopedcontrol, which is the
equivalent of an automatic process, and therefore require attention of a nonintrattentivenature. Complex tasks are describedas being subject to closed-loop
control, which is the equivalent to controlled processing,and therefore require
attentionof an intrattentivenature.
Within the non-intrattentivetraining, dancersare askedto perform fairly complex
tasks, which are subject to closed-loop control, to ensure that intrattention is
for
If
is
dancers
dance
the
talk
task that
simultaneously,
achievable.
are to
and
dancing
to
the
in
the
talking
to
example,
must require optimum attention order allow
take place non-intrattentively. The verbal element of the task must not merely be a
recitation of lists or text learned by rote, for example the days of the weeký as this
hold
dancer
to
Asking
a
may encourageopen-loop control and thus non-intrattention.
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a conversationor work out a series of multiplications, for example,encourages
closed-loop control and thus a state of intrattention.
Summary of the contribution of attention studies to the non-intrattentive strand
and training
Within the formulation of the non-intrattentive strand of the Dance Consciousness
Model, some of the principles presented within studies of attention were taken into
consideration.These are summarisedbelow:
The idea of splitting consciousnessin order to create an experiential state of nonintrattention alongside a state of intrattention is fully" acknowledged.The purpose
of this intrattention is merely to exist - as its subject is not the dance. The
intrattention is literally the means through which the dancer is able to experience
non-intrattention.
Dancers
dualto
are
asked
numerous
and multi-tasking exercises.
perform
e

Successfulcompletionof the exercisesis dependenton the dancersbeing able to
direct intrattentionto a non dance-relatedtask, such as talking or listening, and
simultaneouslyallow their bodies to dancenon-intrattentively.Thesetasks are
sufficiently complexto warrantclosed-loopcontrolanda stateof intrattention.
Studies
dual
have
first
the
task
that,
of
attention
a
noted
when
with
presented
*
subject's attention may intuitively oscillate rapidly back and forth. The nonintrattentive training, therefore, enforces a process of continual exposure to

decreasethe possibility of switchingattentionfrom onetaskto another.
In commonwith the generalideologywithin studiesof attention,the intrattentive
strand acknowledges the importance of willpower

in the directing of

consciousness.
Buddhist Introspection
The mind and consciousnessare the principal subjects of Buddhist introspective
examination. In The View From Within (1999) Wallace supplies a concise account of
Buddhist tradition which provides insight into the nature of Buddhist Introspection.
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Accordingto Wallace,within the Buddhisttradition it is of commonconsensus
that
is locatedupon a continuum-a factorthatwasalsodiscussedin
one'sconsciousness
Chapter2 of this thesis - which comprisesa seriesof consecutiveinstancesof
intrattentive
cognition,which may exist in two forms: instancesof pure awareness
88
instances
hold
states;and
of awarenessthat
non-ascertaining cognition - nonintrattentivestates(1999,p.177).
In Buddhist tradition it is believed that the mind should be trained to connect with
these states of consciousnessand that this is possible through the controlling of
attention. Wallace describes how Buddha established a series-of techniques for
stabilising and cultivating one's attention and how, over 2,500 years, Buddhist
contemplatives have developed such techniques, resulting in the formulation of
highly complex theories on the mind and on the nature of consciousness(1999,
p. 176). Buddhist Introspection is one such technique that may be used as a means to
connect with one's consciousness, and consequently was used as a source of
referenceduring the formulation of the Dance ConsciousnessModel.
Mindfulness and introspection accessingintrattention
Wallace notes that the first task in Buddhist Introspection is to refte conscious
attention to such a degreethat the mind becomesentirely utilitarian (1999, p. 176). In
doing so one would succeedin maintaining a placid state known as Samatha.This is
considered as a discipline and according to Wallace the principal objective in the
fostering of Samatha is the advancing of attentional stability and vividness (ibid. ).

The aim of Samathais to focus attentiononto a specific image.Other techniques
Meditation,usea 'mantra', which
which havea similar aim, suchas Transcendental
is a soundor phrasewithout any particular meaning,which is repeated'until the
mind becomesabsorbedand settles down relaxedly' (Shearand Jevning, 1999,
p. 193).
Wallace explains that in Samathathe image may be a physical object such as a
pebblebut, very often, Buddhistsuse imageswith a religioussignificancesuchas a
sculptureof Buddha(1999,p.177).The act of maintainingattentionon an objectand
resisting temptation to be distracted away from it is called mindfulness. At the stage
88 What is intended by the term
to
the
in
is
appear
objects
a
state,
that,
non-asccrtaining
such
consciousnessbut are not reflected on.
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focus
this
to
mental
mind -a visual
attentioncompletelyon
- and
(ibid. p.178).
According to Wallace, at this point the 'mental perceptionapprehends
the form of
the pebbleby the power of the visual perceptionof it' (ibid.). The mind doesnot
'apprehend the pebble directly' but rather 'recollects it on the basis of the
immediately preceding visual perception of that object' (ibid. ). It is thus the task of
it
inwardly
image
to
to
the
and
the
mindfulness maintain
and examine
recollection of
intrattentively in a way which is comparable to the actual, visual viewing of the
obj ect.
In using the technique, it is not only important to rid consciousnessof any nonascertaining attention, but also to ensure that the mind does not surrender
unintentionally to the hindrances of attentional excitation and attentional laxity.
Attentional excitation is an 'agitated intentional mental process that follows after
attractive objects' and it is a 'derivative of compulsive desire' (ibid. p. 176).
Attentional laxity is an 'intentional mental process' that occurs when 'attention
becomes slack and the meditative object is not apprehended with vividness and
forcefulness' (ibid). Introspection, which is a 'type of metacognition that operatesas
the quality control' (ibid p. 178), is therefore essential.Indeed, it is claimed that 'the
antidote for excitation and passivity is introspection'

(2005). 89 Thus, whilst the

mindfulness attends to the image or visual imprint, it is the function of introspection
to monitor the mindfulness, and track any materialisation

laxity.
of excitation or

Within Samatha, therefore, there are two states: mindfulness and introspection.

It is important to establish why the discipline of Samatha was of use in the
formulation of the non-intrattentive strand, when both mindfulness and introspection
clearly promote intrattention. In Samatha, one must attend intrattentively to one
particular object to the exclusion of everything else and simultaneously monitor this
attention intrattentively. So, how does one attend to everything else - one's
89http://www. dharmafellowship.org/library/essays/nine-stages-of-abiding.
htm#first
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intrattentive it is vital to become primarily highly intrattentive. This is not a general
intrattention, however, but a specifically focussed intrattention which can
be
to
This
seems
simultaneously allow an immense amount of non-intrattention.
consistentwith the idea of a dual or split consciousness.
Within the non-intrattentive strand there are two intrattentive states: a fundamental
intrattentive state that observesthe object, and a heightened intrattentive state that
is
In
there
the
the
a non-intrattentive state
act of observing
observes
object. addition
Introspection
Buddhist
focus
is
for
dancing.
Thus,
the
though
the
of
al
which reserved
is the state of intrattention and the Samatha,the basic principles of this practice have
been extracted and adapted for use in the non-intrattentive strand in order to ensure
that the focus is on the statesof non-intrattention.
In the intrattentive training dancersare initially shown a seriesof physical images, on
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to
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intrattentive
to
to
to
the
attend
and
mindfulness,
are required attend
with
the mindfulness with intrattentive introspection. After some time the images are
taken away. The dancer is required to continue dancing and to recreate the images in
the form of visual imprints within the mind and to sustain mindfulness and
introspection, thus maintaining the intrattention. The dancersare therefore trained at
level
first
to use the images externally - which is entitled external non-intrattention
a
is
internally
level
images
then
trained
entitled
the
to
which
and
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internal non-intrattention.
This development is necessary for two main reasons. Firstly, within the nonintrattentive strand, a third level is introduced in which the dancers are required to
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Mindfulness and introspection are developed in Samatha in nine sequential
fully
becomes
is
It
that
the
accomplishedat a state
attentionalstates.
subject
essential
beforeadvancingto the next state.An understandingof thesestateswasof usein the
formulation of the non-intrattentive strand and the three levels introduced above 91
below:
described
external, internal, and kinaesthetic - and they are therefore
92
Within
(2005).
1. 'Attentional placement' (Wallace, 1999, p. 180) or 'Stabilizing'
this first state, the subject must endeavour to develop a successionof moments of
sustained intentional attention. In the early stages of the development of the
technique, however, it is normal for the subject to be continuously disturbed by
excitation. Wallace also notes that when the intention is to direct attention to a single
object, it is common for the mind to roam around compulsively to a greater extent
than in ordinary situations (1999, p. 180).
According to the attention studies literature, the capacity for sustained attention is
particularly limited and it is normal to be able to maintain focussedattention for little
more than one to three seconds. In addition, experiments have shown that even
for
be
to
voluntary attention, when one purposefully wishes attend, cannot sustained
more than a few seconds.It is on the basis of such experimentsthat Jamesstatesthat
$no-onecan possibly attend consciously to an object that does not change' (1890,
p.420).

images
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that
aremore
changing
within studiesof attention
likely than unchangingimagesto require closed-loopcontrol. It is thereforemore
image.
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static
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one can sustainattentionon a changing
Despitethis, thosewho adhereto the Buddhist tradition believe that the ability to
however,
image
be
The
training,
to
attend one static
can enhanced. non-intrattentive
doesnot usestaticimagesin orderto increasethe dancer'spotentialability to sustain
intentional attention instead, for example, moving images are presentedvia a
televisionscreen.
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Accordingto Wallaceattentionalplacementtakessometime to master,asoneneeds
to remainalert continuouslyand be awareof any impendingpresenceof laxity and
excitation, although even this is not enough(1999, p. 180). Apparently one must
additionally take all possiblestepsto counteractlaxity or excitationoccurringby
intervention, effort and immensewillpower. Wallace describeshow studentsof
Samathaare encouragedto undertakemany short sessionsof attentionalplacement
(ibid.).
eachday; asmanyas eighteenfifteen-minutesessionsarerecommended
Although the non-intrattentive strand does adopt some of the principles of Buddhist
Introspection, it is not possible to include as many sessionsof attentional placement,
as the strand must be accessible and fit with some ease into an ordinary
choreographic process. This does not mean, however, that the non-intrattentive
strand does not effectively achieve states of intrattention; the training induces

attentionalplacementthroughmeansadditionalto the observationof an image.For
example,dancersarenot only askedto observean imagewhilst dancing,but alsoto
describethe image. Amalgamatingtwo intrattentive tasks in this way requires
optimum attentionto be directedtowardsthe imageand increasesthe possibility of
attentionalplacementwith an absenceof laxity or excitation.This ensuresthat a
multitudeof training sessionsis not essential.
2. 'Continual placement' (Wallace, 1999, p. 180) or 'Continuous stabilizing'
(2005).93 In this second state 'one must use remembrance and watchfulness to
bring the object of meditation close' (2005, ibid. ). Here one may experience 'brief
periods of attentional continuity, for up to a minute or so' (Wallace, 1999, p. 181), in
which one's mind does not disengagefrom the image. The subject may now feel as if
his or her attention is permanently fixed on the mental image. According to Wallace,
however, disengagementdoes occur but it is so brief that the subject believes he or
she is experiencing attentional continuity (ibid. ). There are also still moments in
which the image is neglected altogether because other thoughts and sensory
impressions intervene. As attentional continuity improves, the frequency of the
sessionsmay decreaseand the duration of the sessionsincrease.This processis used
in the non-intrattentive training, with dancers initially being asked to improvise, for
example, for only a minute at a time and then gradually increasing the time
93http://www. dharmafellowship.
htm#first
org/library/essays/nine-stages-of-abiding.
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throughout the training. This ensures that, eventually, dancers can maintain
attentionalcontinuityfor the performanceof a wholepieceshouldit be required.
94
3. 'Patchedplacement'(Wallace,1999,p. 181) or 'Habitual stabilization'(2005). In
the third state,attentionis focussedmostly on the imageand attentional.continuity
increasesin duration, but occasionally significant excitation still prevails.
4. 'Close placement' (Wallace, 1999, p. 181) or 'Near stabilization' (2005, ibid. ). In

this state, attention is fully stabilised and one no longer experiencesdisengagement
from the image.
5. and 6. 'Taming' and 'Pacification' (Wallace, 1999, p. 181) or 'Habituation' and
'Pacifying' (2005, ibid. ). Attention is tamed and pacified through introspection,
which the subject uses to monitor the attentional processes.Excitation and laxity no
longer occur, 'gone also are the other distractions of the inner emotional and mental
events' (2005, ibid. ) and even the problem of peripheral distractions is surmounted.
This is the first point within the nine statesthat introspection is utilised. Throughout
the non-intrattentive training, dancers are encouraged to use introspection, and a
higher state of intrattention, with the latter normally becoming more sophisticatedas
progressis made.
7. and 8. 'Complete pacification' and 'Single pointed attention' (Wallace, 1999,
p. 182) or 'Thorough pacification' and 'Becoming one-pointed' (2005, ibid. ). A
genuine desire to achieve these states is essential for their attainment in both
Buddhist Introspection and the non-intrattentive strand and training. By the eighth
state the subject should be able to maintain complete stability and vividness intrattention - apparently 'there is no disturbance at all [and] concentration is
in
for
'remain
four
hours'
(2005,
The
ibid)
continually
possible
about
mind can now
95
be
to
(2005),
the
else
absorption on
object of concentration"
allowing everything
attendedto solely by the non-intrattentive consciousness.
9. 'Balanced placement' (Wallace, 1999, p. 182) or 'Entrance into Samadhi' (2005,
ibid. ) By this point, little will or effort is required in order to sustain attentional
94http://www. dharmafellowship.
htm#first
org/library/essays/nine-stages-of-abiding.
95http://www. dharmafellowship.
htm#first
orgAibrary/essays/nine-stages-of-abiding.
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into
instantaneously
the state of
is
to
continuity and vividness and one able slip
balanced placement. At 'this stage there is no limit to the length of fixed
concentration'and accordingto the 'meditator's feelings,his mind and the object
become one' (2005, ibid.).
Mindfulness and introspection - accessing non-intrattention
Within Buddhist Introspection and th e non-intrattentive strand, over time one is able
to embrace intrattention towards a specific image. The non-intrattentive strand,
however, is ultimately used for the accessing of a non-intrattentive state of dance
consciousness,not an intrattentive state. One may wonder whether it is absolutely
necessaryfor intrattention to play such a large part in the non-intrattentive strand;
after all, can a dancer really be wholly non-intrattentive whilst simultaneously
accessingintrattentive states?During the development of the non-intrattentive strand
for
it
is
indeed
Dance
it
found
Consciousness
Model,
the
that
all the
of
possible
was
intrattention to be removed part way through the choreographic process. The
inspiration for this removal came from the ninth attentional state of Samatha balancedplacement.
According to Buddhist tradition, even when one has accomplished the ninth state,
'Samatha has still not been fully achieved' (Wallace, 1999, p. 182). In order to attain
Samatha, a complete reversal must be performed and one 'disengagesthe attention
from the previous meditative object' (ibid. ). At this point, attention is withdrawn
from the physical sensesand it becomes entirely internal and non-conceptual and
apparently "many new and extraordinary experiencescome, which have never been
96
before'
(2005).
experienced
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one has absoluteand pure non-intrattention.Wallace describesthe experienceof
Samathain the following statement:
Any thoughts that arise are not sustained,nor do they proliferate;
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if
it
One
has
body,
one's
as
water.
and seems
no senseof one's own
mind hasbecomeinvisible with space.
(1999,p.182)
Sekidadescribesa similar experience:
The time comes when no reflection appears at all. One comes to
notice nothing, feel nothing, hear nothing, seenothing ... But it is not
vacant emptiness.Rather it is the purest condition of our existence.
(cited in Shearand Jevning, 1999,p. 193)
The non-intrattentive strand and training adopt a similar reversal, through which a
dancer is able to experience the dance kinaesthetically with a non-intrattentive state
of consciousness- this was referred to as the third level earlier in this chapter. The
processof initially combining intrattention and non-intrattention developsinto one in
which a complete and single experience of non-intrattentive consciousness is
eventually cultivated. The intrattention, therefore, acts as a means of accessto the
non-intrattention.
Summary of the contribution of Buddhist Introspection to the non-intrattentive
strand and training
During the formulation of the non-intrattentive strand of the Dance Consciousness
Model, some of the principles of Buddhist Introspection were taken into
consideration. These are summarisedbelow:
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to a visual image, in order to accessintrattention and allow movement to occur
non-intrattentively.
Whilst the focus of Buddhist Introspection is the intrattention, the focus of the

non-intrattentivestrandis the non-intrattention.
A seriesof changingimagesis shownto the dancersinitially and then removed,
leaving each dancerto reconstruct an image within the mind.
Dancers are informed about compulsive attention, in which the mind is distracted
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to recognise negligent attention,
elsewhere, and are also
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is
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attention
carelessand slack and vividness lost. The termsattentional
excitation and laxity are not used in the non-intrattentivetraining to avoid the
possibility of misinterpretationor an adaptationof the meaningof the terms
throughthe applicationinto a Westernpractice.The terms compulsiveattention
and negligent attention, which have been coined for use within the Dance
Consciousness
Model, areusedinstead.
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*
fundamental intrattention, in order to monitor the presence of compulsive or
negligent attention. -This is similar to the introspection that. is used alongside. mindfulness in the practice of Buddhist Introspection.
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dancerto experiencea full non-intrattentivestate.The intrattention,therefore,acts
asa meansof accessto the non-intrattention.
Bodyweather
Tanaka established the philosophical foundation for Bodyweather in the early
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1980S. The practice has since been developedworldwide by practitioners who have
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defined
this
described
is
to
the
state
above very similar
stateof non-intrattention
study.An explorationinto Bodyweatheris thereforeof usehere.As the practiceof
Bodyweatherhas evolved fairly recently, there are very few researchsources
98
by
be
is
likely
interested
in
taught
Bodyweather
to
available and anyone
at present
a practitioner who has been trained by Tanaka in person. Lynch is one such
Lynch
is
director
Theatre.
Paradance
usesthe
practitionerand currently artistic
of
Bodyweathertechniques within his company. Fundamentalto the company's
The
known
is
Paradance,
24-hour
Bodyweather
the'
practice,
performance.
as
ideologybehindthis performanceis that the dancersare:
best not when they are engaged in abstract reflection,
their
at
...
critique or objective consideration, but when they are intensely and
passionately'involved in being.
(Lynch, 2004)99
Bodyweather, as taught by Lynch, involves a physical training method called MB,
which stands for muscle and bones, or mind and body. The MB comprises twelve
sections which contain coordinative and choreographic phrases, improvisation, and
acrobatic and sensorial exercises. The aim of the MB is to create an authentic,
uninhibited and self-expressed body and although it does not offer a method of
accessto consciousnessin itself, it does emphasisethe importance of preparing the
body and mind in an appropriate way.
Following the MB, the practice of Bodyweather involves what is called the
Bodyweather laboratory. The laboratory includes a variety of exercises which
is
dancer's
for
body
One
the
omni-central
connect
example,
exercise,
and mind.

imaging,-in which dancerscreateinternal imageswithin their minds and then allow
their bodiesto reactphysicallyto theseimages.Lynch alsoworks with what he calls
the Paradancearena,which involves performanceresearch.This researchincludes,
for example,improvisationalmethodologiesthat can operateboth as techniquesfor

98Some of these articles can be found on http://www. bodyweather.net/mainframel. htm] This site was
Company
the
Performance
by
De
Quincey
is
former
Mai-Juko
created
who
a
member of the
Bodyweatber
to
by
Tanaka.
De
Quincey
introduced
of
methodology
the philosophy and
company run
Australia in 1988.
99This quote was recorded during a Bodyweather
May
2004.
22
London
workshop
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in
training
themselves,
state
cyclic
and
generatingperformancematerialand as ends
100
(CST),which is a sequentialrehearsalandchoreographictechnique.
Lynch notesthat in Bodyweatherthe emphasisis on dancersexperiencingneutrality
and he encouragesdancersto live the experiencein the present,to 'just move' and
'internal
in
in
kind
the
not engage any
of reflection -a state which one allows
101
difficult
just
dissolve'
is,
(Lynch,
2004).
This
to
monologue
of course,particularly
in the sameway that just thinking of nothing, as discussedearlierin this chapter,is
difficult. Not all the exercisesin Lynch's workshopsand performancesare directed
towardsthinking of nothing. In other words, not all of the Bodyweatherpracticeis
intrattention
Some
and
concernedwith non-intrattentivestates.
exercisesencourage
Such
intrattention.
between
someexercisesencouragea switch
non-intrattentionand
exercisesare discussedin Chapter6. Below are some examplesof Bodyweather
exercises,as taught by Lynch, which were of use in the formulation of the nonintrattentivetraining.
Using Bodyweather Paradance as a method of access
Some of the exercises used in the Bodyweather laboratory are based around an
dancer's
dancer,
finger
A
to
exercise referred as nose-finger.
under another
places a
nose; the former leads the latter around the spaceby their nose. The distancebetween
the nose and finger must remain constant at all times and the follower should attempt
to keep the nose on the samelevel as the finger. A developmentof this exerciseis the
hand-hand exercise in which two dancers hold their hands up opposite each other,
dancer.
In
this
half
leads
dancer
to
the
palm,
palm
about
other
a metre apart, and one
task it appears as if the hands are mirroring each other and when a genuine
following.
is
it
is
identify
difficult
is
leading
to
connection occurs,
and who
who
These two exercises can be executed concurrently, and accompanied by verbal
hands
dancers
Two
(A
hold
B)
hands
as a pair of
their
spare
report.
and
and use
leading hands - as if they are one dancer - for the hand-hand exercise. Two more
dancers(C and D) take the roles needed by the nose-finger exercise, with C's finger
leading D by the nose. D follows C's finger with the nose; concurrently, D uses his

100
in detailin Chapter6.
TheCSTis discussed

101This quote was recorded during a Bodyweatber
2004.
4-6
June
Brussels
workshop
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The
B.
her
hands
follow
both
hands
A
leading
to
the
positionsof each
of and
or
dancerare shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Bodyweather exercise

AB

D

Follower

c

Finger leader

Hand leaders

It is the responsibility of the finger leader (C) to hold the group together and to direct
the group around the space.The hand leaders (A and B) have to ensurethat they stay
directly behind the finger leader (C) at all times and that their hands are visible to the
follower (D). After some time, the follower (D) is required to undertake the
additional task of talking. The follower (D) is therefore talking, whilst following with
his or her nose, as well as mirroring with the hands.

For dancerD, the follower, this exerciseinvolvesmulti-taskingandforceshim or her
to direct different amountsof attentiononto the differenttasks.Attention is capacity
limited and it is difficult to focus fully on all threetasksat once.The follower may
thereforechooseto split consciousness
and attendintrattentively,at any onetime, to
oneof the tasksand leavethe othertwo tasksto be executednon-intrattentively.This
exerciseis very similar to those in studiesof attention, such as the two-handed
tracing game(Lyons, 1999,p.245), discussedearlier in this chapter,with respectto
dual
in
to
splitting consciousness
consciousness.
a
order
andmulti-tasking
create
The practice of Bodyweatherwas consideredduring the formulation of the nonintrattentive strand and training not only becauseit seemsto deal with nonintrattention and splitting consciousness,but additionally, unlike the other two
It
in
discussed
in
foundation
its
Bodyweather
has
this chapter,
movement.
practices
is important to note, however, that Bodyweather is a way of being and its purpose is
fortunate
been
have
for
I
to
enough
not provide a model
accessingnon-intrattention.
to work with Lynch to gain some understanding of the practice, in both workshop
in
interest
During
the Bodyweather workshops my
and performance contexts.
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by
techniques
supplied
consciousness
encouragedme to adapt the exercisesand
Lynch for the purpose of using them as a method of accessto non-intrattention.
In'my experience of the Bodyweather exercise depicted in Figure 3, most of my
felt
I
that
directed
task
the
this
towards
talking,
the
was
conscious attention was
as
I
intuitive
became
focus.
I
As
as
more
required most
a result, the movement executed
did not have the capacity to think about it or consciously to attend to it. This multitasking allowed a dual consciousness and enabled me to move my body nonintrattentively. For some dancers the attention may, of course, have been allocated
differently, with no intrattention on the talking and maximum attention on the
movement. The very fact that I wanted to attend only to the talking, however, seemed
to increasethe probability of that being the case.

Although the purposeof suchexercises,in the contextof Bodyweather,is to work
with co-ordinationskills, it is clear that the exercisesare also of use for accessing
states of non-intrattention. Similar exercises are therefore used in the nonintrattentive training to enable dancersto dance non-intrattentively.Within the
training the dancersare informed that the purposeof such exercisesis to allow
his
dancers
to
to
the
or
use
movement occur non-intrattentivelyand
are encouraged
her willpower to direct all attentionto, for example,the talking.
Summary of the contribution of Bodyweather to the non-intrattentive strand
and training
During the formulation of the non-intrattentive strand of the Dance Consciousness
Model, some of the principles of Bodyweather were taken into consideration. These
are summarisedbelow:
Within the practice of Bodyweather, the MB warm-up is a crucial part of the
incorporates
body
training
The
process of connecting
and mind.
non-intrattentive
body
the
a similar warm-up at the start of each training workshop, which prepares
physically and encouragesa state of non-intrattention.
The Bodyweather exercisesillustrated above involve multi-tasking and, providing
that a certain degree of will is present, can allow one to move non-intrattentively.
Similar exercises are used within the non-intrattentive training, in which, for
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intrattentively,
dancers
the
to
whilst nonexample,
are asked report and observe
intrattentively dancing.

Non-intrattentive training and the non-intrattentive strand of the
Dance ConsciousnessModel
Having discussedattention studies, Buddhist Introspection and Bodyweather, all of
which were taken into consideration in the non-intrattentive strand, this chapter now
describesthe nature of both the training and the model.
Non-intrattentive training
Dancers are trained, in a series of four workshops, how to accessnon-intrattention.
They are taught to use a fundamental stateof intrattention, which is directed towards
exterior stimuli, to accessa state of non-intrattention. They are also encouragedto
use a higher order state of intrattention, which is directed towards the fundamental
intrattentive state,in order to accessa higher order stateof non-intrattention.
Fundamental non-intrattention
The training for accessinga fundamental state of non-intrattention involves learning

how to usethreedifferentmeansof non-intrattentiveaccess:
Non-intrattentive
verbal report;
9

Non-intrattentive
physicalobservation;
*
Non-intrattentive
listening.
active
9
As with the intrattentivetraining describedin Chapter4, dancersaretaughtto usethe
meansof accesswhilst:
Improvising
both
free
improvisation;
within
and
structured
9
Choreographingmaterial;
Learning material - which has been choreographed by another dancer or the
choreographer;
Teaching
dancer;
to
material
another
9
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Rehearsing
material;
o
Perfonning.
e
Again, the dancersare trained to use the meansof accesswhilst working as a:

*Solo;
Duet;
9
Group.
e
As with the intrattentive training, dancers are initially, asked to access nonintrattention only for short intervals. With continual exposure and practice, these
intervals are gradually increased in duration until dancers are eventually able to
accessthe state actively for an hour or more at a time. Dancers are again required to
participate in a warm-up at the beginning of each workshop, which embracesthe
meansof accessand therefore preparesboth the mind and the body.
Higher order non-intrattention

Similar to the intrattentivetraining, teaching dancersto use a higher order state
involves providing them with an understandingof the nature of such a state and
encouragingthem to have a heightenedsenseof awareness.It is crucial, of course,
that this heightenedsenseof awarenessis not directedto the self or the dance,but
towardsthe intrattentivestatewhich is attendingto the externalstimuli. It may take
fundamental
for
dancer
heightened
begin
the
time
to
to
some
a
statealongside
use a
to inform the
state and it is partly the responsibilityof the choreographer/trainer
dancerof momentsin which non-intrattentionhasceased- this sortof mediationwas
discussedin Chapter3, in relationto the methodof examination.Equippedwith this
begin
dancer
to
in
the
may
new experientialunderstanding, subsequentworkshops
Gradually,
through
increaseawareness
detect
and
compulsiveor negligentattention.
heightened
how
the
dancer
to
the
use
continualexposure,
gainsan understandingof
stateto monitor the non-intrattention.
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Non-intrattentive stimuli
Each of the non-intrattentive means of accessutilises a particular type of stimulus verbal, visual or aural. These stimuli provide the key to the accessand it is therefore
essentialthat they require a state of intrattention to be achieved in order to allow the
dancer to dance non-intrattentively. There are three necessary conditions for the
stimuli:
The stimuli are changing stimuli;
The stimuli are such that they inspire an adequate amount of active thinking
which involves interpretation, evaluation and/or analysis;
The stimuli are sufficiently complex to warrant a state of intrattention up to the

point wherethereis no intrattentionremainingfor the dancing,but not socomplex
that they causethe dancerto disengagethat intrattention.
Non-intrattentive verbal report
The purpose of non-intrattentive verbal report is to direct the dancer's intrattention
completely away from the dancing self. Intrattentive verbal report therefore requires
the dancer to talk, whilst dancing, about things that are external to self. It is essential
that the non-intrattentive verbal report is a present-report as opposed to a pre- or
post-report. This distinction and the exercisesutilised to illustrate it are discussedin
Chapter 4. The same exercisesare used in both the intrattentive and non-intrattentive
training.

What to talk about?

In the non-intrattentivetraining dancersare trained to use different verbal stimuli,
includingboth of the following: Random
that
in
to
dancer
self
the
talks
reports,
external
which
anything
9
about
comesto mind;
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for
lists
Structured
example
words;
or
numbers
containing
of
either
reports,
9
multiplication tables.
Dancers are trained to use these reports within any of the dance components and
whilst working alone or with others. When working as a duet or part of a group,
dancerscan use two additional types of report:
Conversation/discussion;
e
e

Question/answer.

Sharing a report in this way, whilst non-intrattentively sharing movement, allows a
relationship between dancers to develop without which dancing non-intrattentively
with another dancer(s)may feel disconnected.

Pancersare trained initially to use all of the different verbal stimuli. Eventually,in
mostcases,dancerstendto developa preferencetowardsoneor two particularverbal
stimuli. The preferredstimuli should be those that are most effective, rather than
those that the dancer finds the simplest or most enjoyableto use. An effective
stimulus is one that allows complete accessto intrattention.The most effective
stimuli are generallythosewhich requireclosed-loopcontrol, andthey are therefore
usuallythe stimuli that the dancerconsidersto be complex.
If the intrattentive stimulus is too simple, the dancer may execute the report nonintrattentively and devote the intrattention to the dancing, or even split the
intrattention so that some is directed towards the reporting and some is reserved for
the dancing. If, however, the intrattentive stimulus is too complex, the dancer may
become overloaded and switch off. In doing so, the dancer may allow the, nondirected intrattention to affect the non-intrattention and thus may begin to dance
intrattentively. Alternatively, in some cases,the dancer may become so concerned
dancing
intrattentive
he
the
altogether.
that
with
complex
stimulus
or she stops
It is, therefore, not always straightforward to find stimuli which offer a balance
between appropriate levels of complexity and effectiveness. The aims of having a
balance are to warrant complete intrattention and, at the sametime, enablethe dancer
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to direct the intrattention and maintain control of the non-intrattentionwithout
becoming overloaded.102
Non-intrattentive physical observation
Non-intrattentive physical observation requires the dancer to observe something
exterior to self whilst dancing, in order to createan intrattentive state directed toward
the external object and a non-intrattentive state directed towards the self and the
dance.The exterior object or image is entitled the visual stimulus. Within this means
of access,it is essential that the observation of the visual stimulus is physical and
active. Dancers are taught to position their bodies physically in order to observe
every detail of an exterior object or image actively, and they are reminded of the
difference between passive and active observation which they were introduced to
within the intrattentive training describedin Chapter 4.
What to observe?
Within the training dancers are exposed to constantly changing visual stimuli that
are, for example, pre-recorded and presentedthrough a television screenor projected
onto a wall. Ideally, the images are projected on to all four walls so that the dancer is
provided with images to observe irrespective of the direction of the movement being
executed.It is not essential,however, that images are pre-recorded and projected or
presentedthrough a television as, of course,this requires some specific equipment. A
choreographer may wish, instead, to present the visual stimuli by, for example,
placing a series of pictures or objects around the room. Four different types of visual
stimuli may be used:

Randomfilm;
Lists of words;
Lists of numbers;
Questions.

102Examples of dancersusing
non-intrattentive verbal report whilst improvising, choreographingand
learning material as a solo and duet can be found in Chapters 18 and 23 and Chapters27 to 33 of the
DVD which accompaniesthis thesis.
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Somevisual stimuli are more effective than othersfor eachdancer.The dancersare
trained initially to experiment with each of the different visual stimuli before
selectingthose that they find the most effective. This selectioncan sometimesbe
difficult when dancersareworking in pairs or groupsas, of course,the dancersmay
havedifferent preferences.
In suchan event,the traineror choreographer
mustcreate
a balanceandpresentthe dancerswith visual stimuli which attemptto accommodate
eachof the dancer'sneedsby, for example,interchangingthe different stimuli. In
EmpiricalProject2, which comprisedthe exploratoryworkshopsfor the formulation
of the non-intrattentivetraining, it wasreportedthat interchangingbetweendifferent
types of visual stimuli was not a problem; in fact most dancersclaimed that it
'
03
increased
intrattention.
their
actually
Non-intrattentive active listening
Dancers are exposed to aural stimuli which are pre-recorded and projected through
speakers,or a choreographermay instead wish to present the aural stimuli live. It is
essential that the way in which the dancer listens to the aural stimuli is active as

opposedto passive.
What to listen to?
Four different types of aural stimuli may be used:

Randomnoises- suchasthosefrom a televisionor radio;
Lists of words;
Lists of numbers;
Questions.

Dancersarelikely to prefer someauralstimuli to othersand,in the early stagesof the
training, they are encouragedto experimentwith eachof the different aural stimuli
prior to selecting the most effective.
The aural stimuli are presentedin three different forms:

103Examples of dancers
using non-intrattentive physical observationwhilst improvising,
24
19
learning
in
Chapters
found
and
duet
be
and
choreographingand
material as a solo and
Can
Chapters27 to 33 of the DVD which accompaniesthis thesis.
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Single presentation- in which the dancerhearsonly one type of stimulus,for
both
to
is
directed
list
The
seems
and
ears
at
examplea
aural stimulus
of words.
originate in the middle of the head.
Dichotic presentation - in which the dancer hears two types of aural stimulus
is
'message
One
list
for
list
concurrently,
of numbers.
example a
of words and
from
to
'discrete
to
that
the
and appear come
presented each ear' so
messagesare
different directions' (Komatsu, 1994, p.34).
Binaural
dancer
hears
in
types
the
two
stimulus
aural
of
presentation
which
*
concurrently. Two messagesare 'presented to both ears so that the messagesare
superimposed on one another' and seem to 'originate in the middle of the
subject's head' (Komatsu, 1994, p.34).

Dichotic and binaural presentationscan be createdfor pre-recordedaural stimuli,
howeverdifferentiatingbetweenthe two types of presentationis not essential.It is,
therefore,not a problemif one doesnot have the meansto createthe two different
types of recording.If one choosesto createthe aural stimuli live, then two people
talking at onceis sufficient.
The dichotic and binaural presentations have been introduced into the training
because some dancers find that actively listening to a single presentation is not
binaural
dichotic
intrattention.
difference
between
The
to
sufficient
and
warrant
however,
is
that
2
from
Empirical
Project
presentation minimal; evidence
suggests,
some dancersdo find one more effective than the other. Dancers are askedto use the
most effective presentation,with the most effective aural stimuli. This can sometimes
be difficult when dancers are working in pairs or groups, becausethe dancers may
have different preferences. If necessary, it is possible to use personal stereos with
headphones. Alternatively the choreographer may prefer to create a balance by
presenting the dancers with various aural stimuli that accommodatethe needs of all
104
dancers;for example by interchanging between the different types of recording.

104Examples of dancersusing non-intrattentive
improvising,
cboreographing
listening
whilst
active
33
27
Chapters
to
25
learning
20
of
duet
found
be
in
Chapters
and and
and
material as a solo and
can
the DVD which accompaniesthis thesis.
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All three non-intrattentive means

As with the intrattentivetraining, the dancersare trained to work initially with a
singlemeansof accessindividually and thenwith two or threeconcurrently.Dancers
may have engagedin combining meansof accessbefore reachingthis part of the
training; for example,when usingverbalreportwhilst working with a group,dancers
are permittedto engagein a conversationand thereforeuse both verbal report and
Consciousness
listening.
Dance
Within
the
the
this
thesis
active
and
context of
Model, the term externalnon-intrattentionindicatesthat a danceris using two or
dance
in
to
more meansof accesssimultaneously order accessa non-intrattentive
state.
As with the intrattentive training, dancers are trained to recognise for themselves
which means of access or which combination is the most effective for a task and
must remain aware of the possibility of overload. It was of common consensus
during Empirical Project 2 that having all three means of accessavailable, but not
necessarily utilising all three simultaneously, is the most effective means of access.
This provides the dancer with the opportunity to interchange freely between the
different means of accessand use every combination that is effective at a particular
time.
The verbal, visual and aural stimuli presented when using more than one means of
access can either be complementary or juxtaposing, depending on whether one
wishes to increase or decrease the level of complexity. An example of using
complementary stimuli is observing a list of numbers and simultaneously actively
listening to the same list of numbers. An example of using juxtaposing stimuli is
list
different
list
listening
to
of
a
observing a
of numbers and simultaneously actively
less
be
than
list
Complementary
to
tend
complex
or
numbers
a
of words.
stimuli
juxtaposing. Again, any combination is possible and each dancer is likely to have a
preference about whether complementary or juxtaposing is more effective within
each combination of the means of accessand within the different dancecomponents.
When being trained to use all three means of accesstogether, dancersare askedto:
Observe
four
the
alternately
visual stimuli;
*
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four
dichotic
listen
binaural
Actively
the
to
alternating
a single,
or
presentationof
*
auralstimuli;
Describe, shadow or answer what they seeand hear.
The dancer can use the report to complement or juxtapose the visual and/or aural
stimuli. The dancer takes complete control over the report and must actively select
what they want to report on and when; they may report on both the stimuli, one of
the stimuli or neither of the stimuli. Table 9 shows the possible combinations for the
105
three meansof access:
Table 9: The possible combinations for the non-intrattentive means of access
Access combinations
Cz

Stimuli
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Random
report
Random
film
Random
text
Recite
words
Observe
words
Listento
words
Recite
numbers

105Examples of dancersusing
external non-intrattention whilst improvising, choreographingand
learning material as a solo and duet can be found in Chapters21 and 22 and Chapters26 to 33 of the
DVD which accompaniesthis thesis.
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Three non-intrattentive states
Similar to the intrattentive training, the dancers learn to use means of access
externally and intemally. Dancers are trained to use non-intrattentive verbal report,
non-intraftentive active listening, non-intrattentive physical observation and external

non-intrattention.Thesemeansallow dancersto accessan external state of nonintrattention.Dancersare also trained to use non-intrattentiveinternalreports,nonintrattentive internal observation,non-intrattentiveinternal listening and internal
dancers
to accessan
These
non-intrattentionas means of access.
means allow
internalstateof non-intrattention.It is importantto notethat:
during
internal
Internal
is
monologue,
report achievedthroughthe creationof an
*
which the dancercontinuesto usethe verbalstimuli.
internal
listening
Internal
is
monologue,
through
the
of
an
achieved
creation
e
during which the dancer continues to use the aural stimuli.
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during
imprints,
is
Internal
through
the
observation achieved
creationof visual
9
which the dancer continues to use the visual stimuli.
dancer
Internal
like
to
the
non-intrattention,
requires
external non-intrattention,
a
use more than one meansof accessat a time, or at least to have the three meansof

accessavailable for use. Whilst using internal non-intrattentionas a meansof
access,dancersare therefore encouragedto createan internal monologueand
visual imprints simultaneously.
Dancers are encouraged to master external means of accessbefore moving on to
internalise the means of access.Using external and then internal meansof accessto a
non-intrattentive dance state allows the dancer's mind and body to experience and
understandhow it feels to be in a non-intrattentive state of danceconsciousness.The

dancer'sbody beginsto understandhow it feels to movewithout the mind attending
to the movement explicitly. Having gained this understanding, dancersare trained to

maintain accessto the statewithout using the meansof access;they are therefore
asked to experience the state kinaesthetically - kinaesthetic non-intrattention. In

order to achieve kinaesthetic non-intrattention,the dancer must disengagethe
intrattention, ceasethe report and allow the consciousnessno object.
Similar to the intrattentive strand, the external and internal non-intrattention is

thereforethe meansof accessto the kinaestheticnon-intrattention.Oncethe dancer's
mind has achievedthat access,or non-intrattention,it is presentto just experience.
Kinaestheticnon-intrattentionis the targetstateof the non-intrattentivetraining and
strand.It may initially take dancerssometime to reachthe kinaestheticstate.With
continualexposure,however,dancersshould have masteredall three statesby the
the threedifferentnon-intrattentivestates.
endof the training.Table 10 sununarises
Table 10: Three non-intrattentive states

State 1:
External nonintrattention

Means of access:
Non-intrattentive
verbal report
*
Non-intrattentive
physical
0
observation
Non-intrattentive
active
0
listening

Achieved through:
Verbal
stimuli
Visual
stimuli
9
Aural
stimuli
9
II
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State2:
Internal nonintrattention.

Means of access:

Achieved through:

internal
Non-intrattentive
0
report
Non-intrattentive
internal
0
observation
internal
Non-intrattentive
0
listening

Internal
monologue
9
imprint
Visual
e
Internal
monologue
*

State3:
Kinaesthetic nonintrattention.

Non-intrattentive training summary
The non-intrattentive training involves teaching dancersto:
dance
Access
intrattention
in
to
state
states of
order
access a non-intrattentive
*
whilst

improvising,

learning,
choreographing,

teaching, rehearsing and

perfonning, as a solo, duet or group;

fundamental
higher
Access
order statesof nonstates
of
and
non-intrattention.
*
intrattention;
Understand
the
the
and
willpower,
significance
and
of
continual
exposure
*
importance of preparing the body both mentally and physically through a specific
warm up;

Recognise
and use effective stimuli - verbal, visual and aural - which are
*
changing, sufficiently complex and require active thinking;

Use externalmeansof non-intrattentiveaccess,including verbal report, physical
observationand active listening, in order to achievean external state of nonintrattention;
Use internal means of non-intrattentive access,including internal report, internal
observation, and internal listening through the use of internal monologues and
visual imprints, in order to achieve an internal stateof non-intrattention;
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Access
kinaesthetic
in
a
state
which the meansof accessare
of
non-intrattention,
*
no longerneededandthe danceris ableto existnon-intrattentivelyin the dance.
During the training, the dancers also use the method of examination described in
Chapter 3. The use of this method allows the dancers to examine their experiences
and ensure effective accessto states of non-intrattention. In Chapter 3 it was noted
that the method of examination for the non-intrattentive dance consciousnessnot
106
involves
only
qualitative questions, but also quantitative stimulus-basedquestions.
Following each task within the non-intrattentive training, the dancers are asked
questions relating to the verbal, visual and aural stimuli that they encounteredwithin
that specific task. The questions are very precise, for example 'how many times did
you hear the number ten' or 'name five objects that appearedon the screen'.

Such questions provide quantitative information with regard to the dancer's
intrattention and enablean assessmentto be made about specific periods during
which the dancer's attention may have wavered. For example,if a dancerwere
unableto remembera seriesof imagesfrom the middle of the task, despiteclearly
recollecting all the images from the beginning and end, this suggeststhat the
dancer's intrattention wavered. One could question the dancer further on the
awarenessof self in an attemptto detectwhetherthe intrattentionmovedawayfrom
the imagesin the middle of the task and on to the self. In addition, if dancersare
informedbeforethe taskthat they will haveto answerquestionson, for example,the
formationof numbers,their will to intrattendmay increase,which may subsequently
increasetheir ability to attend.This stimulus-basedquestioningcan provide great
insight into the dancer's experienceand is used throughoutthe non-intrattentive
trainingworkshops.
The structure for each non-intrattentive training workshop is presentedin Tables 11,
12,13 and 14:107

106The nature and purpose
of these questions could not be provided in Chapter 3 as they are
dependenton the means of accesswhich have been describedin this chapter.
107Only the workshop
structures are included here becausethe workshop descriptions are particularly
lengthy. A samplenon-intrattentive workshop description can be found in Appendix B. Chapters 18 to
33 on the DVD which accompaniesthis thesis provide some examples of dancersapplying the nonintrattentive training and the non-intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel.
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Table 11: Non-intrattentive training: Workshop 1
Task
number

Task

Means of access

I

Warm up

No means

2

Solo improvisation

Random non-intrattentive verbal
report

3

Solo improvisation

Structurednon-intrattentive verbal
report - numbers

4

Solo improvisation

Structurednon-intrattentive verbal
report - words

5

Solo improvisation

Non-intrattentive verbal report
> non-intrattentive internal report

6

Solo set movement and
performance

Non-intrattentive verbal report
> non-intrattentive internal report

7

Solo choreographyand
performance

Non-intrattentive verbal report
> non-intrattentive internal report

8

Mover/observer improvisation

Non-intrattentive verbal report

9

Duet improvisation

Non-intrattentive verbal report

10

Duet improvisation

Non-intrattentive verbal report
> non-intrattentive internal report

II

Duet choreographyand
performance

Non-intrattentive verbal report
> non-intrattentive internal report

12

Group improvisation

Non-intrattentive verbal report
> non-intrattentive internal report

13

Group choreographyand
performance

Non-intrattentive verbal report
> non-intrattentive internal report
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Table 12: Non-intrattentive training: Worksbop 2
Task
number

Task

Means of access

1

Warm up

Non-intrattentive verbal report

2

Solo improvisation

Non-intrattentive physical
observation

3

Solo improvisation

Non-intrattentive physical
observation
> non-intrattentive internal
observation

4

Solo set movement and
performance

Non-intrattentive physical
observation
> non-intrattentive internal
observation

5

Solo choreography and

Non-intrattentive physical
observation
> non-intrattentive internal
observation

performance

6

Duet improvisation

Non-intrattentive physical
observation

7

Duet improvisation

Non-intrattentive physical
observation
> non-intrattentive internal
observation

8

Duet choreography and
performance

Non-intrattentive physical
observation
> non-intrattentive internal
observation

9

Group improvisation

Non-intrattentive physical
observation
> non-intrattentive internal
observation

10

Group choreography and

Non-intrattentive physical
observation
> non-intrattentive internal
observation

performance
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Table 13: Non-intrattentivetraining:Workshop3
Task
number

Task

Means of access

I

Warm up

Non-intrattentive,physical
observation

2

Solo improvisation

Single non-intrattentive active
listening

3

Solo improvisation

Dichotic/binaural non-intrattentive
active listening

4

Solo improvisation

Non-intratientive active listening
> non-intrattentive,internal listening

5

Solo set movement and

Non-intrattentive active listening
> non-intrattentive,internal listening

performance
6

Solo choreography and
performance

Non-intrattentive active listening
> non-intrattentive internal listening

7

Mover/observer improvisation

Non-intrattentive active listening

8

Duet improvisation

Non-intrattentive, active listening

9

Duet improvisation

Non-intrattentive active listening
> non-intrattentive internal listening

10

Duet choreography and
performance

Non-intrattentive, active listening
> non-intrattentive internal listening

11

Group improvisation

Non-intrattentive active listening
> non-intrattentive internal listening

12

Group choreography and

Non-intrattentive active listening
> non-intrattentive internal listening

performance
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Table 14: Non-intrattentive training: Workshop 4
Task
number

Task

Means of access

I

Warm up

Non-intrattentive active listening

2

Solo improvisation

Non-intrattentive verbal report and
physical observation

3

Solo improvisation

Non-intrattentive verbal report and
active listening

4

Solo improvisation

Non-intrattentive physical
listening
active
observation and

5

Solo improvisation

External non-intrattention
" internal non-intrattention
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention

6

Solo set movement and
performance

External non-intrattention.
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention

7

Solo choreography and
performance

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention

8

Mover/observer improvisation

External non-intrattention

9

Duet improvisation

External non-intrattention

10

Duet improvisation

External non-intrattention
" internal non-intrattention
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention

11

Duet choreography and
performance

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention

12

Group improvisation

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaestbetic non-intrattention
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Task
number
13

Task

Means of access

Group choreographyand
performance

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention

The non-intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel
Having completed the four training workshops, dancersare equipped to use the nonintrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel which is depicted in Figure 4.
Figure 4: The non-intrattentive strand of the Dance ConsciousnessModel

SELF GENERATED 4--Oo-IMPROVISED

OTHER GENERATED
Non-intrattentive
Ddemal

-------------------------------------------

non-intrattention
--------

choreographic
process
----------------

Ddemal
non-intrattention
Intemal

Non-intrattentive
rehearsal

The non-intrattentivestrand, like the intrattentive strand presentedin Chapter4,
consists of three different phases: choreographic process, rehearsal process and
performance. Within the choreographic process the dancer uses external nonintrattention. Whether the dancer is improvising, generating material for self or
another dancer, or learning the choreographer's or another dancer's material, external
means of accessare used in order for the dancer to accessa non-intrattentive state.
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Summary
Following a discussion of the three existing practices and theories which contributed
to the formulation of the non-intrattentive strand - attention studies, Buddhist
Introspection and Bodyweather - this chapter has answered the fourth focussed
researchquestion: How can one accessthe non-intrattentive danceconsciousness?

This chapterhasdescribedthe exactnatureof the non-intrattentivetrainingwhich is
independently
introduced
for
has
the
required
accessingnon-intrattentionand
also
formulatednon-intrattentivestrand.This training and strandareintendedfor specific
Model.
Consciousness
Dance
dance
discipline
the
the
the
usewithin
contextof
and
In addition,the chapterhasexplainedhow the strandis appliedwithin choreography,
rehearsalandperformancein orderto createa non-intrattentivedanceconsciousness.
Chapter6 discussesthe third and fourth strandsof the model and indicateshow
dancersare able to switch between states of intrattention and states of nonintrattention.
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Chapter 6
How can one switch between the intrattentive dance
consciousness and the non-intrattentive

dance

consciousness? What constitutes the full Dance

ConsciousnessModel?
Introduction
In Chapter 3 the Dance ConsciousnessModel was introduced and it was ascertained
that the model comprises four strands. This chapter describes the third and fourth
strands: the intrattentive to non-intrattentive (I-NI), and the non-intrattentive to
intrattentive N-1). In doing so, it provides conclusions regarding the fifth focussed
research question: How

can one switch between the intrattentive dance

consciousnessand the non-intrattentive dance consciousness?In addition, the chapter
presentsthe complete model and answersthe sixth focussedresearchquestion: What
constitutes the full Dance ConsciousnessModel?
The I-NI strand represents the idea that, in order to experience a non-intrattentive
performance, the dancer may experiencean intrattentive process, as shown in Figure
5.

The NI-I strand representsthe idea that, in order to experiencean intrattentive
in
dancer
the
performance,
may experience a non-intrattentive process as show
Figure 6.

The way in which a dancer is able to have such experiences is discussed in this

chapter.
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Figure 5: The intrattentiveto non-intrattentive(I-NI) strandof the DanceConsciousness
Model
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Figure 6: Thenon-intrattentiveto intraftentive (NI-I) strandof the Dance
Consciousness
Model
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Chapter breakdown

This chapter begins by introducing the I-NI and NI-I strandsand the switching states
training that is required in order to use the strands. The reason why the ability to
switch states is essential is explained and the context in which the switching may

take placeclarified. The chapterdiscussesswitchingstateswithin the danceprocess
anddescribesthe purposeandcontentof Workshop1 of the switchingstatestraining.
Following this is a discussionon switching stateswithin danceperfonnance.The
idea of interchanging between states in Cyclic State Training, which is used in the
Cyclic
influence
is
the
Bodyweather,.
introduced.
After
the
of
practice of
explaining
State Training on the.switching statestraining, the chapter describesa consciousness
circuit and the purpose and content of Workshop 2. Finally this chapter presentsthe
Dance ConsciousnessModel in its entirety.

The intrattentive to non-intrattentive (I-NI) and non-intrattentive to
intrattentive (NI-1) strands
The I-NI and NI-I strandsencompass
both intrattentionandnon-intrattention.The INI strandinvolvesan intrattentiveprocessandnon-intrattentiveperformance,andthe
NI-I strand involves a non-intrattentive process and an intrattentive performance.
Within the Dance ConsciousnessModel there are four possible combinations, as
shown in Table 15.
Table 15: Four possible combinations in the Dance ConsciousnessModel

I

Process

Performance

Intrattentive choreography/rehearsal

Intrattentive rehearsal/perfortnance

Non-intrattentive
2
choreography/rehearsal
3

Intrattentive choreography/rehearsal

1Non-intrattentive
4
choreography/rehearsal

Non-intrattentive
rehearsal/performance
Non-intrattentive
rehearsal/perfon-nance
Intrattentive rehearsal/performance
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Intrattentive and non-intrattentive training summary
In order to use the I-NI and NI-I strands, the dancer must participate initially in the

intrattentivetraining and the non-intrattentivetraining as outlinedin Chapters4 and
S. The dancermust be able to apply the intrattentiveand non-intrattentivestrands
when practising the I-NI and NI-I strands.Table 16 providesa summaryof the
intrattentive and non-intrattentive training:
Table 16: Summary of the intrattentive and non-intrattentive training
Training

Means of access

Intrattentive

Intrattentive verbal report'
Intrattentive physical observation
Intrattentive blind sensing
External intrattention
Intrattentive internal report
Intrattentive internal observation
Internal intrattention
Kinaesthetic intrattention

Non-intrattentive

Non-intrattentive verbal report
Non-intrattentive physical observation
Non-intrattentive active listening
External non-intrattention
Non-intrattentive internal report
Non-intrattentive internal observation
Non-intrattentive internal listening
Internal non-intrattention
Kinaesthetic non-intrattention

Training for the I-NI and NI-I strands

The fonnat of the training for the I-NI andNI-I strandsis different from that of the
first two strands;it is not centredon teachingdancersto accessparticularstatesof
desired
by
how
the
know
to
states.
this
consciousness
access
as,
point, they already
In the training for the I-NI and NI-I strands,entitled switching statestraining,
dancersdo practisethe intrattentiveandnon-intrattentivetrainingbut the main focus
is on teaching the dancersto interchangebetween the various types of accessand the
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different consciousstates.In the switching statestraining, dancersthereforeuse the
following and learn how to interchangebetween them:
Extemal
intrattention;
"
Intemal
intrattention;
"
Kinaesthetic
intrattention;
"
Extemal
non-intrattention;
"
Intemal non-intrattention;
Kinaesthetic non-intrattention.

Switching states
If a dancer is already competent in accessingintrattentive and non-intrattentive states
during the dance process in order to create a particular state for performance, why
does the dancer need to learn to interchangebetween these states?It may be that the
choreographer wishes to aim for an intrattentive process but a non-intrattentive
performance, or vice versa, or for a performance which involves moments of
intrattention and moments of non-intrattention. In both these examples,the ability to
switch states is essential. The switching states training therefore involves, in
Workshop 1, teaching dancers to switch states in the process and, in Workshop 2,
teaching dancersto switch statesin performance.
Switching states during the process

In the Introduction, it was noted that it is customarywithin conventionalWestern
contemporarydance that the choreographerstressesthe importanceof increased
body awarenessduring the choreographyand rehearsaltime and then requiresthe
dancerto go on stageandjust perform.The questionwas posed:how is a dancerto
makethe transitionfrom an intrattentiveprocess,to a non-intrattentiveperformance?
The I-NI strandof the DanceConsciousness
Model offers a solutionto this problem.
Similarly the NI-I strandoffers a solutionto thoseoccasionswhen a danceris asked
to make the transition from a non-intrattentive process to an intrattentive
performance.The I-NI and NI-I strandsand the switching statestraining provide
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dancerswith a progressivestructure which promotesan efficient and seamless
transition and gradual development from choreography,to rehearsal,to performance.
The four strandsare surnmarisedin Table 17.
Table 17: The four strandsof the Dance ConsciousnessModel
Strand

Dance phase

Means of access

Intrattentive

Choreographic process

Extemal intrattention

Rehearsalprocess

External intrattention
" intemal intrattention
" kinaesthetic intrattention

Performance

Kinaesthetic intrattention

Choreographic process

External non-intrattention

Rehearsalprocess

External non-intrattention
" intemal non-intrattention
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention

Per onnance

Kinaesthetic non-intrattention

Choreographicprocess

Extemal intraftention

Rehearsalprocess

External intrattention
" extemal non-intrattention
" internal non-intrattention
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention

Performance

Kinaesthetic non-intrattention

Choreographic process

External non-intrattention

Rehearsalprocess

External non-intrattention.
" external intrattention
" internal intrattention
" kinaesthetic intrattention.

Perfonnance

Kinaesthetic intrattention

Non-intrattentive

Intrattentive to
non-intraftentive

Non-intrattentive
to intrattentive

Workshop 1
Workshop I trains dancers how to use the I-NI and NI-I strands of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel. As with the other strands, dancers are taught to use the I-NI
and NI-I strandswhilst:
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improvisation;
Improvising
both
free
within
and structured
"
Choreographing
material;
"
Learning
material;
"
Teaching
material;
"
Rehearsing
material;
"
Performing.
"
Whilst working as a:
Solo;
0
Duet;
*
Group.
e

The structurefor WorkshopI of the switching statestraining is shownin Table 18.
The tasks in this workshop involve applying the strandswithin these different
contexts.So, for example,dancersare trained to apply the I-NI strandwithin the
contextof a self-generated
solo- seetask 4 in Table 18.In this instance,eachdancer
choreographsand beginsto rehearsehis or her solo using externalintrattentionand
then internalnon-intrattention.The dancerthen rehearsesthe solo usingkinaesthetic
non-intrattentionin preparationfor the performanceand finally performsthe solo
using kinaestheticnon-intrattention.The dancersare also trained, for example,to
apply the NI-I strandin the contextof groupchoreography- seetask 8 in Table 18.
In this instance,the dancerschoreographand begin to rehearsetheir group piece
using external non-intrattention.The dancersthen rehearsethe group piece using
internal intrattentionand progressto using kinaestheticintrattentionin preparation
for the performance.Finally, they performthe pieceusingkinaestheticintrattention.
During the training, the dancersalso practisethe methodof examinationoutlined in
Chapter3. This methodallows the dancersto examinetheir experiencesand ensure
that they are switching stateseffectively. 108

108Chapters 34 to 39 on the DVD
dancers
of
examples
some
which accompaniesthis thesis provide
applying the I-NI and NI-I strandsof the Dance ConsciousnessModel.
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Table 18: Switchingstatestraining:Workshop1
Task
number

Task

Means of access

Warm up

External, internal and kinaesthetic
intrattention and external, internal and
kinaesthetic non-intrattention

2

Solo improvisation in
choreography, rehearsaland
performance - I-NI strand

External intrattention for
choreography
External intrattention for initial
rehearsal
External
" internal
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
rehearsal
Kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
performance

3

Solo set movement in
choreography,rehearsaland
performance - NI-I strand

4

Solo choreography in
choreography, rehearsaland
performance - I-NI strand

External non-intrattention for
choreography
External non-intrattention for initial
rehearsal
External
" internal
" kinaesthetic intrattention for
rehearsal
Kinaesthetic intrattention for
performance
External intrattention for
choreography
External intrattention for initial
rehearsal
External
" internal
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
rehearsal
Kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
performance
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Task
number

Task

Means of access

5

Duet improvisation in
choreography,rehearsaland
performance - NI-I strand

External non-intrattention for
choreography
External non-intrattention for initial
rehearsal
External
> internal
> kinaesthetic intrattention for
rehearsal
Kinaesthetic intrattention.for
performance

6

Duet choreography in
choreography,rehearsaland
performance - I-NI strand

External intrattention.for
choreography
External intrattention.for initial
rehearsal
External
" internal
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
rehearsal
Kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
performance

7

Group improvisation in
choreography,rehearsaland
performance - I-NI

External intrattention for

8

Group choreography in
choreography, rehearsaland
performance - NI-I strand

choreography
External intrattention for initial
rehearsal
External
" internal
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
rehearsal
Kinaesthetic non-intrattention for
performance
External non-intrattention for
choreography
External non-intrattention for initial
rehearsal
External
" internal
" kinaesthetic intrattention for
rehearsal
Kinaesthetic intrattention for
performance

Having successfully completed Workshop 1, dancershave the ability to switch states
effectively within the dance process and thus are able to apply the I-NI and the NI-I
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in
however,
instances,
be
Dance
Consciousness
Model.
There
the
strandsof
may
which a more instantaneous
switchingbetweenstatesis required,suchaswithin the
actual performance.
Switching states during performance
Some choreographers and dancers may create performances that are wholly
intrattentive or wholly non-intrattentive, for which the intrattentive and nonintrattentive strands are applicable. Others may prefer to create performances in
which the dancers sometimes perform intrattentively and sometimes nonintrattentively. For example, a dancer may non-intrattentively perform an improvised
solo and then move straight into performing a highly structured and detailed contact
duet which necessitatesan intrattentive consciousness.The ability to switch states
instantaneouslywithin the performance is therefore vital.

The training for dancersto switch betweenstatesinstantaneouslyis not, however,
Model. The
encompassed
within any particular strandof the DanceConsciousness
ability to switch statesin performanceresultsfrom usingmorethan onestrandduring
the danceprocess- indeedthe very natureof the model is that its four strandsmay
be usedin any one dancepiece.The performanceswitchingtraining teachesdancers
to usemore than one strandof the model and comprisesa consciousness
circuit. The
inspiration for this circuit came from the Cyclic StateTraining (CST) that is used
within the practiceof Bodyweather.
Cyclic State Training (CST)
The CST is a sequential rehearsal and choreographic technique which comprises a
circuit with various different stations. The purpose of the CST is to train dancersto
move efficiently around the circuit and to enter fully into the movement task

associatedwith eachstation.The circuit providesa structurefor an improvisation.
The CST can take various formats with any number of stations, but a typical fon-nat
comprises sevento fourteen different stations.
Table 19 provides details of an example of a simple CST circuit and the remainder of
this section explains the actions which were observedby the author of this thesis at a
Bodyweather workshop held by Lynch in Oslo in October 2004. In the example, at
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leastonepersonis positionedat eachstationinitially andtheremustcontinueto be at
least one personat each station during the circuit. The stationsare numbered,as
instructed
to
Dancers
the
are
shown,and are positionedconsecutivelyaround room.
moveclockwiseto the next stationwhen 'change'is shoutedby the dancerat station
1, stopping at each in turn and carrying out the task for that station.
Table 19: Cyclic State Training circuit
Station

Task

Action for each dancer at the station

1

Watching the
clock

Observe the clock for one minute and then shout
'change' as the signal for all dancersto move round to
the next station. The time may be decreasedin stages
from one minute to thirty seconds,then to twenty, ten
and five seconds.

2

Copying
improvisation

Copy the movements of the dancerpositioned at station
8.

3

Sprinting

Sprint on the spot as fast as possible.

4

Bisuko

Execute Bisuko, which is a slow walk. The speedof this
walk is determined prior to the dancerscommencing the
circuit. Dancersmay be instructed to walk at, for
example, one sixty-fourth of the speedof their normal
in
do
Dancers
to
this
trained
walk.
are
at an earlier point
the Bodyweather workshop.

5

Head
improvisation

Improvise using the head to lead the body.

6

Stretching

Stretch the body in any way that feels effective.

7

Observing

Sit and observeall the other dancers.

8

Free
improvisation

Improvise freely around the space.

Interchanging in the CST
During the Oslo Bodyweather workshop it was observed that the dancers' physical
transition from station to station is accompaniedby a mental transition. The dancer's
body has to adapt physically and instantaneously to make the changes,for example,
from running very quickly to walking very sl6wly, or from sitting observing to
improvising freely. Dancers seem able to manage the physical changes and move
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fairly efficiently from station to station. The dancer's mind, or consciousstate,
however,doesnot seemto adaptso easily.What is happeningduringthe transitions,
andthe effect this hason movementprior to and following the transitions,is of great
interest for this study. Between some stations the change in consciousnessis
considerableand the dancer'sability to deal with this changecanhavean effect on
the executionof the actualtasks.
At station 7, the dancer is expectednot merely to observe, but also to increasehis or
her awarenessof the circuit as a whole and reflect and evaluate the actions of all the
other dancers.This station requires an intrattentive state of consciousness.At station
8, the dancer is expected to improvise spontaneously, with little reflection or
awarenessof self, other dancers, or the circuit as a whole. This station requires a
non-intrattentive state of consciousness.Moving from station 7 to station 8 not only
requires a physical change in activity, therefore, but also a changein consciousness.
Although it is not the purpose of the CST circuit, this interchanging of conscious
states is required throughout the circuit: from an intrattentive clock watch in which
the dancer has a heightened awareness of time, and an intrattentive copying
improvisation in which the dancer has a heightened awarenessof the movement of
another dancer; to a non-intrattentive sprint in which the dancer has little awareness
of what the body is actually doing; to an intrattentive slow walk in which the dancer
is very aware of speed, precision and balance; to a non-intrattentive head
improvisation and so on.

On the first lap of the circuit, entering fully into each task can be difficult. For
dancer's
8,
improvisation
the
the
example,when starting
at station
non-intrattentive
just
be
initially
intrattentive
the
observation
consciousness
may
slightly
as a result of
completedat station7. When it is sensedthat the dancerat stationI is aboutto shout
for
the
'change', it may feel as if consciousness
begins
to
prepare
automatically
intrattentive
become
I
slightly
clock watching at station and consciousness
may
again.In continuingto feel the consciouseffectsof station7 andpreparingmentally
for station 1, it may be difficult to improvisewith a truly non-intrattentiveconscious
state.
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Physically moving from one station to another seems to require an intrattentive
consciousness,regardless of whether the preceding or subsequent station is an
intrattentive or non-intrattentive station. During the transitions, dancersmay slip into
a more everyday state of consciousnesscomparedwith the dance statethey appearto
be in during the time spent completing each task. The dancers sometimes use this
everyday state as an opportunity to cough, check watches or adjust clothes. The
dancers subsequently may take a while to become truly engaged in the next task.
During the first lap of the circuit, the dancers may have little control over
consciousness and interchanging might not be executed effectively, with each
conscious state affecting the next conscious state.
The empirical testing implies that after the third repetition of the circuit, the
transitions are smoother and dancers begin to enter more instantaneously into each
task. The transitions might even disappearand the dancerscan then move seamlessly
from task to task. It seemsthat the physical rehearsal of moving around the circuit
improves the quality with which dancersare able to move from station to station. The
mental rehearsal, in terms of consciousness,also'appears to improve the dancers'
ability to fulfil the aim of the CST of being able to move efficiently around the
circuit and to enter fully into the movement task presentedat each station.
The consciousnesscircuit
Although the purpose of the CST is not to train dancers to interchange between
different conscious states, it does seem that it could be used for this purpose. As a
result, a similar circuit entitled the consciousnesscircuit is used in the switching
statestraining. The consciousnesscircuit consists of eight stations - four intrattentive
and four non-intrattentive. At each of these stations, the dancersare askedto perform
specified movement tasks, such as walking, running, improvising or standing still.
The dancers spend one minute at each station before moving to the next station and
therefore switching states.This training gives the dancersthe opportunity to practise
switching instantaneouslybetween intrattentive and non-intrattentive states.
The exercisesin the example below comprise simple movements which can be used
for a generic consciousnesscircuit. A key aim of the consciousnesscircuit is that
intrattentive
dancer
different
the
to use a
each station requires
conscious state- either
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or non-intrattentive- from that usedat the previousstation;the actualnatureof the
for
legitimate
is
importance.
is
It
therefore
a
exercises of secondary
possibleand
choreographerto replace the exerciseswith an activity more relevant to, and
appropriatefor, a particularcontext.For example,a choreographer
may decidethat,
whilst the walking exercisein the examplebelow is applicablewithin the contextof
a piece,it is more appropriateto ask the dancerto walk in role as their character.In
be
fewer
decide
having
that
addition,the choreographer
would
stations
may
more or
appropriate,dependingon the numberof dancersparticipatingin the consciousness
I
circuit.
Workshop 2
In Workshop 2, before commencing the circuit, dancers are trained how to execute
all the exercisesand to do so whilst accessingthe correct conscious state.During this
preparation, dancers are encouragedto accessthese states externally, internally and
kinaesthetically. The dancers are then asked to walk through the circuit with the
choreographeras he or she explains the rules of the circuit and makes it clear which
stateof consciousnessis required at each station.
A basic circuit involves the dancers moving round all the stations a minimum of
three times but, at the discretion of the choreographer, more revolutions may be
completed. The first time the dancers go round the circuit, they are asked to
externalise the - means of access they are ýusing, either intrattentive or nonintrattentive, the secondtime round they are askedto internalise the meansof access,
and the third time round to experience the state kinaesthetically without the use of
the means of access.With three repetitions and one minute clock watches the circuit
lasts for around 25 minutes. Should the choreographer wish for the circuit to last
longer, it is possible to move more gradually ftom external means of access to
kinaesthetic with, for example, three repetitions of the circuit using external, three
using internal and three using kinaesthetic. Regardlessof the number of repetitions,
by the time the dancers reach the kinaesthetic execution of the circuit, they are
switching states in the manner that is required within performance. This circuit
therefore provides the necessaryperformance switching training.
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in
20.
If
Table
is
dancers,
A sampleconsciousness
is
for
shown
circuit, which
eight
thereare fewer dancers,a secondclock watch task must be addedto ensurethat a
dancer is always presentto shout 'change'.
Table 20: Consciousnesscircuit
Station

Task

Action for each participant at the station

I

Nonintrattentive
free
improvisation

Non-intrattentively and freely improvise around the
space.

2

Intrattentive
slow walk

Intrattentively slow walk at roughly one sixty-fourth the
speedof a normal walk.

3

Nonintrattentive
sprint

Non-intrattentively sprint on the spot as fast as possible.

4

Intrattentive
observation
and clock
watch

Sit and intrattentively observethe other dancersand also
observe the clock. After one minute shout 'change'.

5

Nonintrattentive

Open one hand and simultaneously close the other. The
action must be extremely slow to allow intrattentive
awarenessto be directed to every detail of the
movement.

closing and
opening of
hands
6

Intrattentive
minoring

Intrattentively minor any of the other dancers.

7

Nonintrattentive
stillness

Stand still, but maintain a non-intrattentive
consciousness,trying not to observeothers or reflect on
in
just
but
trying
to
self,
exist the stillness.
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Station

Task

Action for each participant at the station

8

Intrattentive
set phrase

Intrattentively rehearsea set phraseof movement.This
dancer
by,
be
the
taught
to,
or choreographed
phrasewill
The
to
the
the
movement
circuit.
prior
commencementof
can, of course, be specific to the piece.

by
instructed
dancers
At different intervalsduring the consciousness
the
are
circuit,
the choreographerto exit the room or performance space.After varying amounts of
time they are then asked to return to the same station and to continue with the task.

Not only is it essentialthat the dancersare able to switch from one stateto another
whilst performing, it is also vital that they are able to enter a performance in a
particular state, thus switching from their off stage everyday state to a performance
state. The dancersare encouragedto maintain the appropriate state of consciousness

whilst off stageand to continue to use the suitablemeansof accessrather than
switching off.
The structure for Workshop 2 of the switching statestraining is shown in Table 21.109

Table 21: Switchingstatestraining: Workshop2
Task
number

Task

Means of access

I

Warm up

External intrattention and external
non-intrattention

2

Solo improvisation

External non-intrattention
" internal non-intrattention
" kinaesthetic non-intrattention

3

Speedwalk

External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

I

109Only the workshop
in
included
have
been
this chapter
for
the switching states training
structures
because the workshop descriptions are particularly lengthy. A sample switching states workshop
description can be found in Appendix C and Chapter 40 on the DVD which accompaniesthis thesis
provides an example of two dancersparticipating in a consciousnesscircuit.
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Task
number

Task

Means of access

4

Running and observing

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention
External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

5

Closing/opening hands

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention

6

Improvisation and mirroring

External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

7

Stillness

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention

8

Choreograph/learn/rehearseset External intrattention
> internal intrattention
phrase
> kinaesthetic intrattention

9

Entering and exiting

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention
External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

10

Consciousnesscircuit

External non-intrattention
> internal non-intrattention
> kinaesthetic non-intrattention
External intrattention
> internal intrattention
> kinaesthetic intrattention

Having successfully completed Workshop 2, dancershave the ability to switch states
effectively within dance performance and are therefore capable of applying more

than onestrandof the DanceConsciousness
Model in any onedancepiece.

The complete Dance ConsciousnessModel
Having completed all of the switching statestraining dancers are equipped to apply
the Dance ConsciousnessModel. Each of the four strands of the model can be used
independently or in conjunction with one another, giving choreographersand dancers
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Figure
dance
for
dance
performance.
controlover the consciousstate the
processand
7 representsthe complete Dance ConsciousnessModel.
Figure 7: The Dance ConsciousnessModel
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Summary
Following a thoroughconsiderationas to why the ability to switch statesin process
and perfonnanceis necessaryand a review of Cyclic StateTraining, this chapter
proposedan answerto the fifth focussedresearchquestion:How can one switch
between the intrattentive dance consciousnessand the non-intrattentive dance
consciousness?
This chapterhasdescribedthe switchingstatestrainingandthe I-NI andNI-I strands
Dance
Dance
Consciousness
the
the
doing
Model.
In
the
of
presentation of
so,
ConsciousnessModel has been completed, as was required by the sixth focussed
Model?
What
full
Consciousness
Dance
researchquestion:
constitutes the
Chapter 7 considers the effectiveness of the Dance ConsciousnessModel.
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Chapter 7
How effective is the Dance ConsciousnessModel?
Introduction
The following is a summary of each preceding chapter and an explanation of how the
research questions have been addressedand the way in which the outcome of this
researchhas been developed.
Chapter 1: Why is the.dancer's consciousnesssignificant? Following a review of
the existing literature dealing with the dance consciousness, the chapter
introduced the intended outcome of this research: To create a model that can be
used to enable dancersto accessparticular conscious statesfor performance - the

DanceConsciousness
Model. Sevenfocussedresearchquestionswere asked,six
of which havebeenansweredin Chapters2,3,4,5 and6.
Chapter 2: What is the nature of the dance consciousness?
In addition to
examining various concepts of consciousness,this chapter formulated two
the
conceptswhich provide insight into the nature of the danceconsciousness:
intrattentiveandnon-intrattentivedanceconsciousness.
Chapter
3:
How
This
dance
the
chapter
can
one
consciousness?
examine
*

discussed existent methods for

examining consciousness, namely
phenomenologicalreduction and the explicitation session,and introduced the
method of examinationthat was formulated for use within the context of the
Dance ConsciousnessModel.

The
Chapter
4:
dance
How
intrattentive
consciousness?
can one accessthe
e
theories and practices that inspired the intrattentive strand, namely somatic
practices,sport psychology, and visual and verbal processingtheories,were
discussed. Chapter 4 explained the intrattentive strand of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel, which can be used to accessthe intrattentive dance
consciousness,and described the intrattentive training that precedesits use.
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Chapter5: How can one accessthe non-intrattentivedanceconsciousness?
This
chapterdiscussedthe theories and practicesthat inspired the non-intrattentive
strand,namelyattentionstudies,BuddhistIntrospectionandBodyweather.It then
Model, which
explainedthe non-intrattentivestrandof the DanceConsciousness
canbe usedto accessthe non-intrattentivedanceconsciousness,
anddescribedthe
non-intrattentivetraining that precedesits use.
Chapter
6:
How can one switch between the intrattentive danceconsciousnessand
*
the non-intrattentive dance consciousness? What constitutes the full Dance
ConsciousnessModel? Having introduced the intratteptive to non-intrattentive (INI)

and non-intrattentive to intrattentive (NI-1) strands of the Dance

Consciousness
Model, this chapterdescribedthe switching statestraining that
precedetheir use.Includedin this descriptionwas an explanationof Cyclic State
Training, and how it inspiredthe switching statestraining. Finally, the complete
DanceConsciousness
Model waspresented.
Chapter 7 considersthe final research question: How effective is the Dance
Consciousness
Model?
Chapter breakdown
The Dance ConsciousnessModel has been formulated, gradually over three years.
During this time, three empirical projects have been undertaken with a group of
trained dancers.Chapter 7 describes Empirical Project I and Empirical Project 2, in
which the intrattentive strand and the non-intrattentive strand respectively were
formulated. Empirical Project 3, which comprises seven phases, is then analysed.
Phases 1 to 3 are considered in some detail. Phase 4 is broken down into the
following parts:

Fundamentalintrattention;
Higher orderintrattention;
Intrattentivestimuli;
Intrattentive,verbalreport;
Intrattentivephysicalobservation;
Intrattentiveblind sensing;
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intrattentive
Three
access;
meansof
*
intrattentive
Three
states;
*
Intrattentive
training summary.
*
Phase5 is broken down as follows:
Fundamental
non-intrattention;
"
Higher
order non-intrattention;
"
Non-intrattentive,
stimuli;
"
Non-intrattentive
verbal report;
"
Non-intrattentive
physical observation;
"
Non-intrattentive
listening;
active
"
Three
means of non-intrattentive access;
"
Three
non-intrattentive states;
"
Non-intrattentive
training summary.
"
Phase 6 comprises process switching and performance switching. The analysis of

Phase7 includesa considerationof the effect of the model within choreography,
rehearsalandperformance.
A conclusion regarding the efficacy of the Dance ConsciousnessModel within the
context of Western contemporary dance is then reached. Within this, the chapter
how
indicates
be
improvements
to
the
that could
model and
considers possible
made
it is intended that this dance consciousnessresearch will develop further in the
future. This is followed by a hypothesis concerning the possible significance of the
Dance
the
dance
it
is
model within current
questioned whether
practice and
ConsciousnessModel might be consideredas a proposal for new practice.
Ethics in research
The research undertaken in the three empirical projects complied with the ethical
in
the
University
dancers
empirical
Leeds.
The
the
participated
who
guidelines of
of
their
their
of
accounts
to
and
the
projects all consented comply with
guidelines
informed
the
dancers
feelings
of
freely.
The
were
experiences and
were provided
It
,
also
the
was
the
projects.
their
within
empirical projects and
purpose of
role
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be
the
being
conducting
the
would
and
who
clarified why
undertaken
projectswere
had
if
the right to abstain
informed
The
dancers
they
that,
necessary,
research.
were
from the project in which they were involved. In addition,the dancerswerenotified
that,at any point duringthe project,they had the right to withdraw or renegotiateany
in
in
to
which
the
their
recordings
consentgiven relation
use of
accountsor video
they appeared.The dancerswere also informedthat they werewelcometo reject the
useof recordingequipmentif they felt it inappropriate.
In Empirical Project I it was necessaryto withhold some inform'ation from particular
dancers in order to examine the effect that being uninformed had on each,dancer's
ability to access certain states. These dancers were provided with as much
information as possible at the earliest opportunity and, on completion of the project,
were informed fully of the information that had been withheld and the reasonsfor it
being withheld. At this point the dancers were notified that they had the right to
withdraw their accountsshould they deem it necessary.
At the outset of each empirical project, it was confirmed to the dancers that their
accountswould be kept confidential, would remain anonymous and would be stored
in a secure manner. This was also the case for any related research records, for
example video recordings. The dancers were informed that they would be given
accessto their own records on request. In the disclosure and analysis of the dancers'
accounts included in this chapter, the dancers are not referred to in any way that
could result in their direct identification. The accounts provided in this chapter and
the transcript presentedin Appendix D110have been shown to the relevant dancersto
ensure accuracy and to give them the right to refuse the disclosure of any particular
information
informed
dancers
The
their
that
part of
accounts.
any personal
were
be
known
during
to
the
the empirical projects would
made
author of this thesis
retained in a confidential manner.

in
110All of the dancers' discussions
include
is
It
to
interviews
not possible
and
were video recorded.
this thesis the transcripts for all discussions and interviews and so a sample is provided in Appendix
D.
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Empirical Project I- intrattention
Between March and October 2003, six trained dancers participated in the
intrattentive Empirical Project. The project was filmed with a video camera and the
dancerswere interviewed throughout. The project consistedof four phases.
Phase 1 was undertaken by two dancers(D I and D2) and comprised six exploratory
research workshops. The purpose of Phase I was to investigate the intrattentive
consciousnessthrough a variety of tasks, in order to find some possible methods for
accessingintrattention within the dance process. It was intended that such methods
would be used subsequently to transfer intrattention into dance performance. The
dancerswere informed of the purpose of the research and the Dance Consciousness
Model and the concepts and terminology discussedin Chapter 2. They therefore had
a comprehensiveunderstanding of the different statesand the characteristicsof these
states.The dancerswere also taught to use the methods of examination explained in
Chapter 3.

The designof the tasks incorporatedthe theoriesdiscussedin Chapter4, namely
somaticpractices,sportpsychology,andvisual andverbalprocessingtheories.Many
of the tasksproved successful,suchas the physical observationtasks.Sometasks,
suchasthe verbalreport andblind sensingtasks,requiredconstantmodification.For
examplein the first workshopthe notion of usingpresentreportasopposedto pre- or
post-reporthad not been decidedand someexperimentationwith the verbal report
was necessarybefore it was ascertainedthat the present-reportwas most effective.
Another exampleis the motion blind sensingtaskswhich requiredmodification in
termsof the way in which they developed.It was eventuallydecidedthat a gradual
progressioninto the taskswas necessaryto ensurethat the dancersfelt comfortable
andableto maintainfocussedintrattention.
Severaltaskswere discardedwhen theywerenot consideredsufficientlyeffectivefor
the accessingof intrattention.One suchtask involved the physicalmanipulatingof
dancer
to
body.
the
This
task,
one's own
required
entitled physical manipulation,
in
For
body
his
her
body
by
example,
part.
move
or
parts only when moved
another
Although
this
leg
leg
dancer
the
to
have
the
lift
arm.
order move a
the
with
to
would
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focus
difficult
it
the
found
to
intrattention,
dancers
the
task encouragedsome
intrattentionand the task proved slightly impractical and limiting in terms of the
in
task
discarded
Another
task was a mover/observer
actual movementmaterial.
The
direct
the
the
to
the
mover.
of
which
observerusedverbal report
movements
Whilst
directions.
this task
in
therefore
to
the
mover
observer's
only moved response
found
in
in
interesting
the
those
mover role
resulted some
movementmaterial,
themselvesrespondingon impulse to the directionsand not finding time to focus
intrattentively on the movement,and those in the observerrole claimedthat they
were not really focussingon the mover at all as they becamepreoccupiedwith
havingto constantlylist movementdirections.
From the analysis of the effective, modified and discarded tasks, the experiencesof
the two dancers- which were determined according to the methods of examination
described in Chapter 3- and the theories discussed in Chapter 4, the intrattentive
means of accesswere created. As a result, at the end of Phase 1, five intrattentive
workshops were formulated.

Phase2 was undertakenby four dancersand comprisedthe applicationof the five
intrattentiveworkshopsthat were defmedat the endof Phase1. The two dancers(D I
and D2) who had participatedin PhaseI werejoined by two more dancers(D3 and
D4). Unlike DI and D2, D3 and D4 were not informed about the Dance
Consciousness
Model or the underlying conceptsand terminology.The reasonfor
this differencein approachwasto ascertainwhetherbeinginformedof the purposeof
the taskshad any effectson the way the taskswere completedand/oreachdancer's
ability to accesseffectivelythe desiredstatesof consciousness.
The five workshopswereentitled:
Improvisation
andverbalreport;
*
Improvisation, physical observation and blind sensing;
Other imposed movement, verbal report, physical observation and blind sensing;
Self-imposed movement, verbal report, physical observation and blind sensing;
Using
three
all
meansof access.
*
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Theseworkshopstook a similar, althoughlessrefined, format to thosedescribedin
Chapter4. At the endof Phase2, the workshopswere analysedanda working model
later
for
intrattention.
This
was
working model
was created
accessingstatesof
Consciousness
become
intrattentive
Dance
to
the
the
modified and refined
strand of
Model.
In Phase3, the working model created at the end of Phase2 was applied in practice.
The six dancers who participated in Phase 3 included: the two (DI and D2) from
Phase 1, who were fully informed about the purpose of the project and the means of
access;the two (D3 and D4) who joined for Phase2 and who had experiencedusing
the means of access but had not been told all details about the project and were
therefore deemed to be partially informed, and two additional dancers(D5 and D6)
who were completely uninformed about either project purpose or means of access.
Phase3 took the form of a choreographic and rehearsalprocess,in which the dancers
choreographedand rehearsedtwo 45-minute dance pieces. The first was a set piece
in which all the movement, a combination of literal and non-literal, was precisely
structured. The second piece was an improvisation in which the structure was
determined but the movement content was not. The informed DI and D2 and the
partially informed D3 and D4 all choreographedand rehearsedthe movement using
the working model, and thus used intrattentive means of access.The uninformed D5
and D6, however, did not use the model and instead treated the process as they
normally would in conventional dance practice. The purpose of this was not only to
ascertain whether being informed was more or less effective in terms of using the
model, but also to discern the difference between applying and not applying the
model.

Phase4 was undertakenby the samesix dancersand comprisedthe performanceof
the two dancepieces.During the first piece,DI, D2, D3 and D4 performedwhilst
using internalmeansof intrattentiveaccess- internalreport and internalobservation
D2,
I,
D
DS
D6
in
During
the
piece,
second
- and and performed a conventionalway.
D3 and D4 performedusing externalmeansof intrattentiveaccess- verbal report,
The
blind
D6
normal.
performedas
physical observationand
sensing- and D5 and
pieceswere performedon two separatenights in a theatrebeforean audienceof at
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least one hundredpeople.The performanceswere recordedon video and all six
dancerswere interviewed.
The video footage and the results of the dancers' interviews throughout all four
phaseswere analysed.As a result of the analysis:
defined;
The
in
Phase
1
methods of accessexplored
were adaptedand eventually
9
The
formulated
in
Phase
2
workshops
were modified significantly and now act as
9
the training which precedesthe use of the intrattentive strand;
The working model was revised and re-formulated to become the intrattentive
strand,

feedback
because
The
be
the
training
to
of
effective
and model were considered
*
from dancersin the interviews.Dancers'commentsincluded,for example,'I felt
completely in control of my consciousnessand able to accessintrattention at will
during both performances' (D2,2003).

It was discernedthat thosedancerswho were informed seemedto be more able to
accessintrattentivestateseffectively than thosewho were completelyuninformed;
dance
dancer
'the
being
informed
that
one
claimed
provided an understandingof
consciousness
and the natureof the statesthat [the dancerswere] trying to access'
(D2,2003). In addition, the analysisof the information also suggestedthat having
The
beneficial.
dancers
informed
dancers
uninformed
alongside
was not especially
informed dancerscommentedthat, at times, the uninformed dancersacted as a
distractionwhen the informeddancerswereattemptingto usethe meansof access.In
in
to
felt
dancers
the
that they were not able
engage a
addition,
uninformed
conventionalprocesswhen surroundedby dancersengagingin a non-conventional
process.In planning and implementing Empirical Project 2, all of the above
be
dancers
into
should
observationswere taken
accountwhen the extentto which
informedwasbeingdecided."'

111Some footage of Empirical Project I
DVD
46
the
be
found
which accompanies
Chapter
of
can
on
this thesis.
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Empirical Project 2- non-intraftention
Empirical Project 2, relating to non-intrattention, was undertaken between February
dancers
the
June
filmed
2004.
The
were
and
with a video camera and
project was
interviewed throughout. Taking the analysis of Empirical Project I

into

Phase
it
decided
2
two
Project
that
phasesconsideration, was
should consist of only
I for exploration and Phase2 for application - and only two dancers (D7 and D8).
D7 and D8 were completely informed from the outset and the dancerswere at no
joined
dancers,
by
informed
as this was
point
partially
or completely uninformed
deemedto be unnecessary.
PhaseI of Project 2 comprised eight exploratory researchworkshops. The purpose of
Phase I was to investigate the non-intrattentive consciousnessthrough a variety of
tasks, in order to find some possible methods for accessingnon-intrattention within
the danceprocess.It was intended that such methods would be used subsequentlyto
transfer non-intrattention into dance performance. The dancerswere informed of the
purpose of the researchand the conceptsand terminology described in Chapter 2 and
taught to use the methods of examination discussedin Chapter 3.
The theories and practices explored in Chapter 5, namely attention studies, Buddhist
Introspection and Bodyweather, were used as a basis for the design of the tasks for
use in the workshops. The workshops took a similar, but less refined, format to those
discussedin Chapter 5 and were entitled:

Introducingnon-intrattention;
Non-intrattentiveverbalreport;
Non-intrattentiveactivelistening;
Non-intrattentivephysicalobservation;
Non-intrattentiveverbalreportandactivelistening;
Non-intrattentiveverbalreportandphysicalobservation;
Non-intrattentiveactivelisteningandphysicalobservation;
All threemeansof access.
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Theseexploratorytask-basedworkshopstook a similar structureto the intrattentive
training formulated at the end of Empirical Project 1. As in the first phase of
Empirical Project 1, many of the tasks proved successful,somerequiredconstant
modification and severalwere discarded.Successfultasks were the verbal report
tasks,which benefitedimmenselyfrom the modificationsmadein Empirical Project
I regardingthe useof present-asopposedto pre- or post-report.The activelistening
tasksrequiredsomemodification and the dancersexperimentedwith using personal
stereosand headphonesprior to decidingthat using over-headspeakerswas more
practical. The dancersalso experimentedwith using various single presentation
recordings before deciding that binaural and dichotic presentationsencouraged
higherstatesof intrattention.
Discarded tasks included ones which required the dancers to write and talk
simultaneously. The premise behind such tasks was that they would encouragethe
dancersto become accustomedto moving, even if it were only moving the hand, and
talking at the time sametime. The dancerswould thus have experienceddual-tasking
and the splitting of consciousnessprior to having to apply it whilst dancing. The
dancersreported, however, that such tasks were unnecessaryand it was difficult to
direct the intrattention solely to the talking as the writing was too complex to execute
non-intrattentively.
From the analysis of the effective, modified and discarded tasks, the experiencesof
the two dancers - which again were determined using the methods of examination
introduced in Chapter 3- and the theory discussedin Chapter 5, the non-intrattentive
means of access were created, the non-intrattentive training determined and a
working model formulated for accessingstatesof non-intrattention.

Phase2 comprisedthe applicationof the working model createdat the endof Phase
1. -In a formal performanceworkshop presentedbefore an audience,D7 and D8
presenteda practical application of the non-intrattentiveworking model, using
external, internal and kinaestheticnon-intrattentionwithin improvisation and set
movement,both as a solo and duet.The performanceworkshopwasrecordedwith a
in
dancers
to
video cameraand subsequent the workshopthe
participated an open
discussionandinterviews.
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The video footage,the dancerinterviews,the questionnaires
obtainedas a result of
the dancersusing the method of examination,and the open discussionwere all
analysed.As a resultof the analysis:
The methods of accessexplored in Phase I were adaptedand eventually defined,
and the workshops formulated in Phase I were modified significantly to form the
training which precedesthe use of the non-intrattentive strand;
The working model was revised and re-formulated to becomethe non-intrattentive
strand;

The
training and model were consideredeffectivebecauseof the feedbackfrom
*
dancers.For example:

I was not awareof what my body was doing althoughlooking back
at the video I know that I was successfullychoreographing,
rehearsing
and performingsuccessfulmovementmaterial.I really feel as if I am
ableto access
states
of
non-intrattention.
12
(D7,2004)'

Empirical Project 3- applying the Dance ConsciousnessModel
Between September and February 2005, four trained dancers (D9, D 10, DII and
D12) participaied in the first full application of the Dance ConsciousnessModel and
the training that precedes its use. The model was formulated after the first two
empirical projects had been analysed with reference to the theories discussedwithin
this thesis. As in the previous two projects, Empirical Project 3 was filmed with a
video camera and the dancers were interviewed throughout the process. Project 3
comprised sevenphaseswhich correspond with the seven chaptersin this thesis, and
thus the titles of each phase and each chapter are the same. The seven phasesalso
correspond with the focussed research questions presented in Chapter 1 and were
structured as follows:

112Some footage Empirical Project 2
of
can be found on Chapter46 of the DVD which accompanies
this thesis.
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dancers
is
The
Phase
dancer's
1:
Why
the
participated
significant?
consciousness
*
in a discussion about the purpose of the Dance ConsciousnessModel in relation to

the researchquestionsandresearchoutcomedefinedin Chapter1.
Phase
dancers
The
2:
What
is
dance
the
the
were
nature
of
consciousness?
*
informed of the conceptsof consciousnessas describedin Chapter 2, intrattention
and non-intrattention, and the relevant terminology.
Phase
3:
How
dancers
dance
The
the
were
can
one
examine
consciousness?
9
informed of the method of examination, as introduced in Chapter 3, and taught
how to apply the method.
Phase4: How can one accessthe intrattentive dance consciousness?The dancers
participated in the three intrattentive training workshops as described in Chapter 4
and, in doing so, learnt how to apply the intrattentive strand of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel. During the training the dancersalso applied the method of
examination, which provided assurancethat they were accessingthe intrattentive
stateseffectively and applying the intrattentive strand accurately.
Phase 5: How can one access the non-intrattentive dance consciousness?The
dancersparticipated in the four non-intrattentive training workshops as described
in Chapter 5 and, in doing so, learnt how to apply the non-intrattentive strand of
the Dance ConsciousnessModel. During the training the dancersalso applied the
method of examination, which provided assurancethat they were accessingthe
non-intrattentive states effectively and applying the non-intrattentive strand
accurately.
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Consciousness Model? The dancers participated in the two switching states
training workshops as detailed in Chapter 6 and, in doing so, leamt how to switch
NI-I
in
both
I-NI
the
the
and
states
process and performance and thus apply
dancers
Dance
the
Consciousness
the
Model.
the
training
also
During
strands of
applied the method of examination, which provided assurancethat they were
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switchingstateseffectively.The dancerswereprovidedwith the illustrationof the
DanceConsciousness
Model that is presentedin Chapter6.
Phase 7: How effective is the Dance ConsciousnessModel? The dancersapplied
the Dance Consciousness Model within

the choreography, rehearsal and

performance of a dance piece lasting an hour and a half. Each section of
movement was choreographedand rehearsedusing different strandsof the model,
ensuring a combination of intrattentive and non-intrattentive movement material
which, in turn, enabled the dancers to switch states in both process and
performance. The piece was performed on three separateoccasions,in a theatre,
to audiencesof at least fifty people. During the performancesthe dancersaccessed
the desired statesof consciousnesskinaesthetically and had complete control over
this access. Following the third performance, each dancer participated in an
interview in which they answeredquestions about the training and the application
of the model in choreography, rehearsal and performance. The dancerswere also
invited to reflect on the experience of the Dance ConsciousnessModel and to
compare this experience with normal, conventional practice. Finally, the dancers
were asked to hypothesise about the effect the Dance ConsciousnessModel might
have on Western contemporary dancepractice.113

Analysis of Empirical Project 3
The results of the four dancers' (D9, DIO, DII. and D12) discussions during

workshops and of their fmal interview at the end Project 3, together with the
observationsof the choreographer,
werecollatedandanalysed.
The information was collected by implementing the method of examination defined
in Chapter 3, as summarisedbelow:
The use of the method of examination generatesthe accounts of an informed first
person, the dancer, with the accounts of an informed second person, the
choreographer/consciousnesstrainer. The fact that both persons are informed

ensuresthat the accountsarebasedon third-persontheory.
113Some footage from these interviews
DVD
45
41
found
the
be
to
in
Chapters
which
of
can
accompaniesthis thesis.
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dancers
Throughout
Project
3,
Empirical
the
present-centred
and
observed
were
9
non-verbalinformation,which gave an insight into the dancers'experience,was
body
for
information
included
This
example:
collected.
comments about,
language; focus; movement pace, quality and dynamics; posture; and a break in
the use of the meansof access.
Retrospective verbal accounts were provided through interviews. During the
interviews the choreographer used Ericksonian language, asked open questions,
encouraged the dancer to use simple language and focussed attention on single
114
experiences. All interviews were in three parts: (1) retrospective open
discussion, (2) retrospective questioning and (3) viewing of recording.
The method of examination was applied in order to ensure that the information

collectedwas as reliable and valid, and containedas little interpretationand preconception, as possible. The analysis of each of the sevenphasesis detailed below.
Phases 1 and 2: Why is the dancer's consciousness significant? What is the
nature of the dance consciousness?
The general consensusof the dancerswas that Phases1 and 2 acted as an effective
introduction to the project and provided them with a sufficient understanding of the
training and of the Dance ConsciousnessModel itselL The dancers had no real
difficultly in gasping the concepts or the relevant terminology and claimed that
having this understanding aided them significantly during the training and the
application of the model.

It is importantto note,however,that the successof the training and model is by no
been
has
dependent
Indeed,
the
model
means entirely
on this understanding.
designedso that it can be used by any dancer,regardlessof age, intellect, or prior
training or knowledgeof the purpose,conceptsor theory underlyingthe model. In
Phase2 of Empirical Project 1, two uninformed dancerswere trained to access
intrattentivestatesand to apply the intrattentivestrandof the model. Whilst it is
difficult to determin&or quantify whetherbeing informedpermits a more effective
114SeeChapter 3, pages97 to 99, for description
a
of theseinterview techniques.
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Further
theoretical
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necessary,
and empirical research would
however, in order to reach any ffim concluýions.
Phase 3: How can one examine the dance consciousness?
The dancersunderstoodthe importance of the method of examination in reflecting on
their own experience and providing valuable information for the research. This
understandinggrew as time went on and, in consequence,the quality of the accounts
supplied by the dancersimproved. The dancersalso claimed that their understanding
of intrattention and non-intrattention developed as their ability to accessthe states
and examine their experiences improved. The dancers noted that, in the first
workshop, they found it difficult to determine whether or not they had accessedthe
desired state but, by the final workshop and by the time they applied the model, they
were able to examine their own dance consciousnesswith confidence.
The method of examination was considered to be invaluable to the training by the
dancers and to be equally important to the analysis presentedin this chapter. It was
the method of examination which allowed valid information to be collated regarding
the efficacy of the training and the Dance ConsciousnessModel itself.
Phase 4: How can one accessthe intrattentive dance consciousness?

The dancersfound the intrattentivemeansof accessvery effectiveand, accordingto
D9, 'they definitely acted as a method for [one] to accessstatesof intrattention';
whilst using them it is possible' to becomeawareof self, the danceandevery single
detail to do with the movement[to the extentthat one] cannotthink of anythingelse'
(2005).DIO statedthat the intrattentiveworkshopswere 'unlike anythingelse [she
had] done before' and '[she] saw [herselfl in a way [she] had not seen[herselfl
before' (2005).
In order to provide a systematicand thoroughanalysis,eachelementof Phase4 is
comparedwith eachof the headingsfrom Chapter4, where the intrattentivestrand
and intrattentivetraining were first discussed.The headingsin Chapter4 therefore
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act as the frameworkof analysisfor the intrattentivetraining. For easeof reference,
theseheadingsare repeatedhere:
Fundamentalintrattention;
Higher order intrattention;
Intrattentive stimuli;
Intrattentive verbal report;
Intrattentive physical observation;
Intrattentive blind sensing;
All three intrattentive means;
Three intrattentive states;
Intrattentive training summary.
Fundamental intrattention
Each dancerhad a preferred means of intrattentive access.D 12 noted that 'we all had
preferencesand all developed our own ways of working with the means of access'
(2005) and D10 felt that this was dependent 'on the way [one works] and whether
[one is] a visual or verbal thinker' (2005). This comment substantiatesthe decision,
introduced in Chapter 4, to incorporate a senseof dual functionality into the model
and to place equal significance on verbal and visual processing. In offering different
processing options, through teaching the dancersto use all three means of accessin
every combination, the Dance ConsciousnessModel enables dancersto select their
preferred means.

Not only did eachdancerhave a preferredmeansof accessin general,but eachone
found
different meansof accessof use within specific dancecomponents.For
also
example, the dancersnoied that verbal report was particularly effective when
choreographing,teaching,learning,rehearsingand performing,but was sometimes
lesseffectivewhen improvising.Physicalobservationwas consideredto be of great
use whilst improvising, choreographing,learning and rehearsing,but of less use
when teaching and performing. Blind sensingwas a valuable techniqueduring
improvisationand rehearsal,but lesspracticalfor choreographing,
learning,teaching
andperforming.The dancersnotedthat experimentingduringthe trainingwith all of
the dancecomponentsensureda moreeffectiveapplicationof the actualmodelas,by
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the time they applied it, they had actively sampledand evaluatedevery meansof
accesswithin eachdancecomponent.
The efficacy of the means of accessalso seemedto be dependenton whether the
dancerswere working alone or with others. For example, some dancers claimed to
have preferred physical observation when working with others than when working on
their own. Blind sensing, on the other hand, was more popular when dancing solo.
The dancers experimented with using a combination of means when working as a
duet or a group; for example, they rehearsedmovement with one dancer reporting
whilst another observed. In general, however, all the dancers felt that, when not
dancing solo, it was most effective if all of the dancerswere using the samemeansof
accessbecausethis promoted a greater connection between self and others. Despite
this, when using blind sensing in a group or duet, the dancers often found it
beneficial for some dancersto use verbal report whilst others used blind sensing.
Higher order intraftention
It took some time for the dancersto begin to use higher order intrattention and, in the
first workshop for example, they were far more concerned with mastering accessto
fundamental states. In these instances the dancers were sometimes unaware of the
moments in which their intrattention lapsed. It was observed that there were
occasionswhen a dancer stopped attending to self and allowed the mind to wander;
perhaps,for example, this was to look at the clock on the wall, someoneelse moving
in the space, or something outside the window. At such times, it appearedas if the
dancer concerned was unintentionally allowing non-intrattention to impose upon the
intrattention and thus affect the quality of that intrattention, or even negate it.
Without the presenceof a higher order state, the dancersdid not detect the presence
of the intruding non-intrattention or even the redirection of intrattention from self to
an external object. Retrospective discussionswere of great use here, as they enabled
the choreographerto inform the dancers of the moments in which they appearedto
lose the intrattention and encourage them to reflect back on the sensation
experiencedduring those occurrences.
These discussionshelped the dancersto understandlapsesin intrattention and, as the
training progressed,the dancers claimed to be using the higher states and began to
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have more control over the fundamentalintrattention.Dancersseemedto be more
competentin maintaining the fundamentalstate for longer periods, perhapsas a
resultof continualexposure.On the occasionswhentheir mindsdid seemto wander,
the dancerswere able to apply thought-stoppingtechniquesand redirect attention
instantaneouslyto the fundamentalstate. The dancerseach developedtheir own
is not something:
techniques,but they notedthat, in general,the thought-stopping
[one has] to apply actively. It
for
becomes
the
nature
second
...
...
word 'stop"-or 'refocus' to enter the report when the mind is straying,
or for a red light to appearwhen [one is] physically observing ...
(D9,2005)
Dancers also commented that accessing a heightened state 'is not really something
[one] can be trained to do, there are no real techniques' instead it is 'more about
having an increased awareness,it's something that after a while [one] can just do'
(D9,2005). In addition, the dancersreported that they were not necessarily aware of
accessingthe higher states. Despite this, all the dancers claimed that they believed
that developing the ability to accesshigher stateswas an essentialpart of the training
process.
Intrattentive stimuli
The dancershad no problem at all, with the aid of the means of access,in attending
to self, and they noted that whilst using the meansof accessduring solo work:

it was possibleto entercompletelyinto [one's] own little world
...
...
and in that world only the dancingself exists ... it's all [one thinks]
about... .
(D 11,2005)
The dancersnoted that the mover/observerexercisesassistedwith the transition
betweenattendingto self, and attendingto self and other. They statedthat such
exercisesallowed an experientialunderstandingof how it felt to attendentirely to
other.The dancersnotedthat, throughamalgamatingthat experientialunderstanding
with the experientialunderstandingof how it felt to attendsolely to self, they were
able subsequentlyto attend to self and other concurrently.
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The dancersassertedthat intrattendingto self andotherconcurrentlyis possibleand
very effective, althoughit is more difficult than attendingsolely to self. Whilst
working as a duet,manyof the dancersclaimedthat they allowedthe intrattentionto
move betweenattendingto self, attendingto other,and attendingto self and other.
Theynotedthat this wasoften dependenton, for example,whethertheyweremaking
contactwith their partner,whetherthey could seetheir partner,or whetherthey were
movingin unisonor canon.
Whilst working as a group, the dancers sometimes found it difficult to split the
attention four ways, and they were forced constantly to keep redirecting the
intrattention, depending on the nature of the movement. They felt that the
intrattention sometimesbecame more generalisedand, rather than-being directed to
individual people, it encompassedthe group as a whole. Physical observation was of
particular use here as it allowed the dancers to create a visual imprint of the whole
group and this, in turn, provided access to the intrattention. Verbal report, on the
other hand, was not as effective, as the dancers struggled to have time to report
concurrently on the movement of every dancer.
Intrattentive verbal report
Verbal report was the first means of accessto which the dancers were exposed; it
took them some time to become comfortable with it, especially as some of the
dancerswere not accustomedto working with their voices. Despite this, verbal report
quickly became the most popular means of accessfor DIO and D12. These dancers
both claimed to process things verbally as opposed to visually in everyday life, and
this may have been the reason for their strong preference.All the dancersnoted that
this meansof accesswas particularly easy to use once they had masteredit. For some
of the dancers it became 'second nature and every time [they moved their] body
...
[they] just instantaneously[began] to report' (1)10,2005). DI from Empirical Project

I alsonotedthat:
At the start of the training using verbal report seemedunnatural,but
by the end of the training using verbal report was spontaneous,
habitualandunconstrained.
(2003)
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The first few verbal report tasks focussedon equipping the dancerswith an
understandingof the difference betweenpre-, post- and present-reportand the
knowledgethat the desirableintrattentiveverbalreport hasa present-centred
nature.
The dancersstatedthat thesetasks,in which they experimentedphysicallywith the
different typesof report, were a crucial part of the training processand provided a
thoroughinsight into the natureandpurposeof the report.
The dancerswere informed that their verbal report should include a consideration of
the movements being executed and the sensationsbeing experienced during that
execution. The dancersreported on the shape,size, dynamic, pace and/or kinaesthetic
sensation of the dance and, at times, also reported on the structure or form of the
movement in relation to the overall phrase. One example of such a report is: 'I bend
my left leg which is a repetition of an earlier movement and makes up part of the
movement motif' (D9,2005).
When the dancers first began working with the verbal report it was common for the
pace of the movement to be slow and the movement to be almost staccato.It seemed
that the dancers often slowed the pace down and disconnected each movement in
order to allow plenty of time to report on it. This undesirable result was exacerbated
by the fact that the training also promotes full body integration, which encourages
awarenessthat the whole body is involved in each movement. The dancerstherefore
became very anxious about neglecting a body part and, at first, had difficulty in
comprehendinghow they could possibly describe every single body part at all times
without this affecting the pace and dynamic of the movement.
Continual exposure, however, definitely improved the dancers' ability to use verbal
by
As
their
dancers
the
began
to
anxiety
report.
workshops progressed,the
overcome
ensuring that, each time they rehearsed a movement, they attended to a different
body part. In addition, the dancersbegan to understand that, when reporting on one
body part, it was still possible to be aware simultaneously of another body part. They
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terms which
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from Empirical Project 1, stated:
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At the beginningI would haveto explaineverysinglemovement,but
every
now I haveshortcuts,wordsthat I canusethat still encompass
detail.I no longerhaveto sayit, to be awareof it.
(2003)
D 12 claimed 'you begin to talk in your own languageor vocabulary'(2005), D 10
said 'you sometimesusewords which you associatewith the movementratherthan
just describingwords' (2005) and D9 stated'sometimesyou can't say every detail
but you are still awareof every detail' (2005).In addition,the dancersnotedthat the
verbal reportsseemedsometimesto correspondwith the movementin terms of the
pace, quality and dynamic. In other words, the dancers manipulated their
pronunciationand vocal speedto fit the movementand, accordingto the dancers,
'this really helped to connectthe report with the movementand allowed a higher
stateof intrattention'(D12,2005). As the trainingprogressed,the dancers'ability to
report developedconsiderablyand, by the time it cameto applyingthe model, the
dancersseemedto be reporting with easeand were providing very complex and
detailedreports.For some dancers,the reports becameconversationalrather than
merely descriptive;they beganto report in the third personand often correctedand
praisedthemselves.
All the dancers agreed that verbal report was a highly effective means of accessto
intrattention and that it was especially successful when working with others. D 11
said:
[Whilst using verbal report in group choreography] we were able to
choreographincredibly quickly and we came up with really interesting
and connected movement material, it was like we were at one with
each other.
(2005)
DIO statedthat the intrattentive verbal report 'triggered off a senseof ensemble' and
it is possible to 'become really in tune with each other and aware of the group
movement' (2005). Using verbal report within a duet or group appearedto produce
empatheticand trusting relationships and a senseof complicit6. D9 remarked:
Normally the focus is on self within a duet but [verbal report] enables
is
know
focus
I
both
to
what
my partner
people, so
us
on
exactly
doing even when my back is turned becauseI have reported on it.
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Verbal report seemsto createa sharedbodily rhythm. Whenworking
asa groupI know exactlywhat everyoneelseis doing.
(2005)
Similarly, D1I commentedthat, when usingverbalreport,oneis 'more connectedto
[one's] partner,whereasin normalpracticedancersoften dismissthe partnerandare
lesssensitive'(2005).The dancersfelt that, not only were they more connected,but
the movement'seemedtighter andmoreprecise'(D 10,2005)and 'every singletime
it was exactly the same' (Dll, 2005). The use of verbal report when learning
movementwas deemedto be very effective, especially if the teacherwas also
reporting,as it enabledthe dancersto learn the movementexactly as it had been
It was also claimedthat verbal report was useful for remembering
choreographed.
movement;this is possiblebecauseone is equippedwith two memoryresources,the
body andthe mind, which canboth be usedto retrievethe movement.It seems,then,
that not only was verbalreport effectiveas a meansof accessto intrattention,it also
offeredmanyotherbenefitswhich could positively affect both the danceprocessand
danceperformance.
Intrattentive physical observation

The dancersweretaughtthe differencebetweenobservingpassivelyandactivelyand
they consideredthat this was a vital part of the trainingasit allowedthemto seetheir
dancingbodiesobjectively,ratherthan their merelybeing awareof them.In relation
to this, D12 stated:
Sometimestechniqueteachersor choreographers
do tell you to, for
it,
is
look
do
"watch
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at
example,
your aim as you move"
all you
direct
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don't
it,
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your gaze
physicalobservation observation
completelyactive.
(2005)
Physical observationwas the meansof accesspreferredby D9 and D 11, both of
whom claimedto be visual thinkers.All the dancersagreedthat physicalobservation
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not alwaysas straightforwardfor a third personto detectwhen active observation
becomespassive. Using a higher order state alongside the fundamental state whilst
physically observing is therefore imperative.
The dancers were again reminded of the notion of full body integration and they
were able to apply this with some ease,without exhibiting the sameanxiety they had
experiencedwhen learning to use the verbal report. The dancerswere able to work
methodically through the different body parts, regardlessof whether the latter were
involved directly in the actual execution of the movement or not. The dancersnoted
that their ability to apply full body integration was enhancedby the initial physical
observation tasks in which they were required just to walk and observe self
methodically; one dancer said, for example:

Even if I was physically observing my feet, I could still be
simultaneouslyintrattentivelyawareof my handsas I alwayshad an
imageof my wholebody moving.
(D12,2005)
DIO stated,'it madeyou think about not just where the limbs are going' but also
'what your pelvis andtorso are doing at the sametime and you don't normally think
aboutthat' (2005).D 11 claimed,'it madeyou completelyawareof the rest of your
body' and one would constantlyquestion 'oh what's the rest of my body doing
nowT (2005).Whilst maintaininga whole body image,the dancerswerealsoableto
zoom in and out and focus on specificbody parts.This indicatesthat they felt as if
they had real control over their intrattention and had masteredthe physical
observation.Onedancersaid:
I realised that in all my training I had never taken the time to really
physically observemy own body moving. I noticed that my body does
not necessarily move how I thought it did. Physical observation really
made me much more aware of how my body does actually move
rather than how I imagine it moves ... and I saw myself dancing in a
different way than I ever had before.
(DlO, 2005)
DI, from Empirical Project 1, noted, 'I have never been so aware of my own body
and how it moved' (2003). D9 stated, 'I could clearly visualise myself and 'I have
never had such a clear senseof my partners and how they are moving' (2005). The
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in which it feelsas if
dancersseemedto haveencountereda kind of disembodiment,
theywere 'watching [themselves]on film' (D 10,2005).D1 claimed,'it's like having
a setof three-dimensional
photographs'(2003)andDII stated:
It feels like you are looking in a mirror and the image seemsto refract
You can really detach your body parts It can feel as if your head
...
...
is not part of your body, and you are looking at your body from
anotherangle, as if your head is over there looking at you over here.
(2005)
One dancer noted that, in addition to allowing accessto intrattentive states,physical
observation forced the dancers to 'move in new ways' and 'created a really
interesting movement quality' (DIO, 2005). Other dancers agreed and made the
following statements: 'similar to verbal report, it can ensure that the movement is
very precise' and 'using images of self and the choreographerit is possible to correct
the movement' (D 11,2005); 'first of all you imagine the choreographerdoing it and
then you gradually imagine yourself doing it' (D12,2005);

'this makes the

movement more precise than normal' (D9,2005). D 10 commented:

You haven't got a choice not to finish off your movements,because
you've seenit, andthat's the whole processof learningit, observingit
first, really thoroughly andyou don't normally do that you normally
...
just watchandcopy andthenrely on someoneelseto correctyou.
...
(2005)
The dancersoccasionally acted as audiencemembers and observedeach other whilst
completing workshop tasks. Tbrough doing this, the dancerswere able to gain some
insight into the experience of an audience member when viewing an intrattentive
dancer and they noted that physical observation 'directs the audience's attention to
the body part that [one is] observing' (D10,2005). D9 noted that, 'it makes the
audience at one with the dancer and a tiny shift in the dancer's focus can shift the
audience'sattention' (2005).
Despite its apparent efficacy as a means of access, and the additional benefits
illustrated within the dancers' feedback,physical observationwas not judged to be of
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is.
Whilst
teaching
movement
a phrase, clarity of movement of course,
in ensuring an accurate recapitulation on the part of the dancer. Likewise, whilst
choreographing,it is essential for the dancer to discern exactly what the movement
will be; this is difficult when the movement is changing constantly as a result of the
observation. Thus physical observation must be applied tentatively during the
teaching and choreographing process and the teacher and dancer must have a
continual awarenessof the potential resultant effect of this meansof access.
Intrattentive blind sensing
The dancers found the motion blind sensing the most difficult means of accessto
practise. The dancersfound that working with their eyes closed could sometimesbe
very effective as it allowed them to direct all their attention inwardly. At other times,
however, it was very distracting as it affected their technical ability to execute

movement.They claimedthat they often found it difficult to keeptheir balancewith
eyes closed and found turning repeatedly particularly challenging. D12 stated:
although'blind sensingwas useful whilst choreographingas it increasedawareness,
it becamedistractingduringperformance'(2005).D9 thoughtthat this wasbecauseit
is possibleto 'almost becametoo aware' which resulted 'in the movementbeing
affected,as [the dancer)might changemovementin order to executeit effectively'
(2005).DIO claimed:
Blind sensingis difficult to maintain becauseof the possible collisions
had
become
then
once
you've
a
and
collision
you
aware
overly
...
begin to adapt movement so that you feel in control.
(DIO, 2005)
At times, though, the dancers executed the motion blind sensing very successfully
and it was possible to observe moments during which the dancersmoved as if they
had eyes open in terms of the actual movement, the temporal qualities of the
movement and the spatial orientation. In some workshops the dancerswere able to
execute complex contact duets whilst blind sensing, thus indicating a high state of
intrattention. In such duets the dancerswalked with easeand assuranceand were able
to locate each other very quickly and move seamlessly into improvisation that was
for
DIO
in
this sort of occurrenceto
that,
considered
order
not uncertain or anxious.
become more regular, 'more time would be neededworking with blind sensing with
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the actual group that [one] is working with' in order to ensure 'that everyone
becomesreally comfortable and completely aware of each other' (2005).
The dancersalso statedthat, in order to apply motion blind sensing successfully, the
physical observation processmust be thorough. One said:
Even with eyes closed I would still direct my head towards the body
part that I was imagining and that would really help with the visual
imprints and enableme to really apply motion blind sensing.
(D10,2005)
The motionless blind sensing was deemed to be very effective for the dancers and
they all claimed that it was an important part of the rehearsal process. It allowed
them to thoroughly understandthe movement and observeevery detail. D12 stated:

When I sit with my eyes closed I see a video of myself inside my
head,it's like I cancompletelyobservemyself.
(2005)
DII noted, when using motionless blind sensing:

I could seethe shapemy body was making and having reflectedon
this I would look at it even more. I've never been so aware of the
shapesI was making.Now, afterwards,I feel like I could draw every
shapethat I createdasI havesuchclearimagesof them.
(2005)
These accounts imply a sense of observing
from
a third-person
self almost
perspective, a perspective which can truly permit a heightened state of intrattentive
awarenessas it allows one to place the body as the explicit object of attention. D9,
however, claimed:
When I am using motionless blind sensing I still experience the
movement, I feel myself rehearsingthe movement in great detail even
though I am sitting down. Motionless blind sensingallows me to slow
the movement right down so I can see every little detail and work out
exactly what eachmovement is.
(2005)

involved
D9 seemedto be ableto recreateall the sensualandkinaestheticsensations
with the movement and was thus able to engagein electroden-nalfeedback.As stated
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in Chapter4, it is possible to create visual imprints from external and internal
outlooks.It seemsthat what D 12 and D 11 describedaboveis an externaloutlook,
whereas D9 described an internal outlook. DI from Empirical Project I noted a
similar experience to D9:
I visualise the movement in slow motion, which gives me time to
observe every detail from every angle, and although I am just sitting I
can feel the motion in my body.
(2003)

Someof the dancersclaimed to experiencethe visual imprints from both internal and
external perspectives; D9 noted:
I kept switching from looking at my body from my own perspective
and looking at it from a third person perspective and imagining how
someoneelse would seeit.
(2005)
Using both perspectives can increase the intrattention and allow the dancer more
intrattentive insight into the dancing self.
In summary, it appears that the motion and motionless blind sensing are effective
means of access. As it was quite challenging, however, especially in a group, it
would be advisable to allot more time within the training for dancers to become
familiar with the motion blind sensingtechnique.
All three means

The dancersclaimedthat, when using externalintrattention,they did not necessarily
always use more than one means concurrently,but interchangedbetweenthem,
intermittentlyusing whichevermeansor combinationof meansthey deemedto be
effective for the task in hand. The dancersnoted that combiningvisual and verbal
processingin this way increasedtheir ability to accessintrattention and also
enhancedthe quality of that intrattention.
Prior to the external intrattention workshop, some of the dancershad already begun
to experiment with utilising more than one means of accessat a time. For example,
when using blind sensing,the dancers sometimes also used verbal report as they felt
that using the two concurrently increased their ability to access intrattention. D10
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it
is
is
'blind
that
possibleto create
claimed
sensingwith report very effective and
intrattention,
imprints'
it
(2005).
When
therefore,
to
clearvisual
came usingexternal
the dancersdid not find it too challenging and adaptedvery quickly. It was of
commonconsensusthat using externalintrattentionwas generallymore effective,in
the majority of the dancecomponents,thanusinga singlemeansof access.D9 noted,
'it is a different sensationwhen you are using all threemeans,you are evenmore
awareandknow exactlywhat you are doing' (2005).D12 statedthat, when learning
movementmaterial, 'verbal report and physical observationwere very effective,
especiallywhen used together' (2005). Dll agreed,saying, 'I would physically
observedifferent body -parts to the parts I was verbally reporting on' and was
therefore'more awareof moreparts' (2005).D 12continued:
We would physically observe the choreographerdoing the phrase and
at the same time we, and the choreographer,would use verbal report.
This would allow us to create visual imprints of the phrase and you
could even hear the report that the choreographer was using whilst
rehearsing on your own - in the form of an inner monologue. This
would enable you to perfectly recreateit.
(2005)

The dancerssuggestedthat the combinationof physicalobservationandverbalreport
was also effectiveas the former can be usedto createan overall imageandthen the
latter to zoom in to a particularbody part. In addition,DIO noted that, when using
thesemeansof access,the movement'got into the body really quickly and really
accurately, it would strangely just be within the body' (2005). The dancers
consideredthat the external intrattentionallowed 'quicker and deeperaccessand
[one was] more likely to maintain that access'(D 11,2005). Having the different
meansavailableensuredthat 'in the momentsthat [one] would normally lose the
intrattention,[one could]just swapto a differentmeans'(D9,2005).
The dancerscommentedthat, at first, the decisionto interchangebetweenmeansor
to apply more than one meanssimultaneouslywas a consciousone.After continual
exposure,however, they claimed that the interchangingand simultaneoususe
becamemorenatural and spontaneous.
Someof the dancerspreferredto interchange
intermittently, some interchangedmethodically and some did not interchangebut
usedmorethanonemeanssimultaneously.
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It seems,then, that external intrattention is an effective means of accessto
intrattentionandit was deemedby manyof the dancersto be the mosteffectiveof all
the means.Otherbenefitswere also identified. D9, for example,said,'you canwork
in
fast
faster
than
thoroughly
this
really
with
meansof access,much
andmuchmore
a normal process'(2005). D12 suggestedthat it was possibleto 'learn movement
really quickly' (2005). This is perhapsa result of the stimulationof two sensesimpact
have
hearing.
indeed
External
intrattention
did
to
sightand
a significant
seem
on the dancers'ability to learnandremembermovement.DII stated:
It will be invaluable to use intrattention during choreographyand this
will really save time in the rehearsal process. It really helps you to
have more sensitivity towards other dancers. Intrattention leaves
nothing to chance.
(2005)
Another observation was that using external intrattention improved the dancer's
ability to mimic stylistically the movement of another dancer or the choreographer.
In other words, the dancers were able not only to pick up the actions of another
dancer or those taught by the choreographer,but also to take those movements into
their own bodies. D 11 claimed:
Sometimes I found myself doing a movement how I normally would
do it in my style
I would physically observe and report on the
so
...
choreographer and then re-Qbservemyself and be able to recognise
and correct the differences. I wouldn't' normally be so aware of my
own style coming in, it's normally something that is subconsciousand
goes unnoticed. Using this technique allowed me to recognise these
points and alter them. This technique prompts you to attend to
people's idiosyncratic details and embody them yourself The
movement doesn't feel like someone else's movement, it feels like
your own.
(2005)

Similarly, D12 suggestedthat 'it was starting to really look like people were
inheritingeachother'sstyle' and 'normally when learningsomeoneelse'smovement
dancersstill inject their own style' (2005).This is perhapsa result of the degreeto
which the dancerswereableto accessstatesof intrattention.
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Three intrattentive states
Before the training process started, it had been anticipated that using internal means
internal
be
difficult
than
means
of access would
more
using external means, as
require less physical action and are not subject to third-person observation. Although
the dancers at first found it difficult to maintain internal means of access, after
if
felt
intrattention,
higher
they
the
as
continual exposure and
use of
order states of
the internal means were just as effective as the external means. The internal means
require even more discipline to maintain than the external means of accessand this
discipline must be nurtured continuously. Each of the dancersseemedto have his or
her own method for maintaining the internal intrattention and all were in agreement
with D12 who said:
Once you've got the hang of it, it's easy to maintain an internal report
as it's not that dissimilar from an external report, and it's even easier
to maintain visual imprints as you are accustomed to doing this in
blind sensing.
(2005)

The dancersclaimedthat they were ableto 'maintainthe reflection[they] had created
during the externalprocess'(D9,2005) in eachof the dancecomponentsandwhilst
working as a solo, duet and as a group.One of the dancersfrom Empirical Project I
even suggestedthat the internal accesswas more effective than the external and
claimedthat:
The visual imprints becamefar more vivid with the internal means
and far more accessible... they becamethree dimensionalmapped
imagesratherthanthe moretranslucentonesfrom the beginning.
(D2,2003)
This, however,may havebeena result of other factorssuchas continualexposure,a
developmentin the dancer'sability to access,and/ora developmentin the dancer's
ability to examine.All the dancersin Empirical Project 3 were of the opinion that
internal meansof accessare an essentialpart of the process,but that their use is
dependententirelyon primarily being ableto useexternalmeansof access.
The dancerswere also taught to experience the intrattention kinaesthetically without
the means of access.It had been anticipated that the dancers might find this state
difficult to accessas, by this point, they are no longer equipped with any particular
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bodies
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means of accessand are expected simply
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however,
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accessing
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state.
intrattention was not problematic at all. One stated,as a result of having masteredthe
is
dancing
internal
body
'my
thinking
now
mind
external and
and
means of access,
able to experienceand understandthe sensationof an intrattentive state' (D 12,2005)
and therefore 'I am able to simply exist in the intrattention' (D9,2005). D 11 claimed,
'it didn't feel difficult at all'; it felt 'completely natural, you just take away the
meansof accessand you are left with pure intrattention' (2005) and D 10 maintained:
I no longer needed the means of access.Although they had allowed
me to understandthe state in the first place ... they just weren't needed
any more ... I can now accessintrattention.without them.
(DIO, 2005)

From feedbacksuchas the above,it is consideredthat kinaestheticintrattentioncan
be accessedeffectively.This access,however,is dependententirely on the external
and internal means of access.Each of the three states- external, internal and
kinaesthetic- is important in the training and in the application of the Dance
Consciousness
Model itself.
Intrattentive training summary
From the above analysis, it can be assumed that the intrattentive training worked
effectively and enabled trained dancers to access states of intrattention whilst
improvising, choreographing, learning, teaching, rehearsing and performing as a
solo, in a duet or group. The dancers were able to access these states externally,
internally and kinaesthetically.

I

At the end of Phase 4, the dancers claimed that the training allowed a clear

betweenbody andmind' (D 11,2005) and,afterthe intrattentivetraining,
4connection
D12 affirmed, 'I am generallymuch more awareof my body' (2005).Therewas, in
addition,evidenceto suggestthat the dancerswere even transferringthe accessing
skills into other dance contexts. For example, having successfully completed the
intrattentive training, D10 said, 'I have been much more aware of myself in
technique class' (2005). This is worthy of note and perhaps indicates that the means
of access can be applied within contexts other than choreography, rehearsal and
performance.Indeed, D12 claimed:
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The intrattentivemeanshavereally helpedme as a teacher,especially
with my younger students.I now use a ... simplified version of the
model with my students,in which I use verbal report when teaching
them movement... and I ask them to use physical observationon
themselves.
(D12,2005)
It is considered, then, that the model promotes skills which are transferable into
different parts of Western contemporary dance practice, such as technique class and
danceteaching.
Whilst the dancers were using the external intrattentive means of access, it was
possible, of course, for the choreographer or trainer to hear them talking or watch
them observing. Although the internal and kinaesthetic accesscould not be witnessed
in such a way, it was still always possible to discern whether or not the dancershad
accessedintrattention. There are some non-verbal indices and signals that seemto be
inherent in, and characteristic of, intrattentive states! 15
When dancing intrattentively the dancer is focussed and not distracted by external
factors, such as other people moving or talking in the room. The eyes are usually
directed downwards or straight forward and the facial expression is one of
concentration. The dancer appearsto be completely absorbed in the task and, at the
same time, thoughtful and reflective. The body is most often controlled and the
movement is precise, dynamically strong, neatly structured and formed. It was
possible to observe all these qualities in the dancersand thus discern that they were
accessingstates of intrattention. At times it was possible to observe, for example, a
change in focus, a relaxing of the body or an increase in pace, and this normally
indicated a lapse in the intrattention. Observations about such changes more often
than not correlated with the reports of the dancers in relation to the moments in
which they had not managedto maintain access.
To summarise, the intrattentive training allowed dancers not only to experiencethe
dance but also knowingly, attentively and intentionally to be aware of the dance. In
115
Althoughthe purposeof the model,asoutlinedin Chapter3, is concernedwith the dancer's
it is
or performance,
experienceof the dance,asopposedto the natureor quality of the choreography
however,that
Onemustmaintainanawareness,
of interestto makenoteof the following observations.
Consciousness
Dancc
the
suchobservations
arenot the criterionuponwhich the effectiveness
of
Modelis judged.
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the majority of instances,the dancebecamethe dancers'explicit objectof attention.
Throughthe meansof accessthe dancerswere ableto be awareof the experienceof
factors
dance,
including
body,
dancing
dancing
the
the
the
mind and otherexternal
surrounding the dance. At times the dancers experiencedordinary states of
intrattentionin which completeawarenesswas focussedon the dance.They also
to
heightened
intrattention
during
they
monitor
able
were
which
experienced
statesof
introspectively.The dancerswereable to reportnon-inferentiallyon
their awareness
theseintrattentiveexperiences.Finally, it was possiblefor a third-party,suchas the
choreographer
or trainer,to witnessthe dancers'experiencethroughobservation.
It is worth noting, however, that music, properties and set, when they were used in
later phases for the first time, had a significant impact on the dancers. This late
introduction of key elements of the performance may have been a flaw. Although the
dancersbecameused to working with these elementsduring later phases,the dancers
been
had
if
been
beneficial
it
have
the
these
that
expressed
elements
view
would
introduced during the intrattentive training in Phase4.
Phase 5: How can one accessthe non-intrattentive dance consciousness?
The dancers found the non-intrattentive means very valuable; comments included:
'the non-intrattentive means of accessallowed me to accessnon-intrattentive states'
(D 12,2005); '1 was able to dance without thinking about what I was doing' (D 11,
2005); the non-intrattentive workshops 'enabled me to dance in a way I have never
really experiencedbefore' (D9,2005).

The analysis of Phase5 is more concise than that of Phase4 as many of the
both
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Non-intrattentive
stimuli;
"
Non-intrattentive
verbal report;
"
Non-intrattentive
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"
Non-intrattentive
listening;
active
"
All
three non-intrattentive means;
"
Three
non-intrattentive states;
"
Non-intrattentive
training summary.
"
Fundamental non-intrattention
As in Phase4, during which dancerseach expressedor demonstrateda preferencefor
particular means of accessto an intrattentive state, they each developed a preference
in Phase 5 for accessing non-intrattention. This again supports the decision to
incorporate a sense of dual functionality into the model and to place equal
significance on verbal and visual processing, and to teach the dancersto use all three
meansof non-intrattentive accessin every combination.

Again, the dancersfound different meansof accessof use within different dance
components.For example,all the dancersnoted that non-intrattentiveverbal report
was particularly effective when improvising, choreographing,leaming, rehearsing
and performing, but was less effective when teaching.Non-intrattentivephysical
observationwas consideredto be of greatusewhilst improvisingandrehearsing,but
listening
Active
of lessusewhen learning,teaching,choreographing
andperforming.
less
helpful
but
for
improvisation,
learning,
proved
rehearsaland choreography,
practical for teaching and performing. Once more, all the dancersnoted that
experimentingduring the training with all of the dancecomponentsensureda more
dance
incorporate
The
decision
to
the
every
effective applicationof
actual model.
componentinto eachworkshopwasthereforeconsideredto havebeenvalid.
As in Phase4, the dancerswere trained during Phase5 to use the meansof access
whilst working in solo, duet and group contextsand, onceagain,the efficacy of the
meansof accessseemedto be dependenton whetherthe dancerswereworking alone
or with others.For example,althoughall the dancersclaimedthat verbalreportwasa
fairly effective meansof accesswhilst choreographinga solo, it was significantly
dancers
the
being
were
as
more effective whilst a group piece was
choreographed
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ableto sharea reportandengagein a conversation.Consistentwith their experiences
during Phase 4, some dancers claimed to have preferred using particular means of
access, for example verbal report, when working with other dancers than when
working with that means on their own. Other means of access,for example physical
observation,were more popular for solo work.
Higher order non-intrattention
The dancers gasped the notion of and utilised higher order states in Phase 4, and
thus they were able to apply this understanding in Phase5 without any difficulty. The
difference in using this higher order state in Phase 5, however, is that it is essential
that the awareness is not directed towards the self or the dance, but towards the
fundamental intrattentive state, which is in turn directed towards exterior stimuli.
This slight difference did not appear to be problematic and the dancersclaimed to be
using the heightened statesvery early on in Phase 5. The dancers' ability to use the
heightened states seemedto develop in much the same manner it did in Phase4
as
and, by the end of Phase5, the dancers considered that they had 'complete control
over the heightened state' (D9,2005) and were able to use it 'to its maximum
potential' (Dll,

2005), to 'ensure that intrattention did not affect the nonintrattention' (D12,2005).
Non-intrattentive stimuli
Within each means of accessthe dancers had their preferred stimuli. For example,
some dancers chose to use random words rather than structured numbers when
reporting, some opted to observe random images rather than words, and some
favoured listening to structured stories rather than random noises. Some of the
dancers noted that swapping sporadically between the different stimuli was most
effective as it 'kept [them] on [their] toes' (D8,2004).
Ensuring that the dancersunderstood the purpose of the stimuli was essential.It was
crucial that each dancer's choice of stimulus was not necessarily the stimulus they
found easiestto use, but the one that was most
effective in terms of allowing them to
accessstatesof non-intrattention. D12, for example, claimed:
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I preferusingnumberswhenverbalreporting.If I recitemy five times
table then I find the task quite easyto do and I am able to report on
somethingexterioranddanceat the sametime.
(2005)
Being able to danceand report at the sametime seemed,to D12, to constitutean
however,
This
the
was
not,
effectiveapplicationof
non-intrattentivemeansof access.
consistentlythe caseduring the training, as observedby the trainer/choreographer.
D12 wasusinga report,the five timestable,which did not requiremuchintrattention
andD12 wasthereforeleft with enoughintrattentionwithin the capacity-limitedstore
to direct to the movement.As a result the dancerwas able to danceand report
concurrently,but the dancing was executed intrattentively as opposedto nonintrattentively.In a discussionwith D12, it was explainedthat it is essentialthat the
stimulusis sufficiently complexto allow a stateof intrattentionto suchan extentthat
thereis no intrattentionremainingfor the dancing.D12 admittedthat, althoughthe
use of numberswas preferable,in this instanceit was not necessarilysufficiently
effectiveasa meansof accessto non-intrattention.
At the otherextreme,it is essentialthat the stimulusis not so complexthat it causes
the dancerto disengagewith the intrattention.D12's first reactionto the discussion
mentionedabovewas to begin to use very complicatedverbal reports,challenging
herselfto rememberandrecite an increasinglist of randomobjects.The resultof this
wasthat, occasionally,D12 actuallystoppeddancingin orderto rememberan object.
On otheroccasions,D12 stoppedreportingand,again,the intrattentiondirecteditself
to the dance. Although the stimulus must be changing and necessitateactive
thinking, it must not causethe dancerto becomeoverloaded.During Phase5, this
became known as stimulus overload. Finding a balance in terms of stimulus
complexityis thus essentialand much of Phase5 was spentwith individual dancers
in establishingwhat the balancewas for each.By the end of Phase5, the problem
hadbeenresolvedand,for example,onedancerclaimed:
I have now really grasped the idea that the stimulus must require
complete intrattention, but not be too difficult. I have now found a
balance for myself... this balance is different from everyone else's but
it works for me and makes it possible to really access nonintrattention.
(D12,2005)
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Whilst working as a solo, the dancerswere free to choosea stimulus and were
thereforecompletelyin control of making surethat the one they usedwas effective
for them.Whilst working as a duet or group,this controlwasnot alwayspossible,as
the stimulus sometimeshad to be shared;for example,when using verbal report
dancers
The
discussions
duet
were permitted.
or group, conversations and
within a
duet
was more
a
that
the
or
non-intrattentive means as part of a group
noted
using
They
that
immediately
claimed
than
solo.
as
a
when working
effective
enjoyable and
the very act of working with another dancer provided many more stimuli towards
which they could direct the intrattention. One dancercommented:
Talking to someone else is much more interesting than talking to
in
intrattention
it's
the
to
and allow your
yourself and so
easier engage
body to move on its own whilst you're not thinking about it.
(D9,2005)
The dancers agreed that sharing an intrattentive report, for example, whilst nonintrattentively sharing movement promoted a rapport amongst the dancers and this,
in turn, often resulted in more connected movement. Without this rapport, dancing
feeling
in
dancers
dancer
the
sometimes
resulted
non-intrattentively with another
disconnectedfrom each other.
Non-intrattentive verbal report
Verbal report was the first non-intrattentive means to which the dancers were
it
find
did
dancers
in
Having
Phase
4,
very
the
not
exposed.
worked with report
difficult to work with body and voice simultaneously and seemed to slip into the
tasks with ease, immediately using present-centred, as opposed to pre- or post-,
verbal report. DIO and D12, the verbal thinkers, once again stated that verbal report
this
All
dancers
that
their
the
means of
claimed
preferred means of access.
was
in
terms of ascertaining a
access was particularly usable and effective, especially
stimulus complexity balance. One dancer, for example, said:
Using non-intrattentive verbal report really allowed me to dance
just
body
I
doing,
seemed
thinking
my
without
at all about what was
to dance along on its own whilst my mind was elsewhere, thinking
about trivial things such as what is the sum of 176 and 892.
(D9,2005)
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All the dancersclaimedto have experiencesin which they had 'no idea aboutwhat
[the] body was doing' (D11,2005) and 'afterwards[they] couldnot rememberat all
what [they] did' (DIO, 2005), indicating that they had accessedstates of nonintrattention.
It was noted in the analysis of Phase4 that the meansof accesscan have an effect on
the movement. When the dancersfirst used the non-intrattentive verbal report whilst
improvising, it seemedto make the movement very sporadic. Sometimesthe dancers
stood still for a moment, neither dancing nor reporting, and then suddenly and
rapidly executed a short phrase whilst reporting, before once again stopping and
standing still. The dancers' competence quickly developed, however, and after a
couple of tasks they were able to report and danceconcurrently and continuously and
'the movement seemedto become automatic' (D9,2005).

It was also observedby the dancersand the choreographer
that the non-intrattentive
movementexecutedduring improvisationswas often very repetitiousand not very
challengingwith little complex contact work. It did seem,however, to be very
dancers
the
unique,
often executingmovementwhich was quite different from their
normalidiosyncraticrepertoire.A typical response,when questionedaboutthis was:
I think the,movement we do is quite simple as it may be dangerousto
do lots of difficult contact improvisation when neither of you is
I think the movement is
thinking at all about what you are doing
...
very original though as it is completely spontaneous... it is real and
lived and comes from the heart not the mind.
(D1 1,2005)

Onedancercommented,'the style of the movementis affectedby the conversations
flowed
having
(DIO,
2005).
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andthe dancerswerereportingat an energisedandrapid pace,the movementseemed
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It wasof generalconsensus
that the non-intrattentiveverbalreportwasa particularly
effectivemeansof accessto statesof non-intrattention.With continualexposurethe
dancerswere able to apply the meanseffectively whilst working as a solo, duet and
groupandwithin eachof the dancecomponents.In addition,the dancerscommented
that this particularmeansof accessenabledthem to work very fast as a group; one
dancersaid, 'we could not believe how quickly we were able to choreographa
successful,long andcomplexgrouppiece' (D 10,2005).
Non-intrattentive physical observation
Having become familiar with the difference between passive and active observation
during Phase 4, the dancers were able to work immediately with non-intrattentive
physical observation, which was the non-intrattentive means of accesspreferred by
D9 and D1 1, the visual thinkers. All the dancersnoted that physical observation was
effective in acting as a meansof accessto non-intrattention, although - similar to the
intrattentive physical observation it did require discipline to maintain. Despite this,
the dancers noted that it felt quite natural to move non-intrattentively and
concurrently to observe intrattentively. The reason for this may have been that
undertaking such a task is a fairly familiar activity; the dancers' discussionabout this
subject was encapsulatedby one who said:
We are used to watching television and doing things at the sametime.
Often these things are simple tasks that involve movement, but that we
can do without thought, for example I quite often do the ironing whilst
watching television. I guess you could say that I iron nonintrattentively whilst watching the television intrattentively!

(D 10,2005)
The dancersall confirmedthat they could completeroutinetasks,to which they are
habituated,whilst observingexternal stimuli and agreedthat, if one were able to
allow the danceto occur habitually and, at the sametime, observeexternalstimuli,
oneshouldbe ableto dancenon-intrattentively.
After some of the physical observation tasks, the dancers were asked questions or
required to complete questionnaires regarding the visual stimuli they had just
observed. The purpose of these interviews and questionnaires was primarily to
provide insight into the extent to which the dancershad observed actively the visual
stimuli and subsequentlyto consider whether the dancersmoved non-intrattentively
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or not. However,there must be reservationsabout the validity of the information
collectedfrom the interviewsand questionnaires,
not leastbecausesuchmethodsof
collecting information retrospectively are reliant entirely on the capacity of each
dancer's memory. In confirmation of this, the dancers often found it difficult to
complete the questionnaires and insisted that this was not as a result of a lack of

intrattentiveobservation,but becauseof their inability to rememberthe stimuli.
The dancers did note, however, that the questionnaires and interviews had an
unanticipated value in that they provided an 'incentive to attend' (D8,2004). For
example, D12 stated:
Knowing that you were going to be questionedabout the stimuli after
the task definitely made you more intrattentive towards the stimuli and
therefore less intrattentive towards yourself.
(2005)

The dancersclaimedthat, at the beginningof the training, this incentivewasof great
use in forcing them into the desiredstatebut, after somecontinualexposure,it was
no longernecessaryasthey hadachievedcontrol.
Non-intrattentive physical observation created a particular type of movement and a
dynamic that was completely different from that created during the
non-intrattentive
verbal report. One dancer claimed, 'when I'm using physical observation I seem to
do movement that I would never normally do' (D9,2005) and another said, '[the
movement] is very organic and not at all forced' (D 10,2005).

The movementwas certainlyaffectedby the dancershaving to be forward-facingfor
the majority of their movement,becausethe imageswere projectedon to one wall
only. This was not especiallyproblematic during improvisation,but it was very
restricting for choreographyor set movementas it resulted in the dancersrarely
turning round or working on the floor. An additionalproblem was that, when the
dancersworked as a duet or in a group, they hardly ever looked at eachother and
sometimesknockedinto oneanother.D12 alsonoted,'[it is] difficult to connectwith
eachother whenjust using physical observation'as 'your focus is completelyaway
from you and your partner' (2005).Externalphysicalobservationwas,however,the
only methodwhich restrictedthe dancersto being almost entirely forward-facing.
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Whenthe dancerswereworking with all threemeansconcurrently,the problemwas
insignificantasthey wereableto interchangebetweenthe differentmeanswhenthey
wantedto turn awayfrom the front. Having projectionson all four walls of the studio
would surmountthe problem.
The various visual stimuli affected the movement in different ways. For example, if
the images were fast changing, the movement seemedto speedup and travel through
space; if the dancers were asked a question which required some thought, the
movement often slowed down. Very occasionally, the dancerseven stoppeddancing
momentarily to observe the screen; this was attributed to stimulus.overload and.the
dancers were reminded to utilise fully their heightened states to minimise the
frequency of these instances.

The dancers found that physical observation was particularly effective for
improvisation,but difficult to use whilst learning material. The difficulty arose
fundamentallybecause,whilst learning, the dancershad to observetwo different
stimuli at once,the choreographer
andthe visual stimulus.Without verbalreport,the
dancershad to rely entirely on observingthe choreographerin order to learn the
movement,and this did prove to be problematic.Although the dancersusually
managedto pick up the movementthrough observation,they noted that using this
methodhad a negativeeffect on the quality of the non-intrattention.They claimed
that usingverbalreport and/oractivelisteningwas far more effectivefor the learning
of material. Despite this, the dancersagreed that physical observationwas an
effectivemeansof accessfor non-intrattention,with the provisothat its useneededto
be appropriateto the context.
Non-intrattentive active listening
The dancersfound active listening simple to use and a particularly manageable
meansof access.Basedon their understandingof passiveand active observation,
they were quickly ableto distinguishbetweenpassiveandactivelisteningandutilise
a heightenedstateto monitor the natureof the listening.Onedancercommented:
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Active listeningis accessibleas it completelysurroundsyou ... It's all
aroundyou all the time ... Unlike physical observationyou can't get
let
from
it
[and]
just
have
be
to
to
yourself
away
you
careful not
switch off.
(DlO, 2005)
The aural stimuli - random noises, lists of words, lists of numbers and questions were projected fairly loudly through speakers and thus the sound engulfed the
dancerscompletely, allowing non-intrattentive movement to arise. A potential danger
was for the dancersto become habituated to the aural stimuli and so move the focus
of the intrattention. so that the stimuli existed only as background noise. In such a
situation, the dancers may unintentionally redirect the intrattention towards self and
eradicatethe possibility of dancing non-intrattentively.
Out of the three means of access,active listening requires least action; verbal report
involves the act of talking and physical observation requires the act of positioning the
body in order to observe. The dancers claimed that active listening was most
effective when used in conjunction with other meansof access,and in particular with
verbal report during which the dancerswere able to answer questions or shadow the
words on the recording. Some of the dancers noted that, in order to increase the
intrattention whilst working with active listening as a single means of access,they
often utilised internal monologues as well; they therefore still answeredthe questions
or shadowed the words, but did so inside their heads. One of the dancers even
claimed to use visual imprints and imagined the words in her mind or created
connotative images.

Ensuringa balancein termsof the complexity of the stimuluswas essentialfor this
meansof access.If the auralstimuli weretoo simple,theybecamebackgroundnoise;
if they were too complex, listening to them resultedin stimulus overload.Either
situationmight result in a lack of intrattention.The dancersdevelopedpreferences
aboutthe different aural stimuli, with questionsproving particularlypopularas they
for
intrattention
internal
than,
permitted a clear
monologue and required more
example,randomnoises.
The aural stimuli interchangedbetweenbeing presentedsingularly,dichotically and
binaurally. In general,the dancersfound the single presentationstoo simple and
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intrattention'
(D
11,2005).
'they
and
that
stated
not require much
binauralpresentations,however,requiredmore intrattentionas they comprisedtwo
different aural stimuli which were either complementaryor juxtaposing. Some
dancersnoted that the greatercomplexity was preferableas it 'enabled[them] to
chooseactively what [they] wantedto listen to and [they] could swapbetweenthe
for
be
(D
10,2005).
binaural
found
The
to
effective
more
stimuli'
presentations
were
for
dancers
in
listen
had
two
the
to
to
them,
they
to
voices
some
as, order
separate
themselves,which requiredvery active intrattention.This, though,provedto be too
muchfor somedancers.
All three non-intrattentive means
Some of the dancers had already begun to experiment with using more than one
means of accessbefore the external non-intrattention workshop. For example, when
using physical observation or active listening, the dancershad sometimesintuitively
also used verbal report, as they felt that using the two concurrently increasedtheir
ability to accessnon-intrattention.

The dancersnoted that stimulusoverloadwas more likely to occur when using all
threemeansof accesssimultaneouslythan when using a singlemeansof access.In
the first coupleof tasksin this part of the training, the dancersappearedoverloaded
and occasionallapses in non-intrattentionwere observed.It is essentialthat the
dancersmaintaincontrol of their consciousness
between
interchange
the means
and
of accesswhen necessary,rather than becoming overloadedthrough receiving
simultaneouslyall threestimuli.
The dancersfelt that using externalnon-intrattentionWhilstworking aspart of a duet
or a group was particularly effective; this allowed the dancersto connectnot only
by
body,
but
dancing
through
the
through
the
physically
mind sharingthe means
also
of access.The dancersstatedthat it was 'exciting to be ableto work togetherwithout
having to worry about what to do with the body' (D 12,2005) and D 11 noted that
'this would be a good way to start a workshopor introducenew peopleto working
with each other' (2005). The dancersalso claimed that the variety of stimuli
facilitated the introduction of new movementand it was possible'to feed off the
(D9,2005).
kept
fresh
the
the movement
stimuli which
and spontaneous'
energyof
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As notedin earlier observations,thereappearedto be a distinct correlationbetween
the stimuli andthe movement.This suggeststhat theremay be potentialnew waysof
choreographing,with the choreographerchoosing stimuli which might subconsciouslyinfluencethe dancer'smovementýinsteadof the dancerbeingrestricted
to a setbrief
Although

the

external non-intrattention. proved particularly

effective

for

improvisation, rehearsal, choreography and performance, it was not as useful for the
learning or teaching of movement material becauseit was difficult for the dancersto
replicate the movement. Throughout Phase 5, the dancers found it very difficult to
leam any of the set phrasesprecisely as they were tapght. Despite this, they did pick
up most of the movement; it seemedas if they were able to absorb it intuitively. The
dancersexperienced the movement and subsequentlyinterpreted it within their own
dancing body. The dancersclaimed that they 'were able to pick up the general shape
and structure of the piece, but not the actual detail contained within the movement'
(D12,2005). This resulted in unexpected movement material and some interesting
developmentsand variations on the original material. The dancersclaimed that this

4wasa very different way of working with movement,but it had an exciting and
organicresult' (D 10,2005).
During the performance of material the dancers were often surprised, when
observing each other, just how successfulthe improvisation or choreographyactually
was. The dancers claimed that they 'picked up more movement or created more
movement than [they] would have expected' (D9,2005).

In talking about one

particular occasion,D 10 stated:
I had no awarenessof the duet whilst we were choreographing it, and
in fact no awarenessthat we were even creating a duet but when it
...
came to the performance we were able to perform a whole duet.
Looking back at the recording I can seethat it was well structured and
contained moments of unison and canon. It was like seeing a duet that
I had never seenbefore.
(2005)

Indeed,it seemedas if two bodies were able to createa duet and perform it to a
satisfactory standard without the minds having to be involved actively in the
choreography,rehearsalor performance.
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The dancersclaimedthat they had found the externalnon-intrattentionin which they
used all three meansof accessvery effective, more so than the single meansof
between
interchanged
felt
in
They
they
their
access,and
control of
consciousness.
the different stimuli at will, without this having a detrimentaleffect on the nonintrattention.They alsoexpressedthe opinion that undoubtedlyintrattentiontowards
self aroseoccasionally,for exampleif a dancerbumpedinto something,but theynow
felt as if they could control these interruptions and immediatelyre-accessnonintrattention.
Three non-intrattentive states
It had been anticipated that using internal non-intrattentive means would be more
difficult than external non-intrattentive means. Although the dancers found, at first,
that it was demanding to maintain internal means, with continual exposure and the
use of higher order statesthey realised that the internal means were just as effective
as the external means. D10 stated, 'during internal I definitely don't start thinking
about myself' (2005). The dancersalso noted that it was essential to have techniques
for maintaining the internal means. D9, for example, claimed, 'I internalise the
stimuli and recap the words I have heard, inside my head' (2005). D 12 noted:
Normally I can hear a constant drone of voices inside my head that
represent the voices on the active listening recording ... but
occasionally these run out and when they do I start to report intemally
and create new internal monologues.
(2005)

Although all the dancersclaimedto havesomecontrolover their consciousness,
they
agreedthat making the transition from using external meansof non-intrattentive
accessto using internalmeansof accesswas difficult. This was not the casewith the
intrattentivemeans,as the natureof the intrattentivestateis, of course,reflectiveand
thus asking self to progressto internal meansis not problematic.With the nonintrattentivemeans,however,the stateis non-reflectiveandnon-awareandthushow
can one ask oneselfto stop reporting externally, for example,and start reporting
internally without one's awarenessmoving to selP D12 describedthis transitionin
the following statement:
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When it comes to the transition of internalising it's very strange, it's
like a light going off and on. There's a transitional moment in which
in
doing
decision
this
have
to
the
to
and
stop
externalising
make
you
just
it
be
It
though
to
to
more progressive
self. needs
you attend
...
needs to develop from external to internal. When it's first quiet when the voices and recordings stop - all my attention momentarily
in
just
because
feel
back
I
the
to
me
suddenly
aware of
comes
me
spaceagain.
(2005)
One can try to make these transitions as seamlessas possible, but it is imperative to
intrattention.
it
be
that
to
of
completely
remember
may not
possible rid performances
Indeed, there may always be moments in which intrattention arises for one reason or
his
her
is
dancer's
importance,
Of
the
though,
or
over
control
another.
paramount
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into
immediately
the
to
a
and slip straight
conscious state, and
ability
re-focus
non-intrattentive state.D12 continued:

It's really importantfor performancebecauseyou do needto be able
to just instantaneously
swapstatesandthereforeyou needthesemeans
of access.What you needis control.
(2005)
Thedancersconfessedthat, at times,their attentiondid moveto self in this transition,
in
it
there
to
they
tempted
to
order to reflect on, or
occasionally
allow
stay
and
were
it
by
however,
They
the
to
that
allowing
remain
was
remember, movement.
reported,
beneficial.
from
D8,
EmpiricalProject2, said:
means
no
During one task I cheatedand allowed my attentionto turn back to
idea
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This
to
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a
good
was not
myself as we moved
means.
though ... the result was that I couldn't rememberwhat I was doing
do
I
I
to
thrown.
with the
wasn't sure what
and was completely
information I suddenlyhad in my head and couldn't perform the
...
phrase.
(2004)
On this occasion,the dancerhad choreographeda phrasenon-intrattentivelyusing
internal
it
then
to
means.
of
access
and
was
required perform using
externalmeans
Whilst choreographing
the phrase,at no point did the dancerreflect on it or allow the
it.
dancer's
leamt
the
As
had
body
to
the
the
to
not
phrase,
a
only
result
attend
mind
dancer'smind, as the mind had been focussedelsewhere.When it came to the
internal
and
using
means,the dancerdecidedto allow attentionto move
performance
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to the phraseand let the mind, rather than the body, rememberthe movement.The
problemappearedto be that the mind did not know the movementand therefore
could not execute it effectively. Had the dancer relaxed, maintained the nonintrattention,
' and allowed the thinking body to stay in control and executethe
movement,the dancermay not have faced the samedifficulties. Whilst using the
bodies
it
is
dancers
to work
their
that
the
trust
essential
non-intrattentivemeans
independently.
It had been anticipated that the dancers might have found kinaesthetic nonintrattention difficult to accessas, by this point, they were no longer equipped with
is
It
intrattention.
for
their
essentialthat
any particular means of accessor any object
the dancer trusts the body to continue to dance non-intrattentively, as it has whilst
using the means of access.This involves giving up the means of access,letting the
intrattention disperseand allowing the body and mind simply to experiencethe state.
The following was noted:
Accessing kinaesthetic intrattention was not problematic at all. If you
had gone through using external and internal meansin the correct way
it just felt natural to experience the state kinaesthetically. You just
reach a stage where you can exist in the state and you don't need the
meansof accessanymore.
(D10,2005)
D12 added:
By this point your body knows how it feels to dance nonintrattentively, and so it's not a problem just to relax and be
kinaesthetically non-intrattentive.
(2005)
It seems,then, that kinaesthetic non-intrattention can be accessedeffectively. This
is
dependent,
however,
entirely
on the external and internal means of access,
access
Dance
imperative
is
the
the
thus
three
training
to
the
and
each of
and
states
ConsciousnessModel itself.

Non-intrattentive training summary
From the analysis above, it can be assumedthat the non-intrattentive training worked
dancers
5,
in
Phase
the
the
At
the
empirical
the
research contexts.
effectively
end of
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dance
'to
free'
(D9,2005),
'be
them
to
completely
claimedthat the training allowed
'to
(D12,2005)
be
(DIO,
2005),
'to
and
present-centred'
completelyspontaneously'
just exist in the danceratherthan anticipatingit or reflectingon it' (DI 1,2005).D12
stated:
I can't believe that it's possible to choreograph non-intrattentively
...
but it is and it's really effective. You would always somehow
remember what you had done and without knowing it you could
perform a three minute dancepiece that you didn't even know you had
created. The movement we came up with was very different to that
which we would -choreograph normally. It was more of an impulse
reaction to your partner and so interesting ... and with one particular
group section we did, we did it completely non-intrattentively and it
worked really well for that section and I really think that if we hadn't
done it non-intrattentively it wouldn't have worked at all.
(2005)

All the dancerscommentedon the intenseconnectionit was possibleto experience
dancers
despitethe lack of attentiontowardsself or other.D 10noted:
with other
It was amazing to have the connection with another person without
having to think about them. Just knowing they are there, but not
planning or reflecting, just doing.
(2005)
The non-intrattentive training allows the body to be in control of itself; it has to be,
becausethe mind is somewhereelse. The body becomesa thinking body and is able
to move itself independently through time and space. Trusting the body to execute
the movement without the mind directly attending to it is difficult, and the dancers
is
body
[one's]
is
because
is]
'[one
that
this
to
thinking
claimed
so used
about what
doing whilst dancing' (D9,2005). It is essential, though, that the dancer allows the
body to take control and allows self to experience kinaesthetically the nonintrattentive danceconsciousness.At the end of Phase5, D 11 commented:

It's really exciting to just let the mind go and allow your body to take
over ... and it's so nice to seemovementthat's just the body existing,
with the body thinking for itself.
(2005)
It was possible to observe the dancersusing external means of access,as one could
hear them talking or see them observing. The nature of the internal and kinaesthetic
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are somenon-verbalindicesand signalsthat are inherentin, and characteristicof,
116
non-intrattentivestates.
When dancing non-intrattentively the dancer appearsunconstrained,uninhibited and
The
face
The
to
the
spontaneous.
eyes and
are relaxed and
gaze seems wander.
dancerappearscompletely absorbed in the task, but at the sametime, thoughtlessand
free. The body is very relaxed and appears comfortable, and the movement is
flowing, unbound and sometimes indefinite. The movement pace tends to be fairly
fast and continuous. It was possible to observe all these qualities in the dancersand
thus discern that they were accessing states of non-intrattention. At times, it was
body
for
in
focus,
the
tensing
to
of
or a
example a
observe a change
possible
decreasein pace, and this often indicated a lapse in the non-intrattention and the
presenceof intrattention directed towards self. These observations,more often than
not, correlated with the parts of the dancers' reports in which they noted that they
had not managedto maintain access.

To summarise,the non-intrattentive training allowed the dancers to live and
experiencethe dancepurely, without thoughtor knowledgeof that experience.The
dancerswere able to accessstatesof fundamental,unattendedconsciousness
whilst
remainingawakeandengagedin the experienceof the dance.Nonetheless,they were
doing.
At
body
dancing
the
the
or
was
of
what
was
mind
unaware
experience or what
times, the dancersexperiencedordinary statesof non-intrattentionin which they
becamehabituatedto the dance.At other times, the dancersexperiencedheightened
dance.
became
in
in
involved
the
totally
they
statesof non-intrattention which
As notedearlierin this chapterin relationto Phase4, it is worth consideringthat the
use of music, set and properties was overlooked in the training and was not
introduced until a later phase.Being able to use these elementswithin a nonintrattentive performanceis fairly complex and, again, this should perhapsbe
"' As noted in relation to Phase4, although the purpose of the model is concernedwith. the dancer's
is
it
dance,
the
to
the
performance,
as opposed
nature or quality of the choreographyor
experienceof
of interest to make note of the following observations.Again, however, one must maintain an
Dance
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that
the
the
of
such
observations
are not
effectiveness
awareness
criterion upon which
ConsciousnessModel is judged.
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5.
Phase 6: How can one switch between the intrattentive dance consciousnessand
the non-intrattentive dance consciousness?What constitutes the full Dance
ConsciousnessModel?
The dancersconsideredthat the switching statestraining was very valuable and that
'this part of the training clarified how the model was going to work' (D 11,2005). D9
said, 'it definitely taught me how to switch states' (2005) and D12 stated, '[it is]
essential to have control of your dance consciousness' and to be able to 'swap
between different states', without this sort of training 'I don't know how anyone
could expect to be able to do it' (2005).
The headings in Chapter 6, in which the I-NI and NI-I strands and switching states
training were first described,provide a convenient framework for the systematic and
thorough analysis of Phase 6. For ease of reference the headings in Chapter 6 are
below:
repeated
Switching
during
the process;
states
*
Switching
during
states
perfonnance;
*
Summary.
o
Switching states during the process
It had been anticipated that the dancers might find it difficult to switch between
intrattention and non-intrattention part-way through a process, having become
accustomed to working either completely intrattentively or completely nonintrattentively. This was, however, by no means what occurred. On the contrary, for
example, the dancers were immediately able to choreograph and rehearsea phrase
intrattentively, and then rehearse and perform it non-intrattentively. The dancers
stated that their ability to interchange with such easewas a result of gaining control
over their consciousnessin the previous training. The dancersnoted:
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We were already used to interchanging becausein some of the
...
for
lost
intrattention,
tasks
example,and enterednonprevious
we
intrattention,we then had to control our consciousness
and switch
immediatelyback to the intrattention. When it cameto the process
switchingwe didn't find it very difficult at all.
(D9,2005)
This control became increasingly evident in the process switching training. The
dancersnoted that, although they found the training fairly easy, they did not dispute
its significance. They agreed that this part of the training was essential as it gave
them a real understanding of the nature and potential of the Dance Consciousness
Model.
The dancerswere very interested in how the various strands affected the movement
in different ways. In the analysis presentedearlier in this chapter in relation to Phases
4 and 5, the distinctive nature of intrattentive movement and non-intrattentive
movement was discussed.Using the I-NI strand and the NI-I strand:

[the dancers] to have different conscious
not
only
allowed
...
but also affected
experiencesto those[they] had alreadyencountered,
the movementin differentways.
(DIO, 2005)
The I-NI strand allowed movement which was precise and structured, to be
performedspontaneously,
as if for the first time. On the otherhand,the NI-I strand
allowed movement, which appearedfree and unbound, to be performed with
precision,ensuringthat it wasperformedexactlythe samein everyexecution.At this
point, the dancersgainedconsiderableinsight into the modelhaving the potentialto
createvarious experiencesas well as particularisedmovement.For example,one
dancernoted:
We really enjoyed being able to choreograph something nonintrattentively
later gain some insight into what the
then
and
...
movementactuallywas, andintrattentivelyrehearseit andrefine it, so
we knew exactly what it was without taking away from its organic
nature. We also enjoyed choreographingintrattentively and.-then
freeingthe movementlater on in a non-intrattentiveperformance.
(D 12,2005)
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It is apparent,therefore,that the process switching training fulfilled its aim of
teachingdancersto switchbetweenstatesof intrattentionandnon-intrattention.
Switching states during performance
Within the performance switching training, the dancerswere first taught to execute
all the movement exercisesthat were to be used in the circuit, using external, internal
and kinaesthetic means, and the dancerswere able to do this with ease.The dancers
then participated in three laps of the consciousnesscircuit, in which they were
required to switch stateseach time they moved to a new station. The first time round,
the dancersused external means, the second time internal means and the third time
they experiencedthe stateskinaesthetically. D12 stated:
The circuit was really effective in teaching you to switch states and
that is so valuable because that's what a performance is, all
performances require you to switch states. You've got to be able to
switch at will when you need to.
(2005)
The dancers also found that the movement tasks were effective. One stated, for
example, 'the slow walk really made you aware of yourself and in the fast run you
had no time to be aware' (D 11,2005). Some stations were considered to be more
effective than others, however, and some tasks made it easierto maintain accessthan
others. For example, the intrattentive mirroring allowed the dancers to accessa high
quality state of intrattention, in which they were forced to attend with focus to self
in
other
and
order to be able to copy the other precisely. On the other hand, the nonintrattentive stillness station proved more problematic. D 12 claimed:

During the stillness it was difficult to maintain the non-intrattentive
stateand that is always the caseon stage.I becafhequite aware.It's
difficult to just be. But it got better eachtime we went through the
circuit.
(2005)
It is difficult to just stand and exist completely in stillness, with no thought for self,
and without constant reflection on how one is standing and for how long one has
been standing. The circuit allowed the dancersto experience such stillness, and then
to move immediately into an intrattentive state at the next station. It might also have
been of use to have allowed the dancersto experiencethe circuit in its opposite form,
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have allowed the dancers,for example, to experience the stillness in an intrattentive
stateand then move from it into a non-intrattentive state.
The dancers observed that, on the first lap, the transitions between the different
stations, and therefore the different states, were quite obvious. As they progressed,
however, the 'switching got easier' (D9,2005) and 'the transitions became less and
less like transitions' (D12,2005).

This indicates a development in the dancers'

ability to interchange between the states and supports the notion of continual
exposure.D12 noted:
The circuit became really absorbing
the second and third
on
...
execution ... and it felt really natural. I felt as if I could have carried
on for ages.
(2005)

The dancerswere askedwhetherthey detectedmuch differencebetweenthe external
and internal executions of the circuit. D12 commented, 'there wasn't much
differenceas we are so usedto moving from externalto internal' (2005) and DIO
added,'we all still use the meansinside our headso there isn't much differenceat
all' (2005). The dancerswere then asked to describe their experienceof the
kinaestheticlap andD 11replied:
The kinaesthetic lap was fine becauseof the progression, and because
had warmed up physically and mentally by then.
we
...
(D1 1,2005)

Whenthe dancerswere askedwhetherthey thoughtthey would be able to enterinto
the kinae.stheticlap without first participatingin the first two laps, D9 commented,
'with practiceyou shouldbe able to train your mind to just switch on' (2005).This
indicatesthat a consciousness
warm-upis important.if a danceris expectedto enter
a kinaestheticstatethe momenthe or shestepson stage,it is essentialto preparethe
off stageandwork througha warm-upinvolving externalandinternal
consciousness
intrattention.
One aim of performance switching is to prepare dancersfor stepping on and off stage
dancers
the
their
during
is
the
conscious states, which why,
circuit,
and maintaining
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dancerswere askedto return and to continueimmediatelywith the sametask. The
dancersnoted that this was an important part of the circuit; one commented,'the
exits and entranceswere effective, especiallyif you attemptedto maintainthe state
whilst off stage'(D9,2005).
The dancers' comments indicated that the performance switching training was
effective and prepared the dancers for utilising more than one strand in a
performance.
Summary
From the above analysis, it can be assumedthat the switching statestraining works
effectively and trains dancers to interchange successfully between states of
intrattention and non-intrattention within the danceprocessand danceperformance.
At the end of Phase 6, the dancers claimed that the training 'definitely fulfilled its
purpose' (DlO, 2005) and by this time they 'felt really strong and able to accessthe

states'(D 12,2005).D 10commented:
[The switching statestraining] camejust at the right time just when
...
I felt like I had graspedthe methods. I don't think it would have been
so effective if we had tried it earlier in the process. It's a real skill,
something we had to build up to. It's not really something that you can
just do, which is interesting considering that most choreographersjust
expect you to be able to do it. I definitely couldn't have done it so well
and with so much control without the training.
(DlO, 2005)

Beforemoving on to Phase7, the dancerswere eachinterviewedabouttheir overall
experienceof the consciousnesstraining. In response,comments included:
Access is becoming much easier and much more instantaneous, it
feels like we can switch with easebetween everyday states and dance
states.Now, after the training, I feel a lot more aware of myself as a
dancer and of my own personal movement style. I think that when you
know yourself better, that's when you can really push yourself as a
dancer and push your boundaries more. That's what I feel like I am
able to do now. This training will really help me to develop as a
dancer. Now I have an awareness that I can move in these two
different states I can start to work with them more and push myself
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(D9,2005)
People tell you to think about your movement or not to think about
your movement, but no-one tells you how to. Even if you do normally
access these states you don't always know how you have accessed
them. I feel like the training has really developed and changedme as a
dancer. In technique classes I have become so much more aware of
my body. It's a good way to get you moving in a different style [and]
you might even find out that a different way of moving suits you
better.
(DIO, 2005)
After the training I feel as if I understandwhat it meansto be a dancer
and I can now trust in my own body to exist in the different states.It's
almost like you've been given a key to accessyourself and your states,
and realise who you really are. It enablesyou to recognisewhat sort of
mover you are. When I started I was a non-intrattentive dancer, not
that I knew this, now I have access to other ways of moving,
intrattentive ways. This gives me insight into the experiences that
other dancersmight have, experiences I wasn't even aware of before
as I was always non-intrattentive. This has widened my capabilities
and movement possibilities. Now I have an awarenessof both ways of
moving, rather than thinking there is only one way, although never
really knowing what that one way is. I never knew that other dancers'
experienceswere different from mine.
(D 11,2005)

The training is so comparableto everyday life in which you are
constantlychangingstatesand so it shouldbe obvioushow to do it,
but when you are dancingit's just not. Tbat's why the training is so
important.Having trained to accesstwo different statesI feel more
completeas a dancerand I feel like the training has increasedmy
movementvocabulary.I now havetwo different stylesthat I am able
to accessat will. The techniquesreally help you to makeconnections
insideyourself and make connectionswith other dancers.I feel like I
havemasteredcontrol of my danceconsciousness
andI don't know of
any othertraining that allowsyou to do this.
(D12,2005)
The switchingstatestraining markedthe endof the consciousness
trainingand;at the
end of Phase 6, the dancers were presented with an illustration of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel. ' 17
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SeeChapter6, page216.
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Phase 7: How effective is the Dance ConsciousnessModel?
Having completed all the training the dancers were equipped to apply the Dance
ConsciousnessModel within the choreography, rehearsal and performance of a fullscale dancepiece, the purpose of which was to assessthe effectivenessof the model.
In order to consider whether the model is effective or not, it is vital to ascertainwhat
is intendedby the term 'effective' - effective in what sense?It is of use here to return
to the purpose of the Dance ConsciousnessModel which was provided in Chapter 3:

The purpose of. the. Dance ConsciousnessModýl is to allow choreographersand
dancers to actively select the dance consciousnessin which the dancer is to
choreographand perform and to subsequentlyaccessand control that chosenstate,
whether it be intrattentive and/or non-intrattentive.
Thus, in order to be deemed effective in the context of Phase7 of Empirical Project
3, the model must have allowed the dancersto select, accessand control their dance
consciousnessduring the choreography, rehearsal and performance of the full scale
dancepiece. An analytical account of theseprocessesis presentedbelow.
Choreography and rehearsal
Every section of the hour and a half dance piece was choreographedand rehearsed
using the Dance Consciousness Model. Each of the four strands was used for
different sections of the piece, the chosen strand being selectedto suit the nature of
the section being choreographed.For example, when it was anticipated that a section
would require very structured and precise movement, the intrattentive strand was
applied. For some sections, it was not apparent,prior to the start of the choreographic
process, which strand would be most appropriate. In these instances the dancers
experimented with the different strands whilst improvising and gradually decided
which strand would be the most applicable for that particular section or concept.
As a result of using each of the four different strands,the final dancepiece contained

both intrattentiveand non-intrattentivemovementmaterial and the dancerswere
therefore required to switch states within the performance. Consequently,the dance
free
be
to
and
contained
a
variety of movements, some of which appeared
very
piece
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spontaneous
whereasothersappearedto be structuredand precise.The natureof the
choreography also required the dancers to enter and exit the stage numerous times,
again pennitting the dancersto apply their ability to switch states.
The dancerswere fairly disciplined in the use of the model during the choreographic
process and applied it effectively within the choreography of each section. The
dancers were very adept at using the means of access and accessing the states
externally, internally and kinaesthetically. By this point, the dancershad developed
strong preferencesand had begun predominantly to use the means of accesswhich
were most effective for them personally, often to the exclusion of other means of
access. This was not considered too problematic, although the dancers were
constantly reminded that they had many different meansavailable to them, and that it
was always important to at least consider the means on offer and then decide which
was the most appropriate for the task in hand.
The model was easily incorporated into the choreographic process and it did not
seemto disturb the process.The dancersendorsedthis observation, and one claimed,
for example:
Using the model during choreography seemedreally natural. By this
point I really understood the model and how to accessthe different
states. It was not at all difficult to use the model when we were
choreographing. It just seemedreally useful and I can't believe I ever
used to choreographwithout it.
(D 12,2005)

The dancersfelt that using the model had a significant effect on the movementand
oneremarked:
For some sectionsit would seem so obvious that it neededto be
choreographedintrattentively,for example,and it seemsstrangethat
we never would have consideredthis before and would have just
choreographedwithout even consideringwhat should be going on
insideour minds,insideour danceconsciousness.
(D 11,2005)
The dancers claimed that switching states was a very effective technique and not
only allowed them to move on and off stage seamlessly,but also to move effortlessly
from one section to another. D 10 stated:
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The first section of the piece began non-intrattentivelyand then
suddenly went into a very intrattentive bit, and that was really
interesting.The effect of the switching on the movementquality was
don't
in
I
difference
think you
the
the
mind.
significant, as well as
could move so well from one sort of section to another without
switchingstates.
(2005)
There is no denying that a thorough application of the model can be expensive in
terms of time. For example, when choreographing and rehearsing an intrattentive
section the dancers often choreographed using verbal report and physical
blind
They
to
the
observation.
progressed rehearsing
movement using motionless
sensing and then motion blind sensing. The dancers then reassessedthe movement
if
it
felt
be
further
to
that
was
and noted any sections
required
attention after which,
necessary, they rehearsed again using verbal report and physical observation.
Following this, the dancers then rehearsedusing internal means of accessand then
finally rehearsed whilst kinaesthetically accessing intrattention. This is a more
lengthy processthan the conventional process in current dancepractice, in which the
dancerssimply choreographand then rehearse.The choreography for the dancepiece
did therefore take some time, but the resultant movement was thoroughly considered
it
dancers
if
[they]
had
it
'more
the
that
than
and
noted
was
effective
choreographed
normally' (D9,2005).
By the time it came to the rehearsal process, the demandsof producing a full-scale
dancepiece became very apparent.The dancerswere suddenly faced with deadlines
and a fast-approaching performance. They became less disciplined. in using the
model and seemedto be taking short cuts. At times, it was noticed that the dancers
had
to
the
the
rehearsing
were
material without applying
choreographer
model and
remind the dancersto use it. When reminded, the dancersdid generally sqernable to
'a
immediately
but,
it
the
them
took
model
again
while to
apply
on some occasions,
get back into it' (D 11,2005).
As with any technique, it is important to practise it continually in order to ensureone
remains proficient. The dancers noted that the sporadic rehearsal schedule
contributed to the lack of discipline and their occasional failure to apply the model.
The other commitments of the dancersresulted in the time between rehearsalsbeing
long;
the rehearsals were short, three-hour sessionsheld twice a week over
quite
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threemonths.It would havebeenpreferableto havehad a continuousprocess,with
choreographyor rehearsalsessionsheld every day over a couple of weeks. The
dancersagreedand their comments included the following:
I felt like the model was really effective, but having the rehearsals
spread out made it difficult to get back into the model. It would be
really effective to do it much more intensively. At points I do feel as if
I neglected the model and coming back to it was sometimesdifficult,
more difficult than if I had been disciplined throughout.
(D 10,2005)
Ideally you would be practising the model every day and if you had a
continual process it would have'been even more effective. I definitely
used the model during the rehearsal ... but I think you need to keep
revisiting it and keep refreshing it especially if it's a long process. I
I used
wouldn't say that I ever neglected the model
personally
...
verbal report throughout - both intrattentive and non-intrattentive. It
did need reinforcing by the choreographerthough especially when
...
it got to the point that we knew the movement really well. It was
really useful to keep bringing the model back in and it really helped
with the performance states, specific details and movement quality. I
think had the process been more intensive there would have been no
problem.
(D12,2005)
Despite these occasional lapses in the use of the model, the dancers did apply it
effectively within both the choreographyand rehearsalof all of the material.
It is worth emphasisingthat Empirical Project 3 was a researchproject. In contrast to
conventional dance practice in which the aim is normally the creation and
performance of a dance piece, the main aim of this project was to apply the model
within a dance process and dance performance and to assess its efficacy. The

achievementof this main aim was the dominantdriving force and occasionallythe
quality of the piece suffered in terms of cohesionand the overall concept.The
dancersrecognisedthis andonestated:
It didn't matter what we were choreographing as long as we were
using the model. I don't think this would have happened if we were
applying the model in a normal process.
(D9,2005)
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Model shouldbe seenas an
Outsidea researchcontext,the Dance Consciousness
become
It
the purposeof
to
the
should
not
addition
normal choreographicprocess.
the choreographicprocess.The model is not a tool for generatingsuccessful
choreographyor ensuringa successfultechnicalperformance.Nor is it intendedthat
the model replace conventional choreographic and performance techniques.
Choreographers
and dancersare advisedto use the model as a valuableaddition to
the techniquesthey normally employ. In the context of Empirical Project 3, the
modelwasnot alwaysappliedas an additionaltool but usedas an independenttool,
andthis undoubtedlyresultedin a lesssuccessfulpieceof choreographyin relationto
structure and form. As a preliminary investigative empirical project, however,
EmpiricalProject3 suppliedusableandvalid informationregardingthe efficiency of
Model as a model for accessingparticular statesof the
the DanceConsciousness
danceconsciousness.
Performance
The researchoutcome of this thesis was defined as follows:

dancers
be
To
that
to
to
create
a
model
can
used
enable
accessparticular
*
Model.
consciousstatesfor performance- the DanceConsciousness
The final part of Empirical Project 3 was designed to lead to an assessmentas to
whether this research outcome had been fulfilled and, if so, to what extent. Would
the consciousnesstraining, and the fact that the Dance ConsciousnessModel had
been applied in the process, enable the dancers to access and control their dance
consciousnesswithin the performance?
Having completed the application of the model in the choreographic and rehearsal
dancers
the
process,
were then faced with the prospect of the live performances.
They were interviewed after the performancesand asked to reflect on their use of the
following
The
model.
comments are representativeof their answers:
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In the performancesI felt like I had control of my consciousness.
Although I used the model most of the time and was therefore
experiencingthe stateskinaesthetically,I would occasionallyslip out
in
it.
is
don't
I
this
think
though
other
as unlike
a problem
of
performancesI was able to control my consciousness
and get back
into the performance.Normally this isn't possible, for example
if
just
into
that
slip
normally you can't
performancestateespecially
I
it
keep
It's
hard
to
normally.
somethinggoeswrong.
with
really
didn't have this problem in theseperformances.I usedthe model all
the time.
(D9,2005)
I used the model throughout the piece, and constantly switched
between different states of consciousness.Even off stage you never
switched off. The transitions between on and off stagewere seamless.
It wasn't the casethat you would have to use the means of access,you
were able to accessthe states kinaesthetically. You came on and just
did it. When we performed in a different venue, I began being very
intrattentive. I was much more aware of external factors, things that
you shouldn't have been aware of, almost as if my consciousnesswas
straying. But because of the training I was able to control this and
hone it back and pull the attention back to myself. I definitely kept up
with the model and the best performance was the one that I kept true
to the model.

(D 10,2005)
I think I maintainedthe model throughout,I definitely felt in control
intrattentively
I
the
of my consciousness
and
sectionswe rehearsed
performed intrattentively and the sections we rehearsed nonintrattentivelyI performednon-intrattentively.Also the natureof the
piecerequiredvery quick switchesespeciallygoing on and off stage.
And we were able to switch becauseof the training. There is one
particularsectionandI canrememberbeing so aware,of the music,of
my body, of othersbodies,of unisonandcanon,of spaceandtime and
even toward the end I was aware of what's happening next,
anticipatingthe next sections,and then suddenlyI was just moving
non-intrattentivelywith no thoughtat all.
(D11,2005)
In the performancesI kept to the model as much as possible. I
personallypreferred the intrattentive sections,althoughthis is just
personaltaste.Despitethis I was definitely able to accessboth of the
states. For most of the performance I experiencedthe states
kinaesthetically,but occasionallyI would needto use internalmeans
if I becamedistracted,for exampleby the setor the audience.
(D12,2005)
The comments presented above provide evidence to indicate that all of the dancers

felt in control of their danceconsciousness
during the performanceandwereable to
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accesskinaestheticintrattentionandnon-intrattentioneffectively.In additionto these
arethe
comments,and of particularinterestwith respectto the dancers'experiences,
accountsof a sectionin the first performanceduring which sometechnicalelements
went wrong. The dancerswere using ropeswhich they had to bring from off stage
and setup in a particularway on the stage.The ropesbecamevery tangledoff stage
and the dancerswere unableto executethe movementas rehearsed.This was a real
testof the dancers'ability to maintaintheir consciousstatesand sustaintheir control
over thesestates.The dancerswere questionedabout this technicalproblemand a
selectionof their responsesabout what they had experiencedin terms of their
is givenbelow:
consciousness
When things went wrong to do with props we had to improvise. This
scene is normally performed very intrattentively, and we
choreographedit intrattentively as well. But when it went wrong ... I
chose to execute the movement non-intrattentively and let my body
just move itself. I knew I could trust it do this becauseof the training.
This was so important as it allowed my mind to reflect on how to deal
with the situation. My body and mind were doing different things. My
body was moving non-intrattentively to allow my mind to work
intrattentively. This allowed me to carry on performing and still figure
out what to do. I was pleasedthat I was able to control everything like
this.
(D12,2005)
There were points where I was almost half and half, so I would be
non-intrattentively dancing but having some intrattentive thoughts like
"I need to go off and get a torch so I can see to untangle the ropes". I
was also switching all the time as I was on and off quite a lot to sort
the ropes out. I remember the off stage moments really well. I was
very intrattentive and we were even talking and discussingwhat to do.
At the time I was very aware. I would then have to come on again and
switch ... back into the performance. I haven't got a clue what I did, I
was completely non-intrattentive, but becauseof the training I knew I
was able to dance like this ... I was able to switch back and forth. I just
did it kinaesthetically. I didn't use the means of accessas such, just
switched in and out.
(DIO, 2005)
Although the movement outcome of the non-intrattentive improvisation may not
have been appropriate at that point in the dance, it seemsfrom the dancers' responses
that use of model proved effective and that they were able to accessparticular states
of consciousnesswithin the performances and control these states - even when
things went wrong. This was also observable from an informed audienceperspective.
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As noted in relation to Phase4 and Phase 5, there are some non-verbal indices and
signals inherent in, and characteristic of, the two different statesof consciousness.It
was clear that the dancers' focus was interchanging between sectionsand the dancers
seemed to move from being very aware of everything to just performing. The
movement style seemedto change alongside this. Whether an uninformed audience
would detect these changes in consciousness,or even the changes in movement
quality, is difficult to discern. It would also be interesting to monitor how changesin
the dancers' consciousness affect the audience, and specifically the audience's
consciousness,and this is an area into which this research could extend in the
future.118

Summary

All the empirical evidence suggests that the consciousness training and the
application of the Dance ConsciousnessModel were effective in enabling the dancers
to actively select, access and control their dance consciousness within the
choreography and performance of the piece. The dancerswere invited to reflect on
the overall experience of the Dance Consciousness Model and to compare this
experience with conventional practice. The dancers were also asked to hypothesise
about the effect the Dance Consciousness Model might have on Western
contemporary dancepractice. Their responsesincluded the following:
Normally your conscious states aren't pointed out to you. I've never
been told before what sort of state I should be in when performing, but
it's so important! Dancers will benefit so much from the model. It
does requires training though and perhaps for me a bit more intensive
training would have benefited me even more.
(D9,2005)

I haven't ever done anything like the training before and definitely
neverusedanythinglike the modelbefore.It's completelydifferentto
how I havebeentaughtto work normally. From now I will definitely
always considermy dancing consciousness,
as well as my dancing
body, andI think all otherdancersshouldtoo!
(DIO, 2005)

118Haggendorn (2004) has undertaken
some research into what happens within audience members'
minds whilst they watch dance, and this may be of use for any further researchwhich considersthis
aspectof performance.
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I will definitely use the model again, I don't think I could work
I'm
dancing
I'm
it's
it
sort of within me and now when
without now,
just
inT.
I'm
be
I
'hey
so
thinking
what sort of stateshould
always
of
muchmore awareof myself as a dancer,andI think that awareness
is
for
dancers.
all
self essential
(D 11,2005)
Normally what happens with professional and non-professional
in
is
just
tenns of
train
they
train
that
you
choreographers
you, and
don't
body
let
think and
then
tell
to
and
your
will
you go on stage, go,
just perform. So, in saying that, they are telling you to perform nonintrattentively. But how can you, when you don't know how to access
those states?This training is really important and I think once you've
been trained to use the model, you will always apply it a little bit in
everything you do.
(D12,2005)
It appears that all of the dancers felt that the overall experience of the Dance
ConsciousnessModel differed significantly from the conventional practice in which
they ordinarily engaged. All of the dancers found the experience a positive and
beneficial one and considered that the Dance ConsciousnessModel would have a
impact
future
dancers
The
their
on
also noted that the model would
practice.
positive
be of use to other dancersworking within the Western contemporary dance context.

Concluding remarks
The analysis of the empirical projects presented in this chapter indicates that this
researchhas ascertainedthe nature of the statesof consciousnessthat are experienced
by dancers within the choreography and performance of contemporary dance, and
has clarified the means through which dancersmight accessand control such states
of consciousness.In doing so, the research has answered the focussed research
listed
again here for easeof reference:
questions,

is
dance
What
the
the
nature
of
consciousness?
9
How
dance
the
can
one
examine
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9
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*
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consciousness?
9
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dance
intrattentive
the
between
How
nonand
the
consciousness
switch
can
one
*
intrattentivedanceconsciousness?
As a result this thesis has demonstratedthat a model has been createdwhich enables
dancers to access particular conscious states for performance: the Dance
ConsciousnessModel.
As indicated earlier, the final researchquestion is:
is
How
Dance
Consciousness
Model?
the
effective
9
This question must be considered in relation to the overall purpose of the model
is
it
is
in
in
Chapter
3.
Bearing
this
possible to present the
outlined
which
mind,
following conclusion.
From the accountsof the dancerswho participated in the first complete application of
the model, it is feasible to conclude that the answer is that the Dance Consciousness
Model is effective, as it allows dancers to actively select, access and control their
dance consciousnesswithin choreography and performance. In doing so, the model
has also been effective in affording the dancersmore insight into, and understanding
of, the experience of the dance and the ways in which it can be experienced. In
addition, the model has been effective in allowing greater means of communication
between the choreographer and the dancers through enabling both parties to
dancers
how
different
dance
the
the
nature of
understand
consciousnessexperiences,
dance.
It
intentions
how
these
the
these
the
to
of
experiences and
can access
relate
in
be
deemed
Consciousness
Dance
Model
therefore,
that
the
effective
seems,
can
encouraginga consideration of the subjectivity of the danceexperience.

In addition,it is worth noting that, althoughthe model is not essentiallyintendedasa
its
in
for
improving
terms
the efficacy of choreographyor performance
of
means
in
to
artistic or aestheticmerit or validity, according reports of participants the
research,it does seemto have had some resultanteffect on both theseprocesses.
During all three empirical projects, the dancers,the choreographerand numerous
audience members commented on the high quality of performance and the
However,
focus
through
any
the
and
which
commitment
movementwas executed.
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judgementregardingwhetherthe model enablesmore effectiveoutcomesin relation
to somechoreographicprocesses/performances
as opposedto other choreographic
processes/performancesis, at this point, rather subjective. Although quality in
choreographyand/or performance has not been a criterion for assessmentin relation
to the effectivenessof the model in this particular study, it may indeed be an area of
research to be explored in the future - for example: what effect does a dancer's
consciousnesshave on the execution of movement and the standardof performance?
Such areasof potential further investigation are presentedlater in this chapter.
Regardlessof further investigation, it is fair to state that it can be concluded that the
Dance ConsciousnessModel is effective in relation to its main purpose. There is
always value, however, in casting a critical eye upon a researchoutcome and noting
any componentswhich may require modification to further enhanceits efficacy.
Potential modifications
Although all the dancersassertedthat the Dance ConsciousnessModel was effective,

their accountssuggestthat somemodificationswould potentially improvethe model
significantly.The proposalsfor the researchandevaluationof suchmodificationsare
as shown in Table 22.
Table 22: Potential modifications
Problem

Solution

Within the consciousnesstraining
applied in Empirical Project 3, it was
not consideredwhat effect, if any, the
music, set, properties, and costume, and
other design tools and techniques such
as lighting and projections, would have
on the dancer's consciousness.

In future applications of the consciousness
training, an additional workshop will be
offered in which dancersare trained to
apply the model when theseexternal
components,which are intrinsically
related to dance,are in place. Such a
workshop will consider how a dancercan,
for example, move non-intrattentively
whilst maintaining awarenessof the music
or other design components,or dance
intrattentively without having to extend
intrattentive awarenessto external factors.
This workshop will be optional depending
on what sort of dancepractice the dancer
ordinarily engagesin; for example, the
dancer
for
be
a
workshop would
essential
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Problem

Solution
in
dance
theatrecontext.
a
who works

Someof the dancerswho participated in
Empirical Project 3 expressedthe
opinion that it would have been
beneficial to have more consciousness
training.

The dancersfrom Empirical Project 3
noted that motion blind sensing is
particularly difficult and requires a
significant amount of skill, especially
when a dancer is working with a group
comprising dancerswho have not
previously worked together.
All the tasks in the training allow the
dancersto progressthough external and
internal statesbefore moving to the
kinaesthetic states.In live performance,
however, dancersare expectedto enter
straight into kinaesthetic states.

Therearethreealternativemethodsof
extendingthe training, which will be'
doubling
in
future.
Firstly,
the
explored
the numberof training workshopswould
be
to
explored
allow eachmeansof access
in moredepth;oneworkshopwould teach
how to usethe meansof accessand
dancerswould apply the meansin a
subsequent
workshop.Secondly,the
durationof eachworkshopcouldbe
increasedfrom threehoursto a full day.
The third possibility is to offer a one-day
top-upworkshopfor thosewho, having
previouslylearnthow to usethe different
meansof access,areableto practiseusing
the meansin a controlledenvironment.
The dancerssuggested
that it would be
beneficialto allow moretime for the
motion blind sensingtasksto develop.
This will be implementedwithin future
training.
applicationsof the consciousness

The trainingtaskswill be modified
slightly to includethe instantaneous
accessingof kinaestheticstates.For
example,dancerswill be askedto
choreographa phrasein oneworkshop
andthenperformit kinaestheticallyin a
subsequent
workshop.This will allow
dancersto practisethis immediateaccess.
All the dancersclaimed that the
Furtherresearchwill be undertakento
investigatewhether,andto what extent,it
switching statesconsciousnesscircuit
is beneficialto extendthe circuit and
was particularly effective and that it
was progressively so - with each
allow the dancersto executemore
for
dancers
application they becamemore adept at
the
repetitionsof
circuit and/or
to executethe circuit in reversesothat
switching states.They also noted,
however, that they felt as if they wanted intrattentivestationsbecomenonto carry on with more repetitions of the intrattentiveandvice versa.This will give
circuit.
the dancersmorepracticeat switching
statesandwill alsoallow themto
experienceeachstationin a differentstate.
It was noted that the non-intrattentive
This is a difficult matterto resolveasit is
dependenton technicalequipment.It
physical observation tasks were
hindered by the fact that the dancershad would be beneficialto haveimages
but
to remain facing forward in order to
four
this ma
to
walls,
projectedon all
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Problem

Solution

observethe images, as they were
projected only on to one wall.

light
this,
In
be
the
of
not always possible.
it is worth considering other meansof
presenting visual stimuli, such as pictures
It
the
the
room.
on
wall or objects around
is worth noting, however,' that the forward
facing issue is problematic only during the
training when the dancersare using solely
the physical observation and not when
they are using the three means
concurrently and accessingthe states
internally and kinaesthetically. Although it
is not necessarilyideal, therefore, one
its
does
purpq1se.
serve
projection screen

Indication of further investigation

Model and the analysisof
Throughoutthe fonnulation of the DanceConsciousness
its application,many related issueshave arisen that it has not been possible to
but
in
depth
the
this
research
any
of
particular
which
consider
within
confines
is
issues
for
further
investigation.
A
these
summary
of
potentially represent areas

in
in
indications
direction
Table
23
to
the
which this study may
as
with
presented
develop in the future.
Table 23: Indication of further investigation
Research issue

Indication of content of further
research

The effect of the Dance Consciousness
Model on uninformed dancers.

Although uninformed dancerswere used
in Empirical Project 2, further theoretical
before
is
and empirical research required
be
definitive
any
conclusions can reached
regarding the effect of the training and
model on uniformed as opposedto
informed dancers.

The effect of integrating dancerswho
are using the model with dancerswho
are not.

Some of the dancersfrom Empirical
Project 3 noted that they had attemptedto
but
in
different
the
processes,
use
model
that their attemptshad been hindered by
the dancerswho were not using the model.
Can the Dance ConsciousnessModel still
be effective in this context? What effect
dancers
by
the
some
model
would use of
_J
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Research issue

Indication of content of further
research
have on the dancerswho are not using it?

The danceconsciousnesswithin other
dancecontexts.

Analysis of the researchprojects suggests
that the model and its inherent conceptsof
dance consciousnessare applicable within
The
dance
contexts.
other contemporary
dancerscommentedthat they had applied
some aspectsof the model within
technique classes,and one of the dancers
who works as a danceteacher,claimed
that the model had greatly informed her
teaching practice. The researchundertaken
already could be extendedto explore these
and possibly other contexts to determine
whether the model is applicable as it
stands,whether it needsto be adaptedto a
particular context, and whether further
models should be formulated for use
within different contexts.

The effect of the Dance Consciousness
Model on audiencemembers.

Further exploration of this effect might
include an examination of the nature of
the audience's consciousness,of whether
the dancers' conscious state correlates in
any way with audiencemembers'
consciousness,and thus whether an intersubjective consciousnessis possible. Such
researchmight be extendedto explore the
effect the presenceof an audiencehas on
the dancers' consciousness.

The effectivenessof the Dance
ConsciousnessModel in a wider
environment.

Contemporary dancecompaniescould be
approachedand invited to implement the
model within their practice and to provide
feedback on their experiencesand the
overall efficacy of the model.

The effect that the dancers' conscious
statehas on the actual movement they
are executing.

The intrattentive choreographyoften
resulted in movement that was particularly
structured and precise, whereasthe nonintrattentive choreographyoften resulted
in movement that appearedfree and
unbound. There would be value in
researchingthe effect of particular
conscious statesin the choreographic
process in relation to intention and its
realisation in content, forrn and
expressio

The effect of the non-intrattentive
stimuli.

It was noted by the dancersduring
Empirical Projects 2 and 3 that the nature
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Research issue

The effect of using character on the
model.

The Dance ConsciousnessModel in
contexts other than dance.

Indication of content of further
research
of the stimuli affected the nature of the
movement they were executing.
Observation also suggestedthat there was
between
definite
the stimuli
correlation
a
and the movement. This presentspotential
for new ways of choreographing,in which
dancers'
influence
the
choreographerscan
by
movements their choice of stimuli,
dancers
to a
having
to
restrict
without
brief or a particularly reflective and
constrainedprocess.
The performance in Empirical Project 3
required the dancersto perform as
dancers
the
particular characters,and
Dance
the
applied
successfully
ConsciousnessModel within this context.
It would be interesting, however, to
in
training
explore whether any additional
the use of characteron the model would
be beneficial when preparing specifically
for performancesin which dancersare
The
characters.
particular
portraying
discussed
in
Chapter
1
theories
may
acting
be of use here in ascertaininghow it is
different
to
statesof
possible access
I19
consciousnessthrough character.
The model could be extended to
in
working
non-literal
actors
performers or
theatre, such as physical theatre. The
Dance ConsciousnessModel presentsa
different pathway, and one which is more
founded in consciousnesstheory, from
those currently available within theatre
literature. The Dance Consciousness
Model might, for example, be used to
inform existing theatre practices or used in
conjunction with existing practices within
the theatre context

I" Theseactingtheoriesaresurnmarised
briefly in the following section.
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The Dance ConsciousnessModel as a proposal for new practice
Regardlessof the potential modifications and possible further research,there is no
doubt that the Dance Consciousness Model has proved effective in its aim of
allowing dancers to accessparticular states of consciousnesswithin performance. It
is important to consider, however, how it compares with dance consciousness
theories, concepts and methods which already exist within dance literature. Similar
considerationsmight be made with respect to theatre literature focussing on actors'
consciousness. Is the Dance Consciousness Model innovative and can it be
consideredas a proposal for new practice?
Chapter I concluded that there is a distinct lack of literature dealing with the
dancer's consciousness.It was noted that the literature of Sheets-Johnstone(1966)
and Fraleigh (1987) represents the principal research undertaken within the dance
discipline into the subject of the dance consciousness.Although both theorists do
provide some insight into the nature of the dance consciousnessand explicitly define
two dance states, reflective and pre-reflective, the breadth of their discourse is
constrained by their first-person phenomenological research approaches. This is
similar to the situation within the theatre literature in which theorists and
practitioners such as Stanislavski (1949,1961,1986), Strasberg (1988), Grotowski
(1969) and Schechner (1973,1985,1990)

promote a non-intrattentive state of

consciousnessfor the actor, and Diderot (1955), Meyerhold (1969) and Brecht
(1940) advocatean intrattentive state of consciousness.
There is little or no indication that the dance or theatre theorists' concepts are
founded in third-person consciousnesstheory. The concepts of the intrattentive and
non-intrattentive consciousness in the Dance ConsciousnessModel, however, are

basedon third-persontheory. In addition,having beenempirically investigatedand
trainer,the conceptsof intrattentionand
examinedby dancersandthe consciousness
The concepts
non-intrattentionalso take account of the first- and second-person.
Model could thereforebe consideredto be more
within the Dance Consciousness
authoritativethanthoseof the danceandtheatretheorists.
dance
Both Fraleigh and Sheets-Johnstone
how
the
consider
one can examine
consciousnessand they note that phenomenology can provide some insight into the
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states.The reliability andvalidity of resultantaccountsmustbe questioned,however,
becauseof their first-personnature.The methodof examinationused in relationto
Model also takes account of phenomenologyand thus
the Dance Consciousness
incorporatesthe first person into the method. In addition, however, the Dance
Consciousness
Model also incorporatessecond-and third-persontheory into the
methodand attemptsto provide a practical and accessiblemethodthat the dancers
can readily apply in order to examinetheir own states.The combinationof first-,
Model
second-and third-personexaminationmethodsin the DanceConsciousness
providesmorecomprehensive,
reliable andvalid researchinformation.
Neither Sheets-Johnstonenor Fraleigh suggestsany methods of accessto the states
of reflection and pre-reflection that they define. Within theatre literature, it is
'possible to locate some methods, such as those of Brecht and Stanislavski, which do
allow actors to accessstatesthat have an intrattentive or non-intrattentive nature. It is
important to recall here, however, the significant distinction discussed in Chapter I
regarding the difference between the methods provided by theatre literature and the
meansof accessin the Dance ConsciousnessModel. The methods of accessprovided
by theatre theorists are predominantly concerned with character. It is intended that
the Dance ConsciousnessModel, on the other hand, be appropriate for all forms of
contemporary dance, literal and non-literal, allowing dancers to access the states
through means that are not necessarily related to character. The Dance
ConsciousnessModel, therefore, offers accessible and practical means of accessto
states of intrattention and states of non-intrattention and methods of switching
between them. This is a significant development in comparison with the theories of
the above-mentioned dance theorists. The model also ensures that these means of
accessare applicable within all types of contemporary dance.
Although Sheets-Johnstoneimplies that dancers should experience a reflective
process and pre-reflective performance, neither Sheets-Johnstonenor Fraleigh
how
one might change states. In addition, although acting theorists Barba
suggests
(1985,1988,1989,1995)
and Bloch (1993) promote the concept of a dual
consciousnesscomprising both intrattention and non-intrattention, they do not clearly
describe practical means for accessing these states or moving from one state to
another. Meyer-Dinkgrafe (2005) offers a method in relation to the Natyashastra,but
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he himself notesthat Rutherempirical investigationis necessarybeforethe method
in
Model,
be
into
Consciousness
Western
The
Dance
theatre
transferred
can
practice.
contrast,providesdancerswith a clear progressionfrom an intrattentiveprocessto
dancers
in
doing
to
non-intrattentiveperformanceand vice versa and,
so, allows
switchstateswithin the process.
Sheets-Johnstoneand Fraleigh also imply that the pre-reflective danceconsciousness
is the ideal state for performance. The Dance Consciousness Model, however,
refrains from promoting either intrattentive or non-intrattentive states as more
effective than the other. Instead, the model -givesdancersthe choice of four different -strands which enable them to experience an intrattentive performance, nonintrattentive performance, or a performance that comprises both states - and thus
they are able to switch stateswithin performance.

Havingreconsideredthe existing literaturewhich dealswith, or is applicableto, the
dancers'consciousness,
it is evidentthat the consciousness
training and the Dance
Consciousness
Model developsignificantly the researchundertakento date within
current dancepractice.This thesishas demonstratedhow, through the application
thought
and amalgamationof a variety of existing theorieswith much-independent
andpractice,new theorieshavebeenformulated.The culminationof this activity is
Model, for which thereis no comparablealternativewithin
the DanceConsciousness
the disciplineof dance.
The DanceConsciousness
Model may benefit any dancerworking within the context
of Westerncontemporarydanceandcanbe appliedwithin any type of choreographic
processand performance.It is importantto re-emphasise,however,that the model
shouldbe seenas an additionto choreographicprocessandperformance,as opposed
to existing independently.The Dance ConsciousnessModel is not explicitly
concernedwith product and thus it is not intended that the model replace
conventionalchoreographicor performancetechniques.Whilst applying the model
dancersand choreographersare advised to also apply criteria and models for
focus
intention,
that
theme,
on
practice
content,form, expression,style, production
in
in
the
technique
so
and
on
choreographycontextand style,
elements
andskills the
performancecontext.
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There are of course many different tried and tested approachesand techniques
embracedin the conventionalpractice of choreographyand performance,many of
which focus on the product and on achieving artistic and aesthetic merit within the
cultural milieu of current dancepractice. The Dance ConsciousnessModel should be
seenas a valuable and perhaps essential addition to these approachesand techniques
in order to ensure that the subjectivity of experience is considered alongside the
objectivity of the product outcome.
The Introduction and Chapter 1 discussed how the dancer's mind, specifically the
dancer's consciousness,is attributed little significance compared with that of the
dancer's body. The Dance ConsciousnessModel readjusts the balance and negates
the 'dualistic point of view' about the body and mind that 'has always been
widespread in the dance community' (Fortin et aL, 2002, p. 173). The Dance
ConsciousnessModel should be seenas an innovative proposal for new practice and
it is hoped that the model will encouragemore dancers, choreographersand dance
theorists to ask 'what is a dancer conscious of while dancing?' (Sheets-Johnstone,
1966, p.39). It is anticipated that the model will have a significant impact on current
dance practice within the context of Western contemporary dance by providing
dancers,for the first time, with a means of accessto their danceconsciousness.
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Appendix A
Sample intrattentive training workshop
Intrattentive training: Workshop 2 structure and content
Duration: approximately 3 hours
Means of accessto be applied: Intrattentive,physical observation and intrattentive
blind sensing
Key:
Intrattentive physical observation

IPO

Intrattentive blind sensing
Intrattentive internal observation

IBS
I10

dancers,
Introduction:
Discussion
led
by
the
choreographer/consciousness
with
*
trainer,aboutthe natureof IPO andIBS andtheir useasmeansof accessto states
Explanationregardingthe differencesbetweenIPO
of intrattentiveconsciousness.
andIBS, versus110.
intrattentive
1:
Warm
Task
Group
individual
using
verbal
up and
warm up
*
report.
improvisation
2:
Solo
Task
IPO
Dancers
the
and
studio
with
around
walk
9
from
bodies.
This
their
simultaneously observe
own
self-observation must occur
every angle and be active as opposed to passive. Dancers are informed of the
differences between observing then moving (pre-observation), moving then
observing (post-observation), and observing whilst moving (present-observation).
In a circle, each participant performs a movement of their choice whilst

This process
simultaneouslyobservingtheir movementwith present-observation.
develops and dancers begin to execute and self observe short phrases of
movement and then move into free improvisation.
improvisation
3:
Solo
Task
IPO,
IBS
the
Dancers
IlO
around
with
walk
and
9
in
bodies
them
their
the
simultaneously
and
studio
observe
own
spacearound
and
as much detail as possible. They create a visual imprint of their bodies and the
studio inside their minds, close their eyes and begin to use blind sensing as they
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walk around. The dancersare informed of the importanceof maintainingthe
visual imprints, which they constructedwhen observing,whilst blind sensing.
Dancers improvise freely with blind sensing and, finally, whilst internalising the
observation.
Task 4: Solo set movement and performance with IPO, IBS and HO - Dancers
learn a set short movement phrase and simultaneously physically observe the
movement being executed. The dancers rehearsethe movement initially with the
observation and then create a visual imprint for use with blind sensing. The
dancers engage in motionless blind sensing
in
the
they
rehearse
which
movement completqly in their minds and not with their bodies - and then with
motion blind sensing- in which they physically rehearsewith eyes closed. Finally
the dancers rehearse whilst internalising the observation. The dancers are
informed of the importance of maintaining the intrattention whilst internally
observing. They perform the set material once with the observation, once with the
blind sensingand then twice whilst internalising the observation.
5:
Task
Solo
IBS
IPO,
choreography
and
performance
and 110 - Dancers
with
9
choreographa short solo phrasewhilst concurrently physically observing. Dancers
rehearsethe movement initially with the observation and then with blind sensing
(including motionless and motion sensing) and finally with internal observation.
They perform the choreography once with the physical observation, once with
blind sensingand then twice whilst internalisirig the observation.

6:
Task
Mover/observer
improvisation
IPO
with
9
and IBS - Dancerswork as a
duet and choosebetweentwo roles; mover and observer.The mover improvises
freely and physically observestheir body and the observer also physically
observesthe mover's body. Oncethey havegaineda visual imprint of the mover,
both the mover and the observerare given the opportunity to blind sense(the
observerwill be motionless).This task actsaspreparationfor task 7.
Task 7: Duet improvisationwith IPO Two dancersimproviseas part of a duet
and simultaneouslyphysically observethe duet. This observationmay include
movementsexecutedby self and/or other.
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duet
improvise
improvisation
110
Dancers
Task
8:
Duet
IPO,
IBS
a
as
and
with
9
initially utilising physical observationand then gradually moving into blind
sensing.Dancersthen improvisewithout physical observationor blind sensing
and internalisethe observation.Dancersare informed that, if necessary,it is
permittedto movebackto the physicalobservationin orderto re-focus.
9:
Task
Duet
Dancers
110
IBS
IPO,
choreography
and
and
performance
with
*
choreographa short duet phrase whilst concurrently physically observing self and
other. Dancers rehearsethe movement initially with physical observation and then
with blind sensing (including motionless sensing) and finally with internal
observation. The dancers perform the choreography once with the physical
observation, once with blind sensing and then twice whilst internalising the
observation.
Task 10: Group improvisation with IPO, IBS and 110 - Dancers improvise as a

groupandcontinuallyobserveboth self andothers.The dancersare informedthat,
at the point at which they feel they have the ability to executegroup movement
alongsidephysicalobservation,they may beginto useblind sensing.Subsequently
the dancersimprovisewith internal observation.Dancersare informed that, if
necessary,it is permittedto move back to the physicalobservationin order to refocus.Dancersmustmaintainan awareness
of the groupthroughout.
11:
Group
Task
IBS
Dancers
IPO,
110
choreography
and
performance
and
with
*
choreograph a short group phrase whilst concurrently physically observing self
and others. Dancers rehearsethe movement initially with physical observation and
then with blind sensing (including motionless sensing) and, finally, with internal
observation. The dancers perform the choreography once with physical
observation, once with blind sensing and then twice whilst internalising the

observation.
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Appendix B
Sample non-intrattentive

training workshop

Non-intrattentive training: Workshop 4 structureand content
Duration: approximately 3 hours
Meansof accessto be applied: A combination of non-intrattentive verbal report,
physical observationand active listening to createexternal, internal and kinaesthetic
non-intrattention
KeyNon-intrattentive verbal report
Non-intrattentivephysical observation

NIPO

Non-intrattentive active listening

NIAL

Extemal non-intrattention

ENI

Intemal non-intrattention

INI

Kinaestheticnon-intrattention

KNI

Introduction:
dancers,
Discussion
led
by the choreographer/consciousness
with
&
trainer, about the notion of combining NIVR, NIPO and NIAL in order to create
ENI, M and KNI respectively.
Task
1:
Warm
up - Group and individual warm up using NLAL*
Task
2:
improvisation
Solo
with NIVR and NIPO - Dancers walk around the
9
studio and gradually move into free improvisation. As they do so they are
presentedwith the four alternating visual stimuli - random film, lists of words,
lists of numbersand questions to physically observe.In addition, they provide a
non-intrattentiveverbal report in which they describeor shadowthe visual stimuli
(recite the words or numbers) or answer the questionsthat appear.The dancers
focus their attention on to the stimuli and the report and not on the movement.
begin
by
Dancers
NIAL
NIVR
Task
3:
improvisation
Solo
walking
and
with
fo
do
free
improvisation.
As
into
they
so, they
the
around
studio and gradually move
(depending
dichotic
binaural
presentation
on
or
are presented with a single,
lists
four
text,
the
stimuli
random
of
aural
alternating
equipment available) of
-
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listen.
In
lists
they
to
actively
must
which
of numbers and questions words,
hear
they
to
addition they use a non-intrattentive verbal report either shadowwhat
or to answer the questions.The dancersfocus their attention on to the stimuli and
the report and not the movement.
Task 4: Solo improvisation with NIPO and NIAL - Dancers begin by walking
aroundthe studio and gradually move into free improvisation. As they do so, they
are presentedwith the four alternating visual stimuli to physically observe and a
single, binaural or dichotic presentation of the four alternating aural stimuli to
which they must actively listen. The aural stimuli intermittently complement and
juxtapose the visual stimuli. The dancersfocus attention on to the visual and aural
stimuli and not the movement.
begin
by
Dancers
Task
improvisation
KNI
5:
Solo
ENI,
INI
walking
and
with
*
round the studio and then move into free improvisation. As they do so they are
presentedwith the four alternating visual stimuli to physically observe and a
complementaryor juxtaposing single, binaural or dichotic presentationof the four
alternating aural stimuli to which they must actively listen. In addition, the
dancersdescribe, shadow or answer what they see and hear. The dancershave
control over this report and can actively choose what they want to report and
when, the report must, however, remain constant.The dancersfocus the attention
on to the stimuli and the report and not the movement.After sometime, the visual
and aural stimuli ceaseand the dancersstop verbally reporting, they are, however,
disengage
dancers
Eventually
the
to
the
the
expected maintain
conscious state.
intrattention and enter kinaestheticnon-intrattention.
Dancers
Task
6:
KNI
Solo
INI
ENI,
set movement and performance with
and
*
learn a short movement phrase whilst being presentedwith the four alternating
dichotic
juxtaposing
binaural
or
visual stimuli and a complementary or
single,
presentationof the four alternating aural stimuli. In addition, the dancersdescribe,
shadow or answer what they see and hear. The dancershave control over this
report and can actively choose what they want to report and when, the report
must, however, remain constant.The dancersfocus attention on to the stimuli and
the report and not the movement. Tle dancersrehearsethe movement with the
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external intrattention. Part way through the rehearsalthe projections, recordings
and report cease,however the dancersmaintain their consciousstate.Towards the
end of the rehearsal and for the performance the dancers disengage the
intrattention and accessUnaestheticnon-intrattention.
Task 7: Solo choreographyand performance with ENI, INI and KNI - Dancers
choreographa short solo phrase whilst being presentedwith the four alternating
visual stimuli and a complementary or juxtaposing single, binaural or dichotic
presentation of the four alternating aural stimuli. In addition, they describe,
shadow or answer what they see and hear. The dancers have control over the
report and can actively choose what they want to report and when, the report
must, however, remain constant.The dancersfocus attention on to the stimuli and
the report and not the movement. The dancersrehearsethe movement with the
external non-intrattention. Part way through the rehearsal, the projections,
recordings and report cease,the dancersmust, however, maintain their conscious
state. Towards the end of the rehearsal and for the performance, the dancers
disengagethe intrattention and accesskinaestheticnon-intrattention.
Task 8: Mover/observer improvisation with ENI Dancers work as a duet and
choosebetweentwo roles; mover and observer.The mover improvises freely and
the observer watches the mover. At the same time they both simultaneously
physically observe the projected stimuli, actively listen to the aural stimuli and
provide non-intrattentive verbal reports of their choice. Dancersfocus attention on
to the stimuli and report, and not the movement. This task acts as preparation for
task 9, and trains the dancers to observe passively without focal attention and
allows the dancersto be in the spacewith one anotherwithout having to attend to
one another.
Task 9: Duet improvisation with ENI - Dancersimprovise as part of a duet whilst
physically observing the projected stimuli, actively listening to the single, dichotic
or binaural aural stimuli and providing a non-intrattentive verbal report of their
choice. They also have the option to use discussion as part of the verbal report.
The dancersfocus attention on to the stimuli and not the movement
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and KNI - Dancers improvise as a
duet whilst concurrently physically observing the visual stimuli, actively listening

Task 10: Duet improvisation with ENI, M

to the aural stimuli and providing a report, including discussion, of their choice.
Part way through the improvisation the projections, recordings and reports ceasethe dancers must, however, maintain their conscious state whilst using internal
non-intrattention. Towards the end of the improvisation the dancersdisengagethe
intrattention and accesskinaestheticnon-intrattention.
Task 11: Duet choreographyand performance with ENI, PTI and KNI - Dancers
choreograph a short duet phrase whilst concurrently physically observing the
visual stimuli, actively listening to the aural stimuli and providing a report,
including discussion,of their choice. The dancersfocus attention on to the stimuli
and report and not the movement. The dancersrehearsethe duet with the external
non-intrattention. Part way through the rehearsalthe projections, recordings and
reports cease,the dancersmust, however, maintain their consciousstate.Towards
the end of the rehearsal and for the performance the dancers disengage the
intrattention and accesskinaestheticnon-intrattention.
Task 12: Group improvisation with ENI, INI and KNI - Dancers improvise as a
group and continually physically observethe visual stimuli, actively listen to the
single, dichotic or binaural aural stimuli and provide a verbal report, including
group discussion,of their choice. 'Me dancersfocus attention on to the stimuli and
reportsand not the movement.Part way through the improvisation the projections,
recordingsand reports cease,the dancersmust, however, maintain their conscious
state.Towards the end of the improvisation the dancersdisengagethe intrattention

andaccesskinaestheticnon-intrattention.
Task 13: Group choreographywith ENI, INI and KNI Dancers choreographa
short group phrase whilst concurrently physically observing the visual stimuli,
actively listening to the aural stimuli and providing a verbal report, including a
discussionof their choice. The dancersrehearsethe movement with the external
non-intrattention. Part way through the rehearsalthe projections, recordings and
reports cease,the dancersmust, however, maintain their consciousstate.Towards
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the end of the rehearsal and for the performance the dancers disengage the
intrattention and accesskinaestheticnon-intrattention.
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Appendix C
Sample switching states training workshop
t9.

Switching statestraining: Workshop 2 structureand content
Duration: approximately 3 hours
Meansof accessto be applied: External, internal and kinaesthetic intrattention.and
external,internal and kinaestheticnon-intrattention.
KeyExtemal intrattention

EI

Intemal intrattention

II

Kinaestheticintrattention

KI

Extemal non-intrattention

ENI

Intemal non-intrattention

INI

Kinaestheticnon-intrattention

KNI

Introduction: Discussion with dancers, led by the choreographer/consciousness
trainer, about the nature of the switching statestraining as a meansto controlling
the intrattentive and non-intrattentive consciousness- using EI, 11,KI, ENI, INI
and KNI.
Task
1:
Warm
Group
individual
and
up
warm up using a combination of
*
-

intrattentiveandnon-intrattentivemeansof access.
freely
improvisation
improvise
Task
2:
Solo
Dancers
ENI,
INI
KNI
with
and
e
whilst using the means of access of their choice in order to maintain a nonintrattentive state.The dancersexternalise,internalise and finally kinaesthetically
experiencethe non-intrattention.
half
Task
3:
Speed
EI,
11
KI
Dancers
speed,
walk
at
with
and
walk
normal
*
speed, quarter speed, one eighth speed, one sixteenth speed, one thirty-second
speedand one sixty-fourth speedwhilst using the meansof accessof their choice
in order to maintain an intrattentive state.The dancersexternalise,internaliseand,
finally, kinaestheticallyexperiencethe intrattention.
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Task 4: Running with ENI, INI and KNI and observing with EI, II and KI - The
dancerswork in pairs. One participant runs on the spot whilst using the meansof
accessof their choice in order to maintain a non-intrattentive state.The participant
uses external, internal and, finally, kinaesthetic non-intrattention. The other
participant observesthe first participant running, whilst using the means of access
of their choice in order to maintain an intrattentive state. The participant uses
external, internal and, finally, kinaesthetic intrattention. The dancersswitch roles.
Task 5: Closing and opening hands with ENI, INI and KNI - Dancers sit cross
legged and rest their hands on their knees. They simultaneously open one hand
and close the other hand into a fist, at around one sixty-fourth their normal speed.
TIhedancersuse the means of accessof their choice in order to maintain a nonintrattentive

state. The

dancers externalise, internalise and,

finally,

kinaesthetically experiencethe non-intrattention.
Task 6: Mirroring and improvising with EI, II and KI - Dancers work in pairs.
One participant improvises feely and the other mirrors their movement. Both
dancers use the means of access of their choice in order to maintain an
intrattentive state. The dancers externalise, internalise and, finally,
kinaestheticallyexperiencethe intrattention. The dancersswitch roles.
Task
7:
Stillness
ENI,
INI
KNI
Dancers
with
and
stand completely still whilst
9
using the meansof accessof their choice in order to maintain a non-intrattentive
state.The dancersexternalise, internalise and, finally, kinaesthetically experience
the non-intrattention. The dancersare expectedto simply experiencethe stillness
and not engage in any reflective thought, such as how long they have been
standingstill.
Task
8:
Rehearse
El,
II
KI
Dancers
rehearsea set phrase
a
set
with
and
phrase
o
from the previous workshop whilst using the means of accessof their choice in
order to maintain an intrattentive state. The dancersexternalise, internalise and,
finally, kinaestlictically experiencethe intrattention.
Task
9:
Entering
ENI,
KNI,
EI,
H
KI
Dancers
INI,
enter
and
exiting
with
and
o
and exit the studio with an intrattentive state of consciousnessand then enter and
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exit '"ith a non-intrattentive state of consciousness.It is each participant's
responsibility to choosethe meansby which they accessand maintain these states.
The dancersrepeat the intrattentive task ffiree times, externalising, internalising
and kinaesthetically experiencing, the intrattention. Ile

dancers also repeat the

non-intrattentive task three times, externalising, internalising and kinaesthetically
experiencing,the non-intrattention.
Task
10:
Switching
statesconsciousnesscircuit with ENI, INI, KNI, El, 11and KI
e
Dancers
in
take
part
a switching states consciousnesscircuit. The circuit
consists of eight stations - four of which are intrattentive stations and four of
which are non-intrattentive stations. Dancers carry out the particular tasks
associatedwith each station and the tasks are based on those included in the
previous exercises. At various intervals during the circuit, the dancers are
instructedto exit the studio. After varying amounts of time, they are instructed to
return to their station and to continue with the task. The dancersmove continually
around the circuit, which they complete three times with at least three exits and
entrances.The first time round the circuit they are askedto externalise the state,
the second time to internalise it, and the third time to experience the state
kinaesthetically.
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Appendix D
Sample transcription
An open discussionbetween D9, D 10, D 11, D 12 and an informed audiencemember
immediately after the switching statestraining.
Question asked by the choreographer How do you feel after completing the
switching statestraining?
Responsesfrom dancers:
DIO: It felt really good.
D12: It did, yes, after a few stations you got in to it and moving between stations
wasn't so much a transition it was fme, you just becameused to doing it.
DIO: It definitely felt like you were switching statesbetween intraftention.and nonintrattention, especially from, for example, the walk to the run, with that you could
really feel an obvious changein state.
D9: Yes, and the exits and entranceswere effective, especially if you attempted to
maintain the statewhilst off stage.It definitely taught me how to switch states.
D12: The circuit becamereally absorbingand on the secondand third executionI felt
really into it and it felt really natural. I felt as if I could have carried on for ages.
D 11: Yes, I definitely felt like I could havejust carried on doing it. The whole thing
felt very short.
D9: Even when you looked at the clock at the clock watch station you didn't pay any
attention to what time it was and so you kind of lost your awarenessof time as a
whole.
D12: I couldn't believe it when it finished.
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Comment and question askedby audiencemember: It was all fascinating, absolutely
fascinating. What difference did it make when you had to internalise the means of
access?
D12: Well there wasn't much difference as we are so used to moving from external
to internal so I guessit wasn't really a shock and you still talk or observeinside your
head.
D 10: Yes for me I'm still talking or somethinginside my head.I think we all still use

the meansinsideour bead.sothereisn't muchdifferenceat all.
But then on the last lap you lose those internal monologues and just
kinaesthetically enter the states.

Dll:

D 12: 1really enjoyed the kinaestheticactually.
D1 1: It was a really gradual progression.I don't know how different it would have
been if we had gone straight into the kinaesthetic statethough. BecauseI felt by the
third lap that I had warmed up mentally and physically.
D 10: Yes the progressionreally helped.
Question askedby audiencemember: So how did it changebetween the secondand
third lap, from the intemal to the kinaesthetic?
Responsesfrom dancers:
D 12: It's really hard to explain, it's just a feeling. I mean you just don't need to talk
or observein your mind anymore.
DIO: Yes it's just experiential. And I was able to kinaesthetically enter the states.
Occasionally I did use the internal meanson the third lap, just if I lost it, to help me
re-access.Sometimes at the beginning of a new station I would have to begin by
just
internal
few
later
feel
it
bit
then
you
using
and
a
seconds
more
a
when you could
experiencedit. Especially with the non-intrattentive, otherwise I might have become
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awareof havingto be unawareandthen of courseyou'd be intrattentive.So I would
internal
the
use
momentarilyandthenmove into kinaesthetic.
D 11: For me it just happened,I just felt it. The kinaesthetic lap was fine becauseof
the progression, and because,like I said earlier, we had warmed up physically and
mentally by then.
Question asked by audience member: Do you think you would be able to enter that
statestraight away?
Responsesfrom dancers:
D 10: As long as you've had a chanceto warm up using the external and internal. So
if you were using it for a performance, you could warm up off stage using the
external and internal and then I think you would be prepared to accesskinaesthetic
straight away in the performance.

DI I: Yes, you can definitely, with practice, and I think it's just about training
yourself to be more receptive to the kinaesthetic states.
D9: I agree, with practice you should be able to train your mind to just switch on. I
think we could do that now actually.

Questionaskedby audiencemember:How haveyou found the training asa whole?
Responsesfrom dancers:

D 10: I've seriously in classes being using it so much.

D 11:Yes,we've beensayinghow we can't believewhat an effect it hashad.
DIO: I really notice it in my ballet lessons, I'm so much more aware of where my
legs and arms are for example.
D9: Yes I feel so much more aware of myself and my states.
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DI 1: 1 think, as well, you havemore trust in yourself- not just your body but also
your mind - to know what you should be doing. You don't need anyoneelse to
correctyour movementfor example,becauseyou know exactlywhat you are doing.
You cantrust your bodyto understandthe movement.
D12: And you realise,how in everyday life you are always switching states.So really
it's very like everyday life and so you should be able to do it, but somehow it's more
difficult when dancing, not now I've had the training though. I understand how to
bring that everyday switching into my dancing.
D9: Access is becoming much easier and much more instantaneous,it feels like we
can switch with ease between everyday states and dance states. Now, after the
training, I feel a lot more aware of myself as a dancer and of my own personal
movement style. I think that when you know yourself better, that's when you can
really push yourself as a dancer and push your boundaries more. That's what I feel
like I am able to do now. This training will really help me develop as a dancer. Now
I have an awarenessthat I can move in these two different statesI can start to work
with them more and push myself more instead of just existing in my normal dance
state.
DIO: It's great to experiment with the different states. The movement you create
when intrattentive is different from the movement you create when non-intrattentive

know
how
I
to accessthesedifferent statesI canexperimentmore with the
andnow
two styles. It's definitely a good way to get you moving in a different style. It's
openedmy eyes to a new way of moving.
D 11: It's not that one way is better than the other, but at least now you have an
awarenessof the different states.
D9: Yes for me it's been good, as before I was more of a non-intrattentive dancer, I
mean that's the sort of state I would normally dance in. But now I can see a totally
different side and it's been really interesting to see how far I can go with the
intrattentive side. It's like I have a whole new dancer in me. Before people would say
that I would never finish movement properly but now I can because I am more

aware.
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D11: It's so usefulto usethe intrattentivewhenrehearsing,evenif you then go on to
usenon-intrattentionin the performance,it's so good to get that clarity. Especially
with duets for example, you don't normally have such an awarenessof your partner,
and I realised that before I was never really aware of exactly what they were doing.
D12: Yes they would just be there wouldn't they, they are just your partner and
you're not necessarilymentally aware of what they are doing and thinking.
D 11: But now I am far more sensitive and aware of my self and others. It's amazing.
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